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Year Three in the new halls, and slowly we
drift back into the old halls, because this
year Hall 7 was added and so there was
even more room for offers, novelties, things
to be astonished about and sometimes also
to shake one’s head over.
Again SPIEL was an unforgettable and
unique experience and yet familiar, too
– and my report also follows the familiar
structures: New releases – many of them
are co-production right across borders and
publishers – are once mentioned in detail,
either with the original publisher or the
partner for the German edition, with notes
on other publishers or the German distributor. Games showing the logo of a brand are
listed under the brand name, for instance
alea or Drei Magier. Additional editions in
other languages are mentioned, albeit irregularly.
Again, the number of games published
via crowd funding platforms like Startnext,
Spieleschmiede or Kickstarter is getting
larger all the time, many of them have been
on offer also for non-supporters at Essen.
Another increasing trend is pre-ordering:
One must decide on buying quite a lot of
games, in analogy to crowd funding, without having at least seen them, not to talk
about having played them.
As usual I have also tried to mention new releases and announcements from publishers
that are represented by companies like Heidelberger, Pegasus, Asmodee or UGG in the
German market and mostly listed in the section for publishers present in Essen. I have
rarely listed promotional items for games,
expansions are - when known - listed.
Our booth in Hall 1 was well frequented
again this year and always filled with players
testing our new releases; Royal Goods was
a sensational success, it sold out by Friday
noon.
This takes us to the novelties, once again
there were more of them than last year,
also more designers and more companies hopefully we have seen most of them, not
all of them were ready, some were sold out,
some were announced for next year, some
we will receive later and quite a lot of them
we have taken home.
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Lembitu – Historic simulation by Aigar Alaveer for 2-4 players, ages 8+:

Estland is the target for several attempts
to conquer it; the Danes come from the
West, Crusaders from the South, the Prince
of Novgorod from the East. All players
try together to keep enemy forces out
of Weissenstein. Players and enemies
alternate turns, players have no fixed turn
order and 3-6 actions: Movement, combat
or rebellion, depending on the number of
players.

Lembitu Heavy Cavalry – Expansion for
Lembitu by Aigar Alaveer for 2-4 players, ages
8+: 20 Castles can be used for fortifications,
and 6 knights; as a consequence of certain
dice results enemy units are reinforced and
one knight is placed in front of the chain of
enemy units.

choose three out of nine modules – Transport, Race, Privileges, Military, Discovery,
Roads, Majorities, Production and Action.
You turn to the corresponding pages in the
„Book of Worlds “ and learn the details and
rules for the game on the chosen world. The
modules determine starting position, starting capital, conditions for winning, and so
on. English edition: Stronghold Games.
Funkenschlag: Die Aktiengesellschaften
– Expansion for Funkenschlag by Friede-

mann Friese for 2-6 players, ages 13+: The
10th expansion can be played with Funkenschlag and Funkenschlag deluxe as well as
all other boards and power station decks. As
share owner you try to control companies
for maximum personal wealth. In a variant you want to acquire shares from those
companies that turn into the biggest on
the market and provide electricity to most
cities. In a second variant you control your
own company and try to establish it in the
market. Sometimes you sell your shares to
acquire shares in other companies. English
edition: Rio Grande Games.

2F-Spiele
504 – Modular collection of Games by Friedemann Friese for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
Ludosophes from a distant galaxy have
created 504 small worlds. For a game you
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Behind the Throne – Card game by Oleksandr Nevskiy and Oleg Sidorenko for 2-4

Vaults - Card game by Hrvoje Kordić for
2-4 players, ages 12+: As the Boss of a gang

players, ages 8+: Four secret organizations
rival for the throne of the realm and collect
cards with special abilities for that purpose.
Co-publisher IGames.

in a steampunk universe you chose your
gangsters carefully, equip them with exotic
tools and send them out to break into safes;
such excursions can end with a trip to police headquarters. Interference cards allow
for tactic.

Das Allerbeste Baumhaus– Card game

8th Summit
Agents of SMERSH: Showdown! – Book
of scenarios for Agents of SMERSH and the

by Scott Almes for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
All players rival for the best treehouse. Coproducers IGames and Green Couch Games.
Die Piraten der 7 Weltmeere – Dice and

Swagman’s Hope expansion by Jason Maxwell and Dan Booth for 1-5 players, ages
13+: Scenarios with a continuous story
line offering a new end game for Agents of
SMERSH.

999 Games
card drafting game for 2-4 players, ages
9+: Pirates in full action – adventures, loot,
harbors and giant squids; dice results and
dice positions on the board determine ship
movement. English edition: Pandasaurus /
IDW.

www.gamesjournal.at

Mega Civilization – Historic simulation by
Flo de Haan and John Rodriguez for 5-18
players, ages 14+: Giant version of the original game of Civilization by Frances Tresham,
you try to achieve most victory points for
your civilization by balancing advances in
culture, economics, politics, religion and
state administration.

OUR REPORT

40 Lines for Meeples

Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief

Yes, we took courage and here you find
1338 new games by 929 designers, published by 448 companies on 164 pages
with 1284 pictures, all that we have found
in and around Essen. We can only agree
with Dominique Metzler: This SPIEL was
the biggest and most extensive SPIEL there
ever war (until next year!).
This event shows that our games have
established themselves as cultural assets
besides books, music, films etc., the huge
selection demonstrates the manifold ideas
of our game designers.
This year, too, we did present our two
new games by Austrian game designers,
premiering at Essen: FLIP A BIRD by Arno
Steinwender and Wilfried Lepuschitz and
ROYAL GOODS by Alex Pfister (sold out!
and re-published already by Lookout Spiele
as OH MY GOODS!).
With our report we want to make sure that
no game remains un-played or is forgotten
and that each interested gamer can find
the one or other treasure.
Never ever before has the game publishers‘ scene been so variegated, but thanks
to the Internet all sources for acquiring a
game are easy to find.
Recommend this WIN 485 to other readers, this issue is available for everybody
as a free download, be it PDF or eBook or
Kindle. I hope that you have as much fun
reading it as I had in compiling it.
Unfortunately, we do still have a backlog of
regular issues due to my husband’s illness,
but we are working on it!
Please stay with us a a regular reader:
http://www.gamesjournal.at
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A-games

Abacusspiele

Dudab - Card game by Csaba Hegedűs for
2-6 players, ages 8+: Aim of the game: Few

Bang! Dodge City by Emiliano Sciarra for
3-8 players, ages 10+: The second expan-

cards and points. A card is placed in one of
three columns; number +1 on a number
of different color and symbol or you place
a Shaman or Dudab. When you place the
6th card, you take the previous five ones for
scoring and discard all cards in hand but 2
on the discard pile or your own scoring pile.
When the draw pile is empty, the game is
scored.

sion; on display as a separate stack, the
top card is in play and all must meet its demands.
Bang! Expansion Pack by Emiliano Sciarra
for 4-7 players, ages 8+: Three expansions

Chimera by Ralph H. Anderson for 3 players, ages 10+: Chimera is similar to a game

of Tichu for three. There are always two
hunters playing against a Chimera, a round
of bidding decides who will play Chimera.
The Chimera leads a combination, the others answer with the same combination or
one of higher value. When someone has
played all his cards you score in relation to
the bids and the last-played combination
and also for treasures in tricks.
Knatsch by Michael Schacht for 2-6 players, ages 8+: New edition, a card game with

Piñata Party – Placement and collecting

game by Csaba Hegedűs for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: Sweets on the board must be collected. Two movement cards and one scoring cards are on display. In turn you have
three actions per turn to move a sweet or
a tower of sweets or take sweets off the
board.
Announced for 2016:
Ave Roma - Worker Placement by Attila
Szögyi for 2-5 players, ages 12+
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in a pack: The Valley of the Shadows - 8
character- and 16 playing cards; ghosts
of dead enemies can return. Wild West
Show: 10 Wild West Show and 8 character
cards. Wild West Show cards are readied
separately. In case of a Diligence or Wells
Fargo card the top Wild West Show card is
revealed and implemented. High Noon and
a Fistful of Cards: Decks are stacked openly,
the respective top cards are in play and
must be adhered to.

dice in which you conquer castles with dice
combinations and also win tournaments;
dice can be influenced with assist cards.
Mexica by Wolfgang Kramer and Michael
Kiesling for 2-4 players, ages 12+: New edi-

Bang! Gold Rush by Emiliano Sciarra for 4-7
players, ages 8+: This expansion introduces
new equipment cards and character cards
and also two mechanisms: Purchase of
equipment for new abilities, with gold; in
the Shadow version a dropped-out player
returns to the game.

www.gamesjournal.at
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tion as a limited edition with superb components. You construct boroughs, bridges
and buildings in Tenochtitlan, making use
of canals, to collect scoring points.
Tichu Sonderausgabe by Urs Hostettler for

4 players, ages 10+: Limited edition of the
card game intended for exactly four players,
using cards from the Filosofia Edition.
Zooloretto Würfelspiel: Baby Boom by
Michael Schacht has been announced as
an expansion, but is scheduled for autumn
2016 according to the publisher.

Expansions
Cacao: Vulkane by Phil Walker-Harding for
2-4 players, ages 8+: Three volcano tiles replace the gold mines. The cut-out sheet of

Abbagames
Adventure Time: Adventures in the Land
of Ooo - by Juan Serrano and Buster Lehn

for 1-5 players, ages 8+: Impersonating
characters from the show, you explore the
board, collect cards and master challenges
and overcome enemies – in the standard
game you need to complete one of two
missions.
Portal of Morth - by Buster Lehn, Manuel

Muñoz and Francisco Ruiz for 1-4 players,
ages 12+: You defend your tower against
enemies by using dice; before placing opponent dice and then attacking them with
heroes you can modify the initial distribution of your dice by moving the portal and
paying gold for this.

OUR REPORT

players, taking place on several boards. You
use generator cards to create your units.
Conflict of Heroes: Eastern Front – Solo
Expansion by John H. Butterfield, Uwe Eick-

ert and Gunter Eickert for 1-1 players, ages
13+: New system for AI units and Mission
Tracks for gunfights.
Conflict of Heroes: Guadalcanal – Conflict
simulation by Uwe Eickert and Dean Halley

for 1-4 players, ages 12+: First announced
in 2012, the simulation of combat on Guadalcanal has now arrived at the pre-order
stage.
Mare Nostrum Empires – New edition of
Mare Nostrum by Serge Laget for 3-5 play-

Academy Games
Conflict of Heroes: Awakening the Bear –
Firefight Generator – Expansion by Gunter
Eickert for 1-4 players, ages 13+: A new
system for gunfights that can be used in a
solo game as well as for large battles for four
the tiles can be used for a box insert.
Hanabi: Die Bonus-Plättchen by Antoine
Bauza for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Bonusmarker: Instead of a clue chip you turn over a
bonus chip for the fifth card of a color and
implement of the four possible actions.

www.gamesjournal.at

ers, ages 14+: Revised new edition of the
development and conquest game, in cooperation with Asyncron Games.
Mare Nostrum Atlas – Expansion for Mare
Nostrum by Serge Laget together with Bruno Cathala and Team for 2-6 players, ages
14+: Cooperation with Asyncron Games,
announced by them.
Distribution Partners: Schwerkraft Verlag,
Pegasus Verlag
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ADC Blackfire
Entertainment
Cthulhu Realms – Deck-building card
game by Darwin Kastle for 2-4 players,

parachutist, and you must explain this term
by making use of as few cards as possible;
you can place those cards, put them up,
move them across the room and also include the character card of Luca in your explanation.
Manimals: Loro Parque Teneriffa by Bernhard Naegele for 2-7 players, ages 6+: Mani-

Act in Games
Aya – Cooperative placement game by
Olivier Grégoire and Thibaut Quintens for
ages 14+: In the Cthulhu universe we want
to drive the other players insane or have
enough sanity left oneself when the general deck has been used up. You start with a
stack of 10 cards; in your turn you play cards
on the table, using standard mechanisms,
and can use each effect once. English edition: Tasty Minstrel Games.

mals is a series of educational games featuring characteristics of animals; in addition to
special editions for oceans and so on; there
are editions for animal parks and zoos, here
for Loro Parque auf Teneriffa. Announced
for December 2015.

Shuffle Heroes – Deck-building card game
by Jan Vaněček for 2 players, ages 10+: You

Manimals: Serengeti-Park Hodenhagen by Bernhard Naegele for 2-6 players,

draft two heroes, shuffle their cards for your
deck and then play with this deck. You defeat opposing heroes by reducing their life
points or by destroying cards in the opponent’s deck. Co-production with Czech
Board Games.

ages 6+: Another Zoo edition for Manimals,
this time for an African zoo.

2-5 players, ages 8+: In the world of water
goddess Aya we cooperate for images of
landscapes and animals. In the placement
phase you place dominoes, tiles and markers for animal images. This results in a chain
of standing dominoes with landscape tiles
between dominoes and animal markers
on dominoes. The chain is triggered and
all dominoes fall – animal images and landscapes score for their positions in relation to
each other and the chain of dominoes.
Piratoons – Placement game with auc-

Adlung-Spiele
Card-Art by Bernhard Naegele for 2-7 players, ages 8+: Cards show terms, for instance
tions, by Olivier Grégoire and Thibaut Quintens for 2-4 players, ages 8+: A legendary
ship with a marvelous crew is wanted, so
you exert yourself and go plundering with
the help of crew markers and distribute
booty according to majorities and bids in
auctions. With Blackrock Games.
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Nimmit by Karsten Adlung for 2-6 players,
ages 6+: Cows and sheep are made up from
three parts; on player is revealing all cards
very fast, all others must collect as many
complete animals as possible. Revised edition of Grabsch.

www.gamesjournal.at
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Adventure Planning
Service (Bouken)
25 Card Game - Card game by Koushi Kondou for 2-5 players, ages 8+: You need to as-

OUR REPORT

tion must be avoided. Advanced version
with three alternate victory conditions.

Alderac Entertainment
Group
Adventure Time Love Letter by Seiji Kanai for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Yet another

semble fish of the same kind and can then
fist for them by paying coins, but you must
leave one of them behind for environmental reasons; this might result in a bonus.
Diet & Friends – Card game by Koushi
Kondou for 3-8 players, ages 13+: You take

a walk along the streets, enjoy a meal together and pay attention to your weight.
You hand on food with too many calories
and try to be the one you gained the least
weight in total.

Alban Viard
Studio Games

ages 10+: Confrontation each against everyone else, using cards; you shuffle a race
deck and a class deck together for unique
character combinations, resulting in equally
unique tactics and strategies; aim of the
game is to reduce the opponent to 0 life
points.
Flock by David J. Mortimer for 2-5 players,
version of Love Letter, featuring characters
from Adventure Time, and two new riles,
one of them is a new victory condition. Coproduction with Cryptozoic.
Automobiles by David Short for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Deck building game featuring

a car racing topic; you use markers instead
of card and have a standard turn with active
markers for cars and race or an alternate
turn for pit stop and repairs.
Dice City by Vangelis Bagiartakis for 1-4
players, ages 14+: Rolldovia is given a new

Small City by Alban Viard for 1-4 players,
ages 14+: Urban development with eight

ages 14+: You enlarge your flock of birds
with feeding, nest building and hatching
and either choose placement of a bird one
of six different action cards or activation of
such a card with a minimum of one bird.
When the Competition card is activated, you
pay upkeep costs per bird, relocate birds
and score action cards and birds in stock.
Smash Up: Munchkin by Paul Peterson
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: A cross-over that
was probably unavoidable – Munchkins
meet Smash Up. German Edition at Pegasus
Spiele.

Amigo
Spiel + Freizeit
Family Games
Elfenland de luxe by Alan R. Moon for

votes for the office of Mayor. Votes are accrued from citizens in residential areas,
constructing of public buildings and commercial quarters as well as fulfilling election
campaign promises. Environmental pollu-

www.gamesjournal.at

capital – in the dice phase you remove five
dice one by one and can use them for action or use the effect of the location. You
can build locations for resources in the construction phase or use trade ships. Coproduction with Artipia Games.
Epic PVP - Fantasy game by Luke Peterschmidt and Ryan Miller for 2-4 players,

2-6 players, ages 13+: New edition of the
travelling game; this edition comprises all
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variants published so far and on top of this
introduces the variant Elfensea, in which
you use means of transport differently on
another board. English edition: Rio Grande
Games.
Kerflip! by Damon Tabb for 2-4 players,

ages 10+: Letters draws from a bag are laid
out white side up. You name a word and
place in in the order it was named. The first
word is completely white and scores 10
points per letter; then its letters are turned
to purple and the next player forms his
word from all available letters, purple ones
score only 5 points.
Card Games
3 sind eine zu viel! by Christoph Behre and

Reinhard Staupe for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
Cards are sorted according to the rules in
three rows. Then you take cards in relation
to the value of the card you placed and
score at the end for colors and cards and
lose points for triplets of colors.
Die Portale von Molthar by Johannes
Schmidauer-König for 2-5 players, ages 10+:

acters you are the Chosen One and saved
Molthar.
Karma by Marsha J. Falco for 2-6 players,
ages 8+: Card shedding game, in which you

can either lay out identical cards or take the
discard pile or play a Karma card for actions
or rule changes; if you are the last player to
have cards you have lost the game.

vate and delicate questions and guess how
many players have answered „yes“. Can be
combined with other editions of Privacy.
Dice Games
Gipfelstürmer by Friedemann Friese for 2-4
players, ages 8+: Ibexes climb to the peak
with luck of the dice, signs along the path
indicate the necessary result; if you man-

Römisch Pokern by David Parlett and Johannes Krenner for 2-6 players, ages 10+: Six

dice showing numbers I, V and X are used to
form a valid Roman number; you begin with
one die and add one dice after each roll; for
scoring you note down each number only
once and in ascending order; in case of
failed rolls you can use action cards.

age none of them, one ibex goes back to
the start. If there is not enough room at the
finish case pushing happens upwards and
downwards, and you win with the second
ibex at the finish.
Games for children
Der kleine Rabe Socke: Das große Rennen by Michael Schacht for 2-5 players,
ages 5+: Game based on the film; there is a
race held in the forest and two laps are run

Sarkophag by Michael Feldkötter for 3-6
players, ages 8+: Mummy heads in tricks

in the race by rolling dice, obstacles on the
track must be removed by using the action
dice.

You collect pearl cards to activate characters at the portal. Activated characters have
leave the portal and deliver power points,
diamonds or abilities. If you have collected
12 or more power points from active char-
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must be avoided; the second card in a trick
decides if all cards have to be higher or lower than the card lead; accordingly, you win
the trick with the lowest or highest card of
the round.
Party Games
Privacy Quickie by Reinhard Staupe for
5-10 players, ages 16+: Variant of Privacy,
you secretly answer „yes“ or „no“ to very pri-

Speed Cups: Fan-Edition by Haim Shafir
for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Six different Booster
packs with a fixed content each – five cards
per booster – provide new tasks for Speed
Cups. The tasks were created in country
championships of Speed Cup.

www.gamesjournal.at
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vertical or horizontal sequences of symbols
according to the constellation cards.
Sukkube – Abstract mind puzzle by René
Capuzzo for 1-6 players, ages 10+: As a circus director you play cards to rotate the
cube; if your character is on top of the cube
at the end of the round, you score.
The Producer: 1940-1944 - Economics
game by Manlio Zaninotti for 2-4 play-

Among Meeples
Among Nobles - Card game by Morten
Andersen, Tina Christensen, Robert Bonde

and social responsibility to find favor with
the spirits.
The Great Dinosaur Rush - Collecting
game by Scott Almes for 2-5 players, ages

ers, ages 12+: The topic are film studios in
Hollywood, you are a producer and use all
aspects of film production, influenced by
events.

Jensen, Lone Gram Larsen and Troels Vastrup for 3-5 players, ages 14+: By marriage,
alliances, wars and intrigues you establish
a family dynasty in a feudal Europe. You
activate a person or a couple for actions. In
the course of the game Nobles with special
abilities are introduced.

APE Games

10+: As a paleontologist you collect bones
and assemble dinosaurs; in some actions
you can accrue bad reputation; if you have
most of bad reputation you must deduct its
value from your final score.

Aporta Games
Automania by Kristian Amundsen Østby
and Kenneth Minde for 2-4 players, ages

Apokalypse
Ophiuchus: The Thirteenth Constellation
– Placement and set collecting game by

Arcadia – Set collecting game by Phil R.
Chase and Greg Bush for 2-4 players, ages
12+: A game on car production; in a factory each player controls three conveyor
belts and can place machines to change
the specification of cards, but the belts intersect and one machine can change more
than one type of car. Cars that are produced
must be sold, the better the fit the market
demand the more profit they bring.
Emilio Zampa for 1-4 players, ages 12+: You
place cards next to cards in order to achieve
8+: You want to construct the best possible
amusement park and try to hire experts in
order to be able to build attractions faster.
Status Preorder.
Spirits of the Rice Paddy – Placement and
card game by Philip duBarry for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Rice farmers on Bali receive
aid and support from legendary spirits and
combine elements of irrigation, religion

www.gamesjournal.at

Arcane Wonders
City of Gears: Second edition - Worker
Placement in a Steampunk/Fantasy setting,
by Chris Leder for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Originally published at Game Crafters, a new
edition has been announced, without any
further details.
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Ares Games
Co-mix – Narrative game by Lorenzo Silva
for 3-10 players, ages 6+: You play alone or

Mage Wars Academy by Bryan Pope for 2
Spieler: Introductory game for the universe

events. At the start of your turn you can
rearrange covered unis, move a unit up
front and discard three event cards in order
to free units or provide supplies for units.
Revealed units can attack opposing ones, a
D6 die decides the outcome. Detailed rules
are given for conditions and situations in
combat.
Tank Hunter 2e: Cmdr - Stand-alone
expansion for Tank Hunter 2e by Atsuo

of Mage Wars Arena, without a game board
and with a clears streamlined mechanism
for a shorter game. Compatible to Mage
Wars Arena.
Distribution and cooperation partner:
Pegasus Spiele

Archona Games
Small Star Empires – SciFi game with a territorial topic by Milan Tasevski for 2-4 play-

in teams of two and create stories in three
rounds. At the start all decide on a title
together and then each team displays its
story using 12 double-sided cards. All tell
their story and place a critique marker next
to another story. Majorities score points.
2014 published by Horrible Games, new
edition 2015 in cooperation with Horrible
Games.
Galaxy Defenders: Extinction Protocol –
Expansion for Galaxy Defenders by Simone
Romano and Nunzio Surace for 2-2 players,

Yoshizawa for 2-8 players, ages 12+:
Introduces more tanks, more infantry and
more guns as well as Commander Cards.
Can be combined with the basic game of
Tank Hunter 2e and/or the expansion Tank
Hunter 2e Jäger.
Tank Hunter 2e: Jäger - Stand-alone
ages 13+: Second campaign expansion
featuring Master Aliens Kingator and Alien
Queen as well as Exo skeletons used for
power-armory for the agents.
Galaxy Defenders: Operation Strikeback – Expansion for Galaxy Defenders by
Simone Romano and Nunzio Surace for 2-2

ers: On a modular board of hexes which
symbolize star systems, you move ships in
order to colonize systems. Prototype shown
in the Game Designer Workshop, Kickstarter in planning.

Arclight Games
Tank Hunter 2e – Card and dice game by
by Atsuo Yoshizawa for 2-8 players, ages
12+: Tank Hunter 2e features tank types
from WWII. At the start you draft cards for
units – tanks, artillery or infantry – or for
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expansion for Tank Hunter 2e by Atsuo
Yoshizawa for 2-8 players, ages 12+: Yet
again more tanks and more guns for the
basic game. Can be combined with the
basic game of Tank Hunter 2e and/or the
expansion Tank Hunter 2e Cmdr.
players, ages 13+: First campaign expansion
featuring new mechanisms, aliens, powers and characters including Master Aliens.
Wormoon must be defeated; to achieve

www.gamesjournal.at
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as an expansion for a new edition of Age
of Conan, putting a strong emphasis on
Conan.
Sword & Sorcery - Cooperative Fantasy

this, agents now have power suits at their
command and there is also a non-playing
character.
Jolly Roger – Card game by Frédéric Moyersoen for 4-10 players, ages 13+: The new

War of the Ring Warriors of Middle Earth
– Expansion for War of the Ring by Roberto

captain determines Quartermaster and target – Fort, Merchant Ship or Settlement for
booty, Pirate Harbor for crew cards or Treasure Island to hide booty. Each player plays
cards at his discretion, the target card gives
the parameters for success. When there is
booty, the captain chooses first, the rest is
handed out by the quartermaster. The captain can name a crewman for punishment,
the quartermaster makes the choice. Each
player can start a mutiny after each decision
of the captain. German edition: Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Odyssey: Wrath of Poseidon - Deduction
game by Leo Colovini for 2-5 players, ages
13+: The war is over, Odysseus wants to go

home and needs Poseidon’s forgiveness.
There are two separate boards, each one
hidden from the other faction. The Poseidon
player plays special tiles to move one ship or
all ships – his board shows the real location
of all the ships. The navigators must guess
the ship locations and move ships on their
own board based on their deductions.

board game by Simone Romano and Nunzio Surace (=Gremlin Project) for 1-5 players,
ages 12+: All players confront the game together, each player controls one or several
heroes; the game uses mechanisms and el-

Argentum Verlag
Di Meglio, Marco Maggi and Francesco Nepitello for 2-4 players, ages 13+: The expansion introduces heroes and characters that
so far have only appeared on event cards
and are now represented by figurines with
special abilities, plus faction dice and faction events.
There are also expansions for Wings of Glory WW1, the Miniatures Tabletop by Andrea

ements from Galaxy Defenders.
Antarctica – Area control game Charles

Two more games are coming via Kickstarter:
Age of Conan Adventures in Hyboria by

Chevallier for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Due to
global changes the interest in the Antarctic
regions is growing. You build exploration
centers and mine resources. The sun frees
one ship in turn from the surrounding ice to
enable one turn for its owner – the ship is
moved to a free spot and its owner can set
up a building on this spot or build a ship,
hire scientists or achieve scientific progress
or pass.
Yunnan: Dian Mu Temple – Expansion for

Roberto Di Meglio, Marco Maggi and Francesco Nepitello for 2-4 players, ages 12+,

Yunnan by Aaron Haag for 2-5 players, ages
12+: Expansion in post card format featur-

Angiolino and Pier Giorgio Paglia for 2 or
more players, ages 13+.

Quickpick: Island of Monster Masks by
Martino Chiacchiera and Benedetto Degli
Innocenti for 3-8 players: The active player
draws one Mask card and impersonates the
monster in a pantomime. The other players have to guess the monster. For a correct
guess both presenter and guessers score
points.

www.gamesjournal.at
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ing a new building.

Arnold Sebastian
Eigenverlag
City of Ideologies - Abstract strategy game
by Sebastian Arnold, featuring a politics

topic, for 2-4 players, ages 14+: On the
search for a new home mankind is travelling
through space in a ship formed like a huge
city; several factions want to reshape the
city according to their own ideas. Prototype
presented in the designer work shop.
Königliche Keilerei – Card game by Se-

bastian Arnold for 3-6 players, on a topic of
adventures among animals, planned as a
Crowdfunding project.

Artana
Tesla vs. Edison: War of Currents - Worker
Placement game by Dirk Knemeyer for 2-5

public. Further edition at Giochix.at.
Mentioned as a preview:
Corrupted Kingdoms – Bluff and negotiation game by Raymond Chandler III and
Dirk Knemeyer for 3-5 players, ages 14+: You
are an evil one who fights with money and

minions for control of the United Kingdoms
and their political elite. Announced for Q4
2016.
Fútbol Strategy - Football simulation by
Dirk Knemeyer and Daniel M. Levine for 1-2
players, ages 14+: From a pool of 12 players

of one nationality you choose six star players; action cards direct the game and are
used as a timer. Originally announced by
Conquistador Games.
Follow-up company of Conquistador
Games.
Distribution Partner: Schwerkraft Verlag

ers, ages 12+: A stand alone game for two
players or an expansion, introducing new
mechanisms for space ships and for more
interaction as well as new locations and
the Advisors Module. Coproduction with
Stronghold Games.
For this and for all other editions of Among
the Stars there is also the Among The Stars:

Miniatures Pack. Cooperation with Stronghold Games.
Dice City by Vangelis Bagiartakis for 1-4

players, ages 14+: Rolldovia is given a new
capital – in the dice phase you remove five
dice one by one and can use them for action or use the effect of the location. You
can build locations for resources in the construction phase or use trade ships. Coproduction with Alderac.
New Dawn by Sotirios Tsantilas and Kon-

Artipia Games
Among the Stars: Revival – Expansion
for Among the Stars by Vangelis Bagiar-

players, ages 14+: A group of five inventors
with varying abilities are competing for being the one named in history books for providing light and electricity for the general
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takis and Panagiotis Zinoviadis for 2 play-

stantinos Kokkinis for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
Published in 2014, new edition 2015 with
Stronghold Games.
Project: Elite - Cooperative SciFi miniatures
game by Sotirios Tsantilas and Konstantinos
Kokkinis for 1-4 players, ages 12+: In a postapocalyptic setting an alien civilization has
invaded Earth. Players as a team defend vital objects against the invading forces.
Project: Elite Adrenaline - Cooperative SciFi

www.gamesjournal.at
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Each player represents an Alien with individual abilities and his fleet of space ships.
The Pursuit of Happiness by David Chircop
and Adrian Abela for 1-4 players, ages 12+:

miniatures game by Sotirios Tsantilas and
Konstantinos Kokkinis for 1-4 players, ages

You embody a character from the moment
of his birth and through all his life and try to
live the life that you always wanted to live
and the achieve as much as possible.

Bauza for 2 players, ages 10+: Beginning
from a starting display of cards you take
available cards from the display and use it
for buildings, coins or wonders of the world.
There are three ways to win – military, scientific or civil. German edition, original edition:
Repos Productions.
Abyss: Kraken – Expansion for Abyss by

Asmodee
Deutschland
12+: Expansion with new characters, droids,
new game boards as well as new aliens and
alternate targets. Compatible with Project:
Elite.
Project: Elite Alien Pack - Cooperative SciFi
miniatures game by Sotirios Tsantilas and
Konstantinos Kokkinis for 1-4 players, ages

12+: Expansion featuring new Aliens and all
the necessary cards. Compatible with Project: Elite.
Stellar Conflict – SciFi conflict game by
Konstantinos Kokkinis for 2-4 players, ages

Indigenous Products:
Disney Rummy – Card game for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Variant edition of Rummy feaBruno Cathala and Charles Chevallier for 2-4
players, ages 14+: The Guild of Smuggles
has settled into a grave yard of gigantic
ocean creatures and engages in illegal trading with Nebulis, black pearls, supported by
the Kraken people. German Edition, original
edition: Bombyx.
Arcadia Quest: Jenseits der Gruft by Eric
turing images from Disney films, from Captain Nemo to Toy Stories.
Pictopia - Quiz game for 2-7 players, ages
7+: A cooperative quit- and knowledge

M. Lang, Thiago Aranha, Guilherme Goulart
and Fred Perret for 2-4 players, ages 13+:
Expansion for Arcadia Quest, set at the time

10+: Space battles in real time in the universe of Among the Stars, an adaptation of
Light Speed by James Ernest and Tom Jolly,
originally published by Cheapass Games.

www.gamesjournal.at

game in the Disney universe in which you
cooperate and yet aim at your individual
victory.
Coproduction or German editions of
games originally published by other
companies/brands:
7 Wonders: Duel – Two-player variant of
7 Wonders by Bruno Cathala and Antoine
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after elimination of Lord Fang. Dr. Spider
starts with experiments and awakens the
dead. With Cool Mini or Not, English edition
already published early in 2015.
Cardline Marvel – Card placement game
by Frédéric Henry for 2-8 players, ages 7+:
The topic is a comparison of specifications,
in each game you decide to use one of three
values. With Bombyx.
Ca$h ‘n Guns: More Cash ‘n More Guns Ex-

costs money. With Bombyx.
Die blutige Herberge – Card management

game by Nicolas Robert for 1-4 players, ages
14+: Somewhere deep in the backwaters of
France the owners of a coaching inn rob or
murder travelers for profit. German edition
of The Bloody Inn, Pearl Games
Discoveries - Worker Placement with dice
by Cédrick Chaboussit for 2-4 players, ages

Dogs of War – Conflict simulation by Paolo
Mori for 3-5 players, ages 14+: In Gravos the
balance of powers is constantly shifting and
changing, noble houses fight in battles for
control over land, population and resources.
In four rounds you represent a “Dog of War“
and decide which house he supports. German edition of Dogs of War, Cool Mini or
Not.
Eclipse: Schatten aus dem Riss – Expansion for Eclipse by Touko Tahkokallio for
2-6 players, ages 14+: The uprising of the
Ancients has been terminated, the Seven
are still in power and the important species
live in relative prosperity. But suddenly new
factions appear, species develop and space
and time are distorted. With Lautapelit.
Fruit Salad by Christophe Boelinger for 2-6
players, ages 6+: Who knows how many
pears there are in the bowl? Each player

pansion for Ca$h ‘n Guns by Ludovic
Maublanc for 4-8 players, ages 10+: Four
new weapons, new booty cards and new
special abilities. With Repos.
Colt Express: Pferde & Postkutsche – Ex-

14+: During their expedition Lewis & Clark
filled their travel logs with descriptions of
newly discovered species of plants and animals and painted maps of the landscapes
the travelled through. With Ludonaute.
Dixit 6: Memories – Expansion for Dixit

has his own stack of fruit cards, places cards
into the middle and tries to remember what
other players are placing. With Ludically.
Mafia de Cuba – Bluff and crime game by
Philippe des Pallières and Loïc Lamy for 6-12
players, ages 10+: Gangsters steal diamonds

pansion for Colt Express by Christophe
Raimbault for 2-6 players, ages 10+: German edition of Colt Express: Horses & Stagecoach, Ludonaute.
Der kleine Prinz: Reise zu den Sternen by
Bruno Cathala and Antoine Bauza for 2-6
players, ages 6+: Announced, but a German
Edition will not be published.
Die Baumeister: Antike – Set collecting

by Jean-Louis Roubira for 3-6 players, ages
8+: 84 new cards to supplement the basic
game. With Libellud.

or character chips out of the cigar box that
is handed around by the Godfather. The
Godfather poses questions to identify the
thieves. With Lui-même.

and placement game by Fréderic Henry
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Cards represent
buildings or workers; you earn money
or receive workers for the completion of
buildings. Placing workers at a building site
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Mafia de Cuba Revolucion – Expansion for
the bluff and crime game by Philippe des
Pallières and Loïc Lamy for 6-12 players,
ages 10+: The expansion introduces shady
lawyers, revolutionaries and fake diamonds.
With Lui-même.
Mage Knight Das Brettspiel by Vlaada
Chvátil, 1-4 players, ages 14+: You impersonate one of four powerful Mage Knights

and want to conquer a part of the Atlantean
Empire. The game combines elements from
role playing, deck-building and traditional
board games. New edition 2015, a new
English edition is announced from WizKids.

supports the spiritualist, who in turn try to
interpret the messages of the cards. With
Libellud.
Nippon by Nuno Bizarro Sentieiro and Paulo Soledade for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
The Japan of the Meiji Era is changing into a

modern state, supported by the four great
business conglomerates, called Zaibatsu,
which are controlled by players. With What’s
your game?.

OUR REPORT

Pandemie: Die Heilung – Dice game based
on Pandemic by Matt Leacock for 1-6 play-

ers, ages 8+: Saving mankind, this time by
using dice; again four epidemics threaten
mankind and you try cooperatively to find
cures, assisted by role cards. With Z-Man
Games; English edition published in 2014.
Pandemie: Die Seuche - Variant by Pandemie by Carey Grayson for 2-5 players, ages

Pandemic Legacy – A new interpretation
of Pandemic by Pandemie by Matt Leacock

Marvel Dice Masters: Age of Ultron by
Eric M. Lang and Mike Elliott for 2 players,
ages 14+: This is a collectible dice acquisi-

tion game – you assemble a team of 15 dice
and can only acquire dice from this pool to
use them. Each hero has special abilities depending on dice results. With WizKids.

and Rob Daviau for 2-4 players, ages 13+:
Fighting pandemics in a combination with
Risk. You play over a period of one year,
each month can be played twice. The core
mechanisms are taken from Pandemic. With
Z-Man.
Pandemie:
Ausnahmezustand
–
Expansion for Pandemie by Tom Lehmann

13+: Pandemie the other way round. This
time the epidemic cannot be stopped, humans are the pathogens and their aim is
to infect as many cities as possible and to
spread around your pathogen and to improve it. With Z-Man Games; English edition
published in 2014.
Sag’s mir! Junior – Junior edition of the
guessing and communication game by

Mysterium – Cooperative, asymmetric card
game by Oleksandr Nevskiy and Oleg Sidorenko for 2-7 players, ages 8+: A secret must

be uncovered in cooperative mode, by using two very different roles in three levels
of difficulty – a ghost hands out cards and

www.gamesjournal.at

and Matt Leacock for 2-4 players, ages
13+: Three new challenges – super viruses,
Zoonosises and exceptional events – in
combination with new roles and additional
events as well as quarantine zones. With
Z-Man Games; the English edition was
published already at the start of 2015.

Peter Sarrett for 2-12 players, ages 4+:
One player explains as many terms as possible within 40 seconds to his team; in three
rounds you use different rules for each
round. German edition, with Repos.
Shadows of Normandie by Clem Seurat
for 2 players, ages 10+: Several weeks
after D-Day a company of US Rangers is
confronted by the Cult of the Black Sun,
which belongs to a tribe of the Ancient
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game – we are time agents and travel to
other periods in time and try to complete
our mission, using a host body. If we do not
succeed, we are recalled automatically and
can try again. A cooperative scenario is included; its deck must be handled according
to instructions. Basic mechanism is acquiring cards, reading and then evaluating and
interpreting them. With Space Cowboys.
T.I.M.E. Stories: Der Marcy-Fall – Expansion for T.I.M.E. Stories by Nicolas Normansided dice provide images from the categories of Sky, Locations, Food, Emotions, Activities, Fantasy, The Human Body, Animals,
Hobbys, Travel, Daily Life and History. You
roll all twelve dice and invent a story using
the images in any order of your choice. With
Gigamic.
XenoShyft Onslaught – Conflict simulation
with cards by Michael Shinall and Keren Philosophales, for 1-4 players, ages 14+: In nine

Deep Ones and is preparing a ceremony to
summon the Great Cthulhu. With Devil Pig
Games.
Signorie - Worker Placement with dice by
Andrea Chiarvesio and Pierluca Zizzi for 2-4

players, ages 12+: Renaissance in Italy – As
Signore of a family you want to establish a
powerful dynasty and enter into alliances
with the most powerful houses of the era.
With What’s your game?.
Starfighter – Conflict simulation with cards
by Stéphane Boudin for 2 players, ages 13+:

don for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Der Marcy-Fall
is a first scenario with the topic of a mysterious epidemic that has befallen an American
small town. With Space Cowboys.
Te Kuiti - Memo game by William Baldwin
and James Harmon for 1-2 players, ages 6+:

rounds you must defend your space station
against the ongoing onslaught of the extraterrestrial swarm. You need not eliminate
the opponent, it is enough that the defenders survive. With Cool Mini or Not.
Zombicide 3 Rue Morgue - Miniatures
game with a Zombie topic, by Raphaël
Guiton, Jean-Baptiste Lullien and Nicolas
Sheep run about on the meadow, the shepherd must set up fences and manage to
catch as many sheep as possible for shearing. With Ludically.
The Battle at Kemble’s Cascade by Anders and Olle Tyrland for 1-5 players, ages

Space battles with special effects that are
triggered when they become visible. With
Ystari.
T.I.M.E. Stories – Narrative game by ManuRaoult for 1-6 players, ages 13+: Humans
joint in a cooperative effort against zombies
that are controlled by the game itself, to
achieve mission targets and to survive.
Based on the TV Series, here Season 3. With
Cool Mini or Not.

el Rozoy for 1-4 players, ages 10+: A board
game, a role playing game and a narrative
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13+: Based on retro shooting video games
– you are a pilot of a space ship and fend off
threats like asteroids, space mines, enemy
fighters and cruisers. With Z-Man/F2Z.
Würfel! Was? – Narrative game by Emily
Daly for 2-12 players, ages 4+: Twelve six-

Asmodee is cooperation and distribution
partner for: Arcane Wonders * Asterion *
Bombyx * Cool Mini or not * Days of Wonder * Devil Pig Games * Gigamic * Guillotine
Games * Lautapelit * Libellud * Ludically
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* Ludonaute * Lui-même * Marabunta *
Moonster Games * Pearl Games * Repos *
Sit Down * Space Cowboys * What’s Your
game? * WizKids * Ystari * Z-Man Games

ASS Altenburger
Dominion: Abenteuer – Expansion by
Donald X. Vaccarino for 2-6 players, ages

2-4 players, ages 4+: Adaptation as a card
game, you collect complete sets of real estate; you can play with or without App, the
App introduces a variant of the game.
Shuffle: Spiel des Lebens - Card game for
2-4 players, ages 7+: Adaptation of the classic game into a pure card game that you
can play with or without App; you walt to
be first to play all your cards and collect 100
Game-of-Life points.
Distribution partner for Rio Grande Games
and Lookout Spiele.

OUR REPORT

Present – Placement game by Gun-hee Kim
for 2-6 players, ages 6+: You need to collect

Asyncron Games
Mare Nostrum Empires – New edition of
Mare Nostrum by Serge Laget for 3-5 play-

13 Ninth expansion for Dominion from Rio
Grande Games, German Edition distributed
by ASS.
Dominion: Einladung – Promo card by
Donald X. for 2-4 players, ages 10+: German

gifts. This is done by collecting gifts with
positive values and by trying to avoid negative values; the active player passes a card
face-down which you can accept or decline.
ers, ages 14+: Revised new edition of the
development and conquest game, in cooperation with Academy Games.
Mare Nostrum Atlas – Expansion for Mare
Nostrum by Serge Laget with Bruno Cathala

Awaken Realms
The Edge – Miniatures conflict simulation
by for 2 players, ages 14+: In a post-apoca-

edition distributed by ASS.

Shuffle: Monopoly Junior – Card game for

www.gamesjournal.at

and Team for 2-6 players, ages 14+: This
expansion includes a variant for 2 players,
Punische Kriege, and components for a 6th
player. With Academy Games.
Distribution partner: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

lyptic world featuring a mixture of medieval
and steam punk theme elements you use
mechanisms from conflict simulation and
card games with use of mana. Kickstarter
project.

Aurum

Axel

Cornered – Card game by Martin Nedergaard Andersen for 2-5 players, ages 7+: This
game was shown in the Aurum catalogue at
Essen; cards show geometric symbols in the
middle and you need to find a card quickly
that shows this symbol in a corner.

Outer Rim – SciFi conflict game by Marcin
Tomczyk for 2 players, ages 12+: Descendents of Earth and Kalmians fight in space
for dominance; you need luck of the dice
and clever energy distribution to destroy
two sectors in the opponent’s space ship.
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Backspindle
Games
Clacks: A Discworld game – Race game on
letters and words by Leonard Boyd and Da-

survive eight rounds to win.
Waste Knights – SciFi adventure game by
Marek Mydel for 2-4 players, ages 16+: A
post-apocalyptic Australia is inhabited by
mutated machines and degenerate humans, A small handful of people left try to
manage four different resources and to
complete missions.

BakaFire Party
Azao Games
Sifaka – Card game by Jean-Claude Pellin and Christian Kruchten for 2-4 players,

Fram R’lyeh - Card game by Rerasiu for 3-5
players, ages 12+: In twelve rounds you play
vid Brashaw for 1-4 players, ages 8+: Set in
the environment of the novel „Going Postal“
by Sir Terry Pratchett you play on your own
against other Clacks operators or play cooperatively in a team against the Post Office
and need to successfully transmit a word.
This demands that you switch lamps on and
off to form letters using so-called Jacquard
cards.

Badger‘s Nest
ages 8+: As a Sifaka on Madagascar to travel
across the desert, enjoy some sunbathing
and collect mangoes for points.

Baccum

Badger’s Nest made its first appearance
at SPIEL as part of the joint stand of Polish
Publishing league and presented:
7 Ronin: Deluxe – Card game by Marek
Mydel and Piotr Stankiewicz for 2 players,

Generalship - Strategy game by Sungwoo and Minwoo Hyun for 2-45 players,

ages 14+: Using generals from the 4th century B.C. up to and including 19th Century
A.D. you try to achieve military fame, draft
armies and rival for terrain with your fellow
players.
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ages 14+: In the luxury edition that was announced, Ninjas again try to attack a village;
the Ninja player wins when he controls five
regions of the village; the defender must

for one treasure each with power cards,
the highest wins it. Only the dealer knows
the victory point value of the treasure, the
others must guess it from the card played
by him. Used power cards turn into insanity
cards, neutralized by a treasure. Negative
treasures turn you into a Cultist. If all players
turned Cultist, the Great Old One awakens
and you win with most negative points.
Reidemeister – Topological mind game by
„BakaFire“ Ito and Toru “Koipara-Shibucho”
Muramatsu for 2-5 players, ages 10+: As an

apprentice in Topologia you control strings
and replicate images from cards with them.
Each player has a yellow string of two circles,
one blue string and two red strings. Two
cards are displayed and all form one of the
images. If you are done you turn the timer
for a checking period. If there is no protest
you score. In case of protest points are assigned depending on whether the protest
was correct or not.
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Baksha Games

Battlefront
Miniatures

Time Jockeys – Bidding and dice game
with a topic of time travel by Sean Scott Gar-

Team Yankee – Rule book on conflict simulation by Phil Yates, Tabletop with minia-

OUR REPORT

Paper-Scissor mechanisms. Produced with
Ilse Spiel.

Bézier Games
Castles of Mad King Ludwig: Secrets – Expansion by Ted Alspach for 1-4 players, ages

rity for 2-6 players, ages 12+: Announced in
the list of SPIEL new releases, you bid on
contracts for acquisition of items from other
epochs and then roll dice for the success of
the mission. Kickstarter.
Announced for 2016 is Little Drop of Poi-

tures chosen by players; a range of model
products is available separately. Topic of the
game is a fictitious confrontation of USA vs.
UdSSR in the year 1985.

BD Games = Beautiful
Disaster Games
Assault on Doomrock Doompocalypse Expansion by Tomasz Stasiak for 1-4 players,

13+: Swans are hiding in the castle and you
try to find them for money and bonuses;
there are also castle moats and more favor
of the king for building of courtyards within
the castle.
Favor of the Pharaoh – Deck building with

son by Sean Scott Garrity for 3-8 players,
ages 12+, in which you play poison cards at
other players and at the King.

Bankiiiz Editions
Dino Twist – Set collecting and party game
by Bertrand Arpino for 2-6 players, ages 7+:

ages 12+: New terrain rules and new cards
for the decks.

Bedarf Boris
Weekeewachee - Placement game by Boris Bedarf for 2 players, ages 8+: You need
to get one of your pieces with Rock-PaperScissors to the opposing base line on the
4x6 board. You move one step and can, if
you like, defeat another piece with Rock-

On the island of Twist you fight dinosaurs
and cope with 10 events randomly chosen
at the start of the game; dinosaurs are chosen face-down and then reveals, identical
dinosaurs neutralize each other; then the
weakest dinosaur attacks first.
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dice by Tom Lehmann for 2-4 players, ages
13+: You are looking for influence in order
to rise within Egyptian Society and you try
to accumulate a system of dice for the final
contest for the favor of the Pharaoh. You roll
dice, manipulate dice and add dice to your
pool. Spanish edition at Viravi.
One Night Ultimate Vampire - Deduction
game by Ted Alspach and Akihisa Okui for

3-10 players, ages 8+: Vampires attack the
village and the village inmates activate their
specialists against the threat. One vampire
must be unmasked for the village to win.
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Demo version.
Suburbia 5* – Expansion by Ted Alspach
for 1-5 players, ages 8+: Fifty new buildings

for the town, stars as a new resource and all
components for a fifth player. Stars are also
uses for bonuses and penalties and determine the turn order sequence.
Terra – Knowledge game by Friedemann

Chenghuang: Guardian of the City – Card
game by Guan Chih Huang for 3-6 players,

ages 12+: The god of the town judges living
and dead souls and distributes rewards and
penalties in this world and the netherworld
for the status of the town. Players are part
of his patrol and need to complete missions.
After cards have been drafted and used the
game is scored.
European Union: The Board game – Auction game with a topic of politics by Alex

Friese for 2-6 players, ages 10+: English
edition; German edition 2014 at HUCH! &
friends

Big Fun Games
Butts away! Heroes – Roll & move game
by Cheng Zhifan for 2-5 players, ages 6+: To

Tseng for 3-7 players, ages 12+: As the Chairman of a European political party you have
varying preferences and abilities. You need
to put advantageous propositions through
and win the maximum possible number of
influence points. After three rounds with
increasing number of parties in relation to
the growth of EU you win with most points.

your solution.
Mr Lister’s Quiz Shootout - Quiz game for
3 players: Questions and answers; if you find

an answer you survive; a Golden Answer
lands you in the shootout.
Obama Llama – Rhyming game for 4-99
players, ages 12+: You play against a time

limit and try to find rhymes on names of
personalities and to describe them to your
team members.
Qwordie - Word game for 2 players, ages
12+: Quiz game, you spell your answer with

Big Potato
Bucket of Doom - Party game for 4-20 players, ages 18+: You resolve unusual situation

letters that you collect or steal.

Black Box Games
Publishing

be evil against heroes is not easy, so as the
evil one you need to steal a treasure from
the castle to prove how evil you are! A track
from castle to cave is laid out with hero and
action cards. You roll and move, all can play
cards against you, even yourself. If you are
pushed off the path four times, you are out
of the game. The last one in play or the first
one with a treasure in the cave wins.
with the help of items that are rather unfitting for the occasion. All players vote on
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Lords of War Magic and Monsters Expansion Packs – Expansions for Lord of
War Elves versus Lizardmen and Orcs Versus
Dwarves by Martin Vaux for 2-8 players, ages
12+: New units and new mechanisms, especially mobile units for Orcs and Dwarves.

auctions. With Act in Games.
Targets – Dexterity game by Wilfried Fort
for 2-4 players, ages 7+: You throw dice

OUR REPORT

Blue Cocker Games
Casting by Romaric Galonnier for 4-8
players, ages 14+: In each round one player

Blackrock Games
Aya – Cooperative placement game by Olivier Grégoire and Thibaut Quintens for 2-5

players, ages 8+: Cooperative game with
images of landscapes and animals in combination with setting up a dominoes chain.
Cooperation with Act in Games.
Haru Ichiban by Bruno Cathala for 2 players, ages 8+: Board game version of a

on discs to win discs. You snip the top die
which remains where it falls – some exceptions possible. When a die touches the
center of a disc you win the disc instantly; a
die in a double can be taken back. If you hit
opposing discs beneath pucks you get the,
When all dice are placed, discs underneath
pucks become discs that you win; discs with
majorities of dice on them are placed under
the puck of this player.
Distribution partner for: Act in Games *
Blam! Editions
Distribution partner for Blackrock Games:
Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Blam! Editions
Celestia – Card game by Aaron Weissblum
for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Gulliver is searching

Smartphone game. You are a gardener’s apprentice and have eight buds. You need to
arrange the flowers of your color in patterns
in the water garden. New edition.
Piratoons – Placement game with auctions
by Olivier Grégoire and Thibaut Quintens

for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You plunder with
the help of crew markers and distribution
of booty according to majorities and bids in
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in vain for Celestia; in his steps we search
for cities in the sky and their treasures and
win with the most valuable collection.
The captain of the round guides the flying
vehicle. Each passenger decides to travel on
or stay. If you stay you draw the top treasure
card. If the captain does not master the
challenge, the vehicle crashes, nobody gets
treasures and a new journey begins. With
Heidelberger Spieleverlag.

is director and looking for comedians;
the other player as agents represent their
customers. The director asks questions and
chooses according to the answer ad scores
for guessing who is representing whom;
the agents score when their customer is
guessed and correct bets on the guesses of
the director.

Blue Orange Games
Most titles are published by Blue Orange
EU as well as Blue Orange USA, sometimes
under different names.
Armadöra – Placement game by Christwart Conrad for 2-4 players, ages 8+: New

edition, first published in 2013 by Blackrock
Editions. Blue Orange EU.
Attila – Placement game by Bruno Faid-

utti for 2 players, ages 7+: Attila and two
of his warriors face three Roman soldiers;
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you move your marker on an empty spot,
even over occupied cases, and then place
a „scorched soil“ tile on any empty case. Already shown at Nuremberg.
Crabz – Placement game by Henri
Kermarrec for 2-4 players, ages 7+: You

words for clues; the other players need to
find the three words that you did choose.
You yourself only score for a one-word clue
and the number of correct guessers; the
other players score for correctness and order of guessing. 2013 published by Porcupine Press.
New York 1901 – Building game by Chenier
La Salle for 2-4 players, ages 8+: New York
ers, ages 6+: Every player lays out eight
rings in four colors. One task card is revealed
and shows numbers on colored items. You
must hurry to place your rings in this given
order on one of your thumbs. Presented in
Nuremberg as Thumbs up! And published
under this title by Blue Orange USA.

move a crab in relation to its size, across
other crabs, but not over empty spots or
water. The turn must end on your own or
another crab in adherence to size rules.
Only the top crab moves; all crabs must be
connected, in case of separation the smaller
group is taken off the board. If you cannot
move, you are out of play, your crabs stay.
The last one in play wins. German edition at
HUCH! & friends, Blue Orange USA edition
as Crab Stack.

needs to be set up; you own tiles for sky
scrapers, and also workers and action cards
and decide again and again if you buy land,
build houses or replace one building with
a more valuable one. Before building a
worker must prepare the area on the real
estate lot. German edition: HUCH! & friends,
Chinese edition: Swan Panasia.

Dr. Eureka – Shunting game by Roberto
Fraga for 2-4 players, ages 6+: By shuffling

Pengoloo – Spotting and collecting game
by Thierry Denoual for 2-4 players, ages 4+:

Board & Dice
ExoPlanets – Card drafting and placement
game by Przemysław Świerczyński for 2-4

players, ages 12+: You create your own planetary system with individual parameters
which allow you to create life; space effects
allow to impede other planets.
The Curse of the Black Dice – Card drafting
and dice game by Alexander Lauck for 2-4
and rearranging marbles by transferring
them from one tube to another you try to
complete template experiments faster than
the other players.
Guess What! – Word guessing game by
Jack Hanauer for 3-6 players, ages 10+:

Nine terms representing three persons, actions and locations each are on display. You
choose three and name one, maximum two
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One rolls dice and collects eggs that correspond to the penguins.
Poulettes – Collecting game by Lionel Borg

for 2-6 players, ages 7+: As a cockerel you
are chasing earthworms trying to impress
the most beautiful hens on the farmyard.

players, ages 8+: As a pirate you complete
missions that are generated by rolling dice.
With the help of your dice and the help of
the pirate crew you try to achieve the same
number of dice. When a mission is not completed, you risk the Curse of the Black Dice.

Rings up! by Alexandre Droit for 2-6 play-
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Board M Factory

BoardGameGeek

Bomba Games

The Dome – Card game by Hope S. Hwang
for 2-4 players, ages 13+: You choose a char-

I Hate Zombies - Party game by Kevin Wilson for 2-12 players, ages 6+: Using a Rock-

Taste of Poland – Set collecting game by
Violetta Kijowska and Marcin Ropka for

acter and with it a deck, with actions you
eliminate life points of an opponent or force
him to reduce his deck. In a game of three or
four players one player embodies the Overlord who is trying to sabotage the others.
With Gary Kim Games.

Paper-Scissors mechanism you fight the
usual zombie hordes, humans command
special abilities. The game is numbered
BoardGameGeek Micro #1, other editions
are announced from Steve Jackson Games
and Hobby World.

2-5 players, ages 8+: On the basis of recipes from original Polish cuisine you collect
ingredients for dishes and win with most
points.
Witkacy – Set collecting game by Michał
Szewczyk and Maciek Poleszak for 2-4 play-

The Gate – Card game by Hope S. Hwang

Boîte de Jeux
Mafia Casino – Card game by Simon Duquette and Éric Raymond for 2-5 players,

ers, ages 6+: You restore pictures painted by
the famous painter Witkacy and collect fragments of those pictures.

for 2 players, ages 13+: As a representative
of the Great Summoner you have the power
to open gates to other world and must fight
the guardians of other world gates. With
Gary Kim Games.
The second edition of Holmes 13, published

in 2013 and designed by Hope S Hwang,
is announced under a new title, Sherlock
13 – a deduction game using 13 cards, in
which you must unmask Arsene Lupin the
Thief.

www.gamesjournal.at

Bombyx
ages 11+: You want to be the first player to
earn 30 million, be it via legal Casino Resorts
or via dubious machinations like blackmailing your opponents.
Mafia Casino Homme de Main – Expansion for the card game by Simon Duquette

and Éric Raymond for 2-5 players, ages 11+:
Minions are now assisting the bosses in
their exertions, and a new target of 50 million can be set.

Abyss: Kraken – Expansion for Abyss by
Bruno Cathala and Charles Chevallier for 2-4

players, ages 14+: The Guild of Smuggles
has settled into a grave yard of gigantic
ocean creatures and engages in illegal trading with Nebulis, black pearls, supported by
the Kraken people. Four of six new locations
can only be entered by smugglers. Special
rules for Nebulis. German Edition: Asmodee
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Cardline Marvel – Card placement game
by Frédéric Henry for 2-8 players, ages 7+:
The topic is a comparison of specifications,

With Matagot, German edition: Pegasus
Spiele.

Voilà! – Dexterity game by Roberto Fraga
for 2-6 players, ages 6+: Completing tasks

Announced for 2016:
Fourberies – Card game by Bruno Cathala
and Christian Martinez for 2-4 players, ages

in each game you decide to use one of three
Parameters. A starting card is on display and
you place – in analogy to Anno Domini –
one of your face-down cards in a position
in the row that you believe to correct and
reveal the card. Depending on the result the
card stays in place or is discarded and you
draw a new face-down card. With Asmodee.
Die Baumeister: Antike – Set collecting
and placement game by Fréderic Henry
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: As a builder you

10+: Animals in the guise of actors give
performances and use all imaginable tricks
to win favor from the king. English edition
by the name of Histrio and German edition
as Hoftheater are planned.

Brain Games

within a given time frame scores you points,
tasks range from catching markers that are
thrown to constructing towers of acrobats.
New edition of Dschungelschatz, Haba,
2006.

Brain Picnic
Ikonikus by Manu Palau for 2-8 players,
ages 6+: Each card in the game shows a

Game of Trains – Sorting game with a railway topic by Alexey Konnov, Alexey Paltsev

want to build the most valuable building
for points with your workers. Buildings
and workers are on display; you have three
actions, additional actions cost money. A
worker sent to work delivers raw materials,
costs money, is placed at a building and
remains there. When the raw materials from
workers meet the demands of a building,
it is complete. Editions in English, French,
Polish and German, co-production with
Asmodee.
Takenoko: Chibis – Expansion for Takenoko by Antoine Bauza and Corentin Lebrat

symbol that allows an unending number of
interpretations; one player sets a topic, the
others play cards with symbols that they believe do fit the topic.
and Anatoliy Shlklyarov for 2-4 players, ages
8+: Each player manages his railway line,
the cars are sorted in descending order and
must be sorted into an ascending order in
the course of the game.

Mix It – Placement game by Manu Palau

Sly Dice - Dice game by Jerry Haerle for
2-4 players, ages 10+: You score for various

for 2-6 players, ages 5+: In analogy to MixMax you assemble monsters from three
parts and can only work at the monsters at
the same time and yet want to achieve the
monster according your secret target.
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: New patches, new
tasks and also Miss Panda and her offspring.
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dice combinations and might have to bluff
about owning certain combinations.
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Brave New
World

Brown Eyed Games
The King’s Abbey - Worker placement and
resources management game by Randy

Distribution partner for 8th Summit * Black
Locust Games * Cheeky Dingo Games *
Compass Games * GMT Games * Dan Verssen Games * Miku Games * Revolution
Games * Rio Grande Games * Upper Deck
Entertainment.

Breaking Games

Game of Phones by Luke Stern and Sam
Wander for 2-99 players, ages 16+: Each

A sub-company of AdMagic which works
as a producer as well as a distributor, depending on the agenda of the individual
partners, there is already a big portfolio and
I only listed the novelties of autumn 2015.
When the partner is known, I have listed the
games in his entry.
Circular Reasoning – Abstract strategy
game by Tomer Braff and Edward Steven-

Rathert for 1-5 players, ages 12+: On your
own Abbey board you control monks that
are constructing the abbey, represented by
ten dice who are then placed for definite
purposes. With Breaking Games, Kickstarter.
player finds on his smartphone an entry
corresponding to the task posed by the
active player. The active player also evaluates – in analogy to “Apples to Apples” –the
results.
Re-Extinction by Steven Bailey for 2-4 play-

son for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Three concentric circles are tracks surrounding a center
and have one gate leading to the next level.
Gates rotate depending on the number of
markers in a level. You move three markers
in three shapes towards the center and can
block opposing markers.
Exploding Kittens – Satirical card game
by Shane Small, Matthew Inman and Elan

OUR REPORT

ers: Dinosaurs have been revived for combat; you equip them against satirical dangers like boiling Taco stuffing and try to be
the last Dinosaur to survive. Demo-Version.
Word Shuffle – Spelling game for 2-4 players, ages 5+: You score words formed and
can simultaneously play with words in English, French and Spanish.

Burley Games
Zambezi: The Expedition game – Race
game by Peter Burley and Jonathan Burley
for 2-8 players, ages 10+: You travel along

the river from the Victoria Falls to Lake
Kariba, avoid rocks and crocodiles and pick
up commodities at trading posts as well
as documenting animal population in the
Zambesi delta.

Burning Games
Faith: The SciFi RPG – Role playing game

Lee for 2-5 players, ages 7+: The highestfinanced game ever on Kickstarter, for the
first time in Europe. Featuring a variant of
“Russian Roulette” with kittens. If you draw
an Exploding Kitten, you lose.
Exploding Kittens NSFW Deck – Version
featuring illustrations for adults.
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featuring elements from board games, by
Carlos Gómez, Helio de Grado and Mauricio
Gómez: As a representative of one of three
races you experience adventures in the universe and take part in the power struggle
between two civilizations or became an
interested party in the war of the gods. The
game uses cards to decide various aspects,
actions and confrontations during the
game; equipment and other things come
on cards, too.

ages 8+: Second edition in English; as a
player you are the average man in the street
and the invisible power that rules financial
markets.

Capsicum Games

mat of 60x60cm allows players to expand
their confrontations to solar systems. A sun
in the center of the battle changes spacetime for ship units.
Siggil – Card game by Henri Kermarrec for
2-4 players, ages 8+: Siggils lock up spirits

Fleet Commander: Beyond the Gate –
Expansion for Fleet Commander by Elwin

Buzzy Games
Graff City - Creative game by Wlad for 3-5

players, ages 10+: Graffiti in the city and original words score points; you cover up Grafittis
by other players and protect your own.
Top Face – Grimaces game by Wlad for 3-5
players, ages 7+: Three game variants in

Charpentier and Henri Redici for 2 players,
ages 12+: The first expansion for Fleet Commander Ignition introduces Cruisers, a new
class of ships carrying bonuses for use of
shields, new special weapons – Interdictor,
Vortex Jump and Exo-Bomb – as well as two
new cases – Gas Cloud and Radar Anomaly.
There are also components for multi-player
games. Comes with two scenarios for Jump
Gates,
Fleet Commander: Deep Space - Upgrade

by working as magical seals. Cards for numbers and spirits are arranged according to a
given template, face down. Cards not covered by other cards are available and are
revealed. A revealed spirit is considered to
be freed and can be caught.
Still in a project stage is Fleet Commander:
Genesis by Elwin Charpentier and Henri
Redici for 2-4 players, ages 12+, featuring a

modular game board and new units, the socalled „Technical Ships“. Furthermore, there
are announcements for two more expansions, Fleet Commander Avatar and Fleet

which you have to guess at facial expressions.

Capital Gains

for Fleet Commander: Ignition by Elwin
Charpentier and Henri Redici for 2-2 players, ages 12+: New game components – a
chess-like board and new dice.
Fleet Commander: Orbit – Expansion for

Wongamania – Card game with an economics topic by Xeo Lye for 2-6 players,
Commander Salvation.

Capstone HK

Fleet Commander by Elwin Charpentier and
Henri Redici for 2 players, ages 12+: A plastic
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Internal Affairs – Bluff and deduction
game using cards, by Dark Chan, Edward
Chan, and Zero Cheung for 2-8 players, ages
8+: Members of triads want to infiltrate po-
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Clicker Spiele
Old Town Robbery – Communication and
memo game by Günter Cornett and Peer
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Takashi Sakaue for 2 players, ages 12+: The
topic is war and the founding of a kingdom,
featuring challenging mechanisms for logistics, recruiting and four different ways of
ending the game.

Cogitate Games
Pitrush – Snipping game by Peter Kargaci
lice forces, but the police did already place
undercover agents in the triad. Both groups
want to identify the imposters.

Cephalofair Games
Gloomhaven – Adventure game with cards
by Isaac Childres for 1-4 players, ages 12+:

Sylvester for 2-7 players, ages 8+: A hold-up
– you look for witnesses to find the Bandit.
In the first part you reveal persons and place
them – together with a short memo phrase
- at a building. In Part II cards are witnesses
and you choose the buildings where you
suppose them to be; correct guesses earn
you chips. The last card in play is the Bandit; when he has been located you win with
most chips. Revised new edition 2015.
Schinderhannes: Schwarzer Peter – Expansion for Schinderhannes by Stephan

for 2-6 players, ages 4+: You try to snip your
discs into the indention on the board. Two
different modes of play. Brand name of
Woodestic.

Collins Epic
Wargames
Spearpoint 1943 Eastern Front – Conflict

In combat scenarios you are a mercenary
who fights enemies together with other
mercenaries that are provided by the game.
Kickstarter, announced for 2016.

Chain Links Games
Avarium Academy – Card game with a
conflict topic by Jared Cheah for 2-4 play-

Riedel for 2-4 players, ages 10+. Eight
„Schwarze Peter“ cards change – if played
together with another card – the information of this card into its contrary.

Cocolo Games

simulation with cards by Byron Collins for 2
players in the series Frontline General, the
theme of the game are the events at the Eastern Front.
Spearpoint 1943 Eastern Front Heavy

A brand of Product Arts, presenting the
game
Art of War - Card game by Souya Naito and

ers, ages 15+: A high school in Japan; each
player represents an idol and either manages his idol’s victory condition or collects
most merit points by the end of the game or
drives away all other idols from the school.

www.gamesjournal.at

Weapons Expansion- Expansion by Byron
Collins for 2 players in the series Frontline General, 50 new unit cards for heavy weaponry.
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Columbia Games

Competo
(Marektoy)

The Last Spike – Railway game by Tom Dalgliesh for 2-6 players, ages 10+: all players

Klask – Dexterity game by Mikkel Bertelsen
for 2 players, ages 6+: The two indentions at

cooperatively build an uninterrupted rail
track from St. Louis to Sacramento, various
routes are possible. At the same time, players try to earn most money by speculation
in real estate – you earn money when two
cities are connected and if you hold the
ownership titles.

Compass Games
A las Barricadas! 2nd Edition – Conflict
simulation by Juan Carlos Cebrián and Nico-

las Eskubi for 1-2 players, ages 12+: Series
War Storm, topic is the Civil War in Spain.
Enemy Action: Ardennes – Conflict simu-

lation by John H. Butterfield for 1-2 players,
ages 16+: Card driven simulation on the
topic of the German Advance in 1944, the
Battle of the Bulge.
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the ends of the board have the function of
goals; three white magnetic pieces on the
board are obstacles. You try to maneuver
the red ball into the goal using your own
black piece, which is moved with a magnet
underneath the board. Variant of Weykick.

Blood Rage – Fantasy adventure game
using card drafting by Eric M. Lang for 2-4
players, ages 13+: Ragnarök has dawned
and with it the last change for all Vikings
to enter Valhalla with fame and honor. You
draft cards and can then assault, raid villages, win battles, complete quests or die gloriously in battle or during Ragnarök. With
Guillotine Games.
Dogs of War – Conflict simulation by Paolo

Cool Mini or Not
Arcadia Quest: Beyond the Grave by Eric
M. Lang, Thiago Aranha, Guilherme Goulart

and Fred Perret for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Expansion for Arcadia Quest, published early
in 2015, German edition: Asmodee.

Mori for 3-5 players, ages 14+:
In Gravos the balance of powers is constantly shifting and changing, noble houses fight
in battles for control over land, population
and resources. In four rounds you represent
a „Dog of War“ and decide which house he
supports. Victorious houses turn more valuable for a player with influence there. Influence is a key element, but you can also win
with victories in battles, with rewards or
riches and soldiers. German edition: Asmodee, other editions at Edge Entertainment
and Pendragon Game Studio.

Arcadia Quest: The Nameless Campaign by Eric M. Lang, Thiago Aranha, Guil-

XenoShyft Onslaught – Conflict simulation
with cards, by Michael Shinall and Keren Phi-

herme Goulart and Fred Perret t for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Kickstarter Project

losophales, for 1-4 players, ages 14+: In nine
rounds you must defend the basis against
the continuing attacks of the extraterrestrial
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swarm; you need not eliminate the enemy,
the defenders need to survive. Each player
controls a division of the NorTec army – Research, San Division, Weaponry, Weapons
Research, Barracks and Command Center.
German edition: Asmodee.
Zombicide 3 Rue Morgue – Miniatures
game with a zombie topic by Raphaël
order to master the situation provided by
the scenario. With Group SNE.
Cocoon – Roll & move game by Hitoshi
Yasuda for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Movement

In analogy to Tatewari, with a zombie topic
and a 3D building for a board.

Cranio Creations
Council of Four – Development game by
Simone Luciani and Daniele Tascini for 2-4

Guiton, Jean-Baptiste Lullien and Nicolas
Raoult for 1-6 players, ages 13+: Humans
fight in cooperative effort against Zombies
that are controlled by the game itself; you
complete mission targets and need to
survive. Based on Season Three of the TV
series. German edition: Asmodee.
Distribution partner: Asmodee Deutschland

Coon Games

game using a dice tower, set into the
universe of Cocoon as featured in the
comics fantasy novels.
Dragon’s Egg – Bidding game by Ryu Kuroi
for 3-5 players, ages 10+: You bid treasure
players, ages 13+: Councils of four noblemen rule the kingdoms in the Empire.
Players are merchants who want to receive
permission to establish shops in the towns
of the three kingdoms. The active player
draws a politics card, has action options as
well as facultative side actions and progress
on the nobility track. If someone builds his
last shop you win with most points at the
end of the round. Italian edition: Consiglio
dei Quattro, German edition published by
Heidelberger Spieleverlag.

Mara and der Feuerbringer - Card game
by Fabian Dittmann for 2-4 players, ages

cards for egg cards and win with most eggs.
With Group SNE.
Tatewari - 3D game by Kei Kano, Takayiki
Shiose, Arisa Ema, Mitsuru Kudo, Go

Unusual Suspects - Party game by Paolo
Mori for 3-16 players, ages 13+: Among 12
suspects you need to determine the culprit.

Yoshizawa and Eri Mizumachi, a joint
projects of the universities of Kyoto and
Tokyo, topic is administration in buildings.
Zombie Tower - 3D game by Ryo Kawakami
and Kaya Miyano for 3-4 players, ages 10+:

One player becomes a witness and the others are investigators. You can never ask for
appearance details, the witness bases his
opinions on the suspect on the suspect’s
appearance and only answers yes or no to

10+: Ragnarök must be avoided. Mara
provides her visionary abilities to players for
support. Coproduction with Heidelberger
Spieleverlag.

Cosaic
A Japanese publisher, new at Essen and
sharing the booth with Adventure planning,
some of their games are published together
with Group SNE.
Blind Mythos – Cooperative game by
Hitoshi Yasuda for 2-5 players, ages 12+:
In scenarios you collect forbidden items in
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Crime Story – Narrative game by Przemyslaw Bobrowski for 3-8 players, ages 12+:
There are cards featuring items, characters,
locations and actions and you tell a criminal story as consistent as you can manage;
when the narrator names something depicted on a card, he receives the card.

the question on the card. Then there is discussion and one suspect is cleared. Should
he be the culprit, all have lost together.
When the culprit is the last remaining suspect, all win together. Italian edition: Insoliti
Sospetti, German edition Heidelberger
Spieleverlag.
The Tower – Dexterity game by Antonio
Tinto and Simone Luciani for 2-4 players,

Top-A-Top - Reaction- and party game by
Agnieszka Migdalska for 3-6 players, ages
derac Entertainment Group.
Epic Spell Wars of the Battle Wizards:
Rumble at Castle Tentakill - Version of Epic
Spell Wars by Cory Jones and Rob Heinsoo

ages 6+: The tower up on the hill has been
restored and the monsters underneath the
gables must be chased away. All monsters
are assembled in the tower and you draw a
target tile. All players simultaneously push
“their” monster towards the cellar – you
may only put one finger through a window
and push downwards level by level. You can
use both hands and every window. Italian
edition: La Torre dei Mostri, German edition:
Heidelberger Spieleverlag.

Crash Games

6+: New edition, originally published with
Kuznia Gier; you react suitably to cards in
the middle and have to take cards in case
of mistake; aim of the game is to get rid of
all cards.
for 2-6 players, ages 15+: Compatible with
the first edition; you can turn creatures into
pets with a suitable roll; new blood points
can improve spells and Standee, the standup-piece, is turning into an heirloom.
Spyfall – Card game with a topic of agents
by Alexandr Ushan for 3-8 players, ages 12+:

Cubicle 7
Entertainment
Cthulhu Tales – Narrative game with cards
by Marco Maggi and Francesco Nepitello

Aramini Circus – Card collecting game by
Steven Aramini for 2-4 players, ages 8+: The

Now Spyfall has also reached Cryptozoic,
they publish another version of the game
originally published by Hobby World.
circus moves one and you want to be quick
to load up the animals and be the first one
to depart. With Iello, new edition of Yard
Master, Crash Games 2014.

Cube Factory
of Ideas

for 2-5 players: You need to present yourself
convincingly as normal in order to be released from the clinic. Kickstarter.
Dalek Dice Edition Dr. Who – Dice game
by Marco Maggi and Francesco Nepitello

Cryptozoic
Entertainment
Adventure Time Love Letter by Seiji Kanai
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Version of Love
Letter, featuring characters from Adventure
Time and introducing two new rules, one
of them is a new victory condition. With Al-
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for 2 or more players, ages 10+: As a Dalek
you need to eliminate more humans than
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the Daleks of other players. Dr. Who can
spoil your plans. Demo version, game announced for 2016.

for secret goals as well as horse, sword and a
marker for special abilities of a worker.
Samara Expansion 2 Winter & Summer
– Expansion for Samara featuring tiles for

Cubiko Games
JamSumo - by Gavin Birnbaum for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Already presented in 2014 and

OUR REPORT

each team as well as neutral persons and
the assassin. The master spies alternate to
give clues comprising a word and a number; the number indicates the number of
code names that fit the clue. When the team
touches a code name and is correct it can
give another guess and the card is covered
in the team color. Touching a neutral agent
or one of opposing color terminates the
turn; they are covered, too. If you touch the
assassin, you lose the game for your team.
Galaxy Trucker: Missions – Expansion for
Galaxy Trucker by Vlaada Chvátil for 2-4
players: Missions has been created based

Winter and Summer to be inserted into the
time track.

Czech Board
Games
available in a limited edition:Two snipping
games for one game board; in Jam you
need to get rid of your dice and in Sumo
you need to keep them to win.

Shuffle Heroes – Deck building card game
by Jan Vaněček for 2 players, ages 10+: You
on the App for Galaxy Truckers; you are now
a pilot with Corp Inc., discover planets and
space stations, acquire new ship models,
encounter characters and fly missions for
them.
Tash-Kalar: Nethervoid – Expansion for
Tash Kalar by Vlaada Chvátil for 2-4 players: Nethervoid is a player deck that can be

Cwali
Samara – Building game by Corné van
Moorsel for 2-5 players, ages 10+: You add

draft two heroes, shuffle their cards and
then play with this deck. You defeat enemy
heroes by reducing their life points or by destroying cards in the opponent’s deck. With
ADC Blackfire.

more buildings to the settlement of Samara,
at the start only huts or caves or sand castles; for better buildings you need to invest
time into abilities, strength and new workers.
Samara Expansion 1 Buildings, Goals &

Tokens – Expansion for Samara with new
buildings of special functions and ten tiles

www.gamesjournal.at

Czech Games
Edition
Codenames – Word guessing game by
Vlaada Chvátil for 2-12 players, ages 14+:

25 random code names are on display. The
master spies in each team choose a random
code key which determines the agents of

used in analogy to the decks from the core
game, for a Magician’s School. It comprises
18 cards and a set of pieces and a scoring
board for a fight to the death as well as a
special marker for the gateway. The gateway is a trans-dimensional portal which
can be used to summon creatures from the
Nethervoid.
The Prodigals Club - Worker placement
game by Vladimir Suchý for 2-5 players,
ages 14+: There seems to be more fun in
being poor, so you try to be a real spender
and worsen your status vey thoroughly –
either by losing an election, getting rid of
all your worldly goods or insulting an influential personage of Polite Society. You
can combine two such efforts or play all of
them at the same time. The topic is based
on Last Will, and you can combine the two
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ground operations and terminals
Pugna Romana – In 30 rounds you defend
Rome against the Barbarians
Terra Incognita - In a fictitious world you
want to colonize a small island and build a
city.

Dark Blade Creations
games, but The Prodigals Club also works as
a stand-alone game.
Through the Ages – New edition of the
development game by Vlaada Chvátil for
2-4 players, ages 12+: A new history of civi-

lizations! Again you lead a nation from ancient times to present times and develop
as much culture as possible. The deciding
features of a nation are population, production, science and armed forces and the balance of these powers. The new edition has
some alterations in details, you can now
copy tactics and are not allowed to sacrifice
units; there are also new events, new leaders and new wonders.
Partner for coproduction and distribution:
Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Listed as a guest at the Treefrog Booth.
Stand & Deliver – Card game by David
Morris with a street robber topic for 1-6
players, ages 10+: In the roles of famous

highway-men you can instigate your coups
alone or form alliances with others and
must of course avoid the gallows and the
Redcoats.

David Wang Studio
Dragon & Lyre – Card game with a fantasy
topic, by David Wang for 2-4 players, ages

Ticket to Ride: United Kingdom – Expansion for Ticket to Ride by Alan R. Moon for

2-4 players: Pennsylvania - 50 target cards,
ferries demand one engine card per ferry
symbol; when you use a track you can take
the topmost share card of a railway company. United Kingdom - 57 target cards, ferries,
individual car cards and – for the first time
– technology cards, which you buy with
engines and which give you permission for
using track or additional points; for some
tracks you need several technologies. Scoring without longest track!
Zug um Zug Deutschland 1902 – Expansion for Zug um Zug Deutschland by Alan

Danta-Spiele
A brand planned within the publishing
company Ostia Spiele, aiming at
experienced players and those enamored
by strategy. Financing will be done via
Startnext. Currently there are a few games
in the pipeline, all by Malte Meinecke.
Viroid - see Ostia Spiele
Flughafenspiel – Daily administration of an
airport using cards for airborne operations,

10+: As a leader you are tasked with making optimum use of available heroes – the
more wars, armory and territories you claim
the nearer you are to winning.

Days of Wonder
Ticket to Ride: Orient Express – Expansion
for Ticket to Ride Europe by Alan R. Moon
for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Mini expansion with
seven new target cards which are shuffled
into the stack of the core game.
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R. Moon for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Features
new target cards and task cards as well as
passengers in cities. You collect passengers
for majorities in colors and bonuses for majorities.
Announced as a project for 2016 is City
Mania by Francois Gandon for 2-4 players:
Shown in Cannes 2015 as Quadropolis – you
build your own city, but rival for structures
of the city which you claim by placement of
four architects, but thereby the options are
reduced with each take.
Distribution partner: Asmodee
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Dažbog Games

Deinko Games

A cooperation of several designers from
Belgrade who presented their prototypes in
the Game Designer Workshop:
Long Way Home - A game about control
for 3-6 players, ages 18+; players are ideas

Chronicler – Card game on the development of a civilization by G. B. Kim for 2-4

OUR REPORT

lies of the city compete for the advantages
from commercial enterprises and military
successes; despite necessary cooperation
there can be only one winner. With Post
Scriptum.

Desyllas Games
Amphipolis – Set collecting game by
Reiner Knizia for 1-4 players, ages 10+: An

in the head of a drunkard on his way home;
they try to get their own ideas implemented
and to control the same drunkard together.

players, ages 10+: The opportunities to develop new technologies also depend on the
civilizations of other players; two modes to
play – Age of Peace or Age of Conflict.
Double Mission: Beyond the Object important excavation site is threatened by
a landslide; teams of archeologists work to
save the valuable findings. Cards are drawn
and placed on the board. Then you can
take cards off the board and also use characters to acquire additional cards. When all
squares at the entry are taken, you score victory points for finds in your personal display.

Stoneball – Abstract placement game by
Pavle Ilijaševi for 2 players, ages 7+: Tribal

Crazy Bullets by Christopher Vasiliou for

conflicts between marble and granite, each
faction needs a touchdown in order to win.
To D Island – Survival game by Damjan Miladinović, Pavle Ilijaševi and Vuk
Dragičević for 2-4 players, ages 10+: On an
island you need to survive monsters and
other dangers; but the island changes its
appearance and thus the challenges alter
and resources that you acquired do not always work with all aspects of the island. Can
be played cooperatively or competitively.

www.gamesjournal.at

Agents game by Evan Song for 2-4 players,
ages 13+: In a semi-cooperative game you
are a professional thief who collects valuable items in cities all over the world, with
each city having its individual level of security. You can invite players for cooperation;
in that case both players roll for „success“
of the operation, the invited player scores
points, the active player gets the item.

Demoela
Zena 1814 by Alberto Barbieri and Luigi
Cornaglia for 2-5 players, ages 14+: During a
period of eight months in 1814 Genoa was
an independent city and the leading fami-

2-4 players, ages 8+: Shootouts were a
favorite pastime in WildWest, but what
happens when bullet develop a mind of
their own? You reveal a card from your stack
and – depending of the color of bullet and
weapon handle – new cards are revealed or
the turn ends or you fight a duel with the
targeted player.
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Mess Machine – Trading and logical game
by Nikolaos Chondropoulos for 2-4 players,

lot of attempts to dethrone him, Zeus announces a final competition for all twelve
gods and allows them total use of all their
abilities. You play one of six cards to the
middle; for a hit it must show the same
number or the same god, or else you draw
cards. Then you can – if available – use the
ability of the card you played. The first player out of cards wins.
Sing it! - Party game by Vangelis Bagiartakis for 2-10 players, ages 8+: Six different

ages 10+: A machine making toys has broken, the defective toys must be repaired.
Parts of toy pictures are displayed. Buttons
on the board switch two parts in the same
row or column. In your turn you take a
button-marker and switch tiles according to
the button. Sometimes the machine makes
additional mistakes and swaps tiles. When
the image is correct, you score for correlations with pre-selected buttons and used
markers; if the image is incorrect, all lose
together.
Oath of the Brotherhood - Worker placement game by Tony Cimino and Vangelis

order to summon the Great Cthulhu. Based
on the mechanism of Heroes of Normandie.
The game was already announced at Essen
in 2014. German edition: Asmodee.
Distribution Partner: Asmodee Deutschland

Devir

modes to play follow the same basic mechanism: You choose a word from a card and
find a song in which the word appears – you
must cite at least five consecutive words of
the text, including the selected word, in any
grammatical form or time. Each song can
only be used one per game. All real songs,
even from advertising, are allowed, but you
must not invent a song.

For the first time in Essen with their own
booth; the company mostly publishes
Spanish and Portuguese editions of games
from other European companies, and a
small number of their own publications.
1714: The Case of the Catalans – Historic
simulation by Ivan Prat for 2-5 players, ages

Devil Pig Games
Bagiartakis for 2-5 players, ages 12+: The
captain has news about treasures and hires
more pirates for the search, but will accept only members of the Brotherhood of
Pirates. Therefore, you want to become a
member. For actions you place crew member or mate on a location on the board and
use him for resources or completing of missions. At the end of the round you take back
all markers. After 7-10 rounds you can complete a mission, discard markers and then
win with most points.
OMG – Card shedding game by George
Christofidis for 2-6 players, ages 8+: After a

Heroes of Normandie: Guardian’s
Chronicles Expansion Pack by Yann and
12+: The conflict over the succession on the
Spanish Throne – England, The Netherlands,
Austria, Portugal and Savoy versus the Castilians and Bourbons.
Holmes: Sherlock & Mycroft by Diego Iba-

Clem for 2 players, ages 14+: The Heroes of
Normandie are turning into super heroes,
there is also a new recruiting option – super
power – which you can shed instead of
taking a hit. With Iello.
Shadows of Normandie by Clem Seurat
for 2-3 players, ages 10+: A few wees
after D-Day a company of US Rangers is
confronting the Cult of the Black Sun. This
cult belongs to a tribe of Ancient Deep ones
and makes preparations for a ceremony in
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ñez for 2 players, ages 10+: The ingenious
brothers Sherlock and Mycroft try to clear or
convict the person responsible for a bomb
exploding in parliament.
In continuation of the topic of 1714 there
was – already in summer - Victus, Barcelona 1714 by Toni Serradesanferm, for 1-4
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your opponent) or dirty, which stops overbuilding.
Monster Truck Mayhem – Race game with
dice by Ben Pinchback and Matt Riddle
for 2-5 players, ages 8+: New edition, announced, Kickstarter.
The Fittest - Bluff game by Graham Russell

OUR REPORT

Blütezeit - Carpenter and buildings for victory points, a 5th player. Die Invasion demands joint defense. Der Würdenträger - a
solitaire player must assemble enough burghers. Die Hauptstadt Vierzon - A solitaire
player upgrades Vierzon to the capital. Der
Handelsreisende - a solitaire player travels
cross-country as a merchant with important
commodities. New Location cards can also
be used in the base game.

players, ages 12+, albeit only in Catalan.

Doorway Games

Dice Hate Me Games
After a merge with Greater than Games Dice
Hate Me is now the brand for games within
the new company, named Dice Hate Me
Games.
Bottom of the 9th: Sports game by Darrell

Round-o-Loot – Card game by Pekka Koukkula for 2-4 players, ages 7+: You begin with
for 4-6 players, ages 13+: As a candidate for a
reality show you word with and against the
other candidates; cooperation is necessary
but also backstabbing, if you want to win.

Dive Dice
Dive Dice is a label by Korea Board Games,
for games see there.

dlp games
Louder and Mike Mullins for 1-2 players,
ages 12+: A card and dice game on the
topic of Baseball.
Deck Building – Deck building game by

Citrus: Neue Landschaftsplättchen – Mini
expansion for Citrus by Jeffrey D. Allers for

five cards, play or discard cards for combinations or identical symbol. Combinations one
plays trigger card actions, for instance shuffling, handing on cards, etc. When someone
draws the pirate flag, you count points on
cards you play at the end of the round, for
the most points you receive a seal card. If
you have three seals, you win instantly.
Tiny Robots – Placement and collecting
game by Pekka Koukkula for 1-5 players,

Christopher Badell for 2 players, ages 13+:
You build a deck (as in ships!) for points, and
you score for screws and types of wood. In
your turn you can buy, build (for yourself or
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2-5 players, ages 10+: Three tiles each for
Plough, Storage Barn and Great Well.
Orléans: Invasion – Expansion for Orléans by Reiner Stockhausen with Inka &
Markus Brand for 1-5 players, ages 12+:

ages 8+: Robot parts are on display conduct
side up. You have all or any action of your
choice: Take a part from the stack and add
it to the robot; reveal three tiles from stack
and cover them again; put part of the robot
back on the stack or announce a robot of
minimum three parts as complete. When all
parts have been taken or nobody wants to
take parts anymore, you add your points on
all of your robots and win with most points.
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ect: Elite.
Project: Elite Alien Pack - – Cooperative
SciFi miniatures game by Sotirios Tsantilas
and Konstantinos Kokkinis for 1-4 players,

Doppeldenk Spiele
€uro Crisis – Satirical board game by
Claudio Bierig, Nicolai Diekert, Simon Dop-

peldenk, Julian Schärdel and Philipp A. for
3-4 players, ages 14+: As a bank or CEO of
a bank you try to privatize the properties
of bankrupt states in four quarters of a year
in the game. You use action cards and are
threatened with Wrath of the People or recession and you need to avoid being drawn
into the European financial crisis.

Dragon Dawn
Productions
Black Hat – Trick-taking card game by Timo
Multamäki and Thomas Klausner for 2-6

players, ages 10+: Topic of hacking data
– cards are identical on both sides, so you
know your opponents cards. You play one
or several cards of the same value; all others also play a card or as many cards as the
player who led. The same number of cards
of the highest value take the trick and you
move your own marker or an opposing
marker. When Black Hat is played, the lowest combination wins and the winner of
the trick can take up cards from the trick in
hand.
Perdition’s Mouth: Abyssal Rift by Kevin
Wilson, Timo Multamäki and Thomas
Klausner for 1-6 players, ages 10+: In the
desecrated ruins of a dwarf city the heroes
need to hinder the evil cult to summon
a demon. Each hero has one turn in turn,
then the monsters have one joint turn.
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You choose one of eight actions from the
wheel, places at the wheel are limited. You
can play the levels of the game individually
or consecutively. Between levels heroes
regenerate, treasures remain intact and can
be swapped among heroes. All heroes win
when the demon is eliminated and at least
one hero leaves the dungeon alive. Beta
version with a changed title, the original
title was Abyss - Perdition’s Mouth.
Singularity Sky – A project for Kickstarter
and publication in 2016 – in the universe
of The Phantom League you fight, trade,
smuggle and explore in order to achieve a
high profile, be it fame or notoriety.

ages 12+: Expansion, compatible with Project: Elite.
Cooperation and coproduction partner: Artipia Games

Drei Hasen
in der Abendsonne
Die fiesen 7 – Card game by Jacques Zeimet for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Seven gangsters count their loot in the back room, but

Drawlab
Entertainment
Project: Elite – Cooperative SciFi miniatures
game by Sotirios Tsantilas and Konstantinos

Kokkinis for 1-4 players, ages 12+: In a postapocalyptic setting an Alien civilization has
raided Earth.
Project: Elite Adrenaline – Cooperative
SciFi miniatures game by Sotirios Tsantilas
and Konstantinos Kokkinis for 1-4 players,
ages 12+: Expansion, compatible with Proj-

are sometimes distracted and not really
concentrated, or they have a gun trauma
and cannot utter one word – all players
count their cards up and down and must
be silent, clear their throat or pass their turn
at the corresponding points in the game. In
case of a mistake you get all cards and new
ways to behave.

Drei Magier Spiele
Already published earlier in the year, but
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presented again as a novelty:
Die geheimnisvolle Drachenhöhle – Collecting game by Walter Obert and Carlo
Emanuele Lanzavecchia for 2-4 players,
ages 5+: The little dragon collects treasures
and gleams with pleasure when he stands
on the right square and can collect. For each
adventure the treasures in the cave are hidden in different places.

Monster My Friend – Card game by Pesu
Nabeno for 3-8 players, ages 8+: One player

OUR REPORT

game by Mike Fitzgerald for 1-4 players,
ages 9+: Humans, cybernetic-improved Humans called Borgs or robots play six innings.

dV Giochi
Bang! The Duel – Card game by Emiliano
Sciarra for 2 players, ages 8+: Showdown

is the monster, the others are maybe hunters, but who? The round ends with the
monster being played or being discarded
due to hunter or hound. The monster wins,
when it is actively played, Hunter or Hound
win when the monster is discarded; as a
friend you win or loose with the monster.
Italian edition of Monster My Neighbor, Korea Board Games.

Clockwork Wars – SciFi conflict by Hassan Lopez for 2-4 players, ages 13+: In an
alternate universe magic and steam power
converge. Four races fight for dominance in
territories with valuable resources. Already
presented in 2014.
Clockwork Wars: Sentience Expansion by

EagleGryphon Games
in Wildwest with new characters, new symbols and new characteristics. You control
a group of Pistoleros, either on the side
of the law or as outlaws. There are always
two in play, one at the frontline, the other
to protect his back. When one goes out of
play, he is replaced with another. You have
your own, individual deck and discard to a
joint discard pile, so that you can later in the
game also use cards from your opponent.
In general the mechanisms of Bang! apply.
You win if you are first to eliminate all opposing characters.
Green: The Golf Card game – Card game
by Luca Chiapponi for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
Golf simulation with cards; you use club

cards in combination with dice values and
can use special abilities of clubs when using
a caddie marker. Winner of the Lucca competition for “Best unpublished Game”, traditionally produced by dV Giochi.
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12 Days of Christmas - Card game by Gordon Hamilton for 3-8 players, ages 8+: You

Hassan Lopez for 2-5 players, ages 13+: New
explorer and spy cards, a new court and two
new kinds of terrain and also a fifth race
called The Invention, allowing for a game of
five players.
Dawn: Rise of the Occulites – Develop-

are dealt twelve cards and play either one
card or a minimum of two identical cards
or a straight of at least two cards. The next
player can pass or play a similar combination which need not comprise the same
number of cards, but in which at least one
card must be of the same value or of lower
value than the lowest card of the player
who lead for the round. Russian edition announced from Hobby World.
Baseball Highlights: 2045 – SciFi sports

ment game by Ben Boersma for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Kickstarter 2014, first time at
Essen – players control a small tribe which
needs to be developed. The miniatures
game uses cards for the implementation
and evaluation of actions.
Dead Man’s Chest – Bid and bluff game
by Paul Jefferies for 3-8 players, ages 14+:
Already published in summer; you roll dice
in the box and hand on the closed box and
name a result. Dead Man is the highest Bid.
Editions available in a wooden box or in a
cardboard box.
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Floating Market – Collecting game by Ben
Pinchback and Matt Riddle for 2-5 play-

Krakatoa – Dice game by Joli Quentin
Kansil for 2-4 players, ages 8+: New edition,
first edition 1983 at Xanadu Leisure. Dice in
white, grey and black show colored dots.
You roll the dice, decide on a set and roll
anew four times, but need to hit at least one
of the dice left on the table and score colors.
Loop Inc. – Game on time travel by Scott
Almes for 1-4 players, ages 13+: On three
days you send out your time machine and

Dexikon – Word and deck building game
by Andrew Rowse for 1-5 players, ages 8+:
ers, ages 13+: As grandchildren you collect
fruits for your grandmother from the boats
on the Klong and want to be given the first
bowl of fruit salad.
Francis Drake Erweiterung by Peter
Hawes for 2-6 players, ages 14+: Offering
each day you must implement the actions
of the previous day plus three new actions.
As the person copies of previous days are
still around you need to pay close attention
to timing.

You begin with letter cards and assemble
words, score them and buy new letter cards
with those points or save them for scoring
points.
Empires: Age of Discovery - Worker placement game by Glenn Drover for 2-5 players,

Morocco by Ben Pinchback and Matt Riddle
for 2-5 players, ages 12+: As a craftsman
the possibility to play with two players or six
players, as well as the two mini expansions
„Spaniens Rache“ and „Montezumas Erbe“.
English edition: Kayal Games, German
edition HUCH! & friends.
King’s Kilt – Card game by Gordon Hamilton for 2-4 players: A spring 2015 release
from Eagle-Gryphon, you fight for your
in the market of Marrakesh you rival for
the best spots for your market stalls. Announced for 2015, Kickstarter announced.

ages 10+: Revised new edition of Age of
Empires III, in a deluxe version including the
Empires: Builder expansion.
Fleet: Wharfside – Card game by Ben
Pinchback and Matt Riddle for 2-4 players,

Seven7s – Card game by Jason Tagmire for
2-4 players, ages 7+: You use the power of

candidate, he is fighting for the Crown of
Scotland.

ages 13+: Based on both Fleet and Fleet:
Arctic Bounty. You choose order cards from
the market and collect fish from your fleet
to meet those orders.
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the Seven – for instance 7 Deadly Sins, 7
Colors of the Rainbow, the Seven Seas or
the Seven Wonders of the World – in order
to defeat your opponent.
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The Gallerist - Worker placement game by
Vital Lacerda for 1-4 players, ages 10+: You
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eggertspiele
Camel Up: Supercup – Expansion for
Camel Up by Steffen Bogen for 2-10 players,

own a gallery and try to sponsor artists; you
buy and sell art and attract visitors to your
gallery.
Wombat Rescue – Spotting and collecting game by Matt Wolfe for 1-4 players: As

a wombat mother you must eat and place
your excrements in order to find and bring
your babies home, assisted by the smell.
Xenon Profiteer – Deck building game
by T.C. Petty III for 2-4 players, ages 10+:

Edigrafica
Games
Frog Menu – Placement and collecting
game by Jorge Piñan and Ignacio Sánchez

ages 8+: The expansion Supercup provides
four modules for the camel race in the
desert and also components for ninth and
tenth player. Module 1 – Track expansion
and a galopp die for two camel moves
per lap. Module 2 – photographer with
action option photo tile, place camera and
portraying camel units for money. Module 3
– bids on positions; Module 4 – Partnership
bets in a game of six or more players. With
Pegasus Spiele.
Dolmen by Thomas Odenhoven for 2-4
players, ages 10+: New edition of Dol-

Usera for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You collect
insects and to achieve this you move the
frog according to specification on the tiles.
When all frogs are isolated and unable to
move you score for collected insects.

Edition
Siebenschläfer
Wer kümmert sich ums Katzenklo? – A
dice for making decisions by Anja Wrede for
mengötter. Druids move across the board
and place stones. If you have the majority in
a stone circle you place a Dolmen. Includes
three expansions that vary the basic mechanism. Announced already in 2014, now
published.
Mombasa – Economics game by Alexander
Pfister for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Four trading

The aim of the game is cryo-destillation of
Xenon, using a sophisticated mechanism
which is used to actively remove cards from
your deck to accumulate Xenon.

Eigenverlag Eberle Stefan
Presented in the Game Designer Workshop
there was Miner, a 3D game by Stefan Eberle for 2-4 players, ages 10+: 180 blocks represent raw materials and soil, under which
the resources are hidden. Actions are paid
for with time and resources mined need to
be sold with a profit. Kickstarter is planned.
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2-6 players, ages 8+: In a round of this little
game you can use the die to decide who
has to clean the cat litter pan and note it in
the cleaning schedule that is included.

companies in Mombasa, Cape Town, SaintLouis and Cairo need to be made more valu-
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able by expansion. Players acquire shares,
stock up on diamonds and excel in bookkeeping. Money earned during the game is
used to pay for actions: most of the money
comes at the end of the game from shares,
diamonds and bookkeeping. In 7 rounds
you plan actions by placing and revealing
von cards and then you implement one action in turn. With Pegasus Spiele.
My Village - Worker placement with dice by
Inka and Markus Brand for 2-4 players, ages
12+: A new chapter in the chronicle of the

Eletria Games
Nadaras - Steampunk game by Fabio Porfidia for 2-6 players, ages 14+: In Essen

shown under the name of Dark Tales of
Nadarast; as the leader of a faction you plan
a trip to the mechanical island of Nadaras.
Prototype, Kickstarter project announced.
village and a village for each player, complete with abbot, Council member, Traveler,
Craftsman and Merchant. For development
you use buildings and grain fields or attract
monks and customers. At the start of each
round dice are rolled; in the action phase
each player has a turn using two dice from
this pool to activate banners from a display
of cards, individual buildings or the village
and implement their actions. With Pegasus
Spiele.
Porta Nigra – Building game by Wolfgang
Kramer and Michael Kiesling for 2-4 play-

Elzra
Catacombs – Snipping game by Aron West,
Ryan Amos and Marc Kelsey for 2-5 players,

Emma Games
Epoch: Early Inventors by Martyn F for 2-4
players, ages 12+: As the leader of a Clan you

explore the land, discover new tools and offer sacrifices to the gods at Holy Locations.
Cards providing progress to your Clan must
be paid for with food and other resources.

EmperorS4 Games
Burano by Yu-Chen Tseng for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: You are the head of family on the

ages 12+: Lord of the Catacombs against
the heroes with special abilities; you snip
wooden discs for monsters and heroes.
Contact causes damage; missiles, spells and
other special abilities have other effects.
German edition: Schwerkraft Verlag.
ers, ages 12+: Trier was an important town
in Roman times and this is also the period
in which we build the town. You have two
cards and choose one to select your action – buy building blocks, collect them and
place them on the board according to color.
To implement this the Builder goes into the
town boroughs and costs you a Sesterze
for each change of borough. For important
parts of a building you receive Building
cards. With Pegasus Spiele. English edition:
Stronghold Games.

Schwerkraft Verlag.

Catacombs: Caverns of Soloth – Expansion by Aron West, Ryan Amos and Marc

Venetian island of Burona and build houses,
trade in fish and conduct a workshop for
lace. You use available – uncovered – dice
and place them for houses; the color of the
dice determines possible actions.
Previous name of the company: Eros Games.

F-Hein-Spiele

Kelsey for 2-5 players, ages 12+: New heroes, new overlords, new ways to shoot
as well as new monsters. German edition:
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Bola – Card game by Ferdinand Hein for 2
players, ages 7+: Double-sided cards show
colored balls in eight colors; each color is
present three times. In each round you turn
one of 12 cards and score if you find three
identical balls.
Superdoku – Sudoku variant by Ferdinand
Hein for 1 players, ages 7+: Each card shows

nine different symbols and as in Sudoku
you place a 3x3 square without doubling
symbols in rows or columns, but there are
10 cards all in all and one of them is not
needed.
Vier im Zoo - Memo by Martin Nedergaard
Andersen for 2-4 players, ages 5+: Animals

are laid out face-down; you roll a die and try
to find this animal.

Fabryka Gier
Historycznych = FGH
Theomachy: The Ancients – Expansion for
the card drafting game by Sandy Petersen,

this you draft cards and use them in mechanisms similar to Poker. Four pantheons –
Greek, Babylonian, Egyptian and Lovecrafts
Outer Gods.
Theomachy: The Warrior Gods – Expansion by Sandy Petersen, Adam Kwapiński,

Tomasz Bylina and Jakub Wasilewski for 2-4
players: Four new pantheons – Keltic, Nordic, Slavic and Lovecrafts Great Old Ones.

Facily Jeux
Rhythm ‚n‘ Play - Music game by Ludovic
Barbe for 2-4 ab 8+: Cards for notes, acci-

dentals and rhythms; you choose between
composing – place suitable cards into the
staves – or collecting the staves.

Fairplay
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Fantasy Flight Games
A game of Thrones The Card game 2nd
Edition - Living Card game by Eric M. Lang,
Nate French and Christian T. Petersen for
2-6 players, ages 14+: The new 2nd edition!

Based on the novels and the board game
you embody one of the six major houses of
Westeros and play out military, diplomatic
and power struggles using familiar
characters. German edition: Heidelberger
Spieleverlag.
Cave Troll – Adventure game by Tom Jolly
for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Heroes grab treasures from the troll caves. New edition. Ger-

man Edition: Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Forbidden Stars - SciFi-Brett game by Corey Konieczka, James Kniffen and Samuel
Bailey for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Set in the

Schlange – Dice game by Jörg Domberger
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Snakes move by
dice results out of their nest and across the
Terrarium; a snake in a dead end is out of the
game and the longest snake wins.

Adam Kwapiński, Tomasz Bylina and Jakub
Wasilewski for 2-4 Spieler: You are one of
the Old Gods presiding over your followers
and want to eliminate the followers of rivaling gods to achieve the Ultimate Power. For
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Warhammer 40.000 universe, you command armies in order to conquer the Herakon Cluster.
Hoax by Bill Eberle, Jack Kittredge, Peter
Olotka and Edward Horn Jr. for 3-6 players,
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King Budeaunia, KogeKogeDo/Japon Brand
2014.

ages 14+: A competition for the heritage of
a magnate, with the help of secret identi-

Feuerland Spiele
Alte Dunkle Dinge – Set collecting and
dice game by Simon McGregor for 2-4

ties. If you are caught in a lie, you are out of
the game. New edition.
Mission: Red Planet by Bruno Faidutti, Bruno Cathala and Steven Kimball for 2-6 players, ages 14+: You embody a colonial power

that sends out astronauts to Mars in space
ship to seize the most promising territories.
The main mechanisms are majorities and
the use of action and character cards. New
edition.
Warhammer Quest: The Adventure Card
game - Cooperative Dungeon Crawl by
Brady Sadler and Adam Sadler for 1-4 play-

must be first to find cards of the same category – animals, gems, sweets, fruit, cookies, monsters, buildings, instruments, plants
or vehicles. German edition: Heidelberger
Spieleverlag, English edition „Rally Up“ at
Blue Orange, Polish edition at Rebel.pl.
Epix – Position and conflict game by Rikki
Tahta for 2-4 players, ages 10+: The King

is dead and his successor must be elected
before the end of the year. As a nobleman
you make a grab at the throne - by violence
against other noblemen and with gold
for the subjects – and want to be first to
conquer an opposing castle or to have most
land and gold at the end of the year. With La
Mame Game, German edition: Heidelberger
Spieleverlag.

players, ages 14+: In each turn of the game
you travel to a Fateful Location and confront
an Ominous Encounter. If you master those
you learn ancient secrets and acquire useful
items in the guise of markers that give
support in future encounters. All encounters
are mastered with combinations of dice,
cards and markers. Failed attempts alert
Dark Things which can cost you points. In
the aftermath of encounters you acquire
equipment cards at trade posts for tools.
You win if you have collected most Ancient
Secrets when the Nameless Event happens.
This game is the start of a series of somewhat simpler games from Feuerland Spiele,
to be identified by their Blue Label.

Takara Island - Worker placement game

ers, ages 14+: As a hero in the dungeon you
fight Ghouls, Goblins, Skavens and quite a
lot of other monsters

Ferti
Boost! – Collecting game by Julien Sentis
for 2-8 players, ages 6+: 100 round cards belong to one of ten categories and you want
to collect most cards. To achieve this you
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by Takahiro Amioka for 2-6 players, ages
8+: A king is dreaming of a hot spring and
orders a search for it. A turn comprises the
hiring of guards, digging and actions of
workers. If you find both springs, you win
instantly, other wise the player with most
points from underground river, monsters,
treasures, springs and money. When four
empty digs yield no spring, all players have
lost together. New edition of The Edict of

Haus der Sonne – Development game
by Florian Racky and Marc Klerner for 2-2
players, ages 12+: Around the volcano – according to lore, this is the house of the sun
in which his rays are captured - you strive
to become King of Haleakala. You secure
actions by placing number discs on beach
spots, move shamans or fishing vessel for
cards for building statues or scoring. After
each round the volcano erupts. Followed
by a scoring- Scoring cards must be bought
again in Round 2. After two rounds and
scorings you win with most points.
Terra Mystica: Big Box by Jens Drögemüller and Helge Ostertag for 2-5 players, ages
12+: The Big Box comprises the basic game
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sible by drafting dice from a common pool
of dice.

Fleetwood Alex Eigenverlag
Fabulous Beasts – Digital/stacking hybrid
game by Alex Fleetwood and George Buckand also the Fire & Ice expansion with city
tiles, shipping markers and terrain tiles. A
coproduction with Korea Board Games.
Terra Mystica: Erweiterungsbogen by
Jens Drögemüller and Helge Ostertag for

2-5 players, ages 12+: Mini expansion including city tile, shipping and a special
landscape for each race as well as a scoring
marker for temple building.
On show as a demo version: Ein Fest for
Odin by Uwe Rosenberg for 1-4 Spieler: You
use a board for hunting, collecting, process-

card on one of three stacks, in ascending or
descending order or allocate points to the

player who did block you lately.
Rumble in the Dungeon and Rumble in
the House – Bluff and deduction game by
Ken Rush for 3-6 players, ages 8+: House or
Dungeon have twelve rooms each, in case

enham for 2 players, ages: You stack blocks
to constructs, their position is transmitted
via sensors to a digital device. On this device
the constructs develop and interact. You cooperate with the other player for achieving
a world in balance. Presented at the Kickstarter booth and announced for 2016.

Formal Ferret Games
Bad Medicine – Narrative party game by
Gil Hova for 2-4 players, ages 18+: You rep-

of overpopulation the fights for position
begin and you try to keep your own secret
character in the location as long as possible.
German edition: Heidelberger Spieleverlag,
English edition: Iello.
ing, building ships and raiding settlements
and arrange the spoils for income and victory points. The hand-painted elk in the
picture is a bonus when you pre-order the
game.

SteamRollers – Dice drafting game by
Mark Gerrits for 2-5 players, ages 10+: On
his individual board each player builds a

Flatlined Games
Argo - SciFi game by Bruno Faidutti and
Serge Laget for 2-4 players, ages 9+: Astronauts try to survive onboard of a space
station that is attacked by Aliens. They want
to reach the escape pods, but there are not
enough pots for all astronauts. Kickstarter.
Otter Nonsense – Placement game by Eric
Hanuise for 3-6 players, ages 8+: You place a

www.gamesjournal.at

resent a pharmaceutical company and must
invent names and advertising campaigns
for new medications and play down side effects. With Breaking Games.
The Networks – Economics game by Gil

network of railways, improves the engines
or acquires special abilities, all made pos-
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Hova for 1-5 players, ages 13+: In the role of
a TV station you must create new programs
and acquire shows, stars and advertising.
Previous name of the game: Prime Time. In
planning for 2016, with Breaking Games.

Frosted Games
Brettspiel-Adventskalender 2015 – A
collection of expansions for 24 different

Foxmind
Maze Racers – Race and building game
by Andy Geremia for 2 or 4 players, ages

8+: On your own board, that is divided into
quarters, you set up a labyrinth, as fast as
you can and as complex as you can make it.
There must be at least one path from start
to finish. After a minute building time you
swap boards and start a race by tilting the
board, from start to finish and back.

pays with money or Letters of Indulgence.
In a round there is a lot to do: You identify
actually cheap goods for production, hand
out cattle herder, drunkard and vegetable
barrow, pay interest and workers in the field,
hire a Cellerar and buy vegetables or you
buy dogs and kennels to fend off drunkards
or lay monks, save money and deliver food,
use drunkard or lay monks for begging.
Other options are use of vegetable chips
and vegetable barrow and scoring of the
round. After five rounds you win with most
Letters of Indulgence.
Early in 2015 two crowdfunding projects by
Franjos were published:
Husarengolf – Dexterity game by Torsten
Marold for 2 or 4 players, ages 5+: On a

games: Abyss, Arler Erde, Bohnanza, Cacao,
Carcassonne, Catan, Colt Express, Die Burgen von Burgund, Doctor Panic, El Gaucho,
Funkenschlag, Glasstraße, Isle of Skye, Las
Vegas, Loony Quest, Marvel Dice Masters,
Orléans, Rokoko, Splendor, Targi, VivaJava,
Wizard, ZhanGuo and Zooloretto.
Harbour - Worker placement game by
Scott Almes for 1-4 players, ages 8+: As an
entrepreneur in the harbor of Gullsbottom

Fragor Games
A Game of Gnomes by Gordon Lamont
and Fraser Lamont for 2-4 players, ages
board with indentions and handles you try
to make a ball roll into your own indention.
New edition; first edition 1997.
Hyle 7 – Placement game by Eric Solomon
for 2 players, ages 10+: In two rounds you

you stock and trade commodities and acquire buildings. Symbols on buildings bring
advantages for their owners. When you buy
your fourth building, you win - after a final
turn of all other players – if have the most
valuable buildings in total.
This was supplemented with a preview on
2016 and Undercover – an agent game
by Daniel Danzer and Doris Danzer for 2-4

12+: Gnomes are setting out for encountering adventures, they search for treasures,
complete quests for the magician or maybe
trade only in mushrooms while days pass,
gnomes sleep and seasons might change.

Franjos
Spieleverlag
Domus Domini - Worker placement
game by Heinz-Georg Thiemann for 2-6
players, ages 10+: The Prior of Cluny needs
assistance from other monasteries and
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are once pattern maker and once chaos
maker; the chaos maker places a piece, the
pattern maker relocates a piece. When the
board is filled, the pattern maker scores for
each piece that is part of a pattern. New
edition, first edition 1979.

players, ages 8+: You direct agents, even
those of foreign powers and need to move
them in a way that the information acquired
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by meetings among agents reaches all
countries, if possible. For this you place
agents next to other agents, according to
the colored circles on the board.

FryxGames
Fleets: The Pleiad Conflict-Corporate
Lords – Expansion by Daniel Fryxelius for

ment has far-reaching effects to to the wave
movement. With Thunderworks Games.

OUR REPORT

Titan Race – Dice game by Julian Allain for
2-6 players, ages 10+: Titans hold a race on

Deterrence 2X62 – Conflict simulation by
Paulo Santoro for 2 players: In a parallel universe the US/UdSSR conflict, the Cold War, is
continuing. You need to put an end to the
Cold War with one single successful strike
against the enemy or dominate the world.
Quartz by André Zatz and Sergio Halaban
for 3-5 players, ages 14+: Dwarves are mining for crystals in a new mine shaft, over five
a torus; cards provide protection and other
tricks.
Warehouse 51 – Auction game with cards
by Bruno Faidutti, Sérgio Halaban and Ande

2-4 players, ages 12+: Each corporation
now has its own convoying ship, and there
are also two neutral fleets. You can now also
build bases for fast regeneration of units.
Terraforming Mars by Jacob Fryxelius for
1-5 players, ages 12+: Corporations spon-

days, and at the end of each day they sell
the crystals they mined.

FunForge
Tokaido Collector’s Edition – New edition
by Antoine Bauza for 2-5 players, ages 8+:

sored by the World Government begin to
terraform Mars. You are one of those corporations and score for contributions to the
project, for developing infrastructure and a
multitude of other actions.

FunBox Jogos

Zatz for 3-5 players, ages 10+: 2038 – Bankruptcy of the USA, as a last ditch measure
the government auctions off artifacts and
relics from the Storage Barn 51 – Aladdin’s
Magical Lamp, Thor’s Hammer and others.
With Passport Game Studios.
ZNA - Miniatures game by Florian Desforges
for 1-4 players, ages 13+: Cooperative sur-

The new edition includes the Crossroads
expansion
Tokaido Matsuri – Expansion for Tokaido
by Antoine Bauza for 2-5 players, ages 8+:
vival game set in a post-apocalyptic surrounding, in Boston in the year 2025. On a
modular board you search for equipment,
swap items, collect ingredients for necessary mixtures and fight the fog that causes
mutations and also the mutants themselves.

Bullfrogs – Placement game by Keith Matejka for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Armed bullfrogs
fight for control over the pond. Each move-

FunSpace
New cards and new markers for Tokaido,
featuring Japanese Feats and Festivals, the
cards modify the way to play for each segment of the track.
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Mars Transit - SciFi game by Bo Regard
= Bruce Keane Anderson for 2-4 players,
ages 10+: Strategic race game, shown in
the Game Designer Workshop, Kickstarter
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by Michel Baudoin for 2-5 players, ages 8+:
You auction robot parts or win robot parts
in auctions in order to construct a robot, or
else you store money cards or buy bonus
cards or play action cards from your hand.

against other players.
Port of Piraeus – Economics game by Andrey Alexandrov for 3-6 players, ages 12+:

Stinky Business by Piotr Jesionek for 2-5

financing not achieved.

G3
Brand name for ST Games.
Across Africa – Dice and collecting game
by Wiktor Piskorek for 2-4 players, ages 6+:

You roll dice and move, take pictures of animals, collect diamonds, and so on. You can
play in cooperative or competitive mode.
Mexica by Wolfgang Kramer and Michael
Kiesling for 2-4 players, ages 12+: New edi-

players, ages 10+: You want to construct the
most successful garbage processing plant,
yielding the highest income and most victory points from 10 rounds in the game.
Take a Train – Railway game by Violetta

Kijowska and Marcin Ropka for 2-6 players,
ages 8+: You invest in railways by bidding in
auctions; in three rounds you first win engines in auctions with regard to speed and
multipliers, then later you bid in auctions for
cars to add to the engines.

You trade in the harbor, buy and sell, and
with this influence the market or make life
a burden for your competitors.
Stick to Colours – Auction and collecting
game by Ilya Proshin for 2-4 players, ages

12+: You collect sets of cards and bid for
cards that you want, using cards that you do
not need to bid.
The Cookie by Igor Videnkov for 4-6 players, ages 10+: Card game on hidden identi-

GaGa Games
Goblin Dice – Dice game by Mikhail Bazylevich for 2-6 Spieler: Dice are rolled by
tion with exquisite components, in a limited
edition. Using canals, you build boroughs,
bridges and buildings in Tenochtitlan for
scoring points.
Robot X – Bidding and collecting game

players in order to be the first across the finish before you are overrun by the Magical
Stone that is pursuing all. You roll dice and
move or activate the abilities of a tile, also
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ties. Each player is secretly assigned another
character that he needs to attack and at the
same time is himself the target for another
player. If you have decided who is your opponent you can attack with a Sword card or
defend yourself with a Shield card.
Urbis – Urban development game by Alexander Rasputin for 2-6 players, ages 10+:
You are a member of the City Council and
want to elected Chairman of the Council.
You administrate your own city borough
and cash money in relation to the placement of buildings. Will you push forward
your own target or take into account the
wishes of the population?
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Klamotten Klamauk – Collecting game
with dice by Kim Vandenbroucke for 2-4

Galakta
Andromeda - SciFi game using dice, by Jan
Zalewski for 2-4 players, ages 10+: The hu-

ist player you analyze and neutralize Instant
Threats or risk losses. In the player turn you
claim a case as the Leading investigator,
place to information cards and have options
for actions. German edition: Heidelberger
Spieleverlag.

Game Fabrica
Thrash’n Roll by Krzysztof Matusik and
Aleksander Biela for 2-4 players, ages 12+:

man race is extinct, races from other galaxies live in the solar system, controlled by the
Galaxy Council of Elders. A space ship with
ancient technologies appears and a team
comprising various races is tasked with exploring it.
Zombie Terror - Zombie game by Jan
Jewuła and Łukasz Zębik for 2-4 players,

You are band leader of a Metal Band – you
practice with the band members, play concerts, record albums, give interviews – in
short, you live the life of a band and try to
collect fame.

Game Factory

players, ages 3+: From a stock of 20 costume cards you take cards for your raccoon
according to the result of a die roll. If you roll
„underwear“, you lose all cards. If you are
first to collect five cards, you win.
Maze Racers by Andy Geremia for 2-2 players, ages 8+: See Foxmind
Robot Face Race – Spotting game by Ivan

Moscovich for 2-4 players, ages 6+: A crazy
inventor builds robots, but does not have
the suitable heads. The “Robomat” shows
the color for eyes, nose, mouth and face
of the targeted head and all search for this
head on the board. If you find it, you mark
it with your chip which is then discarded. If
you are rid of all five chips, you win.
Splash! – Dexterity game by Marie & Wilfried

Fritz Stibitz – Collecting game for 2-4
players, ages 3+: As a squirrel you collect
ages 10+: Each player guides a group – either Zombies that want to eat brains, or
citizens that want to escape from the shopping mall, or a convict that wants to escape,
or a crazy scientist who wants to take blood
samples from the terrified citizens.

Gala Force Nine
Homeland: The Board game - Cooperative
game based on the TV series, by Aaron Dill,
John Kovaleski and Sean Sweigart for 3-6
players, ages 14+: In the turn of the terror-
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acorns for the winter. When the spinner
points at a color, you pick up an acorn of this
color with the squirrel and put it into your
own tree stump; if you are first to fill your
stump, you win.

Fort for 2-6 players, ages 6+: You hand one
of your blocks to your neighbor, who must
use it to expand the tower in correlation
of shape or color. When the tower topples,
the player who caused it takes three block,
the last donor gets a crystal. If you have
three crystals or are out of blocks, you win.
Russian edition: Lifestyle Games.
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Presented already at Nuremberg:
Bellz - Magnetic game featuring bells, by

Poseidon´s Kingdom – Placement and col-

cards and collecting cards.
Nothing Personal: Associates – Expansion
for Nothing Personal by Tom Vasel and Stelecting game by Gordon and Fraser Lamont
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: You must free
friends, find Poseidon’s Triton, defeat the
Kraken and collect treasures. You choose
an animal, build at the Reef or enlarges
the wave. Then you move one of your own
animals, eat or store food. Eating and movement due to eating of opposing dice frees
friends. New edition with a dolphin as protection from the shark.

Don Reid for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You want
to collect 10 bells, individually or in a chain
of bells, and by using a magnetic stick.

Game Salute
Alien Frontier Expansion Pack #7 – Expansion for Alien Frontier and Alien Frontier

Also named as novelties:
phen Avery for 3-5 players, ages 8+: 52 new
gangsters, among them 10 Femme Fatales.
Nothing Personal: Expansions Packs #1,
#2 and #3 by Tom Vasel and Stephen Av-

Outer Belt by Tory Niemann and Randall
Bart for 2-6 players, ages 12+: 3 cards Alien
Technology and 2 Salvage cards.
Area 1851 – Set collecting game with dice
by Justin Blake for 2-5 players, ages 14+:
ery for 3-5 players, ages 8+: Mini expansion
with the topics of Game Designers, The Dice
Tower Crew and Movies & TV.
Nothing Personal: Power & Influence –

As one of five tinkerers you modify Alien,
Settler and Indigene equipment to create
unique items which increase your reputation with the neighbors. In 15 rounds you
play six phases each: Event, Preparation, Action, Distribution, Assistance and Rotation.
With Five24Labs
King’s Forge: Apprentices – Expansion for
King’s Forge by Nick Sibicky for 2-5 players,
ages 13+: Modular expansion, comprising
components for a fifth players, apprentices
for permanent bonuses, craftsmanship
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Expansion for Nothing Personal by Tom Vasel and Stephen Avery for 3-5 players, ages
8+: 80 cards all in all, among them 9 gangster cards as well as 50 influence cards and
20 characteristics cards.

Acute Care - Cooperative game by Chris
Norwood for 2-5 players, ages 13+: In a
12-hour shift you take care of patients and
pay for actions with time markers; a deck of
challenge cards must be implemented; besides discharging of patients the quality of
caretaking is important. Status of the game
is unclear, listed on BGG, but not to be verified with Game Salute.

Fast & Furious: Full Throttle: Car racing
game by Jeff and Carla Horger for 2-4 players, ages 14+: You upgrade your car for special possibilities and then use played and
revealed cards for movement of the car.
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Gamelyn Games
Tiny Epic Defenders – Sequel game to Tiny
Epic Kingdoms by Scott Almes for 1-4 play-

Gamesapiens
GSBM - Great Strategy of Battle Monster
- Dungeon Crawl for 2-8 players, ages 8+:

digenous population and pursue their own
agenda while doing so.
Bardagi: The Claim for Gold – Adventure
game by Svavar Björgvinsson for 2-5 play-

ers, ages 13+: The war is over, the factions
establish cooperation and an enemy from
outside threatens the capital. Published
early in 2015.
Tiny Epic Galaxies – Dice game with a
worker placement mechanism, by Scott

Almes for 1-5 players, ages 14+: You want
to colonize new planets and you roll and
activate dice according to the development
level of your realm, in any order. You need
activate all dice and re-roll non-activated
dice – once for free, each additional re-roll
costs you 1 energy. Immediately when a die
is activated by a player, other players can
use the action by paying 1 Culture. When
someone has 21 points the game ends and
you with most points from completed missions. German edition: Schwerkraft Verlag.
Distribution Partner: Schwerkraft Verlag

Games go Home
A new company from the Czech Republic,
which is giving its debut with
A Dog’s Life – Adventure game with a dog
topic by Christophe Boelinger for 2-6 players, ages 8+; you are tasked with being the
first player to burrow in three bones with
your dog; the bones are collected during
adventures in town. First edition: EuroGames

www.gamesjournal.at

All neighboring kingdoms dispatch heroes
with the task of destroying the mysterious
dungeon or to snatch control of the dungeon. To achieve your purpose you need altars to summon powerful creatures. Several
options for winning conditions.
The Night of Horror Dice – Dice and collecting game by Dong-Ryeol Lee for 1-5

players, ages 8+: As a half-blood mixture of
vampire and werewolf you have become
too powerful and humans as well as vampires and werewolves have turned into pursuers. You choose an ability and have three
rolls – you can win life points, catch enemies
or chase away enemies.

Gamia Games
Ancient Aliens: Creators of Civilizations SciFi game by Svavar Björgvinsson for 2-4
players, ages 12+: Aliens take over control
of regions on earth in order to civilize the in-

ers, ages 10+: you control a clan of Vikings
and hold cards for each of the clan’s four
units. You use these cards for each action
of the units in order collect as much gold as
possible.
Mastery: Become a Hero – Adventure
game by Marco Lancerotto, Luca Marche,

Gabriele Pigaiani and Antonio Tempera for
2-2 players, ages 14+: As an adventurer – either warrior or magician – you set out on a
quest for fame and riches in this deck building game, announced for 2016.

Gary Kim Games
The Dome – Card game by Hope S. Hwang
for 2-4 players, ages 13+: You choose a character and with it a deck, with actions you
eliminate life points of an opponent or force
him to reduce his deck. In a game of three or
four players one player embodies the Overlord who is trying to sabotage the others.
With Board M Factory.
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Rise of the Kage – Miniatures tabletop by
Gordon Cunningham for 2-4 players, ages
13+: As a Shadow Ninja you can play different missions in order to achieve the downfall of the Takashi Clan, or you can protect
and defend the Daimyo and the prefecture
of Ryu.
Rise of the Kage Docks of Ryu- Expansion by Gordon Cunningham for 2-4 play-

Cards define the strategies as well as events
and resources, and also actions, equipment
and summonings.
Noches de Sangre – Semi-cooperative
card by Fidel Montesino for 1-6 players,

The Gate – Card game by Hope S. Hwang
for 2 players, ages 13+: As a representative

ers, ages 13+: Ninjas of the Shadow Wind
Clan encounter the Minato and their harbor
guards.
of the Great Summoner you have the power
to open gates to other world and must fight
the guardians of other world gates. With
Board M Factory.

GCT Studios

ages 7+: You need to survive an attack by
vampires for thirty nights; you can acquire
items for support or add other survivors to
your team.
S.C.A.P.E. – Card game on secret roles for
1-14 players on the topic of escaping from

GDM Games
Abordaje! – Card drafting game by César
Gómez Bernardino for 2 players, ages 10+:

Not new, but shown for the first time at Essen:
Bushido The Game – Fantasy miniatures

a German camp for prisoners of war during
World War II. Already shown at Cannes 2015.
Shinobi Assasins by Josep Maria Allué for
4-6 players, ages 10+:In each round you atAll players simultaneously give orders to
the crew and try to guess the action of the
opposition; the outcome is determined by a
Rock-Paper-Scissors mechanism.
Myths at War – Card game by Francisco
Gallego Arredondo for 2-6 players, ages

table top conflict simulation by Gordon
Cunningham and Toby Nathan for 2 players, ages 14+: Six factions, and you play skirmishes of individual characters rather than
battles of nameless armies.

tack three players to your right with a facedown card, name the weapon and are allowed to lie.

10+: In a Fantasy world various mythologies
exist beside each other; the first edition of
the game comprises Nordic gods as well as
the gods of Egypt and Japan.
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Wake up Cthulhu – Board game by Miguel
Bruque for 2-4 players, ages 10+, on the topic of Cthulhu adepts, albeit without wanting
to wake up the Great Old one but facing the
necessity to avoid being eaten by him. First
winner of the competition „Protojuegos
Verkami“. Shown already at Cannes 2015.
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Tatsu – Placement game with dice by John
Yianni for 2 players, ages 8+: Dice results decide the movements of three different types
of dragons; when dragons encounter each
other, they move to the outermost circle
and influence other dragons according to
type. Announced for 2016.

Gerhards
Spiel und Design
Geek Attitude

Gen-X Games

Taverna – Worker placement game by Karl
Marcelle for 2-5 players, ages 12+: The citi-

Dark Matter – Card game by Óscar Arévalo
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: To terraform planets

zens of Averna crawl from tavern to tavern
on their holiday and the innkeeper want to
accrue the maximum possible profit. You
place customers in taverns and can make
use of one of the dignitaries, cast spells, use
royal favor or profit from privileges.

you make use of your own and opponents
cards, thereby paying attention to specific
characteristics of terrain zones.
London after Midnight – Horror card
game by Enrique Dueñas González for 2-6

C-Cross - Abstract placement game by
Ludovic Gimet for 2-2 players, ages 10+:

Two opposite sides of the board must be
connected by your own tiles, shaped like
a C. To place a tile, you must conquer its
intended position with three of your own
markers. You place markers on free spots in
cases. When you place the third marker into
a case, it is conquered and you place a Ctile. Opposing pieces that are chased away
replace your own pieces somewhere on the
board.
Fendo by Dieter Stein for 2-2 players, ages

Gemblo
Aqua Park by Justin Oh and Chris Choi for
2-4 players, ages 7+: A water park should

players, ages 9+: Monsters and heroes fighting each other in the streets of Victorian
London, players are assigned secretly to
one of the two factions.

Gen42 Games
be set up in order to save the ocean fauna
and flora, you roll dice and collect ocean
live forms accordingly. You can also pay for
re-rolling dice or getting help from other
players.
Touchstone – Dexterity game by Justin Oh
and Harris Kwon for 2-4 players, ages 5+:
You roll dice, feel for corresponding runes in
a bag, pull runes out and be the fastest to
throw the runes into the bowl.

www.gamesjournal.at

10+: Two markers start the game in opposite positions on the otherwise empty 7x7
grid. You move a marker orthogonally and
place a border on the square that you entered, or you add a marker to the board. An
enclosed area can only hold one marker, the
single open area can hold any number of
markers and borders. You win if you control
more squares in encloses areas.
Lot - Abstract placement game by Nestor
Romeral Andres for 2-2 players, ages 8+: You
play on a 7x7 grid and try to arrange three
stacks of two pieces each in a horizontal,
vertical or diagonal line. You place a piece
in an empty square. When then there are
three or more adjacent pieces in your color,
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two pots of the same row or column. If you
believe that a row or column is complete,
you announce this and shake all pots there.
If you are correct, you win; if not, you have to
pass your next turn. There are special rules
for including the quiet pot in the game.

and Wilfried Fort for 2-4 players, ages 4+:
Gifts are laid out face-down, each player

The Mystery of Dattakamo - Deduction
game by Takashi Hamada for 3-12 players,
you choose one of those rows, remove two
pieces from it and add another piece on the
remaining piece to form a stack of 2. If you
are first to form three such stacks you win.
Trideo – Placement game by Stefano Cavanè for 2 players, ages 8+: 24 pegs in six

colors are placed according to specification;
each player controls three colors and moves
a peg of his color(s), over any distance in
orthogonal and diagonal direction, movements over other pegs or changes of direction are not allowed. You win if you are first
to form a horizontal or vertical row – but not
a diagonal one - or a chevron of three pegs
of one color.

ages 5+: You are tasked with guessing the
meaning of artifacts from the “Dattakamo“
civilization. One player is the Doctor; he
feels for an artifact in the bag and thinks of
a meaning for it. Players as students, in their
turn, can either pose a question, try to get
a clue or guess the meaning of the artifact.
Then the Doctor gives a clue, precise or
vague, at his choice. After four turns each
student must give a guess. If you guess correctly, you get the artifact, and eventually
one that was not guessed last round.

Ciao! Card game by Olivier Finet for 2-6
players, ages 7+: In turn, you play a card in

The Arabian Pots – Listening and sorting
game for 2-6 players, ages 6+:
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Imagidès – Narrative game by Emily Daly
for 2-12 players, ages 4+: Twelve six-sided
dice provide images from the categories

Gigamic

Gift10Industry

Pots must be sorted by sound. Three groups
of three pots each make three different
sounds, a tenth pot is a quiet, soundless
pot. In the basic game you need to form a
row of three pots with the same sound. In
your turn you shake a pot and then swap

holds a wish list. The first player rolls two
dice and then puts all the candles on the
cake. Then you try to blow over exactly
those candles that were rolled, in case of a
cake symbol all of the candles. Depending
on your success you may reveal gifts and
take suitable ones. The next player can, after rolling the die, replace candles that are
toppled or rotate candles before he blows.

relation to colors and symbols, but a card
higher than the previous one, or you draw a
card. Event cards can change the flow of the
game. The value of a card depends on the
color - green < yellow < red - and the number of symbols on the cards - Rock <Paper<
Scissors. A joker does always fit, a millstone
can only be played on a Wild Card which
triggers actions. If you are out of cards you
win.

of Sky, Locations, Food, Emotions, Actions,
Fantasy, Human Body, Animals, Hobbies,
Travels, Daily Life and History. You roll all
twelve dice and invent a story corresponding to the dice – each player chooses one
die, sets it aside and continues the story.
French edition already published in 2014;
German edition as Würfel! Was? from Asmodee Germany.
There are also French editions of games
from other publisher:
Clochemerle = My Village - Worker placement with dice by Inka and Markus Brand
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: A new chapter in

Happy Party – Dexterity game by Marie
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the village chronicle and a village for each
player with Abbot, Council Member, Traveler, Craftsman and Merchant.

The Foreign King by Javier Garcia for 2-4
players, ages 12+: The citizens of Belgium

Porta Nigra – Building game by Wolfgang
Kramer and Michael Kiesling for 2-4 players,

have installed King Leopold the I. as the
King of Belgium and strive now to develop
the economy and the industrialization of
the Belgian provinces.
ages 12+: Trier was an important town in
Roman times, and this is also the period in
which we build the city.

Giochix.it

Gmeiner Verlag
Gelegenheit macht Diebe – Crime topic
game by Daniel Badraun with cards for 3-6

OUR REPORT

you decide in ten conferences who will lead
the Allied forces, the deployment location
of those forces and how to defeat the Axis
powers.
Genesis: The Bronze Age – Development

game by Richard H. Berg for 2-5 players,
ages 12+: You lead one of the ancient empires – Egypt, Hittites, Mittani, Assyria or
Babylonia. Event cards introduce smaller
realms to the game, and gods play a part as
well as caravans with commodities from faraway countries.
No Retreat 4: Italian Front 1943-45 – Con-

Bomarzo by Stefano Castelli for 2-4 players, ages 12+: In the park of Bomarzo you

immerse yourself into the mystery of the
gods statues there and try to manage your
lieges and to win the respect of your liege
lord, Orisini, and to make use of the powers
of the park.
Tesla vs. Edison: War of Currents - Worker
placement game by Dirk Knemeyer for 2-5

players, ages 12+: A trade fair for jewels –
an ideal opportunity for thieves, security
personnel and thieves. Over six days at the
fair you adopt a role in order to use your
cards in tricks in an optimum way and win
with most points from tricks according to
your role card.
Distribution partner: Hutter Trade

GMT Games
Churchill – Political simulation by Mark
Herman for 1-3 players, ages 14+: Political
simulation by Mark Herman for 1-3 players,
ages 14+: As Churchill, Roosevelt or Stalin

players, ages 14+: A group of five inventors
with very different abilities competes for
the honor to be the one that will be named
in history books as the one who made electricity and light available for the general
population. Other edition: Artana.

www.gamesjournal.at

flict simulation by Carl Paradis for 2 players,
ages 14+: Part 4 of the No Retreat series;
on several different maps you simulate the
events of WWII in Italy.

Triumph & Tragedy – Geopolitical simulation by Craig Besinque for 2-3 players, ages
12+: Power struggle over dominance between capitalism, communism and Fascism
in Eurasia and America in the period of 1936
to 1945.
Wing Leader: Victories 1940-1942 – Conflict simulation by Lee Brimmicombe-Wood
for 2 players, ages 12+: First game in a series
of simulations of air battles, including scenarios, among them scenarios for the Battle
of Britain and Stalingrad.
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Golden Egg Games
City Council de luxe - Worker placement
game by Elad Goldsteen for 2-5 players,

cending sums. Placement of dice can result
changes in position of other dice in relation
to their values, groups of dice can happen.
Before or after placement you can activate
Senate cards on Province cards, and then
dice are implemented.

Goliath Toys

players, ages 8+: In turn, each player dons
the frog goggles and tries to find the fly. The
fly is handed on from player to player in turn
and must always be set down on a water lily
leaf in-between being handed on. When
the frog opens his eyes he can – if he is quick
– unmask a robber and acquire the fly.
Super SandMan The game - Sand game
for 2-4 players, ages 4+: Now you can in-

Goliath also showed, once again, a part of
the program already presented at Nuremberg:
Aladin’s Fliegender Teppich - Balance
game for 2-4 players, ages 4+: The carpet
ages 12+: New edition with two expansions
- City Council Disaster Deck and City Council
Government Agents.
Prime Time – Auction and placement game
by Elad Goldsteen for 2-4 players, ages 13+:

deed play a board game using the super
sand! If you are first to mark the sand with
a track of your booth, from one side of the
board to the opposite side, you win – but
other players place obstacles like walls and
puddles.
is loaded in turn with one item each. The
heavier the item that you place is the higher
its score is in points, but if you cause the carpet to crash you are out of the game.
Biff Baff - Rhythm game by Mario Strese

Gorilla Games
Desert Island – Survival game by Jeff Siadek for4-6 players, ages 12+: Sequel game

As the man in charge of a TV station you hire
actors and producers, plan programs and
accrue income from advertising. In a round
you place markers – actions are implemented instantly, auctions after placement of all
markers, you buy new shows and talents.
After adjusting of the turn order t, programs
are scheduled transmitted and evaluated
as regards to demography and advertising
customers.
Rome: Rise to Power - Worker placement
with dice by Elad Goldsteen for 2-4 players,
ages 13+: Aristocrats look for fame in Rome
and in the upcoming Roman Republic. The
topic is standard – the game system „Rise to
Power“ is new – a system to use power dice
in combination with special action cards.
Power dice determine turn order by as-
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for 1-4 players, ages 3+: A spinner selects
rhythms which you are then drumming out
on the drum board, actions are mixed into
the rhythms. The game comprises 13 different rhyme games and movement games.
Fopp‘ den Frosch - Action game for 2-18

to Lifeboats, you must find enough food on
a deserted island and survive illness and
ferocious animals as well as tsunamis and
must – at the same time – keep your secret
love alive and make sure that the equally
secret object of your hate will meet his destiny.
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The Worst game Ever by Jeff Siadek for
2-8 players, ages 8+: A game on the worst

OUR REPORT

Granna
CVlizations – Card game by Jan Zalewski
for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Variant of CV, as

mechanisms in game, you want to have the
majority in markers when the first player is
out of markers.
Wordarrific – Word game by Jeff Siadek
for 3-9 players, ages 12+: You have 11 letter

cards and wand to form words corresponding to a topic. The last one to complete this
task is judge of the round and awards three
points to the the word that he likes best. The
longest word scores 1 point.

Gotha Games
Expo 1906 by Remo Conzadori and Nestore
Mangone for 1-4 players, ages 12+: Rep-

out ghosts and you might loose all booty
and turn into the captain of a Ghost Ship.
Champions of Midgard - Worker placement by Ole Steiness for 2-4 players, ages

the leader of a tribe you write down the
„Curriculum Vitae“ of your tribe, its inventions, tools, or ideologies, and so on.
Motto – Set collecting game by Reiner
Knizia for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Each player

10+: As a Viking Chief you defend a harbor
town against creatures out of Nordic mythology; workers provide resources and
warriors in the guise of dice that you roll for
skirmishes.
Conquest of Speros – Conquest game by
Aaron Belmer for 2-4 players, ages 10+: On
has two goals for his live which he needs
to combine in the most sophisticated way
possible in order to win.

Grey Fox Games
Captain’s Wager – Card game by Jonathan
Hager for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Captains of
Speros a war has been raging for 20 years,
over land and resources. As one of four races
you want to export resources and control
Ancient Artifacts.
Conquest of Speros Lost Treasures – Expansion by Aaron Belmer for 2-4 players,
ages 10+: The expansion introduces new
terrain types, new generals and new arti-

resenting one of 40 participating nations,
you try to impress the visitors with prestige
projects; to achieve this you must make use
of resources in combination with a project.
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dirigibles send their crews out to make booty; but very often several captains target the
same destination and then you gamble for
the booty.
Captain’s Wager Maelstrom– Expansion
for the card game by Jonathan Hager for 2-5
players, ages 12+: The dirigibles are pulled
into the Maelstrom and the Maelstrom spits
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facts.
Deception: Murder in Hong Kong – De-

Gryphon Games
See Eagle Games & Gryphon Games

Guillotine Games

Fog Creature are fought by strength of the
adventurer and additional powers. Each
scenario has a different way to calculate
victory points and also uses different final
scorings.
Karuba – Placement game by Rüdiger Dorn
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: On Karuba you clear

Blood Rage – Fantasy adventure game
using card drafting, by Eric M. Lang for 2-4
duction game by Ari Wong and Tobey Ho
for 4-12 players, ages 12+: As an investigator you try to solve a murder crime – but the
murderer is one of the investigators. Every
one of the investigators embodies another
role – Forensic, Witness, Investigator, Murderer and Accomplice; teams try to find
facts accordingly or to disguise them. Published as CS Files by Jolly Thinkers.
London Dread – Cooperative game by
players, ages 13+: Ragnarök has dawned
and with it the last change for all Vikings
to enter Valhalla with fame and honor. You
draft cards and can then assault, raid villages, win battles, complete quests or die gloriously in battle or during Ragnarök. With
Cool Mini or not
Distribution: Asmodee Deutschland

Asger Johansen for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
In Victorian London players cooperate to
uncover conspiracies in order to achieve a
specific ending for the story.

Grubbe Media
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Spookies – Risk and bluff game with a
ghost topic by Stefan Kloß for 2-5 players,

Haba
THE publisher for children games surprised
us this year with a start into the genre of
family games, three titles begin the new
range:
Abenteuerland - Adventure game by

Spiel Dein Leben – for 2-6 players, ages
12+: You memorize dates and combine

them with events stated on your cards. You
can also score points by answering questions to various situations in your life.

jungle paths to temples to be first to grab
the most valuable treasures and to win. You
have your own island with adventurers and
temples in four colors; all players decide together on starting spaces and temple locations. One player reveals one of his jungle
tiles, the others find the same one from their
stock and all use tiles to build paths or move
an adventurer. On arrival in the temple you
take the most precious treasure still available.

Wolfgang Kramer and Michael Kiesling
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: King Agamis of
Abenteuerland calls adventurers to deflect
the threat from Fog Creatures. You choose
one of three scenarios and after initial
preparations the active player reveals two
terrain cards and puts the respective items
on the board; then he moves adventurers as
stated in the rules. On some squares there
are gold, herbs, swords or companions.

ages 8+: Four friends and a dog are moved
with dice through the spooky house and
collect Spookies. The Friend die determines
the friend you move. Then you use 2-4 dice
to make up the value of the next square with
the two best results. If you succeed, you get
Spookies in relation to the number of dice
you used and the friend steps on the square.
If you then stop, you keep the Spookies. If
you continue and your roll fails, you go
back to the square you managed and place
penalty Spookies on the square you vacate.
If someone reaches it with two dice, he can
pick them up. When all Spookies have been
taken, you win with the highest total from
your Spookies.
Meine ersten Spiele
Die Post ist da – Assignment game by Tim
Rogasch for 1 or more players, ages 2+ -
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By determining and assigning colors and
items parcels are correctly delivered by the
wooden car.

Kleiner Garten –Cooperative color game
by Christiane Hüpper for 1-3 players, ages
2+: to be used as a cooperative game or as
material for free play and explanations on
growth cycle and gardening. Depending

and the guardians do sometimes nod off. If
you catch two guardians at a doze, you can
steal the treasure they are guarding.

Space Planets – Dice game by Benjamin
Schwer for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Planet cards
are on display; you roll one die for a probe
so that it touches a planetary card. With fuel
crystals you pay for exploring the planet,
take up the planetary card and replace it

OUR REPORT

Schnapp die Schätze- Reaction game by
Lena and Günter Burkhardt for 2-6 players,
ages 5+: The best of all viziers is meant to
be rewarded by the Sultan with the magical silver column. The tower of treasures is

assembled and you draw a task card. One
player rolls the die and lifts the cup – when
at least three dice show the color of a task,
the owner of that task card grabs the silver
column; in case of six different colors all can
grab. As soon as someone grabs, all others
may grab one or two treasures. All players
receive gold bag cards depending on the
treasure they grabbed. Mistakes cost you
gold bags.
Schubidubi Schabernack – Tactile memo
game by Hans Baumgartner for 2-4 players,
ages 4+: The pixies grab all that they can
reach in Toy Wonderland and whichever

on the dice result you place a molehill
tile in the middle of the board or place a
suitable bed tile to make plants grow. In a
competitive version you are given a piece –
tulips, strawberry basket or carrot pail – for
a completed bed.

with a new one. As an alternative you can
take the number of fuel crystals indicated
by the die. The special effects of planets you
take are implemented.

LernSpiele
Ratz Fatz Bingo – Placement and listening
game by Hajo Bücken for 2-4 players, ages
4+: Stories, rhymes and riddles are read to
players – when in the story Duck Emily sits
on the back of Giraffe Grübchen, you turn

Mitbringspiel S
Ugah Ugah! – Dice game by Benjamin
Schwer for 2-4 players, ages 5+: Knochenkalle and Mammutmanni are hungry and
split up to go hunting. You roll dice, lay
out symbols and receive the prey card for

over the corresponding tile. Whoever is first
to have a complete row of turned-over tiles,
wins.
Mitbringspiel mini
Burg Schlummerschatz - Memo game by
Heinz Meister for 1-4 players, ages 4+: Robbers are prowling around the castle walls,
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three identical symbols, even from another
player. If you roll Manny or Kalle you move
the corresponding marker and you take the
path tile that is reached. When Manni and
Kalle meet again, you score for “mampf”
points on path tiles and prey cards.
Mitbringspiel M:

pixie is first to grab four toys that are different in color and shape is named the winner.
Depending on the result of a die roll you
can draw a toy or take one from the cave if
you remember it correctly, or steal one from
another player or protect your toys already
collected.
Kartenspiele:
Kesselchaos - Reaction game by Fréderic
Moyersoen for 2-6 players, ages 6+: All play
simultaneously and reveal a card from their
own draw pile. Cards currently not needed
are discarded and you take suitable cards
from other discard piles or take a complete
discard pile when one’s own draw pile is
empty. A complete potion is covered with
the recipe and you draw a new one and
continue to search. If you did brew three
potions, you stop the game and win, if they
are all correct.
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Monstermenü – Card placement game by
Benjamin Schwer for 2-4 players, ages 6+:
Two monsters must be fed at the same time,
so you must cleverly distribute the cards

game.
Spiel-Spaß-Kiste Wichtelwaldfest – A box
of games by Miriam Koser to play with and
to experience for 1-4 players, ages 2+: Som-

you drew to score the optimum number of
points from pairs of food.

mer party in the Gnome Forest, the Forest
Gnomes have invented funny games – a
race, balancing leaves, a spotting game and
a flower memo game.
Also presented was the highlight of the
spring program:

Großes Spiel
Der Schatz der 13 Inseln – Adventure
game by Marco Teubner for 2-4 players,
ages 6+: Dirigibles are at the start. You either

target a new island to research an object on
remain on your current island to research
a new object. You fly “blind” with the mask
on your face and one finger on the ship
to move it. If you reach an island without
meeting obstacles (volcano smoke or
clouds), the others inform you. To research
you reveal a tile - if if fits your order card,
you take it. In case of meeting an obstacle
you take a damage card or must repair your
ship. Two complete orders give you a clue
about the Treasure Island. With three clues
you can approach the Treasure Island. If you
reached the correct one, you win.
Grunz, Miau & Muh – Collection of games
with a farm topic, by Edith Grein-Böttcher
for 2-4 players, ages 3+: You find the correct animal corresponding to the sound in a
Memo game, a Snatch game and a reaction
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Titus Tentakel - Action game by Leo Colovini for 2-4 players, ages 4+: The gold treasure

Hans im Glück Verlag
Carcassonne: Star Wars Edition – Placement game by Klaus-Jürgen Wrede for 2-5

players, ages 8+: Even in a Galaxy far, far
away … Carcassonne! In a Galaxy far, far
away … Carcassonne! Duels over asteroid
fields or planets in the Star Wars universe.
78 tiles show trade routes, asteroid fields
or planets. You have a character card plus
five small and one large, corresponding
meeples. As usual, you place a tile in your
turn and can then place a meeple as a
trader, explorer or conqueror. When regions
merge and result in several meeples there,
each of those meeples combats with 1 die
per meeple + 1 die for faction symbols; the
higher value wins, the loser scores 1 points.
Planets can also be attacked directly from
an adjacent tile. With team version for four
players.
Carcassonne: Über Stock and Stein by
Klaus-Jürgen Wrede for 2-5 players, ages

on the island is guarded by Kraken Titus
Tentakel. Pirates sail very carefully around
the island, because if you roll a suitable
color and press the Kraken head, the Kraken
pushes ships out of the way and back into
harbor. To avoid hitting your own ship you
must carefully align the Kraken.

Hall Games
Delphi or Orakel von Delphi by Stefan
Feld for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Announced
for 2016. The topic are tasks in the vicinity
of the Greek islands, featuring Demigods,
temples, and ships.

8+: Tiles show fields with or without harvest
symbol, lanes, meadows and animals.
Harvest chips show six different harvest
symbols. You begin with 4 meeples and
2 stables. You draw and place a tile and
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maybe place a meeple as usual. Then you
score, if applicable, and can then, if you
extended a lane, move your meeple along
the lane for one 1 per tile. Harvest symbols
on completed fields get you chips. When all
tiles are placed you score points for lanes,
open fields, harvest chips and animals on 8
tiles around a stable.
Russian Railroads: German Railroads by
ment.
Carcassonne: Burgen in Deutschland by

teams.

Hasbro

Helmut Ohley and Leonhard Orgler for 2-4
players, ages 12+: German Railroads is the
first expansion for Russian Railroads with
four modules: In Deutschland - Tableau with
free slots which can be filled with track upgrades. Kohle is begun with 1 Coal unit, further coal comes from accordingly marked
actions and coal is used for Stoker, Foundry
and Coal Works. Solo-Variante - you use a
card deck called „Emil“ for a counterpart.
Neues Material - Engineers, a Coal Works as
well as “?”-chips and “?”-cards.
Skyliners – Building game by Gabriele

Hasbro, too, provides its contribution to the
Star Wars Hype, and this will be a cult item,
guaranteed – the high-flyer of past years,
Loopin’ Louie appears again a long time ago
in a galaxy far, far away as Loopin’ Chewie
- Action game for 2-3 players: In analogy to
Klaus-Jürgen Wrede for 2-5 players, ages
10+: At the start of the game you are dealt
one or two castle tiles and can place and
occupy them at any time instead of a normal tile, castles are scored like monasteries.
When roads or cities with castle emblem are
scored you score three extra points.

Happy Baobab
Play Jeju – Collecting game with cards by
Yeon-Min Jung, Gun-hee Kim and Jun-hyup

Bubola for 2-4 players, ages 8+: All build one
town of skyscrapers on 5x5 slots with a park
in the middle. At the end of the game each
player wants to see more buildings from his
point of view than the others. In your turn
you build once or twice, floor, roof or park,
according to the rules. Built objects belong
to all players. Instead of building you can
choose planning as a second action and
place a planning card into the container as
regards to visible objects. English edition:
Z-Man Games

Kim for 2--4 players, ages 7+: You travel
across the island of Jeju, collect treasures
and with them point cards with special
abilities.

Expansions and Promos:
Auf den Spuren by Marco Polo: PromoMini-Erweiterung by Simone Luciani and
Daniele Tascini for2-4 players, ages 12+:
New characters, new orders and a new ele-

Creature College – Collecting game by
Orhan Ertughrul for 2-6 players, ages 8+: In
rivalry for the coveted College Cup you collect creatures, complete missions, build experimental laboratories and rival with other
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Happy Otter
Games

Loopin’ Louie Chewbacca in his Millenium
Falcon is swooping down on the storm
troopers and needs to be deflected with the
catapult.
Magic: The Gathering - Arena of the
Planeswalkers – Fantasy adventure game

by James D’Aloisio, Ethan Fleischer and
Craig van Ness for 2-5 players, ages 10+:
As Planeswalker players themselves create
their board – the Arena of the Planeswalkers. You use spell cards, army cards, dice
and other components; key elements of the
game are based on the trading card game
of the same name, but you need not be familiar with it or own it.
Matsch Max - Action game for 2-3 players, ages 4+: Small creatures frolic on the
meadow in the game and collect berries
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Pie Face! - Action game for 2 or more
players, ages 5+: The „Klatsch-ins-Gesicht“-

HCM Kinzel
Kamela zick nicht! – Dexterity game for 2
or more players, ages 4+: Ali Baba travels

that they want to take to the tree trunk.
Creature frightener Max sits in the middle of
the meadow, swirls around and try to catch
the little creatures. Max also functions as the
die for the game and announces with this
knocks how far the creatures may move.
When a creature is caught, its owner must
discard all berries collected so far.
Monopoly Star Wars Edition – Roll & move
game with an economics topic, for 2-4 players, ages 8+: New edition of the game on

Machine is loaded up with Whipped Cream
or a wet sponge; in your turn you use the
spinner and then you turn the handles as
often as indicated by the spinner and score,
if you do not get whacked in your face by
Whipped Cream or the wet sponge.
Trivial Pursuit Familien Edition – Trivia

across the desert and we help him to load
up Kamela, his camel. Kamela sits down, Ali
Baba is in the saddle and then you reveal
a card and hang the item on the saddle. If
Kamela does not buck, you keep the item
card for victory points.
Los Rollos – Dexterity game for 2-4 players,
ages 6+: The tower is assembled and each

occasion of the 7th film in the series; the
board and other components have been
adapted accordingly, and you play with
Luke Skywalker, Darth Vader, Finn and Kylo
Rem, designed as collectible pieces.
Monopoly: World – Roll & move game
with an economics topic, for 2-4 players,

ages 8+: New edition after a new voting on
cities present in the game. In 22 cities you
acquire stamps or First-Class stamps for
your passport. With a stamp for a city in your
pass you earn City Tax if another player visits
this city. If you are first to completely fill your
passport, you win. Playing pieces are Eiffel
Tower, Statue of Liberty, Easter Island Statue
and Sphinx - and you use the result „Clever
Swap“ on the die to exchange stamps.
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quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 8+: This
new release again offers two new sets of
questions for players of about ages 14+, and
for younger players; rules and categories
correspond to those of a Standard Trivial
Pursuit edition, plus a die for movement.
Already published in summer:

Jenga bebt! – Dexterity game for 1 or more
players, ages 6+: The stack of blocks is set
up and the unit is switched on. In turn each
player pulls a block out of the stack and
puts it on top of the stack. Then you wait
for 5 seconds: The stack remains standing
– the turn passes to the next player. The
stack topples – you have lost the game and
must set up the stack again, the winner is
whoever placed a block last.

player chooses one color case for a target.
Pieces of the balcony are placed at your discretion. You drop a marble into one of the
holes, can then relocate balcony pieces and
start the timer again. If the time runs out
before you drop your marble, you have lost
your turn. When all marbles have been used,
the game is scored according to colors.
Merkurya – Question and memo game by
Dave Cousins for 2-6 players, ages 10+: The

mysterious towers of Merkurya are encoded
with a secrete code of colors and numbers.
Tower halves marked with keys and tower
halves marked with locks are randomly
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distributed and result in the code for each
tower. You either pose a question or name
the code of a player. If you name the correct
code, the code is revealed and this player
drops out of the game. The last one in play
wins.

players now try to find six terms suitable for
the category and beginning with the letters
showing on the blue dice.
Wortblitz Kartenspiel - Word game for

Ratnaraj – Logic game by Ivan Moscovich

for 1-1 players, ages 8+: The puzzling paths
of Ratnaraj were a gift to the king. A board
shows 15 lines and mobile arrows for directions, the arrows are randomly assigned for
each game. You begin at any crossing, place
piece ä1 and from now on follow the arrows
to place pieces #2 to #19 in correct order.
Rock die Röhre - Connecting game for 2-4
players, ages 4+: You use pipe parts in one

2-99 players, ages 6+: One card from a stack
of 50 cards is laid out, front up, showing a
category. The top card on the stack shows
a letter. A reader reads out category and letter aloud and all players search for a suitable
word for both category and starting letter. If
you are first to name the word, you take the
card, turn over the card from the stack and
read out the new category and letter.
Distribution partner for Thinkfun

Heidelberger
Spieleverlag
Heidelberger Productions:
Justice League Hero Dice Batman – Dice
game by Andreas Schmidt for 1 players,

of four colors and want to be first to connect
one side of the board with the opposite side
to win. You may not use opposing pipes,
but you can join your pipeline to the connectors in the middle.
Wortblitz - Word game for 2 or more
players, ages 8+: Words are intended to

assist Alien Teo to get better acquainted
with Earth. A category die is placed into the
game unit –Letter Tornado – and rolled. All
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ages 10+: Together with other heroes in the
Justice league you fight villains alone, or in
teams with friends and their heroes. Heroes,
villains and cities are prepared and all play
simultaneously. A turn comprises attack
and resolve, you can play hero cards any
time. A villain with damage higher than his
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threat value is defeated. After a last round
you score the thon for villains and hero
teams. Different hero sets are available, for
instance Batman and Superman.
Justice League Hero Dice Superman –
Dice game by Andreas Schmidt for 1 players,
ages 10+: Analogous to the Batman Set.
Zirkus Leo – Card shedding game by Frank
Stark for 3-8 players, ages 7+: You have a

stack of circus cards in your hand, action
cards are laid out in a circle around the arena. You play your top card from your stack
into the arena – if it shows the same image
as an action card in the circle – regardless of
background color – the action is triggered.
Cooperation with Kinderkrebsnachsorge.
German editions of FFG games:
Cave Troll – Adventure game by Tom Jolly
for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Heroes loot gold
from the troll caves. Each room on the

board has a gold value, during the game
and at the end of the game you receive
money according to rooms you control. If
you have the majorities of heroes in a room,
you control it. In a turn you have 4 actions –
options are draw a card or play a card, move
hero or monster, play an artifact card or use
a hero or monster ability for an action. New
edition.
Game of Thrones Der Eiserne Thron Das
Kartenspiel - Living Card game 2nd Edition
by Eric M. Lang, Nate French and Christian
T. Petersen for 2-6 players, ages 14+: The
new 2nd edition! Based on the novels and
the board game you embody one of the
six major houses of Westeros and play out
military, diplomacy and power struggles
using familiar characters. The basic game
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comprises all that is necessary for a game
of four players. The new edition offers an
improved way to play and is based on the
original edition of GoT Der Eiserne Thron
Das Kartenspiel.
Drakon – Placement and movement game
with a fantasy topic, by Tom Jolly for 2-6

than Ying for 2-5 players, ages 13+: Adventures and tactical conflicts in the Star Wars
universe – in the Campaign Version you
play missions of small rebel teams versus
the Empire; in the conflict mode two players assemble teams and fight for their oppositional goals.
The Witcher – Adventure game by Ignacy
Trzewiczek for 2-4 players, ages 16+: Adven-

mini factions.
Android Netrunner Datensatz-Packs:

Mumbad Zyklus – the first four packs
are Khala Goda, Das Geschäft geht
vor, Demokratie and Dogma sowie Die
Salsette Insel
Der Herr der Ringe Land des Schattens
players, ages 10+: Steal the treasure from
the dragon and defend it against the other
players. The board is assembled by players
in turn, one tile each, instead of placing a tile
you can move on an adjacent tile, following
the arrow. Special tiles give you options –
taking gold, stealing gold from your left
or right neighbor, the dragon steals gold,
relocate tiles, relocate your piece, move the
opposing piece, etc. Whoever has five gold
first, wins. Fourth edition.

ture game set in the world known from novels and video game – you embody one of
four characters and decide on how to play
the game: As a conflict, as a charm attack
or using diplomacy; each character commands his own deck of cards.
XCOM – SciFi game by Eric M. Lang for
1-4 players, ages 14+: As a member of the

Euphrat & Tigris – Civilization development by Reiner Knizia for 2-4 players, ages
12+: You place tiles and leaders for com-

modities and treasures, erect wonders and
expand your sphere of influence, all with
the aim of forming a dynamic culture. New
edition.
Star Wars Imperial Assault Das Imperium
greift an SciFi adventure game by Justin
Kemppainen, Corey Konieczka and Jona-
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– Saga expansion by Nate French for 1-2
players, ages 13+: Three new scenarios with
adventures from „The Two Towers“, as well as
new heroes and player cards.
There are also the last three Chapter Packs

elite international organization XCOM you
defend humankind and fight off the Alien
invasion. Do achieve this you use, among
other components, a digital app which controls the Alien side and provides information from the SCOM satellites.
Expansions for FFG Games
Android Netrunner: Daten and Bestimmung by Richard Garfield for 2 players,
ages 13+: Fourth deluxe expansion, with a
focus on the giant media corporation NBN
and three new basic runners as new runner

in the Angmar Erwacht Zyklus, Der Verrat
by Rhudaur, Die Schlacht by Carn Dúm
and Das Schaurige Reich
Game of Thrones Der Eiserne Thron Das
Kartenspiel 2. Edition by Eric M. Lang, Nate
French and Christian T. Petersen: The first cy-
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are Vernichtungsbefehl, Grenzenloser
Hass, Tödliche Fracht, Das Lauern in der
Tiefe and Zorn der Kreuzfahrer.
Expansions for games from other
partners:
Galaxy Trucker: Missionen – Expansion

cle of Chapter Packs is called Westeros, the
four first titles are Das Schwarz anlegen,
Der Weg nach Winterfell, Der Friede des
Königs and Dazwischen gibt es nichts.
Star Wars Ärger mit dem Imperium –
deluxe expansion by Eric M. Lang for 2
for Galaxy Trucker by Vlaada Chvátil for 2-4
players: Missions was created based on
the App for Galaxy Trucker; you are now a
pilot with Corp Inc., discover planets and
space stations, acquire new types of chips,
encounter characters and fly missions for
them. With Czech Game Editions.
Tash-Kalar: Die Niederhöllen – Expan-
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by Frédéric Vuagnat for 2-4 players, ages 7+:
You need to impress the old Fox and bring
him the best part of the loot in order to become his successor. You reveal three cards,
mix the animal figurines in the box and all
pull out animals blindly – maximum four –
and score – if someone called a halt – for
correct animals and lose points for additional or wrong animals. With Iello/Superlude.
Aventuria – Card game on DSA by Michael
Palm and Lukas Zach for 1-4 players, ages

14+: As a hero in Aventuria you confront
other heroes in the duel mode; in the cooperative mode all heroes have adventures
together.
Bang! The Walking Dead – Card game
based on Bang! by Emiliano Sciarra for 3-7

players, ages 10+: Includes five mission sets
for „Imperial Fleet“ as well as for „Smugglers
& Spies“ and one mission set for the other
factions.
Then there is also a new Machtschub-Zyklus
by the name of Endor, its first two titles are

Solos Kommando and Neue Bündnisse.
For Warhammer 40.000 Conquest by

Brad Andres, Nate French, Eric M. Lang for 2
players, ages 14+, there is a new cycle of War
Packs called Weltensturm, the first five titles
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sion for Tash Kalar by Vlaada Chvátil for 2-4
Spieler: Die Niederhöllen is a player deck
that can be used in analogy to the decks
from the core game, for a Magician’s School.
It comprises 18 cards and a set of pieces
and a scoring board for a fight to the death
as well as a special marker for the gateway.
The gateway is a trans-dimensional portal
which can be used to summon creatures
from the Nethervoid.
Coproduction with other publishers and
German editions of games from other
publishers:
Ausgefuchste Meisterdiebe – Card game

players, ages 8+: The setting is the TV series
– you secretly choose a role with special
abilities, draw two cards, play cards as you
like and discard superfluous ones, limit =
current health points. You can play attacks,
heal yourself and have one card per type
and only one weapon on display. Without
health points you are out of the game. The
leader of the Survivors and the Survivors
must eliminate the Redeemers and the
Maveric; the Redeemers want to eliminate
the Leader and each other, Maverick Hilltop
wants to be the only one to survive. With
USAopoly
Boost! – Collecting game by Julian Sentis
for 2-8 players, ages 6+: 100 round cards
belong to one of ten categories and you
should be the one to collect most cards by
being the first one to find cards belonging
to the same category: Animals, Jewels,
Sweets, Fruit, Cookies, Monsters, Buildings,
Musical Instruments, Plants and Vehicles.
With Ferti.
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sion to establish shops in the towns of the
three kingdoms. The active player draws a
politics card, has action options as well as
facultative side actions and progress on the
nobility track. English and Italian edition at
Cranio Creations.
Dead Man’s Draw – Collecting game with
cards by Derek Paxton, Leo Li and Chris Bray
for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Pirates on a raid
Brick Party – Communicative building
game by Luca Bellini and Erika Signini for

2-9 players, ages 5+: Building as a race! You
form teams, reveal a rule card and the architects of all teams choose a shape card. On
a signal the architects explain to the builders what they have to build. The number of
bricks is stated, the value of the card may
not be named and the architect is not allowed to touch bricks, but may point them
out. The game includes a family version.
With Post Scriptum.
Celestia – Card game by Aaron Weissblum
for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Gulliver has been

searching in vain for Celestia; in his footsteps
we search for cities in the sky and their
treasures and win with the most valuable
collection. The captain of the round guides
the flying vehicle. Each passenger decides
to travel on or stay. If you stay you draw the
top treasure card. If the captain does not
master the challenge, the vehicle crashes,
nobody gets treasures and a new journey
begins. With Blam! Éditions.
Club der Verschwender - Worker placement game by Vladimir Suchý for 2-5 players, ages 14+: There seems to be more fun in
being poor, so you try to be a real spender
and worsen your status vey thoroughly –
either by losing an election, getting rid of
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all your worldly goods or insulting an influential personage of Polite Society. You
can combine two such efforts or play all of
them at the same time. The topic is based
on Last Will, and you can combine the two
games, but The Prodigals Club also works
as a stand-alone game. With Czech Games
Edition.
Codenames – Word guessing game by

Vlaada Chvátil for 2-12 players, ages 14+:
25 random code names are on display. The
master spies in each team choose a random
code key which determines the agents of
each team as well as neutral persons and
the assassin. The master spies alternate to
give clues comprising a word and a number; the number indicates the number of
code names that fit the clue. When the team
touches a code name and is correct it can
give another guess and the card is covered
in the team color. Touching a neutral agent
or one of opposing color terminates the
turn; they are covered, too. If you touch the
assassin, you lose the game for your team.
Mit With Czech Games Edition.
Das Konzil der Vier - Development game
by Simone Luciani and Daniele Tascini for

2-4 players, ages 13+: Councils of four noblemen rule the kingdoms in the Empire.
Players are merchants who want permis-

for booty! Booty cards show ten different
symbols; character cards depict a pirate and
a jewel as well as an ability. Ten cards in the
discard pile can only be reached via symbols. The rest of the cards is booty stack. You
draw the top card, implement the symbol
and can draw another card – if this card has
the same symbol you lose all cards collected
in this turn. Symbols on the character cards
influence symbols on booty cards. Variants
included. With Mayday Games.
Die unüblichen Verdächtigen - Party
game by Paolo Mori for 3-16 players, ages
13+: Out of 12 suspects you need to deter-

mine the culprit. One player is a witness; the
others are investigators. You can never ask
for appearance details, the witness bases
his opinions on the suspect on the suspect’s
appearance and only answers yes or no to
the question on the card. Then there is discussion and one suspect is cleared. Italian
and English edition at Cranio Creations.
Dungeon Saga Deluxe – Adventure game
by Jake Thornton for 1-5 players, ages 14+:
You can impersonate the Evil Overlords or
courageous heroes and the game can be
adapted to the number of players; you can
play individually or cooperatively; the deluxe edition comes with the first expansion,
„Adventurer’s Companion“. With Mantic
Games
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Epix – Position and conflict game by Rikki
Tahta for 2-4 players, ages 10+: The King
is dead and his successor must be elected

before the end of the year. As a nobleman
you make a grab at the throne - by violence
against other noblemen and with gold
for the subjects – and want to be first to
conquer an opposing castle or to have most
land and gold at the end of the year. New
edition of Melee at La Mame Games / Indie
Board & Cards, with Ferti.
Flash Point - Ehre and Pflicht – Expansion
for Flash Point by Lutz Pietschker for 1-6
players, ages 10+: A double-sided board

with two new maps for a fire in an airplane
and for a catastrophe in a subway, including
some new components. With Indie Boards
and Cards.
Flash Point - Extreme Gefahr – Expansion
for Flash Point by Lutz Pietschker for 1-6
players, ages 10+: Includes maps for a Mechanic’s Garage and a two-level laboratory,
both can be expanded with attic and basement; there are also nine miniatures for the
specialists from the basic game, a hydraulic
platform and problems like floor damage,
spilled chemical substances, jammed doors
and explosive special equipment.
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Galaxy Defenders by Simone Romano and
Nunzio Surace for 1-5 players, ages 13+: You

are a member of a secret society, control
one or several agents with unique abilities
and defend Earth in twelve missions against
an alien invasion. With Ares Games.
Homeland: Das Brettspiel – Cooperative
game based on the TV series, by Aaron Dill,
John Kovaleski and Sean Sweigart for 3-6

players, ages 14+: In the terrorist turn you
hand on the marker and analyze and neutralize Immediate Threats or risk losses. In a
player turn you must claim a case as Leading Investigator and place two information
cards and can select several options for actions if you want. With Gale Force 9.
Im Wandel der Zeitalter – New edition of
the development game by Vlaada Chvátil
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for 2-4 players, ages 12+: A new history of
civilizations! Again you lead a nation from
ancient times to present times and develop
as much culture as possible. The deciding
features of a nation are population, production, science and armed forces and the balance of these powers. The new edition has
some alterations in details, you can now
copy tactics and are not allowed to sacrifice
units; there are also new events, new leaders and new wonders. With Czech Games
Edition
Iron Kingdoms: Die Unterstadt – Cooperative adventure game by William

Schoonover and David Carl for 2-4 players,
ages 14+: Adventures underneath the City
of Corvis in the Iron Kingdoms. Mercenaries
in the service of the City Guard are tasked
with solving crimes and in doing so uncover
a conspiracy. See Ulisses Spiele.
Jolly Roger – Card game by Frédéric Moyersoen for 4-10 players, ages 13+: The new

captain determines Quartermaster and target – Fort, Merchant Ship or Settlement for
booty, Pirate Harbor for crew cards or Treasure Island to hide booty. Each player plays
cards at his discretion, the target card gives
the parameters for success. When there is
booty, the captain chooses first, the rest is
handed out by the quartermaster. The captain can name a crewman for punishment,
the quartermaster makes the choice. Each
player can start a mutiny after each decision
of the captain. English edition: Ares Games.
Kobayakawa by Jun Sasaki for 3-6 players,
ages 9+: In the conflict among the Samurai
clans for dominance, the Kobayakawa
Clan gives victory to the Weak. You draw
and place cards and can, in phase 2 of the
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and defended. “Unter Piraten” is the second
core box, a basic set that comes with the first
adventure deck for the second chapter of
the story, “Meuterei auf der Wermuth”. The
box introduces variants of the characters
appearing in “Runenherrscher”. The focus is
less on combat, there are more challenges
for other abilities. Five adventure decks are
planned to continue the adventure path.
There will be new heroes and familiar heroes
with new abilities. With Ulisses Spiele.
round, pass or fight including a Kamon bid.
With Iello.
Mara and der Feuerbringer – Card game
by Fabian Dittmann for 2-4 players, ages

10+: Ragnarök must be stopped. Mara lends
her visionary abilities to players to support
them. You play a mythological location,
choose cards from one of four stack and
have then a turn comprising the phases
energy with rotating a rune stone card,
expansion with playing a location or rune
stone card, action & conflict with payment
of energy values and comparison of combat
values on power cards and, finally, refilling
your hand. With Coon Games.
Monsterturm – Dexterity game by Antonio Tinto and Simone Luciani for 2-4 players, ages 6+: The tower on the hill has been

restored and monsters underneath the gables must be chased away. Monsters are assembled in the tower and you draw a target
tile. All players simultaneously push “their”
monster towards the cellar – you may only
put one finger through a window and push
downwards level by level. You can use both
hands and every window. Italian and English edition: Cranio Creations.
Nebel über Valskyrr – Cooperative adventure game by Błażej Kubacki for 1-4 players,
ages 14+: You choose a hero who com-
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mands a fixed deck of power and equipment cards. In the course of the game you
can add abilities from a hero’s reserve. In a
team heroes fight their way through locations full of monsters; the board is created
from modular pieces and randomly chosen enemies and encounters. Heroes assist
each other in combat and against other
events and need to reach and master a
special Ques Encounter and then complete
the Final Quest before mist swallows up another part of Valskyrr. When only one hero is
eliminated due to lack of cards, all have lost
together. English edition at NSKN.

Pingo Pingo - Party game with action by
Roberto Fraga for 2-5 players, ages 6+: You

Orkensturm - DSA board game by Andrea Chiarvesio for 3-8 players, ages 14+:

need to survive your looting trips and bring
home the maximum possible treasures.
Seven life point cards are on display,
adventure cards are dealt and stacked. Both
targets sit ca. 2-3 m from the table. Music
controls the game and its duration. You
alternate to be active, reveal an adventure
card and do an action. There are treasures,
camps and events with special actions - you
can collect a card when the time of day fits
the music and if you are first to touch it or
first to react correctly. Wrong reactions lose
you life points. With Iello.

Aventurien, Land of Schwarzes Auge. Orcs
invade the Mittelreich and in the capital of
Aventurien the conflict rages for power and
prestige. In the city of the emperor you are
either loyal to the heir to the throne or to
the Usurper. See Ulisses Games.
Pathfinder Unter Piraten – Card game
with a fantasy topic, by Mike Selinker for 1-4

Res Publica: 2230AD – Set collecting and
trading game by Reiner Knizia for 3-5 play-

players, ages 13+: Race against time! The
dangerous villain must be defeated before
time runs out. Heroes and villain both
command their own deck of cards; heroes
discover locations which must be liberated

ers, ages 10+: New edition with a change of
topic. In this edition several peoples wander through space in order to settle new
worlds. You make a trade bid and in turn
players give their answers. With sets of identical cards you construct space stations for
more cards or cities for victory points and
complete the missions for your planet. With
Mage Company.
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Super Dungeon Explore: Der vergessene
König – Dungeon crawl with miniatures by
Deke Stella for 1-6 players, ages 14+: In the
Arcade mode you are a hero; the Konsul
acts automatically via monster cards and an
order deck. Heroes cooperatively annihilate
summoning points to attract the Dark Konsul and to defeat him. With Ulisses Spiele.
Viceroy – Placement and collecting game
by Yuri Zhuravlev for 1-4 players, ages 12+:
Rumble in the Dungeon and Rumble in
the House - Bluff and deduction game by
Ken Rush for 3-6 players, ages 8+: House
or dungeon have twelve rooms, in case of
overpopulation the fights for room begin
and you need to keep your own secretly assigned character in the house the longest.
There is one character in each room, each
player is assigned to characters. You move
a character into an adjacent room or remove a character from the room. Removed
characters are lined up in order of their removal. When only one character is left in the
house, you score for your best, that is, later
removed character. With Flatlined Games.
Sator Arepo Tenet Opera Rotas: Malleus
Maleficarum – Spotting and adventure

game by Enrico Pesce and Federica Rinaldi
for 2-4 players, ages 9+: New edition
of Sator Arepo Tenet Opera Rotas; this
edition includes the expansion Malleus
Maleficarum. Players need to find books for
the Keeper in their roles as acolytes. They
move in a labyrinth of walking bridges and
foot paths, moved by cogwheels and levers.
To use the labyrinth you read the book
„Incertus Movet in Aere Sospeso“ and also
your own book “Liber Fidel” which enables
you to implement nearly impossible
actions, event o manipulate time and space.
With Post Scriptum and Scribabs.
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Power play in the kingdom of Laar! In 12
rounds you first auction character cards and
then play three cards in three rounds from
your hand into your own pyramid display
with a maximum of five levels. Jewels
govern the game, you pay with them for
costs, receive them as rewards for cards
played and can - in the end - re-color multicolored circles in connecting card corners to
monochromatic ones. At the end you score
for monochromatic circles, permanent
jewels, law cards and markers from rewards
for played cards minus penalties for attack
markers. With Hobby World.
Volt – Tactical placement game by Emerson
Matsuuchi for 1-4 players, ages 13+: Robot

competitions with professional robot
controllers have become the most often
viewed sports event. You want to win five
victory points and must have your robot at
the currently active control point at the end
of the round or destroy opposing robots.
Still in a project stage, with Nazca.
Willkommen im Dungeon – Adventure
game by Masato Uesugi for 2-4 players,
ages 10+: Adventure of a somewhat different kind! You fight for being able to send
an adventurer into the dungeon. One adventurer for all and his equipment is on
display. In turn you draw a card from the
monster deck or are out of the game. Cards

drawn are placed in the dungeon or, with
the equipment of the adventurer, in front of
yourself. The last one in play sends the adventurer into the dungeon with the remaining equipment, the life points are added up.
Then monsters are either defeated with the
available equipment or the adventurer loses life points. If he survives he is awarded a
success card and you win instantly with the
second such card. With Iello.
Zena 1814 by Alberto Barbieri and Luigi
Cornaglia for 2-5 players, ages 14+: During a
period of eight months in 1814 Genoa was

an independent city and the leading families of the city compete for the advantages
from commercial enterprises and military
successes; despite necessary cooperation
there can be only one winner. With Post
Scriptum and Demolea.
German editions that are announced, but
still in a project stage:
Paragon – Card game by André Schiller for
2-4 players, ages 13+: In a diesel punk world,
a few remains of civilization fight for their
survival. With Voodoo Games, see there.
A German edition of [Microfilms] by Dávid
Turczi and David J. Mortimer is also in planning.
Cooperation and distribution partners
with Heidelberger:
Albe Pavo * Alea * Ares * Argentum * Asyncron Games * Coon Games * Cranio Creations * Cwali * Czech Games * Edizione Lo
Scrabeo * Emma Games * Fantasy Flight
Games * Feder & Schwert * Ferti * Flying
Frog * FunForge * Galakta * game Heads *
Ghenos * Granna * Horrible Games * Iello
* Igramoon * Indie Boards & Cards * Kronberger Spiele * Kroko game * Kuznia Gier *
Le Scorpion Masque * LudiCréations * Mantic * Mayday Games * MesaboardGames
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* nsv Nürnberger Spielkarten Verlag * PD
Verlag * Pendragon game Studio * Placentia
Games * Post Scriptum * Rebel.pl * Scribabs
* Truant Verlag * Ulisses Spiele * Voodoo
Games

Homosapiens Lab
Falling Coin – Dexterity game by Ying-Tan
Liu for 3-4 players, ages 6+: A coin on a card

Heller Stefan Eigenverlag
Gouda Ganoven – Card game with a game
board by Stefan Heller for 3-6 players, ages

Five Seals of Magic – Fantasy adventure
by Thorsten Reichwein for 2-5 players, ages

or several cards must be accepted by the
active player, using yet another card and
using the part of the card that is suitable as
regards to color, and the parachute symbol
must remain visible.
10+: Rats fight for cheese, of which there
is not enough for all, and use weapons, rat
traps or action cards.

Hex Gamex
Dwarfs in Trouble – Card game by Anna Orwazany for 3-6 players, ages 8+: As a dwarf

Ponzi Scheme – Set collecting game with
8+: You explore the dungeon and search
for mighty spells. Magical seals of Four Elements block the way, you have to break um
those seals in order to be able to reach even
mightier spells.
Metro 2033: Breakthrough – SciFi card
game by Evgeny Nikitin for 2-5 players, ages

a financial topic by Jesse Li for 3-5 players,
ages 12+: Investors should be enticed into
fraudulent investments and you try to stay
solvent as long as possible and not going
bankrupt.
Runes & Ruin – Cooperative fantasy game

you visit the dragon’s cave and are surprised
by the dragon while you are plundering. So
you need to get rid of the gold and have the
least amount when the dragon arrives.

12+: In a post-apocalyptic Moscow you lead
a group of survivors down in the tunnels of
the subway, you trade, fight, fend off mutants and unite metro stations under your
flag.
Spyfall The Box is not Enough – Expansion by Alexandr Ushan for 3-8 players, ages

Hobby World
by Shen-Hao Chang for 4-6 players, ages
8+: Once upon a time the Dragon Lord was
hurt in a fight against the Shadow Lord and
then transformed into runes that seal the
Shadow. The runes have weakened and heroes are tasked with sealing in the Shadow
again.

Bastion - Cooperative defense game by
Nikolay Pegasov and Evgeny Nikitin for 1-4
players, ages 10+: In the universe of Berserk
you cooperatively defend the beleaguered
castle, have magical abilities and fight
against the monster hordes in front of the
walls.
12+: New locations to add to the agents
game, from a zoo to a games festival.
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Horrible Games
Alone – Dungeon Crawl by Lorenzo Silva
and Andrea Crespi for 2-4 players, ages 13+:

Crabz – Placement game by Henri
Kermarrec for 2-4 players, ages 7+: Crabs

can hand over the answer to another player.
Original edition Megableu.
Flash – Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 8+:
One player specifies the dice result. All roll

One hero alone against two or three bad
guys; he only knows his segment of the dungeon, the bad guys know all of it, and want
to hinder the hero in the completion of his
mission. Prototype, announced for 2016.
Potion Explosion – Collecting game by Stefano Castelli, Lorenzo Silva and Andrea Cres-

pi for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Final exam at the
magician’s academy, on the topic of magical
potions. You take the ingredients from the
dispenser, but can trigger explosions; potions already brewed can be used und potions that are used influence ingredients.

try to escape the floods. You move a crab
in relation to its size, across other crabs, but
not over empty spots or water. The turn
must end on your own or another crab in
adherence to size rules. Only the top crab
moves; all crabs must be connected, in case
of separation the smaller group is taken off
the board. If you cannot move, you are out
of play, your crabs stay. The last one in play
wins. Original edition: Blue Orange Games.
Die Schlösser des König Ludwig by Ted
Alspach – Placement game for 1-4 players,

Huch! & friends
The company shows the usual numerous
range of games, also in new releases and in
games from publishing partners, and all releases since July were also presented once
again.
Games for families and adults:
Ausgerechnet Fernweh – Communication
game on geography by Bernhard Lach and
Uwe Rapp for 2-6 players, ages 10+: Using
the game mechanics from Ausgerechnet
Buxtehude, you place cards of dream travel
destinations where you think they belong
and hope that the others do not doubt a
card that was placed or do not notice a mistake.

www.gamesjournal.at

their six dice of one color simultaneously.
Whoever achieves the specified result first,
wins most victory points. Original edition
Blue Orange Games.
Francis Drake Erweiterungen by Peter
Hawes for 2-6 players, ages 14+: Includes

a way to play for two or even six players,
as well as two mini expansions, „Spaniens
Rache“ and „Montezumas Erbe“. English edition: Kayal Games / Eagle-Gryphon Games.
ages 13+: The castle must be laid out room
after room; each player is a builder who constructs room and offers his services to other
players. Each room has a cost that must be
paid to acquire it, rooms already built score
points depending on their size, type and location. English edition 2014, Bézier Games.

Gum Gum Machine by Ralf zur Linde and
Stefan Dorra for 2-5 players, ages 8+: The
Gum Gum Machine produces Gum Gums;

Echt jetzt!?! - Quiz game for 1-5 players,
ages 8+: The electronic game master poses crazy, amusing and thrilling questions
and players answer with their red or green
Buzzer for true or false. In Round 1 the game
master chooses a player who must answer,
in round 2 all can vote and in round 3 you
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each player wants to produce the best ones
and must remember the correct levers and
switches and needs a bit of luck at the right
moment, too.
Inhabit the Earth by Richard Breese for
2-4 players, ages 14+: You set up your me-

nagerie with up to six animals chosen from
162 unique types and und populate the
continents with them. With cards you move
creature marker across continents and multiply, develop and adapt your creatures, you
can use two types of animals per continent.
English edition: R&D Games

must prepare the area on the real estate lot.
Original edition: Blue Orange Games.
Shopping Queen Das Kartenspiel – Card
game based on Shopping Queen for 2-5

players, ages 7+: Each player assembles his
outfit according to the motto and hopes for
a long-lasting trend. The designer gives recommendations on the color of the season,
and players can foist slow sellers onto other
players.
Shopping Queen Das kleine Quiz –
Information about fashion on the road – for

which represent the values and virtues of
family and village, courage and culture. The
value of a totem is based on its content and
its location. You draw a totem piece and
place it on a village tile or finalize a totem.
Children Games:
Flying Kiwis – Dexterity game by Marco
Teubner and Frank Bebenroth for 2-4 play-

Pronto is a communications game by Marco Teubner and Udo Peise for 2-12 players,

ers, ages 5+: Four Kiwis need to end up in
a square, you shoot them into the fruit box
with a ramp, but when a Kiwi is covered by
an opposing one, it does not score.
Geisterjagd Evolution – Variant for 1 or
more players, ages 5+: Johnny Skeletti is

ages 8+. You move along the letter track
and draw your cue word for the round. Now
you must find suitable words within a time
frame, but the timer is hidden. Only with a
correct term may you advance one step.

1 or more players, ages 8+: 100 questions of
the world of fashion, based on the TV show,
for traveling or a filler.
Shopping Queen Das Würfelspiel – Dice
game based on Shopping Queen for 2-4

New York 1901 – Building game by Chenier
La Salle for 2-4 players, ages 8+: New York
now also hunting vampires; the multi-vision
goggles make them visible and you can
chase them in three levels of speed. With
Megableu.
The Geisterjagd Evolution Zusatzpistole

needs to be set up; you own tiles for sky
scrapers, and also workers and action cards
and decide again and again if you buy land,
build houses or replace one building with a
more valuable one. Before building a worker
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players, ages 8+: One candidate in the show
is hunting for outfits and the other players
go through her closet in the meantime in
order to meet with three mottos that are
revealed in the course of the game. This
dice game can be combined with the board
game.
Wakanda by Charles Chevallier for 2
players, ages 8+: Members of various tribes
assemble in order to carve new totem poles
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enables simultaneous hunting for ghosts
and vampires by two players.
Mimiq – Face making and collecting game
by Freddy Møller Andersen and Kristian

Dreinø for 2-6 players, ages 4+: The active
player asks another player for a card that he
himself is already holding, makes the corresponding face and gets the card if it is held
by the asked player. Then you may lay down
a set, if possible, and keep asking. In case of
a failure you draw a card. When all sets of
three cards are collected, you win with most
sets.
Tornado Ellie – Dexterity game by Josep
Allué for 2-5 players, ages 6+: In this stack-

Story Cubes Batman – Story telling cube
with a Batman topic by Rory O’Connor for

Creative and Communication Games:
Das Extraordinaires Designstudio – Cre-

ative material by Rory O’Connor for 1 player,
ages 8+: Not a game, but an interesting idea
for creative activities – using a character
card, a project card and an inspiration card
you are tasked with, for instance, designing
a bag for a Ninja warrior. With The Creativity
Hub.
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Hush Hush Projects
Fog of Love – Card game by Jacob Jaskov
for 2 players, ages 15+: A cooperative bluff

1-10 players, ages 6+: On nine dice you find
images out of Gotham City, which you can
use to tell the story of Batman anew or tell
new stories about Batman. With The Creativity Hub.
Story Cubes Mix – Sets of dice by Rory
O’Connor for 1-10 players, ages 6+: In the

and deduction game based on a stormy love
affair. Announced for publication in 2016.

Hutter Trade

latest set of three boxes for Story Cubes you
will find the topics of Fright, Animalia and
Mythic. Each box in the set comprises three
dice and all dice can be combined with all
other sets. With The Creativity Hub.
ing game with cards you need to keep to
the ground on your own farm and let things
fly as cleverly as possible on the farms of
your neighbors.

OUR REPORT

HulstGames

Hutter Trade is the distribution branch of
HUCH! & friends, partnering publishers for
distribution and also publishing German
editions of games from those publishers:
Bézier Games * Blue Orange Games
* Gmeiner Verlag * IQ-Spiele * Kayal
Games * Megableu * Oberschwäbische
Magnetspiele * R&D Games * Sirius * The
Creativity Hub * Zvezda

Iello
Aramini Circus – Card collecting game by
Steven Aramini for 2-4 players, ages 8+: The

Linkeballen –Race game featuring bicycles
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Guiding a team of

three racers you participate in a bike race
and can play a tour comprising several
stages.

circus moves one and you want to be quick
to load up the animals and be the first one
to depart. You have an engine, switch markers and animal cards, car cards and one animal cards are on display. You have two actions – draw an animal card, load animals
into an available car, that is, discard animals
and take a car card, or change your switch
marker. In order to score you place the car
next to the engine, value or color must correspond to the previous car. Series Mini
Games. With Crash Games.
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Candy Chaser – Guessing game with dice
by Masao Suganuma for 2-4 players, ages

10+: You try to transport sweets illegally and
to put up their price secretly. You roll and
then move a sweet forward or backwards
and only then into the finish zone, when at
least one other sweet has topped a value of
Three. When a sweet has reached the finish,
you can guess who did smuggle which color and hand one of your cards to this player.
If you are correct, this player is out of the
game, otherwise you as the accuser are out.
When all have passed or accused you win
with the most valuable sweet according to
your order card. Series Mini Games.
For Sale – Auction game by Stefan Dorra for
3-6 players, ages 10+: Real Estate trading at
the games table. In Phase I you bid for build-

ings in order to acquire as complete a stock
as possible. In Phase II buildings are sold for
cheques. When all buildings are sold you
win with most money.
Heroes of Normandie: Guardian’s
Chronicles Expansion Pack by Yann and
Clem for 2 players, ages 14+: The Heroes

Games.
Kabuki – Memo and reaction game by
Hope S. Hwang for 2-6 players, ages 6+:

You hand out masks to actors in a Japanese
theater production and must not give the
same mask twice to any of the actors. In a
round you draw the current top card and
put it on one of the stacks. If you believe
hat the same combination of actor+mask
comes twice in a stack, you utter you doubt,
the stack is checked and the active player
loses an SP marker for each double. When
all is correct you as doubter hand back an
SP marker to stock. Series Mini Games. First
published as Illusion by Deinko in 2011.
Little Red Riding Hood – Fairy tale game
by Annick Lobet for 1-5 players, ages 7+:
Little Red Riding Hood & Wolf is a coopera-

tive introductory game, or you can play one
player in the role of Wolf against all other
players. You reveal path cards, collect hit
markers, add cards and – maybe – move
Little Red Riding Hood. At Grandmother’s
House all have won or lost together, depending on whoever reached the spot first.
Series: Tales & Games. With Purple Brains.
Master Fox – Card game by Frédéric
Vuagnat for 2-4 players, ages 7+: You need
to impress the old Fox by bringing him
the most booty in order to be chosen as

his successor. Already published at Cannes
2015; German edition as Ausgefuchste
Meisterdiebe at Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
With Superlude.
Me Want Cookies! – Spotting and reaction
game by Roberto Fraga for 2-5 players, ages
5+: As a nice monster with a preference for

desserts you can eat dessert only once in
each course. Three cards are on display in
a row. A dice determines the dessert at the
start of the chain and you follow the Licorice
line to the dessert at the other side, look for
this dessert at the next card, etc. until you
reach the final dessert on card three. If you
grab this dessert first, you get the card, and
a new one is added to the row from the
stack. If you eat your fifth dessert, you win.
With Le Scorpion Masque.
Mexica by Wolfgang Kramer and Michael
Kiesling for 2-4 players, ages 12+: New edition with exquisite components, in a limited

edition; with canals you build boroughs,
bridges and buildings in Tenochtitlan, for
scoring points. With Super Meeple. German
edition at Abacusspiele.
Njet! – Trick-taking card game by Stefan
Dorra for 3-5 players, ages 10+: A game in
teams which changes for every round. You
take a character card; board and Njet pieces
are set ready. You are dealt ten cards and

of Normandie are turning into super
heroes, and come a new recruiting option
Superpower; you can lose Superpower
instead of taking a hit. With Mit Devil Pig
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cover – in the wish phase – one of the cases
on the board in favor of your cards. The remaining cases on the board are valid for the
round, maybe: Wolf as starting player who
chooses his team, 2 points for each trick
and prey card and no discarding of cards at
the start of the round. Then you play a trick
game with following color adhering to the
valid conditions, tricks one are stacked separately. Cards #1 are prey cards ad scored
separately.
Pingo Pingo by Roberto Fraga for 2-5
players, ages 6+: Audio on! Game on! You

score for your best, that is, later removed
character. English edition; French edition at
Flatlined games, German edition at Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Sapiens – Placement game by Cyrille Leroy
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: As a tribal Chief
you need to provide your tribe with Food

reveal a card – each of them demands a
special action – and you must touch cards
in order to claim them. You must also avoid
traps and creatures and pay attention to the
music in case it allows an action. New edition
of Squad Seven at Jumbo. French edition
published already at Cannes 2015, German
edition at Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Reliques & Co by Ryan Laukat for 2-4 players, ages 13+: As an archeological company

and Winter Quarters. You have your own
board and place tiles next to forests or plains
for food and next to caves for protections.
Already published at Cannes 2015, English
edition at Essen.
The Big Book of Madness – Cooperative
deck building game by Maxime Rambourg

OUR REPORT

If you enter the dungeon you reveal
all monsters there und use remaining
equipment to defeat monsters or to defend
yourself. German edition at Heidelberger
Spieleverlag.
Zombie 15’: Left Alone – Solo Campaign by Guillaume Lémery and Nicolas

Schlewitz for 1 players, ages 14+: The solo
campaign for the normally cooperative
game; you experience the beginnings of
the Zombie Academy from the viewpoint
of one of eight heroes and play in the campaign of 15 scenarios each of the heroes
alone. A scenario specifies the hero and in
each scenario the difficulty increases up to
the Danteesque finale. At the checkpoint
the hero can transfer his item bag to the
next scenario.
Distribution Partner Germany: Heidelberger
Spieleverlag

Igel-Spiele
to try to discover artifacts and to sell them
to museums; as an alternative you can also
look for sunken cities and hidden treasures.
Kickstarter. English edition as Artifacts Inc.
At Red Raven.
Rumble in the House - Bluff and deduction by Ken Rush for 3-6 players, ages 8+:
The house has twelve rooms, in case of
overcrowding the fights for room begin
and you need to keep your own secretly
assigned character in the house the longest. There is one character per room, each
player is assigned to characters. You move a
character into an adjacent room or remove
a character from the room. Removed characters are lined up in order of their removal.
When only one character is left in the house,
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Mein Schatz – Memo and collection game
by Oliver Igelhaut for 2-4 players, ages 7+:
for 2-5 players, ages 10+: The forbidden
grimoire holds spells and to open it was a
big mistake, now you must seal the pages
again, using one of three game modes. In
six rounds one monster attacks with curses
and you must destroy all curses before the
page is turned, or there will be a penalty.
Only the final monster must be really defeated in order for all players to win together.
Welcome to the Dungeon by Masato
Uesugi for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You draw
a monster an decide if you put it into the
dungeon or set aside a piece of equipment.

As a dwarf you want to secure a treasure
for yourself and must memorize the value
of the stacks; those stacks grow during the
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game, but other dwarves can steal and then
there is also the Cave Orc!
Wunschmaschine by Oliver Igelhaut for
3-6 players, ages 8+: One player imperson-

you make a grab at the throne - by violence
against other noblemen and with gold
for the subjects – and want to be first to
conquer an opposing castle or to have most
land and gold at the end of the year. New
edition, other editions at La Mame and as
Epix at Ferti and Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
One Night Revolution - Deduction game
by Ted Alspach: A game on secret identities
in the setting of Resistance, but based on
board like a flower and act according to the
corresponding task card.

Ion Design

ate the wishing machine and chooses a
wish, the others guess – in a mechanism
that as similar to Mastermind – the wish using wish cards.

Indie Boards & Cards
Coup: Rebellion G54 - Bluff game by Rikki
Tahta for 3-6 players, ages 12+: In a non-too

Exo – SciFi game by Jon Manker with
One Night Werewolf. You are either a fighter
for the Rebel Faction or one of the government informers. You play only one round,
the rebels must identify one informer to
win, and the informers must remain undiscovered.

Intrafin
Guilds of London – Development game
by Tony Boydell for 1-4 players, ages
far future the land has fallen into chaos after a rebellion; factions fight for power and
you have connections to government and
rebels. In a round you choose an action that
is automatically successful if it is not challenged or deflected. You can lie about ownership information to the corresponding
card, but you can also bluff or tell the truth.
Negotiations are allowed, agreements are
not binding.
Melee – Position and conflict game by Rikki
Tahta for 2-4 players, ages 10+: The King

is dead and his successor must be elected
before the end of the year. As a nobleman
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auctions and card drafting, for 1-4 players,
ages 10+: With the prototype of warp
propulsion system you travel across the
universe and bring back knowledge, alien
live forms and resources and are rewarded
for variety. Prototype, Kickstarter is planned.
Hirð – Abstract placement game by Jon
Manker for 2 players, ages 8+: As a Viking

10+: As a guild member you send your
representatives into as many guilds as
possible in order to become a master
there und to win influence as well as
acquiring estates in Ulster and Virginia. With
Surprised Stare Games. The game has been
announced for Essen and was relayed in last
minute into 2016.

Prince you fight for a piece of land and you
win if you manage to push the opposing
prince off the board.

Investment

Irongames

That’s Me – Psychological communications
game by Györgyi Füzesi for 2-6 players,
ages 15+: You roll dice, advance on the

Peloponnes Box – Game collection by Bernd Eisenstein for 2-8 players, ages 10+: A collector edition including all expansions that
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JaponBrand
This loose cooperation for distribution of
publishers from Japan showed games from
the following companies at Essen this year,
games see there:
Arclight Games * BakaFire Party * Gift10Industry * KogeKogeDo *Madoriya * Manifest
Destiny * OKAZU Brand * One Draw * Route11
have been published for Peloponnes so far,
and also including a new expansion called
Victoria: A marker for each player scores
points at the end or can be used to acquire
an additional tile for your own display.
Peloponnes Card Game by Bernd Eisenstein for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Based on the
board game Peloponnes; you develop your

city state in eight rounds and try to balance
your striving for fame and prestige with
the requirements of the population in your
state.

Jeuy Opala
Hop la Puce – Dexterity game by Florent
Toscano for 2-4 players, ages 6+: You snip

OUR REPORT

zelnuts and you win, if you are the first player to find five nuts. You name an image and
reveal a card; when your statement and the
image correspond, you can continue.

Jhox Spiele
Müllers Esel by Jürgen Hermann Ott for 2-4
players, ages 6+: Announced as a novelty,
no other information, not even on the website of the publisher.

Jolly Thinkers
CS Files – Deduction game by Ari Wong
and Tobey Ho for 4-12 players, ages 12+:

colored discs into target rings and hold
three goal cards, which show between one
and three colored discs in a ring and which
you should complete.
La Glace et le Ciel – Cooperative placement
game by Florent Toscano for 2-4 players: You

Ironwall Games
Funemployed: Seasonal Help! – Expansion by Anthony Conta for 3-8 players, ages

As an investigator you try to solve a murder crime – but the murderer is one of the
investigators, each of whom is embodying
another role – Forensic, Witness, Investigator, Murderer and Accomplice; accordingly
the teams try to find facts or the cloud them
over. Published as Deception: Murder in
Hong Kong from Grey Fox Games.

Juegorama
Iron League – Miniatures tabletop by Nacho Gonzales and Luis Almadevar for 2-6
place cards to complete goals; the topic is
Aqua Sphere, Atmosphere and Lithosphere
and their balance within the Biosphere.
Le Bois des Couadsous – Collecting
game by Blaise Muller for 2-4 players, ages
7+: You cross a forest on the search for ha13+: An expansion to Funemployed, the
card game about looking for jobs, real jobs,
with impossible demands for qualification,
for instance speaking fluent Panda; the expansion comprises more than 100 cards
featuring summer jobs.

www.gamesjournal.at

players, ages 12+: In the year 2100 robot
machines, called IRONS, fight each other in
wars; countries rival for the best IRON teams,
laboratories are researching weapons and
clubs search for the best pilots. A second re-
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vised edition has been announced.

Juhu Spiele

collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+,
previously published in 2005.
Disney Frozen Magical Ice Palace game

Blocky Mountains Die Felsenrutsche –
Expansion by Gerhard Junker for 1-7 play-

Kabuheru
Vampire Rader - Cooperative elimination
game by Yuji Kaneko for 2-4 players, ages

for 2-4 players, ages 4+: Players strive to
bring the summer back to Arendelle.
ers, ages 10+: The expansion introduces a
new block, new route cards and a solo scenario „Großer Held“.

Jumping Turtle
Games
Baby Blues – Party and card by Jurgen
Spreutels for 2-4 players, ages 8+: In a day

Jumbo Spiele
Besides the program already shown around
Nuremberg, mainly new Stratego versions,
and besides the range of logical puzzles and
dexterity games for 1 player from Recent
Toys, distributed by Jumbo, there were also
Batmann Battle for Gotham City for 2-4
players, ages 6+: Batman versus the scouncare institution you are responsible for five
babies and must take card that they are
happy and content – as soon as they begin to cry you can’t achieve this any more.
When all babies of one player are crying, the
other players score for non-crying babies.
With Kanga Games.
Cover Me - Prototype by Bram Verbiest for

10+: Humans versus a Vampire: One player
represents the invisible vampire, the others
guide eight or nine humans on the 6x6
board. Humans can move to adjacent
squares or shoot, for two action points per
turn. You pick up a bullet on a square you
enter; radar on a square gives you a clue
about the distance of the vampire from
the radar. Based on those clues you fire
your guns. The vampire can move, attack
or heal himself with a bat he took from a
square that he entered. Humans win, if the
vampire is down to zero life points before
all bullets have been used or all humans are
eliminated. Otherwise, the vampire wins.

Kallmeyer Lernspiele
Kallmeyer is the brand name of Friedrich
Verlag for educational games, announced
as new for Essen were
MultiCubi – Educational game on
spatial relations by Simone Reinhold for

drels of Gotham City; you win if you defeat a
scoundrel with your Batman figure or if you
master Level 4 of the Tower in Gotham City.
Disney Princess Cinderella Das magische
Schuhspiel, a new edition of the dice and

2-5 players, ages 10+: A game on fashion,
fashion magazines and models featured on
magazine title pages. You play seasons and
after each season you produce a special edition with your own top model. Planned for
2016, maybe Kickstarter.
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1 players, ages 5+: On a mirror you set
up a construction of cubes according to
specifications on a card, the number of
cubes has to be halved or doubled due to
effect of the mirror.
Tetrodomo – Educational game on shapes
by Hans-Günter Senftleben for 1 player,
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Erbe“. German Edition HUCH! & friends /
Hutter Trade, English edition with EagleGryphon Games.

Meta Game provides an innovative combat
system. Prototype.

King Racoon
Games

KogeKogeDo

Schäferstündchen – conflict and collecting game by Felix Mertikat for 3-6 players,

Rubbish Auction - Auction game by Takahiro Amioka for 3-5 players, ages 8+: All

ages 5+: Task cards show oblique images
and other aspects of geometrical shapes,
the constructs must be replicated.

Kanai Factory
Eight Epics – Cooperative dice game by
Seiji Kanai for 1-8 players, ages 10+: Players
ages 10+: Bandits want to steal sheep, but
must carry them into their camp one by
one; the village populations wants to get
the flock of sheep to safety.
Steam Noir: Kalendarium – Board game
based on the series of graphic novels, in-

are god-alike heroes and want to save the
world from catastrophic events. In order to
cope with a catastrophe you roll the specified number of dice and must achieve the
stated combination or total sum of results.
This does not work with dice rolling only –
you must change dice results using heroes,
which in turn costs you life points for your
heroes. Communication among players for
optimum use of dice and heroes is necessary.

Kayal Games

Korea Boardgames
Dungeon Busters – Card game by Tomohiro Enoki for 3 players, ages 8+: As the hero
tended for 3-6 players. A Kalendarium needs
to be constructed up on Kipfenberg in order
to precisely predict the Blind Days. While
doing so you must ale pay attention to your
own public interest and preparations for the
event. Announced and in planning.
Tsukuyumi – Competitive and cooperative
SciFi game by Felix Mertikat for 3-4 play-

Francis Drake Erweiterungen by Peter
Hawes for 2-6 players, ages 14+: Offers
means to play for two and also for six
players and includes two mini expansions,
Mit „Spaniens Rache“ and „Montezumas

of the first dungeon you discard one of five
monsters randomly, reveal one monster
and all chose a combat card – discussion
and negotiation are possible but not binding. When then the sum of cards if higher
than the monster strength the monster is
defeated. Identical cards cancel each other
out, were the lowest ones played there is a
penalty when the monster wins.
ers, ages 14+: The moon has crashed into
Earth and turns out to be a demon turned
to stone - Tsukuyumi Full Moon Down portraits the struggle of four factions for their
survival and for dominance over Earth. The
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players bid money cards secretly; you win
the auction and the item with the highest
bid, but loose honor points equal to the
amount of your bid. The player with the
lowest bid chooses the item for the next
Auction. All other players win honor according to their bid. After seven rounds you win
additional honor points when you acquired
the object that you were secretly assigned
at the start.

H.I.D.E. Hidden Identity Dice Espionage
– Dice game by Keewoong Kim for 3-5
players, ages 8+: You want to surpass a
legendary secret agent of old and acquire
the status of legend or be the richest agent
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after three rounds. A round comprises the
phases 1) choose target 2) Go on a mission
3) Mission accomplished. In case of several
agents with identical goals there is a
showdown using dice; this is not considered
to be murder. If you survive, you reveal your
identity and get intel cards.
Monster My Neighbor – Card game by

Pesu Nabeno for 3-8 players, ages 8+: One
player is the monster, the others are maybe
hunters, but who? Monsters are played in
the last turn of the round, hunters not in the
first turn. The round ends with the monster
being played or being discarded due to
hunter or hound. The monster wins, when
it is actively played, Hunter or Hound win
when the monster is discarded; as a Friend
you win or loose with the monster. Italian
edition: Monster My Friend, dV Giochi, English/French edition: Z-Man Games.
Terra Mystica: Big Box by Jens Drögemül-

pose a question demanding a yes/no answer or – with a bit of luck – get a hint or a
clue-card. Variant of Wer ist es? aka Guess!

Kosmos
Challenging Games:
Steam Time – Resources management
by Rüdiger Dorn for 2-4 players, ages 12+:

In the Age of Steam dirigibles go timetraveling on the search for lost knowledge,
ancient cultures and hidden treasures. You
play five rounds including income from
upgrades. Actions – Order, Encountering
Personalities for information and resources,
Upgrade, Gold or expedition – with one action for each dirigible of every player or taking of the starting player marker with special action. You can only choose a free action
that you can implement and must always
move forward in the time stream. After five
rounds you win with most prestige from
Upgrades, Steam and completed tasks.
Tumult Royal - Placement and collecting
game by Klaus and Benjamin Teuber for 2-4
players, ages 10+: As a nobleman you build

ler and Helge Ostertag for 2-5 players, ages
12+: The Big Box comprises the basic game
and also the Fire & Ice expansion with city
tiles, shipping markers and terrain tiles. A
coproduction with Feuerland Spiele.
Who Dunnit - Deduction game by Vincent
Kim for 2 players, ages 8+: You roll dice and
can – when the result is a question mark –
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in a meadow on landscape tiles. All then
search simultaneously for suitable goods
among the stock of face-down goods.
When afterwards there are not enough
goods left to meet people’s demand, uproar
happens and players with majorities in
types of goods lose goods and followers.
Remaining goods are used to build statues.
If you currently have most followers, you
are crowned king, return five followers and
place a statue into the chronicle. When the
game-end-condition is met, you win with
most built statues.
Family Games:
Machi Koro: Großstadt-Erweiterung by
Masao Suganuma for 2-4 players, ages 8+:

statues and pay with goods stolen from
your people. At the start you place a statue

This Großstadterweiterung combines the
two original expansions of „Harbor“ and
„Sharp“. 140 new cards introduce 23 new
enterprises and three additional great projects. You can only play the expansion together with the core game, using the rule
variant “Komme, was wolle“ and not all of
the cards are available for this rule variant.
Rumms - Snipping game mit dice by Gary
and Oliver Sibthorpe for 2-4 players, ages 7+:
In the kingdom of Dragon and Lion Knights

the team will win that snips the opposing
king off the mat. Playing mats touch each
other. You sort dice by characters which
have special abilities. You assemble your
army with dice of a total cost of 40 and place
them anywhere on the mat, the king must
be in contact with the castle. You snip your
dice to remove opposing dice from the mat.
One of your dice in the opposing kingdom
showing “captured” can be freed with one
roll of the die if if then shows “free”. A foul
is punished with an extra turn for your
opponent.
Ubongo: Star Wars - Das Erwachen der
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Das Geisterfest – Crime and culinary game
by Dirk Meiswinkel for 6 players, ages 16+:
The day of the Full Moon in the Month of
Spirits, the Imperial Couple invites to dinner,
but the Empress is murdered and the culprit
must be found.

Macht - Variant of Ubongo by Grzegorz
Rejchtman for 1-4 players, ages 8+: 12

Krimi Total

shapes for each player show characters from
the new Star Wars film „Das Erwachen der
Macht“. At the start of the game you choose
the easy or difficult side of the task cards. At
the start of each round you get a new card.
A die roll decides if you use the Dark or the
Light Side, that is, which of the depicted
tiles you use. You take those shown next
to the symbol that was rolled and fill your
area on the card, without gaps and without
protruding elements. The fastest advances
his marker s many steps as there are players,
the following players move always one step
less. After seven rounds you win if you are
in the lead.
Games for Two:
Die Legenden von Andor: Chada &
Thorn – Cooperative card game by Gerhard

Hecht for 2 players, ages 10+: The display of
a scenario is prepared. You have three rows
of hero cards and other types of cards on
the table. You always use one of the cards
in front, then they are put at the back of the
row, as are newly acquired cards. Heroes
can walk, fight or use their special abilities.
Other cards are used according to symbols
or card texts. When Chada and Thorn stand
on adjacent path squares, they can support
each other. When both reach their finish
squares, both players have won against the
game.
Quiz Games
Top & Flop - Quiz game on number values
by Dominic Crapuchettes for 4-99 players,
ages 10+: At the start of a round you read
out a question. All secretly note a number,
reveal their answer and those guesses
are sorted in ascending order. Then you
place your betting chips on the guess you
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believe to be the closest to the answer
without being higher. You can bet on your
own guess or bet on two guesses. Then the
bets are revealed and the answer is read
out. Top Tipp is the guess that is nearest to
the correct answer, but not higher than the
answer. You score points if your guess is the
Top Tipp and/or if you did bet on the Top
Tipp. In round 7 you may also use victory
points for your bet and win afterwards with
most points.
Children Games
Star Wars Rebels: Angriff der Rebellen –
Placement, collecting and dice game by

Krimi total: Die Yacht der Macht – Crime
dinner game by Björn Lippold for 8-9 play-

ers, ages 16+: The latest title in the series
KRIMI Total Dinner Spiele takes us to the Caribbean. El Presidente reigns over the island
republic of Bananas Grandes and invites us
to his yacht for his birthday. Includes recipes
by Benjamin Biedlingmaier.
Krimi total: Zum Geier mit dem Mord –
Crime dinner game by Andreas Bierlein for
6-7 players, ages 16+: This edition of a KRIMI

Sandra Dochtermann and Ralph Querfurth
for 2-4 players, ages 7+: 16 hex tiles are laid
out face-down. You fly to an adjacent tile
and then turn over a tile adjacent to this
tile. Unterstützung or Verbündeter can be
picked up if you do not have it yet. Kosmischer Nebel gives or takes power chips.
An opponent can be ignored to earn a
power chip or you can fight him with roll of
dice and strength comparison, you can use
power chips, Verbündeter or Unterstützung
for support of your die roll.

Krimi-Küche

Total Dinner Spiel is set in the wild world of
the West. The legend about the treasure of
the American Indians has attracted a few
shady characters to the Big Golden City Saloon.

Kronberger Spiele
Nord - Worker placement game by Roland
and Johannes Goslar for 2-4 players, ages
14+: In the land of the Norsemen we lead a
tribe and begin with one Jarl and one warrior in a settlement. The active player chooses placement of new worker or defeating
another Jarl. To place workers you have to
lay down treasure tiles, then place workers,
attack a settlement or connect alliances and
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La Mame
Games

Lautapelit

Coup: Guatemala 1954 - Anarchy – Expansion by Rikki Tahta for 3-6 players, ab

Eclipse: Black Hole – Expansion for Eclipse
by Touko Tahkokallio for 2-6 players, ages

10+: Seven new roles for more intensive
action: Anarchists, paramilitary, weapons
dealers, freedom of press, World bank, plantation owners and socialists.

14+: Mini expansion, comprising to hex tiles
for Black Holes and one card„discover worm
hole“.
Eclipse: Shadow of the Rift – Expansion
for Eclipse by Touko Tahkokallio for 2-6

then score. If you want to defeat a Jarl or
have to defeat a Jarl, an opposing Jarl must
be in the settlement, and you yourself must
have at least two warriors in the same settlement and the settlement and the Dragon
Boat must be connected by workers.
Nord Jarl Erweiterung – Expansion for
Nord by Roland and Johannes Goslar for 2-4

G.Nome – Satirical partner game by James

players, ages 14+: Jarls Ragnar, Eirik, Floki
and Thorstein are placed centrally before
the players jarls; each Jarl has a summary
tile and a scenario with rules.

Kyy games
Cabals: The Board game – Collectible card
game with a board by Mika Rosendahl for

2-4 players, ages 12+: Based on the digital
game; already presented 2014 in Essen,
and now presented in a revised edition:
As a Cabal – a being similar to a demigod,
with roots in myths, fairy tales and folk lore
– you want to defeat your opponents; you
use mechanisms similar to deck building for
cards and conquer locations on the board
with units.
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Dickinson for 3-6 players, ages 10+: not a
genom, but the G.Nome of the Gnome GNA
needs to be identified in order to win the
Gnobel Prize. Usually you cooperate with
your partner, but try to be one step ahead of
him at the crucial point in the game. But: If
both partners play the same card, they have
automatically lost the game.
Vampire Panic- Deduction game by Rikki

players, ages 14+: The uprising of the
Ancients has ended, The Seven are still in
power and the the most important species
live in relative prosperity. But suddenly
new factions appear, species develop and
time and space are distorted. New species
are Pyxis Unity with their Nano Machines,
Shapes of Dorado can distort the spacetime-continuum and one species comes
with two factions, Octantis Autonomy
and Vanguard. New mechanisms are
Time Distortion and Evolution. Anomalies
destroy whole systems. All modules in the
expansion can be used individually or in any
combination together with the base game.
German edition: Asmodee

Tahta for 5-8 players: The Lady of the Manor
and her hero have only one night in order to
find the vampire and to eliminate him; you
swap cards in two rounds and can be infected. Announced, still in production status.
M.U.L.E. The Board game – Economics
game by Heikki Harju for 3-4 players, ages
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14+: M.U.L.E. is based on a computer game
from the Eighties - colonists settle the plane
Irata on behalf of the Galactic Federation.
M.U.L.E.s - Multiple Use Labor Elements are used and produce commodities, which
colonists then use, store and sell. Surplus or
scarcity of commodities influence market
prices, planning assists in adaption.
Nations: Dynasties – Expansion for
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Let‘s Play
Labyrinth - The Paths of Destiny - Fantasy
game by Kamil Matuszak and Mateusz Pro-

course. With Iello.

Legend Express
Burger Boss - Worker placement by Annis
Araim, Saad and Zubbar Choudri, Michael
Nations by Einar & Robert Rosén and Nina
& Rustan Håkansson for 1-5 players, ages
12+: The first „big“ expansion for Nations
introduces twelve new nations and adds
dynasties for the B-Side of the base game.
There are also new additional Progress
cards and Turmoil; those cards are added
with the placement of architects in the
upkeep phase. Naturwunder are treated like
Wonders, normal „Wonders in the making“
are discarded and in further rounds you
must choose „explore“ until the Nation has
discovered this Wonder of Nature.
Perfect Alibi - Deduction game by Kristian Amundsen Østby for 3-5 players, ages

nobis for 3-6 players, ages 10+: New edition,
first published in 2011. As a renegate and
an opponent of the current order you have
a chance for freedom and a future; players
embody the constructors of the labyrinth
as well as those who want to escape from it.

Li-He Studio
Pambos and Dilwar Rahim for 3-5 players,
ages 8+: You use dice in order to manage a
Burger Shop and to expand it into a chain
of shops.

Kitty Paw - Reaction game by Aza Chen for
1-4 players, ages 6+: You try to complete

Leonardo Games
The company name is Graal or Leonardo
Games, also listed under Gry Leonardo.
Race to Berlin – Conflict simulation by
cat combinations that are depicted on your
own cat card, as fast as you can manage.
10+: All suspects for murder have an alibi,
represented by a card - at least, that’s what
they tell! You need to identify the missing
alibi and thus the culprit, with the help of
five assistants and clever interrogation of
the other players about alibis they have on
hand. No problem per se, but there could
be clever liars.

Le Scorpion
Masqué

Libellud
Dixit 6: Memories – Expansion for Dixit
by Jean-Louis Roubira for 3-6 players, ages
Krzysztof Dytczak for 2 players, ages 14+:
Simulation of the last days in WWII, portraying the final race of the Western Allies and
the Russian forces for Berlin.

Me Want Cookies! – Spotting and reaction
game by Roberto Fraga for 2-5 players, ages
5+: As a nice monster with a liking for desserts you can only eat dessert once in each
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8+: 84 new cards to expand the core game.
With Asmodee.
Mysterium – Cooperative asymmetrical
card game by Oleksandr Nevskiy and Oleg

ues of data – biggest pumpkin, speed of rain
drop, etc.
Lost ‚n‘ found – Spotting and memo game

edition at Essen.

Logis
Fish’n’Stones: Heron – Promo card by Dennis Kirps and Jean-Claude Pellin: The Heron

Sidorenko for 2-7 players, ages 8+: A mystery needs to be solved cooperatively. Do
to so you use two very different roles in one
of three levels of difficulty – a ghost provides cards and supports the spiritualists.
Those spiritualists in turn try to interpret the
message of the cards. The game comprises
reconstruction of events over a maximum
of seven hours and the revelation of the
culprit. German edition with Asmodee Germany.

by Martin Nedergaard Andersen for 2-6
players, ages 5+: You take a look at a card,
memorize the images, turn the card over
and name the missing item. Different levels
of difficulty for adults and children are provided.
Splash! – Dexterity game by Marie & Wilfried

replaces an empty water card and at the
end steals any card or a pail. Game insert in
Plato Nr. 79.
Glückstorte – Cooperative dice game by
Matthias Kaufmann for 2-5 players, ages 3+:

Lifestyle
Fruit Mix – Memo and logic game by Martin
Nedergaard Andersen for 1-6 players, ages
Fort for 2-6 players, ages 6+: you hand one
of your pieces to your neighbor who must
use it to expand the tower in correlation of
color or shape. If the tower topples, whoever
caused it takes three markers, the last one to
hand a piece over gets a crystal. If you have
three crystals or are out of blocks, you win.
German edition at Games Factory.

Players cooperatively decorate a birthday
cake with candles assembled from wooden
pieces, at the all blow out the candles and
sing a birthday song.
Insekten Hotel by Dennis Kirps and Christian Kruchten for 2-4 players, ages 7+: All

Locworks
7+: This is a memo in which you need to find
two cards that do not correspond. Each of
the images has three distinct characteristics, which leaves the question of what one
should memorize.
Giraffometer – Trivia game by Martin Nedergaard Andersen for 2-8 players, ages 10+:
Quiz game on minimum and maximum val-

Braggart – Narrative game by Kyle Danile
for 2-6 players, ages 10+: Heroes tell the
stories of their heroic deeds, other players
can rob them of their cards that are necessary for the story or can force them to tell
the story earlier. First presented at Cannes
2013, now shown in a German and French
rooms in the hotel need to be filled with
insects, but some of them need to be attracted by honey and the cockroach steals
honey.
Puki Duki – Placement and assignment
game by Laima Zulone for 1-4 players, ages
3+: Cards with cats, dogs and items must be
arranged in groups of four cards in a way
that such a group is made from cards showing doc, cat and the items that connect cat
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if case you cannot or will not follow suit.
For this, the opponent reveals the top goal
chance card, a marked card can be deflected. New edition, earlier editions 2001, 1988.
Trambahn – Card game by Helmut Ohley
for 2-2 players, ages 10+: The new trolley
line in Munich must be expanded. You use
cards in hand as passengers for scorings at

and dog,

Lookout Spiele
1844/1854 – Railway game by Helmut
Ohley and Leonhard Orgler for 3-6/7 play-

ers, ages 12+, a revised new edition of the
games that were already published in 2003:
1844 Schweiz and 1854 Austria, to be published late in 2015.
Grand Austria Hotel - Worker placement
game by Virginio Gigli and Simone Luciani

for 2-4 players, ages 12+: In your hotel you
meet customer wishes! All guests but tourists
demand rooms in their color. Dice are rolled
and placed on action cases. Then you have
a turn of taking customer (optional) and
taking dice for actions: Serve customers, use
personnel by paying for it, pay for an action,
prepare a room or advance on the money
track. Additional actions bring customers to
rooms for victory points or rewards, or food
and drinks from the kitchen or a politics
card or use of personnel. After seven rounds
with three Emperor’s scorings and one final
scoring you win with most points. English
edition at Mayfair Games.
Hengist – Placement and collecting game
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by Uwe Rosenberg for 2-2 players, ages 7+:
Vortigern owes their wages to Saxons and
the plunder the coast of England. The active player does actions – one per pawn and then draws cards. When an exploration
card is played, the boat moves forward by
one bay; that might introduce a new book
board to the game. After 12 cards treasures
are scored. English edition at Mayfair Games.
Isle of Skye – Placement and bidding game
by Andreas Pelikan and Alexander Pfister for

2-5 players, ages 8+: Clan Chieftains compete
and become king with an optimum clan
territory and most victory points. A round
starts with income from castle and whisky.
Then you draw tiles and secretly assign gold
to two of them and reveal them. Then you
buy a tile from another player, add it to your
own territory and score according to the
active scoring tiles of the round. After six
rounds you score scrolls in your land. English
edition at Mayfair Games.
Schuss and Tor – Card game by Rudi Hoffmann for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Aim of the

game is to score more goals then the opposing team. Each player receives 7 player cards,
one card is revealed for kick-off. In turn you
place a card on the stack, the last card determines the next card: Suitable name or special card or goal chance for the opponent,

stations or as station in your own display for
scoring of Special Travel – Sonderfahrt – or
for money as income for acquisition of further trams. English edition at Mayfair Games.
Caverna: Blauschild -Erweiterung – Mini
expansion by Uwe Rosenberg for 1-7 players, ages 12+: Four new furnishing tiles - Gartenlaube, Räuberhöhle, Steinsammler and
Schlafsaal plus one field for Acricola that has

a special name, Glonnacker, as a hommage
to Erwin Glonnegger on occasion of his 90th
birthday. English edition at Mayfair Games.
Caverna: Wasser-Erweiterung – Mini expansion by James Butler for 1-7 players,
ages 12+: Six new tiles for special locations
- Wunschbrunnen, Feenteich, Heiße Quellen
for placement on a pond; Goldfluss and
Erntefeenschrein for placement at the river

and Pilzgrotte for placement next to a pond.
English edition at Mayfair Games.
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Ludically
Both games were already presented at
Nuremberg and shown again:
Fruit Salad by Christophe Boelinger for 2-6
players, ages 6+: Who knows how many
pears are in the bowl? Each player has his
own stack of cards and places cards in the
middle while trying to remember which
fruits are placed by others. When the

your moves on cases of the same color as
the target card. Each step is paid for with
a color-corresponding half of a card that
can also be taken from the display in the
partner’s cards. When then the partner
cannot move the game is lost.
Kune v Lakia: Card game by Babis Giannios
for 2 players: Chronicles of a Royal divorce

the kids healthy and happy into the group
rooms. In the first rounds children are introduced, then you roll dice in all rounds and
place them on cases in the lounge. In the
children phase children move, then the attendants have actions and routines; then
you cope with chaos and score, Boo-Hoo
markers and dice cost you points. After six
rounds you lose points for missing kids and
win with most remaining points.
Pocket Imperium – Placement game with
a SciFi topic by David J. Mortimer for 2-4

amount determined by dice is reached for
a type of fruit, you may hand on cards to
other players if you are first to grab the stack
and the amount of fruit in it is correct.
Te Kuiti - Memo game by William Baldwin
and James Harmon for 1-2 players, ages
6+: Sheep run about in the meadow and
the shepherd must set up fences and try to
catch as many sheep as possible for shear-

in the rabbit realm, one of the parties will
remain at court with most prestige. In a
round both players alternate in actions of
influence, council, conspiracy or passing
until one has passed. You play cards for the
actions. After three rounds you score cards,
attributes, colors, etc.
[microfilms] - Agents game by Dávid Turczi and David J. Mortimer for 2-6 players,

ing. For this you need a good memory and
also good planning in a duel for the biggest
pasture with most sheep.

players, ages 10+: War in space! Phases of
a round, always implement by all players in
turn, are planning for the sequence of commands, developing with supply for ships
and scoring of sectors. When identical commands are chosen for the same location actions are implemented in seating order, the
more players implement a command the
less effective it is. In a scored sector you earn
points according to the level of systems you
control. After six to eight rounds you win
with the highest score.
[redacted]: Garden Party – Expansion for
[redacted] by Katalin Nimmerfroh, Dávid

Distribution and co-production partner: Asmodee

LudiCreations
... and then, we held hands. - Cooperative
game by David Chircop and Yannick Massa
for 2-2 players, ages 12+: Cards show two
basic emotions in two colors. You win if you
and the other player enter the target case
in consecutive turns. To advance you end
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ages 12+: A Micro game featuring 25 cards
during the Cold War. Stakes are high at
the casino in Monte Carlo, an ambassador
is combining business with pleasure and
plays Poker with secret agents who are on
the search for microfilms in playing cards.
The ambassador has secretly arranged an
alliance of two against one, but freelancers
are also on the game.
Operation: Kindergarten – Dice and
placement game by Harry-Pekka Kuusela
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: You try to get

Turczi and Mihály Vincze for 3-7 players,
ages 12+: Expansion with a garden board,
action discs; a tile for an agent marker and
14 cards allow for a game with seven play-
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Town Center Beaune/Turku – Expansion for Town Center by Alban Viard for 1-8

newly discovered species of plants and animals and painted maps of the landscapes
the travelled through. As head of the expedition you collect geographical, biological
and ethnological information from tribe
and exploration cards. This is enabled by
use of your own, opposing and neutral dice
according to very detailed rules for dice
placement.
Le Petit Prince - Voyage Vers les Etoiles –
Game based on the film, by Bruno Cathala

players, ages 12+: In Beaune there are no
suburbs due to City Walls and Vineyards. In
Turku the board features two seasons, that
is, has two segments that merge into one
region in winter.
Distribution partner: Heidelberger

Ludonaute
Colt Express: Horses & Stage Coach –
Expansion for Colt Express by Christophe

OUR REPORT

and Antoine Bauza for 2-6 players, ages
6+: You accompany the little girl featured
in the film and fly with the clouds to reach
the Little Prince. The German Edition Der
Kleine Prinz Reise zu den Sternen has been
announced at Asmodee, but will not be
published.

diamonds or person chips from a box of
cigars handed round by the Godfather. He
poses questions to identify the thieves.
You open the box, memorize number of
diamonds and person chips and must take
X diamonds or 1 person chip. The Godfather
checks the box and interrogates players
who are allowed to lie, remain silent, talk
without being asked or tell the truth. If you
are asked to empty your pockets you must
do so - if you reveal diamonds you are out
of the game, otherwise you receive a joker;
when the Godfather is out of jokers or you
are an agent, the Godfather has lost and you
win in relation to your role and the number
of diamonds.
Mafia de Cuba Revolucion – Expansion for
the bluff and crime game by Philippe des

Ludonova
Watson & Holmes - Deduction game by
Jesús Torres Castro for 2-7 players, ages

Raimbault for 2-6 players, ages 10+: With
guessing/betting rounds of „Horse or Bandit“ you place bandits into the train. There
is also the action card for “Riding”, that is,
switching from horse to train. The Coach is
an “additional” car not entered by the Marshal. Whisky bottles are new kind of spoils.
Also new are hostages, Rounds Cards, new
events and a rule for playing in teams of two
players.
Discoveries - Worker placement with dice
by Cédrick Chaboussit for 2-4 players, ages
14+: During their expedition Lewis & Clark
filled their travel logs with descriptions of

Pallières and Loïc Lamy for 6-12 players,
ages 10+: The expansion introduces shady
lawyers, revolutionaries and fake diamonds
to the game.

Madoriya
12+: Based on the writings of Arthur Conan
Doyle, you want to embody Doctor Watson
and solve crimes at the side of Sherlock
Holmes,; the cases come from the diaries
of Dr. John Watson. There are several cases,
which each player tries to solve on his own
before the others do so. English and Spanish edition.

Idol Conclave & Million Hit Chart – Two
card games by Kazuhide Takaumi for
players, ages 10+: Idol Conclave for 3-5
players is a voting game on secret identities.

Lui-même
Mafia de Cuba – Bluff and crime game
by Philippe des Pallières and Loïc Lamy
for 6-12 players, ages 10+: Gangsters steal
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In an Idol group you want to be elected
most popular member. You have a set of
cards with votes and scandals, play those
cards on other players and openly support
one of the members. In the end you win
with most votes. Million Hit Chart for
1-6 players is a cooperative game on Idol
groups; this time the group wants to create
a world-wide hit. Appeal cards are laid out,
you can look at them and relocate them.
They must comply with the trend demands
and appear in order to achieve the aim of
the game, the highest possible sales figures.
Both games are also available in individual,
separate editions.

ages 12+: Introduces a sixth character and
the ability of „Detonation“.
Res Publica: 2230AD – Set collecting and
trading game by Reiner Knizia for 3-5 play-

Preview on a 2016 project.
Höyük: Anatolia – Expansion by Pierre
Canuel for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Three new

Mage Company

ers, ages 10+: New edition with a change of
topic. In this edition several peoples wander
through space in order to settle new worlds.
You make a trade bid and in turn players
give their answers. With sets of identical
cards you construct space stations for more
cards or cities for victory points and complete the missions for your planet. German
edition with Heidelberger Spieleverlag.

12 Realms: Ancestors Legacy – Expansion by Ignazio Corrao for 1-6 players, ages

accomplishments must be implemented:
Water supplies for the village, a festival for
the village and construction of two artifacts.
Raid & Trade – Negotiation and resources
management game by Malte Kühle and Ch-

Manifest
Destiny
Cinema Frontier – Set collecting game by
Yasushi “Kuro” Kuroda for 3-5 players, ages

8+: Four new realms in Fairy World must be
explored and defended; there are seven different story lines including back ground information; cooperation is necessary in order
to win.
12 Realms: Ghost Town – Expansion by
Michael Andresakis, Alexander Argyropou-

los and Ignazio Corrao for 3-5 players, ages
11+: Yet another new realm challenges heroes – this time without a city; you must
first discover and find all items to make the
enchanted city appear and enables you to
reach the hero captured in the city.
Aether Captains – Dice game with a
steam-punk topic by Todd Sanders for 1-1
players, ages 8+: As captain of a dirigible
you received the order from the Emperor
to defend Grand Compact against pirates.
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aralampos Tsakiris for 3-5 players, ages 12+:
In a post-apocalyptic surrounding some cities offer survival, but you must either turn
expert within the ruins accruing 20 ability
points, serve the city be completing three
secret missions or achieve noble status and
accrue character points. Project with SpieleOffensive and Spieleschmiede.
Raid & Trade Cora the Specialist – Expansion by Charalampos Tsakiris for 3-5 players,

10+: As an up and coming film director
you choose actors and scenes, find money,
advertise the film and make the best one!
You place cards for scenes and actors using
the mechanism of either “add to a pile or
choose a pile”. If you did choose to take a
pile, you film the scene, preferably with your
own actors.. Special abilities of actors have
influence on the filming. You score, when
a scene is finished, can acquire bonuses
for combining scenes and win with most
points.
My Fair Princess – Development with
cards, by Yasushi “Kuro” Kuroda for 3-4
players, ages 10+: As a former Knight you
look after war orphans, each them wants
to become princess in the castle on the hill.
You play six years of two half years each, in
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out an umpire and you can – as a mysterious sponsor – dictate the style of the game.

1881 Berlin: Zweite Edition by Michael
Mette for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Dungeon Saga Dwarf King’s Quest – Adventure game by Jake Thornton for 1-5

18Ruhr: Erweiterung by Wolfram Janich
and Michael Scharf for 3-5 players, ages 12+

players, ages 14+: You can impersonate
either the Evil Overlords or courageous heroes and the game can be adapted to the
number of players; you can play individually
or cooperatively; the deluxe edition comes
with the first expansion, „Adventurer’s Companion“. German edition as Dungeon Saga
deluxe at Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Kings of War – Conflict simulation by
Alessio Cavatore for 2-2 players, ages 12+:

18SA: South America by Peter Mette for
3-6 players, ages 12+

which daughters collect experience points
for Physical abilities, education and esteem
and grow in personality. Experience cannot
improve Heroism and Health. You can play
two versions in two levels of difficulty. There
are two versions in two levels of difficulty.
Vanquish Sky – Tactical conflict simulation

with cards, by Yasushi “Kuro” Kuroda for 2
players, ages 10+: Each player has Power,
Speed and Technique cards with a rockpaper-scissor relationship - Power defeats
Speed defeats Technique defeats Power.
Both players play one of their standard
cards and compare them according to rockpaper-scissor. The winner does damage to
the loser and can use available “moves” for
more damage and special effects. The loser
displays as many “moves” cards as he took
damage. Once in the game a placer can
proclaim Vanquish, which causes additional
damage once.

Mantic Games
Dreadball Xtreme by Jake Thornton for 2
players, ages 13+: Sequel game to Dreadball; sports in future times takes place in the
underground; in this version you play with-

OUR REPORT

Margrave Games
Mr. Game - Party game by Frank DiCola for
2-4 players, ages 9+: You try to reach the
Tabletop miniatures game, intended for
the simulation of massive battles between
hundreds of units; there are eleven different
armies.

Marflow Games
Wolfram Janich – in his publishing company
– offers games based on the 18xx system by
Francis Tresham and only produces very
limited editions or on demand:
1847: Pfalz Jubiläumsausgabe by Wolfram Janich for 3-5 players, ages 12+

goal, but the goal can migrate at any time
to another spot on the board, and players
themselves can change the board. With
Breaking Games.

Marrow Production
Journey: Wrath of Demons – Cooperative
miniatures game by Henning Ludvigsen for
1-4 players: Based on a Chinese novel; you
control a pilgrim who is fighting demons,
up to the final showdown against the Bull
Demon King.
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With Bombyx.
Zombies vs Cheerleaders – Asymmetrical
card game by Richard Toquet for 2 players,

Mary Flanagan

Kemet: Ta-Seti – Expansion by Jacques
Bariot and Guillaume Montiage for 2-5 play-

At a table in the Game Designers Workshop
Mary Flanagan presented Monarch – A
strategy game for 3-4 players, ages 12+: As

ages 10+: Zombies have overtaken the College; only the Cheerleaders are resisting
and must eliminate all Zombies, while the
Zombies need only to eat on Cheerleader in
order to win.

Mattel
ers, ages 13+: The expansion introduces a
new pyramid color, a new pace – Dawn – as
well as a Path of Souls and new DI cards. The
modules can be used individually or in combination.
heir to the throne you will inherit the crown
and must prove your abilities as the future
regent and triumph over your sisters who
are your rivals.

Card ‚n‘ Go – Mobility, spotting and collecting game for 2-12 players, ages 7+: In

Raptor – Card-driven board game by Bruno
Faidutti and Bruno Cathala for 2-2 players,

Matagot
Baronie / Barony by Marc André for 2-4
players, ages 14+: As one of the barons of

ages 10+: A dinosaur has escaped and has
deposited his eggs in the park; scientists
must neutralize them and capture all the
babies before the disappear into the woods.

the realm you expand your castle, want to
accumulate influence, conquer additional
land and advance in rank to become king
at the end.
Inis by Christian Martinez for 2-4 players:
Based on Celtic history and legends; you
want to be elected King of the Islands. To
achieve this you either need the majority
of clan figures or clan members in six territories or clan members at locations with a
total amount of six shrines.
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analogy to the game Soqquadro, published
in 2014 by the Italian company Cranio Creations, all of your flat our house is the playground, you search everywhere for items
that fit the card that was revealed. The game
comprises also some special cards and joker
cards.
Das Geheimnis der Zauberer by Jens Pe-

Takenoko: Chibis – Expansion for Takenoko by Antoine Bauza and Corentin Lebrat
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: New beds, new
tasks and also Miss Panda and her offspring.

ter Schliemann and Guido Hoffmann for 2-4
players, ages 6+: Players try to get on the
track of the secrets of magicians beneath
the magicians cloaks – the symbols for their
spells – but more and more magicians enter
the mirror room and render events more
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chaotic.
Already published earlier in 2015, but presented fir the first time in Essen:
Pictionary – Creative drawing game for 2-4

players, ages 8+: New edition of the classic
game with a revised board and two different modes to play for children and adults as
well as a brand new category – Pop Culture.
Scrabble Flip – Word and dexterity game

OUR REPORT

Mayday Games
Dead Man’s Draw – Collecting game with
cards by Derek Paxton, Leo Li and Chris Bray

influence commission allocation. Planned
for late 2015 or 2016.
Viceroy –Placement and collecting game
by Yuri Zhuravlev for 1-4 players, ages 12+:
2. Edition for the power play in the Kingdom
of Laar!
for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Pirates on a raid
for booty! Booty cards show ten different
symbols; character cards depict a pirate and
a jewel as well as an ability. Ten cards in the
discard pile can only be reached via symbols. The rest of the cards is booty stack. You
draw the top card, implement the symbol
and can draw another card – if this card has
the same symbol you lose all cards collected
in this turn. Symbols on the character cards
influence symbols on booty cards. Variants
included. Already published in spring 2015.
German edition: Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Meteor – Cooperative real-time game by
Mike Young for 1-6 players, ages 12+:

for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You try to snip chips
on a letter or onto the tower in the middle.
If you are successful you may use any letter
for a word. If you are first to name a word
formed with the covered letters, receives
the chips on those letters.

Mayfair Games
Booty – Collecting game with cards by
Alexander Cobian for 2-6 players, ages

Uno Royal – Card shedding game for 2-6

players, ages 7+: When the signal sounds,
the King’s Crown moves to another player;
he is now kind and determines which color
must be played when an action card is laid
down, and in case of the „King’s Selection
card“ he decides who has to draw a card.

www.gamesjournal.at

Rockets are supposed to destroy
meteorites. All play at the same time, one
player operates the sand timers. When all
pass due to lacking resources, altitude level
and sand timer change. A launch site has
room for one projects, unfinished ones can
be discarded; you build by playing suitable
cards. Until the “Communications Satellite
“ is built players are not allowed to talk
unless announcing Launch, Pass or Time
Out. When meteors are hit with the correct
rocket, they are destroyed. Overkill can
push meteors nearer to Earth. Meteors in
Altitude Level 1 can destroy Earth.
Mow Money – Card game by Matt Saanders
for 1-6 players, ages 10+: As a landscape
gardener you want to expand your business; Walkerville’s real estate owners give
their commissions to the company asking
the lowest price, but good reputation can

10+: Successful pirates have problems
when sharing the spoils. You collect victory
points by collecting treasure, raid harbors,
manipulate markets and use inheritance
tiles. Spoils cards are on display and the
quartermaster determines the distribution,
You can take what he offers or pass your
turn or become quartermaster yourself
when you did not yet receive a share in the
current round.
Grand Austria Hotel - Worker placement
game by Virginio Gigli and Simone Luciani
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: In your hotel
you meet customer wishes! All guests
but tourists demand rooms in their color.
Dice are rolled and placed on action cases.
Then you have a turn of taking customer
(optional) and taking dice for actions.
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In addition, there are the Caverna expansions Caverna Water Features and Caverna Mini-Expansion, see Lookout Spiele.

Medusa Games
The Nine Worlds - Prototype by Richard
Denning for 3-6 players, ages 12+: In the
Additional actions bring customers to
rooms for victory points or rewards, or food
and drinks from the kitchen or a politics
card or use of personnel. Original edition at
Lookout Spiele.
Hengist – Placement and collecting game
by Uwe Rosenberg for 2-2 players, ages 7+:

move worker (1AP). Tiles of the same color
form regions, production is done by moving
cocoa markers from one stage to another;
moving cocoa out of a region earns you
money.
Mystery! Motive for Murder - by Bruce
Glassco for 1-5 players, ages 10+: A criminal

Nine Worlds of Nordic mythology players
move armies from world to world and when
controlling a world they also control abilities that they can use. Still in development,
announced for 2016.
Tinker Tailor by Richard Denning for 3-6
players, ages 10+: You collect card sets for
Vortigern owes their wages to Saxons and
the plunder the coast of England. The active player does one action per pawn and
then draws cards. In case of an exploration
card, the boat moves by one bay; that might
introduce a new book board to the game.
After 12 cards treasures are scored. Original
edition at Lookout Games.
Isle of Skye – Placement and bidding game
by Andreas Pelikan and Alexander Pfister

case without questions on weapon or crime
site, the only question is Who and Why?
You play a tile plus an interview marker
according to specifications onto squares.
When suspects are on all suitable squares,
you score the interviews for victory points in
relation to relationships and motives, arrows
mark relationships between suspects or
between suspects and victim. There are five
different variants for the mechanism.
Star Trek Five-Year Mission - Cooperative
points, the more cards the more valuable
the set. Sets of five different commodities
bring bonuses. A role determines your actions for the round. All players draft their
role, the rhyme is read out and when the
role of a player is mentioned he reveals his
role card and reads and implements the action.

for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Clan Chiefs rival for
and become King with optimum Clan lands
and the majority of points. With Lookout
Spiele.
King Chocolate – Resources management
by Stefan Alexander for 2-5 players, ages
10+: Six steps from cocoa to chocolate. You
look after one of those steps and cooperate,
but will win by yourself with the most
money. You place a tile and use three action
points for the options Place Worker and
populate region (2AP), place tile (1AP) and
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Megableu
dice game by David E. Whitcher for 3-7
players, ages 10+: As a crew member with
special abilities, on Captain Kirk’s or Captain
Picard’s Enterprise, you cooperate to cope
with alarms before the Enterprise takes
too much damage. Missions are coming
in six levels of difficulty, always indicating
number of points and number of alarms to
cope with. Dice are placed from the action
area onto alarm cards; when these are filled,
alarms are coped with.
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Info ou intox!?! - Quiz game for 1-5 players,
ages 8+: The electronic game master poses
crazy, amusing and thrilling questions and
players use a red or green buzzer to answer
with false or true. In round 1 the game
master selects a player who must answer, in
round 2 all players can answer and in round
3 you can shunt the answer off to another
player. German edition as Echt jetzt!?! at
HUCH! & friends / Hutter Trade
Chass‘ Fantomes Evolution for 1 or more
players, ages 5+: Johnny Skeletti is now also

identical numbers or with the three digits
summing up to 15; and you try to cover the
corresponding spots in the grid.

and legendary heroes in order to be first to
get three of your markers to the opposing
side, by making use of and placing cards.

Mindclash
Games

Minimal
Games

Trickerion - Worker placement by Richard
Amann and Viktor Peter for 2-4 players, ages

This cooperation for distribution of publishers from Japan showed games from the following companies at Essen this year, games
see there:
Kanai Factory * QBIST * New Board game
Party

hunting vampires; the multi-vision-goggles
make them visible and you can chase after
them in three levels of speed. German
edition as Geisterjagd Evolution at HUCH!
& friends / Hutter Trade.

Megaton Games
The company name was changed from
Dubreq to Megaton.
Mechabrick Gangs of Neon City – A

Mirror Box Games
Chaosmos by Joey Vigour for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: The universe is collapsing; the
14+: Four magicians have been summoned
by Dahlgaard, the greatest living magician
to fight for his succession and the powerful
Trickerion Stone. Dice determine available
tricks and characters as well as money from
the bank.

Mindwarrior
Games
Allies: Realm of Wonder by Max Wikström
and Mikko Punakallio for 2 players, ages

combat game Ben Jarvis for 2 or more
players, ages 12+: In a far-east metropolis,
100 years in the future, robot miniatures are
fighting each other in the streets of the city.

Mind Fitness
Games
Hack Trick - Deduction game by Jozsef Dorsonczky for 2-4 players, ages 10+: You generate numbers in order to find a valid password – either a number of three digit with
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Ovoid, a mysterious artifact, promises rescue. Whoever controls the Ovoid can form
the next universe according to his own
agenda. Each planet has its own set of card;
when you arrive on a planet you decide
which cards you pickup. Knowledge is the
most powerful resource, in combination
with special abilities of Aliens.

Mo Zi Games
8+: In the universe of Realm of Wonder you
choose two characters and create their own
decks. Then you fight in four rounds to win
the regions cards that are on display.
Kaleva – Placement game by Esa Wiik for 2
players, ages 10+: In a setting of Finnish mythology you use the abilities of ancient gods

Animals Frightening Night – Bluff and
guessing game with animals, by Jason Lin
for 4-10 players, ages 5+: The player of the
cockerel is the host; all other players decide
on Farm or Forrest, can bluff and choose
something different; the location that was
chose more often then votes on who is driven off. Then the wolf eats all animals on the
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cards you either look after the development
of civilizations and work at the heritage of
mankind or assemble armies in order to
eliminate opponents. With Grail Games.
Joraku – Trick taking card game on region
control by Iori Tsukinami for 3-4 players,

Moonster
Games Asia

same location.
Black Sheep and White Sheep – Placement
game by Jason Lin for 2-4 players, ages 5+:

ages 12+: Daimyos march on Kyoto with
their troops with the purpose of protecting
Shogun and Emperor and, at the end, to
come into power themselves.

Two flocks of sheep encounter each other
on a bridge far too narrow; each player want
to be first to get his sheep across the bridge.
Cha Dango – Spotting game by Jason Lin
and Frank Liu for 2-6 players, ages 5+: You

factions of dwarves; you construct tunnels,
plant mushroom and mine jewels. The
special feature of the game system are
vertical poles on which randomly drawn
platforms are placed in caves in several
levels; caves are connected with tunnel
strings over which units are moved. Jewels
are used for combat spells, mushrooms feed
the units. Prototype in the Game Designer
Workshop.

The French publisher Moonster Games now
also publishes as Moonster Games Asia in
Séoul.
Ryū - Negotiation game with dice drafting
by Kim Satô for 2-5 players, ages 10+: On

Modiphius
Entertainment
Thunderbirds - Cooperative game by Matt
Leacock for 1-4 players, ages 10+: On occafour planets of a solar system Guilds Merchants, Smugglers and Bazaar - have established themselves, as well as the Galactic
Government. Player represent one of the
five remaining planets in the system, with
different types of humanoids who mine
resources in order to construct their own
mother ship Ryū.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

have to assign a beverage as quickly as possible to the right customer and touch the
customer card.

sion of the 50 years Anniversary of the TV
Show the high-tech machines of International Rescue comply with their rescue missions on the board.

Moaideas
Game Design

Moondance Board
Game Edition

Guns & Steel – Card game by Jesse Li for 2-4
players, ages 12+: In an interesting mechanism mix of collecting cards and revealing

Dwarf War – Conflict game with resources
management by Mark Miller and Robert N.
for 2-4 players: Underground wars between

Morning Players
Between Two Cities by Ben Rosset, Matthew O’Malley and Morten Monrad Peder-

sen for 1-7 players, ages 8+: As a city planner
you are tasked with reworking plans for two
different cities. With Stonemaier Games.
Hope - SciFi game by Olivier Grégoire for
2-4 players, ages 13+: The existence of man-
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Black Stories: Bibel Edition by Corinna
Harder and Jens Schumacher for 2-99

kind is threatened; as a member of HOPE
you must travel to far-flung galaxies in order to bring life back into the universe, but
once again a traitor tries to confound your
plans. Preview.
Kumo Hogosha by Nico Pirard and Patrick
Gere for 2-4 players, ages 8+: The Temple of

Spieler 12+: This edition tells 50 raven-black
stories from the Bible, where you can find
many such morbid, mysterious and intriguing stories in the Old and New Testament,
from the Garden of Eden to the Resurrection of Jesus. And, sometimes, there is even
a Happy End.
Black Stories: Das Verhör - Detective

Clouds as the borderland between Heaven
and Earth is only open to the most capable
humans which compete for the position
as Kumo Hosha, Guardian of the Clouds.
Whoever brings the Stone of Balance into
the opposing camp will be the new Kumo
Hogosha.

Moses Verlag
Bad Habit – Observation game by Valéry
Fourcade for 3-6 players, ages 12+: You pull

your hair? You evade questions? Do you
have a problem? No, you play Bad Habit
and adhere to the rules. You draw a card and
choose a bad habit. In turn the others ask
questions and you include the tick in your
answer and answer truthfully, unless the
cards demands something else. You may
not introduce other ticks for sidetracking
others.
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game by Johannes Krenner for 3-6
players, ages 12+: After first investigations
detectives meet in conference. A case card
with all its interrogation cards is selected;
all draw a suspect and get 5-8 interrogation
cards. Following detailed instructions you
use front and back side of the interrogation
cards and, before the solution is given,
give a tip on the culprit. The culprit will be
the one who is marked most often on the
investigation sheets.
Black Stories: Latein Edition - Detective

and narrative game by Holger Bösch for
2-99 players, ages 12+: This edition comprises 50 aenigmata nigerrima and at that point
the latest in the procedures you should
know your Latin, because rules and riddles
are in Latin – a godsend for all pupils as a re-
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placement for Caesar, Cicero and Vergilius.
Narrationes Nigrae delectant!
Hattu Möhrchen?! Card shedding game

by Inka and Markus Brand for 2-5 players,
ages 8+: Carrot wolfing is the motto! You
are dealt six cards and play one card in turn.
A card must correspond in either color or
number with the card previously played,
a special card in color or symbol. Special
cards trigger actions, e.g. discarding chips
or standing up.
High Five – Word and communication

game by Bruce Whitehill for 3-10 players,
ages 12+: 60 cards provide topics and you
note five suitable words for a given topic.
Then each players reads out his list. When
other players noted the same word, this
word is worth one point per player for all.
When nobody else has this word, you score
one point. Synonyms are considered to be
the same word for scoring.
Mein kleiner bunter Krabbelkäfer - Dice

game by Anja Dreier-Brückner for 2-4
players, ages 3+: The little lady bird wants
to dress up and searches for colorful dots
for his costume. Color dots are on the leaf.
The first player has the lady bird on his wrist
and rolls the die. For a new color you take
the point from the meadow and put it on
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the beetle, regardless of who holds it. When
you roll the lady bird symbol you keep the
lady bird puppet if you have it, or you take
it. After rolling the die you hand on the die.
Raben schubsen – Riling game by Marco
Teubner for 2 players, ages 5+: Each raven

you only use the inspectors and must pair
off two inspectors correctly. In the de luxe
version you add the cities and must now reveal triplets: The pair of inspectors and the
city in which they investigate,
Wo ist bitte Umtata? Quiz and guessing
game by Arno Steinwender for 2-5 players,
ages 12+: Umtata is a place marker for a EuPosthuman Defiant – Expansion by Gordon Calleja: Includes components for five

defends his favorite spot. You sit at one side
of the wall. Ten bricks in the wall are be slid
in and out; you randomly choose five to pull
towards you. You roll, visible for the other
player – and either place a raven on the pinnacles or the wall or you try to push an opposing raven off by pulling at a stone. For
a result Wall+Raven you choose placing a
raven or pushing.
Smart Guy - Association and word game by
Meelis Looveer for 2-6 players, ages 8+: In
Variant I you must find a term correspond-

ropean country on a board showing countries in four colors and divided into North,
South, East and West quadrants. One player
is the reader, draws a card and reads it. Then
each player thinks about which country
Umtata could stand for and placed a tip for
region and country color.

and six players as well as new armor and
home-made weapons.
Realm of Heroes – Strategic fantasy game
in a Western, setting by Scott DeMers for 2-6

Mr.B. Games
Clockwork Kingdom - Worker placement
game by Brandon Allen for 2-4 players, ages

ing to a topic and the current starting letter.
In Variant II 21 cards are stacked. Again you
turn over a card for the topic and all in turn
find suitable words for the correct starting
letter. In case of a mistake you take cards. In
Variant III you note suitable words for four
categories and letters.
Tatort: Das Memo - Memo game for 2-4
players, ages 12+: The game based on the
TV crime series - 60 Memo tiles show 40 inspectors and 20 cities. In the basic version

players, ages 8+: You construct castles and
recruit heroes in order to succeed the king;
you must overcome opponents and also
cope with the modular game board which
develops over the course of the game, on
which heroes without support are replaced
by the plague.
12+: The topic is the successor for the king;
as a Nobleman of the Realm you use an
army of steam-powered robots to acquire
supplies from the market, construct useful
things in the workshop or acquire alchemist
stones or fight opponents. You can also enlist supporters for hire to assist in the competition for the throne.

Mücke Spiele
Lignum - Worker placement game by Al-

Posthuman – Dice game by Gordon Calleja
for 1-6 players, ages 12+: Mutants versus
the last remnants of mankind as we know it;
the surviving humans try to get themselves
into a safe house and must pass through
ten zones that were randomly generated at
the start of the game.
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exander Huemer for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
A wood farm is expanded, playing a basic
game, an advanced game with orders or an
expert game with orders and planning of
work to do. In eight rounds for the seasons
of two years, spring, summer and autumn
follow the same scheme, winter is played
differently. You take care of supplies, food
and work in the forest, depending on the
current season.
Manhattan TraffIQ – Placement game with

tiles by Dirk Arning for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
In the streets of Manhattan you compete
for routes and place lorries and taxis, in
Scenarios „Times Square“ and „Central Park“.
You have two out of four actions - place a
tile or draw a tile or move taxi or lorry. You
place tiles with correlating edges; when a
square is formed you can place cards or can
move vehicles already on the roads and – if
applicable - remove opposing cards. You
win with all vehicles on the map or -when
all tiles are placed - with most points from
vehicles on the board.

Nakayoshi mura
Hachi-Hachi-Hana – Traditional set
collecting game for 2-7 players, ages 10+:

you take the pair. Then you draw a card: If it
does match a card on the table, you leave it
on the table, or else you take the pair. With
special rules for Yakus card combinations.

New Board
Game Party
TimeBomb
Deduction
and
communications game by Sato Yusuke

for 4-6 players, ages 10+: You embody,
randomly assigned, a terrorist who wants
to detonate a bomb, or a member of SWAT
team who wants to defuse the bomb. You
look at your five cards, shuffle them and lay
them out face-down. There are 6x „Success“,
1x „Boom“ Card and 23x “Safe” cards. You
choose a card from another player, reveals
and and pass the turn to this player. The
card to be chosen can be discussed by all.
When one card par player has been drawn,
the remaining cards are shuffled and
dealt again. When “Boom” is revealed, the
terrorists win; when all “Success” cards have
been revealed beforehand, the SWAT team
wins.
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3-5 players, ages 12+: In a post-apocalyptic
surrounding some cities offer survival, but
you must either turn expert within the ruins
accruing 20 ability points, serve the city be
completing three secret missions or achieve
noble status and accrue character points.
With Mage Company. Announced for 2016.
Super Dungeon Legends – Expansion by
Chris Birkenhagen, John Cadice and Deke

Stella for 1-6 players, ages 10+: A campaign
and role-playing expansion for Super Dungeon Explore. Heroes take up the challenge
of a series of adventures and – in the break
between adventures – spend the crystals
they earned for new abilities and artifacts.
Kickstarter, available 2016.

Noris Spiele
Buttons – Placement game with dice by
Benjamin Schwer ab 8+: Buttons for Stars!

Ninja Division
A new company to market the products
from Soda Pop Miniatures, Cipher Studios
and other companies. The range also comprises English editions of games from other
publishers.
Raid & Trade - Raid & Trade – Negotiation and resources management game by

Hanafuda cards comprise 48 cards in 12
suits of four cards each. Each suit represents
a month or a different plant, usually flowers.
The small cards can be used for many games.
Once the standard game was Hachi-Hachi,
which means Eighty-eight, it had similarities
to Casino, but was more complicated. Today
the standard game is Koi-Koi: You discard a
card. If it corresponds to a card on the table,

OUR REPORT

Malte Kühle and Charalampos Tsakiris for

You win with five stars in a row or twelve
stars on the board. Button next to button
or button on star is not allowed. You can
roll dice or pass. If you roll, others can make
use of the dice with golden pips. The active
player uses all dice and puts a button at a
crossing of black and white dice results.
Missed rolls or quitting costs you dice and/
or buttons.
Cucina Curiosa – Placement game by
Reiner Knizia for 1-4 players, ages 8+: Stormy
seas, the kitchen wobbles and the lobsters
escape. The kitchen must be straightened
out so that you only reach the lobsters and
not any bones. Each player has a board and
a set of tiles; one player shuffles and stacks
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of your opponent in hand-to-hand combat
or throw it at him in case of long-range encounters and use „Sweet Surprise“ for special effects or the avoid problems.
Terrain: Taxes – Expansion for the placement game by Dave Cousins for 2-5 players,

his tales face-down. Then he reveals a tile in
turn, the others find the same tile in their
stock and all place the tile on a free square
on their board, never overlapping. You can
rotate the tile, paths need not continue.
When 16 tiles have been placed, you score
one point for each lobster that you can
reach from the entry, and suffer two penalty
points for each bone.
Silhouette – Creative association game by
Horst Pöppel for 2-99 players, ages 8+: All
silhouettes are open for interpretation. A

ages 7+: With this expansion you can now
place villages on the board which then give
you wealth if you add more tiles; the tax collector puts tax on coins on villages.

North Star
Games
Evolution: Flight – Expansion by Dominic
Crapuchettes, Dmitry Knorre and Sergey

doe can be deer and together with a pig
then be a boar and a light bulb above a
ladder can be a High Light. All tiles are on
display, two are turned over and if you are
first to come up with a term that is accepted
by all others, you take the pair of cards.
When all agree that remaining tiles cannot
be used you can use tiles already won. You
win with most pairs.

North and
South Games
Bun Fight – Card game by Dave Cousins for
3-8 players, ages 14+: At a party a cake fight

for Exodus by Andrei Novac for 1-6 players,
ages 14+: Again and again, survivors of
the catastrophe are drawn into conflicts in
their new home on Proxima Centauri. The
mechanisms of the expansion are – with a
few exceptions - those of the base game.
Conquest was heavily revised. Cubes are
limited and their optimum use must be part
of your strategy, albeit their being some
obligatory rules for using for them.
Mistfall – Cooperative adventure game
by Błażej Kubacki for 1-4 players, ages 14+:
You choose a hero who commands a fixed

deck of power and equipment cards. In the
course of the game you can add abilities
from a hero’s reserve. In a team heroes fight
their way through locations full of monsters;
the board is created from modular pieces
and randomly chosen enemies and encounters. Heroes assist each other in combat and against other events and need to
reach and master a special Ques Encounter
and then complete the Final Quest before
mist swallows up another part of Valskyrr.
When only one hero is eliminated due to
lack of cards, all have lost together. German
Edition at Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Mistfall: Valskyrr – Campaign system for
the cooperative adventure game by Błażej
Kubacki for 1-4 players, ages 14+: This intro-

Machin for 2-6 players, ages 12+: English
edition of Evolution: Time To Fly, with new
characteristics like shell, intellect, frog fish
or even Trematode, flying, ambush and ink
cloud.

NSKN Games
Already published and available:
Exodus: Edge of Extinction – Expansion

is happening in the true sense of the word.
You can push the cake directly into the face
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duces decks for the Mist, for special efforts
of the heroes as well as of special enemies
and scoundrels; some of the new features
can also be used in the classic version of the
game.
Simurgh - Worker placement game by
Pierluca Zizzi for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Clans
of dragon riders fighting dark powers. You
breed dragons, called Simurghs, and use
their abilities as well as collecting resources
and power points for your own house. Each
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of the Forgotten Metropolys and also with
a new kind of vassal – the Magician – and
new action tiles – Leader tiles.
W: The Board game by Andrei Novac for 2
players, ages 12+: The race for presidency,

rows.

round allows players one main action and
any number of free actions. The board
develops in the course of the game from
action tiles that introduce new action cases.
Exclusively available at the booth was Fool’s
Gold by Passport Games, see there.
Announced / Preview:
Dragonsgate College - Worker placement
with dice by Thomas Vende Ginste and Wolf
Plancke for 2-4 players, ages 12+: You draft
dice as Heads of Houses in a College for
Dungeon Crawls.
In the Name of Odin – Strategy game for
2-4 players, ages 12+: You intend to become

The game On Fire – Card placement game

Democrats versus Republicans. In 48 states
you win the votes of the electoral delegates
if you collect most of the votes. Already announced in 2013, the game seems to have
been put on hold; it appears in several previews, but can currently not be verified anymore.

nsv Nürnberger
Spielkarten Verlag
Qwinto – Dice game on numbers by Uwe
Rapp and Bernhard Lach for 2-6 players,

the new Jarl and for this purpose you play
action cards for new buildings, companions, recruiting of Vikings, etc. Probably
identical with the game Viking mentioned
in some of the previews.
Perfect Storm by Andrei Novac for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Risk management on the topic

of crab fishing in Alaska; you need to get in
the best and biggest catch without putting
crew and cargo in too much of a danger. Announced for 2017.
Simurgh Call of the Dragon Lord –
Expansion for Simurgh by Pierluca Zizzi
mit Błażej Kubaki and Andrei Novac, for 2-5
players, ages12+: Comes with a new map
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by Steffen Benndorf for 1-5 players, ages
8+: Cards marking two rows in ascending
and two in descending order are on display,
all players try to place as many cards as
possible; gaps are allowed. In your turn you
must place minimum two cards and may
place all your cards, into any of the rows in
any order. The expansion On Fire replaces
cards 22, 33, 44, 55, 66 and 77 in the base
game. When such a card is played the game
is lost if the card is not covered by the next
player.

Oink Games
ages 8+: In three rows of colors you want to
enter as many numbers as possible. Numbers must rise from left to right, double
numbers in a row are forbidden; gaps are
possible. In a column no number can appear twice. The active player chooses and
rolls 1, 2 or 3 dice, can re-roll them once
and then announces the total. All enter
this number once on their sheet, in one
of the rows in dice color. When the active
player does not want to enter the number,
he marks a failure. In case of two complete
rows of any player or with the 4th failure of a
player you score numbers in rows, complete
rows and bonus points for columns.
Qwixx Big Points – Expansion for Qwixx by
Steffen Benndorf for 2-5 players, ages 8+:
Using Big Points, you can score up to 120
points per color row, while still adhering to
the unchanged rules from the basic game,
as there are two new colored bonus rows
to mark, each case counts for both adjacent

The Japanese company brought five games
to Essen, two of them were new releases:
Fake Artist go to New York - Party game
for 5-10 players, ages 8+: All players except
the Fake Artist know a word, walk around

the table and place on stroke in turn to portrait this word; when the Fake Artist is not
unmasked, he and the player who chose
the word score; if he is unmasked and cannot guess at the word, all other artists score.
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2011.
Deep Sea Adventure – Dice game by Jun
Sasaki for 3-6 players, ages 8+: Rivaling
researchers want to get rich and find trea-

sures under water, but have to share a submarine due to budgetary reasons, and must
also share an oxygen tank. If they do return
to the submarine on time, they lose all treasures. 2014.
In a Grove - Bluff and deduction with cards
by Jun Sasaki for 3-4 players, ages 9+: You
need to bluff and correctly deduce fact to

be left with fewest accusation markers at
the end of the game. The culprit will be the
one out of three suspects with most markers; you look at profiles according to stringent procedures, place accusation markers
and try to entice others to make the same
accusation, so that you will not be the one
on top of a stack who has to take all markers
in case of a wrong accusation. 2011 as Hattari at Moonster Games / Asmodee.
Maskmen – Card game by Jun Sasaki for
2-6 players, ages 9+: Six new wrestlers are
giving their debut and you need to win

marker for points. 2015.
Rights – Card game for 3-5 players, ages
9+: You place cards showing varying patters

with the purpose of collecting majorities
and thus score points from other players
you collected the same cards. 2015

Okazu Brand

military buildings, cultural buildings and
temples for resources and gold. You need
population and living quarters to put the
other buildings to use. Six rounds comprise:
1) Main Phase of player turns - constructing
buildings or living quarters including
activation of buildings and implementation
of their effects or use assistant or pass. 2) Buy
assistant for money or fame (rounds 1-5). 3)
Place fame chips for fame tile acquisition. 4)
Prepare next round (rounds 1-5). You win
with most points.

One Draw
Village of Familiar – Card drafting game
by Hiroki Kasawa for 3-4 players, ages 6+:
Graduation at the magic school - you build

Go da Cheese! - Bluff game with cards
by Hisashi Hayashi for 3-5 players, ages

6+: Mice look forward to cheese, cats look
forward to mice they will catch and dogs
to cats which the will chase away. You hold
animal cards of one color, cheese cards
are displayed in a circle. The active player
draws three of his cards or puts down three
cards, the first face down in front of any
cheese card, the others open-faced before
the next two cards. When all players have
placed their cards at the cheese, each row
is turned up und resolved from the bottom
end forward in the sequence of dogs, cats,
royal mice and cheese.
Minerva – Resources management by
Hisashi Hayashi for 1-4 players, ages 10+:
As Governor of a Roman town you want to
raise her wealth and status. You construct

a village of tree houses, using the resources
from the forest, for your familiar. In the
planning phase all play simultaneously
- if you hold cards, you place planning
cards into your drawer, discard cards from
hand or use a spell. If not, you take cards
from the carriage, draw cards from your
deck or pass. In the building phase you
take your cards from the drawer and put
them into the village. Your familiar can
help with resources. After four rounds you
score buildings and their abilities as well as
mastered challenges.

Osprey Games
Secret Santa – Card game by Duncan Molloy: You aim to be the first player to hand on
each gift that you are receiving; some gifts
trump other gifts, but good gifts are rare

the maximum possible number of fights. In
a round you play 1 to 3 identical wrestlers
that have not yet been played. If you are
out of cards, you take the highest available
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and you should not own the fruit cake.
The King Is Dead by Peer Sylvester for 2-4

booth of Aporta Games.

Österreichisches
Spiele Museum
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Eight buildings trigger the end of the game
and you sum victory points from buildings,
assistants, commodities and coins.
Spellenkart: Kesse Rüben – Tactical betting
game by Ben van Dijk and Wil Dijkstra for 2-4

150 Jahre Wiener Ringstraße – Card game
for 3-5 players, ages 10+ by Harald Schatzl:

players, ages 12+: After the death of King
Arthur the members of his court rival for
the unification of all the factions, albeit with
diplomacy. 2007 as König of Siam at HistoGames.
They Come Unseen – Conflict simulation

A print & play edition of a tactical dice and
card collecting game featuring information
on Vienna.
Flip a Bird by Arno Steinwender and Wilfried
Lepuschitz for 3-6 players, ages 8+: You place

players, ages 8+: You hold beets of one kind,
choose an opponent for a duel and then
both players bid beets face-down and then
try to guess the total of beets. If the number
is not guessed, the turn ends; if you guess
correctly you have as many action as beets
were in the bet – place beets or marker or
relocate them. Coproduction with Gaming
Clubs in the Netherlands and Italy.

OSTIA Spiele
with bluff by Andrew Benford for 2-5 players, ages 13+: Submarines and ships fight
on two boards for the dominance on the
high Seas. One party uses submarines to
drop units in enemy harbors and to destroy
targets, the other party uses ships to hunt
submarines and to protect supply lines.

Østby Kristian Amundsen
Eigenverlag
Kampen Om Fredriksten for 2-4 players,
ages 10+: As a merchant family in Southern

Norway in the 17th century you go about
you business and construct the fortress of
Fredriksten, which is intended to protect
the town from the attacks of Swedish King
Karl XII. As in 2014 the game was only
available by pre-order and pickup at the
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Blindes Huhn – Bidding and bluffing game
by Heike Risthaus for 3-5 players, ages 10+:

cards in a row according to the specification
of the top card in the draw pile, open or facedown, and can doubt the correct number of
birds in the row. In case of doubting all players bid in turn on correct or wrong number
and then cards in the row are distributed
among those players whose bid was correct.
Royal Goods – Development game by Alexander Pfister for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
You try to win as valuable chickens as possible by bidding and foist the Blind Hens
on other players. Three cards drawn by the
auctioneer are auctioned as a package –
he must offer one or two openly, only he
knows all cards. You make a bid, the highest bidder gets the cards and pays the auctioneer with cards from his hand. When the
auctioneer makes the highest bid he pays
all players with a card they choose.
Chains of productions yield commodities
and victory points. Cards are used for
resources, buildings or commodities. You
produce according to production type
and card with worker assigned. Necessary
resources must be in the market and can
be completed with resources from hand.

Blindes Huhn: Doppelkorn – Expansion
for Blindes Huhn by Heike Risthaus for 3-5
players, ages 10+: Four cards Doppelkorn,
yielding 2 Single Grains for Mice and Sets
of Blind Hens, but yield 0 points without a
Blind Hen.
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Passport Game
Studios
Apollo XIII – Card game by Andrea Crespi
for 2-5 players, ages 13+: A simulation of the

Blindes Huhn: Farbmehrheiten – Expansion for Blindes Huhn by Heike Risthaus for

ones always simultaneously. Depending on
the card you receive seals from the tracks for
Campaign, Trade Trip or Market, or maybe
from stock.
Visby Erweiterungspack – Expansion for
the card game by Stefan Risthaus for 2-4
Apollo XIII Mission in a card-driven cooperative game. Prototype status, announced for
end of 2015, Italian edition at Pendragon
Game Studio.
Fool’s Gold – Dice and collecting game by
Joshua Gerald Balvin for 3-5 players, ages

3-5 players, ages 10+: Scoring of color majorities.
Blindes Huhn: Maus & Habicht – Expansion for Blindes Huhn by Heike for 3-5 playplayers, ages 10+: Comprises components
for two more players.
Visby Der Abt – Mini expansion for the

ers, ages 10+: Mice, Hawk and job cards.
Blindes Huhn: Viehdoktor – Expansion
for Blindes Huhn by Heike for 3-5 players,
ages 10+: A veterinarian is introduced to

the game.
Visby – Card game by Stefan Risthaus for
2 players, ages 10+: s a Patrician family you
use a set of action card to defend Visby and
on trade trips. A round comprises I. Supplies, II. Playing and revealing of 1-2 cards,
depending on the number of players, and
III. Resolving the cards in order, identical
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14+: As an investor you send out gold diggers with the task to find gold on mountains, in the forest and at a river, and also any
amount of dangers, gems, sand and so on.
After five rounds you lose points when you
did not get out gold from each mine and
lose all gold from the mine from which you
got out most gold.
card game by Stefan Risthaus for 2-4 players, ages 10+.
Viroid by Malte Meinecke for up to 4 play-

ers has been announced as a project: You
embody a strain of pathogens and spread
among humans; the pathogens can mutate
and also use animals for propagation. See
also Danta-Spiele.

Warehouse 51 – Auction game with cards

by Bruno Faidutti, Sérgio Halaban and Ande
Zatz for 3-5 players, ages 10+: 2038 – Bankruptcy of the US, as a last ditch measure the
government is auctioning off artifacts and
relics from Warehouse 51.
With FunForge Games.
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PD-Verlag

Pearl Games

Concordia Salsa – Expansion for Concordia
by Mac Gerdts for 2-5 players, ages 12+:

The Bloody Inn – Card management game
by Nicolas Robert for 1-4 players, ages 14+:

Three new features: Salt is a new good
from Salt Cities, usable for a joker good for
any other good, but you cannot buy it for
money or sell it; Salt Cities do not count
for Mercurius. Forum introduces 27 Forum
cards with new strategic options; Patricians
are permanent cards, Burghers give onceonly advantages. Byzantium and Hispania
are two new scenarios with Byzantium as
starting city for Byzantium and Saguntum
as starting city for Hispania, both also
playable without Salt.

Somewhere deep in the French countryside
owners of a hostelry rob or kill travelers.
Free rooms are filled with travelers of one
of five kinds. All players in turn have one
and then a second action - bribe travelers
or kill them, build an annex, bury a corpse
or pass. When then a policeman is present,
you pay for removal of unburied corpses,
and travelers that are still alive depart. When
the incoming stack is empty for the second
time, you win with most money according
to the track plus annexes minus unburied
corpses.
Editions in German (Die Blutige Herberge),
English, French (L’Auberge Sanglante) and
Spanish (La Posada Sangrienta). German
edition see Asmodee Germany.

La Granja - Worker placement game by

Pegasus Spiele
Michael Keller and Andreas Odenthal for
1-4 players, ages 12+: A small farm must
be developed into the large country estate
of La Granja and provide for the village. Six
rounds comprise: Farm Phase, Revenue
Phase and Transport Phase. Anytime in your
turn you can use goods to acquire silver,
play or draw a cards, take a pig, upgrade
resources or take harvest goods or you can
buy and sell resources or upgrade resources
or use harvest goods.
Announced as a demo version was Steam
Ship Company, an economics game by
Mac Gerdts for 2-6 players, ages 12+, that
has already been shown 2014 at Essen and
now is planned for 2016. You invest in steam
ship companies and also own coal mines,
iron foundries and railways.
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For the new releases in autumn I use the
Pegasus sorting of games in their catalogue,
albeit starting with the games for expert.
Some of the new releases were already announced at Nuremberg, and have only now
been published or released.
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with clearly streamlined mechanisms for a
shorter game. Compatible with Mage Wars
Arena, and still in a preview stage. With
Arcane Wonders.
Mage Wars Arena Battlegrounds: Domi-

nation by Bryan Pope for 2 players, ages
14+: Expansion for Mage Wars Arena, introducing a new option to win by controlling
the V’Tar Balls and also 20 cards for your
own arena creations as well as cards with
new spells for Mage Wars Arena plus the
new Domination Mode.
Mage Wars Arena: Flammenschmiede by

Bryan Pope and Aaron Brosman for 2 players, ages 14+: Expansion, featuring two new
mages with unique abilities for the arena
– Adramelech Warlock and Warlord of the
Anvil Throne, as well as 41 new spells.
Mega Civilization – Historic simulation by

Expert Games
Mage Wars Academy by Bryan Pope for 2
players: Introductory game for the universe
of Mage Wars Arena, without a board and

Flo de Haan and John Rodriguez for 5-18
players, ages 14+: A giant, slightly revised
version of the original Civilization by Frances Tresham; you try to achieve most victory
points with your civilization with balancing
of progress in culture, economics, science,
politics, religion and its political system.
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Mombasa – Economics game by Alexander
Pfister for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Four trade

provided in digital form b the app. Quite a
number of expansions is available.
Golem Arcana: Online-Mehrspieler-Erweiterung by Jordan K. Weisman, Michael

companies in Mombasa, Cape Town, SaintLouis and Cairo are meant to become more
valuable due to expansion; players acquire
shares, stock up in diamonds and perfect
their bookkeeping. With eggertspiele.
Robinson Crusoe Schatzkiste – Expansion
to Robinson Crusoe by Ignacy Trzewiczek

for 1-4 players, ages 10+: Resources marker
for the basic game and stickers for the action
markers as well as new scenarios – Where is
Doctor Livingstone, King Kong, The Natural
Scientist and Treasure Island Junior.
Connoisseur Games
Golem Arcana - Tabletop with App by
Jordan K. Weisman, Michael Mulvihill and

Seth Johnson for 2 players, ages 8+: In the
world Eretso Golems and Mage Knights
fight for dominance over the Durani
Empire or the Gudanna Dominion. The App
explains the rules and controls the game,
while players decide on strategies and
movements of their armed forces. Golems
and relics are in play in the guise of figures
and cards od a modular plan, in various
scenarios. Knights and Great Old Ones are
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Mulvihill and Seth Johnson for 2 or more
players, ages 8+: Comprises components
for up to two opponents.
Imperial Settlers – Card game by Ignacy
Trzewiczek for 1-4 players, ages 12+: As

one of four world powers you collect victory points by expanding your empire and
impeding your opponents. Romans and
Barbarians are easier and simpler to play
than Egyptians or Japan. In a round of the
game you receive new cards and resources
and use those in the action phase to expand
your area of influence and to acquire victory
points. With Portal Games.
Imperial Settlers: Nachbarschaftshilfe –
Expansion Ignacy Trzewiczek for 1-4 players,

ages 10+: 55 new cards – 10 peoples cards
each for Barbarians, Japanese, Romans and
Egyptians, plus 13 general cards and two
peoples cards for the neutral player used in
the solo version – all cards can be shuffled
into basic game or can be used to create
your own peoples deck. New types of cards
are: Open production variety, production

and abilities locations and instant cards.
With Portal Games.
Istanbul: Mokka und Bakschisch – Expan-

sion for Istanbul by Rüdiger Dorn for 2-5
players, ages 10+: In addition to cloth, spices and fruits in the Bazar of Istanbul there
is now also coffee; but coffee demands
support, which comes from guests in the
tavern and from the Guild Hall. Coffee is not
limited, but does not count as commodity,
for instance at the Sultan’s Palace.
Krosmaster Duell Box 2: Expansion for

Krosmaster Arena by Nicolas Degouy and
Édouard Guiton for 2 or 4 players, ages 12+:
Two miniatures – King Nidas and the Queen
of Thieves, with all necessary material.
Krosmaster Dunkle Helden: Expansion

for Krosmaster Arena by Nicolas Degouy
and Édouard Guiton for 2 or 4 players: This
expansion comprises six Krosmaster miniatures with all their components.
Krosmaster Piwate: Expansion for Krosmaster Arena by Nicolas Degouy and Édouard Guiton for 2 or 4 players, ages 12+:
Double-sided game board and one Krosmaster miniature with its components.
Krosmaster Quest by Nicolas Degouy
and Édouard Guiton for 2-6 players,
ages 12+: Sequel game to Krosmaster
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one of the three game phases you may use
two dice in a roll of another player.
Porta Nigra – Building game by Wolfgang
Kramer and Michael Kiesling for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: Trier was an important town in

Arena, compatible with miniatures from
the original, but with different game
mechanisms. Players can play together with
seven miniatures, two of them new, in the
manner of a Dungeon Crawler or they can
play one versus all others; all in all there are
three different game modes. The modular
arena uses double-sided board parts.
My Village - Worker placement with dice by
Inka and Markus Brand for 2-4 players, ages

12+: A new chapter in the village chronicle
and also his own village for each player with
Abbot, Council Member, Traveler, Craftsman and Merchant. Mit eggertspiele.
Octo Dice – Dice game by Christoph Toussaint for 1-4 players, ages 10+: In the style of

Aquasphere you use six dice; set aside two
at a time and combine white action dice
with black sector dice for actions and implement two of those combinations. Twice in
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Roman times and this is the time in which
we build the city. With eggertspiele.
Puzzle Strike – Deck / Bag building game
by David Sirlin for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Collecting victory points is easy – in this game

you shower your opponent with gems to
make him lose. Bag building instead of deck
building – chips in a bag instead of shuffling cards, and lots of interaction! You draw
five chips from the bag, chips “in hand” are
behind your screen. A turn comprises four
phases: Stacking – action with playing and
implementing of chops – buying of chips
from the bank - administration.
Tides of Time: Im Strom der Zeit – Card
drafting game by Kristian Čurla for 2 players,
ages 8+: You guide kingdoms through rise

and fall of their civilizations. You begin with
five of 18 cards and place one, hand on the
rest, choose a card, etc. until all cards are
played. Then the cards are scored in relation
to their abilities and effects on other cards.
Then you take all cards for the realm in your
hand, choose two, discard one and keep

OUR REPORT

the other; draw two cards and play round
Two, score 6 cards, and so un until you score
seven cards at the end of round Three and
win with most points.
Fun Games
Bam! - Extrahart – Word games for adults
by Lars Beckmann and Sascha Ackermann
for 3-6 players, ages 18+: New dimensions

of immodesty and naughtiness with puns
crude to ingenious. Stand-alone game or
expansion for Bam!
Munchkin Verborgene Schätze – Munchkin expansion by Steve Jackson for 3-6 players, ages 12+: 78 cards that up to now have

only been available in English language or
as exclusive promo cards.
Pixel Tactics – Card duel by Brad Talton Jr.
for 2 players, ages 10+: Nostalgic battles in
the style of the old 8 byte games, Red versus

Blue. You draw five cards from the faction
deck and choose one of the cards for your
leader. Rounds comprise three waves of
attacks, spanning one turn for each player
with two actions of the front attack wave
– draw card, recruit, attack, order, remove
corpses and movement – and checking
for losses Then the waves of flank and rear
guard attacks follow. Attacks are hand-tohand combat or long-range combat or
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spells.
Smash Up: Munchkin by Paul Peterson for
2-4 players, ages 12+: Aim of the game: Control all of the world by destroying opposing

bases with your own creatures gleaned
from two factions. Smash-Up Munchkin
presents itself as crossover between two
universes and – as a stand-alone version of
Smash Up – comprises eight factions - Clerics, Halflings, Orcs, Warriors, Elves, Thieves,
Dwarves and Mages.
Star Munchkin 3: Diplomatische Immunität by Andrew Hackard for 3-6 players,
ages 12+: Boarding a Star Disturber with a

towel to confront Moon Fascists, thereby
making use of new ships, of a new class Ambassador that can command ships of other
players, and then there is the new race Veganier – it’s Munchkin, what else?
Familiy Games
Asterix & Obelix: Mau Mau – Card
shedding game by Peter Neugebauer for
2-4 players, ages 8+: Mau Mau as you know

Asterix & Obelix: Das große Abenteuer
– Collecting game with dice by Michael
Rieneck for 2-4 players, ages 8+: The Gaul

village need tools and provisions; Asterix
und Obelix go on a foraging journey across
France and encounter Romans and pirates.
Camel Up: Supercup – Expansion for
Camel Up by Steffen Bogen for 2-10 players,
ages 8+: Super Cup provides for modules

for the camel race across the desert and also
components for a game with nine and ten
players. With eggertspiele.
Castle Panic by Justin De Witt for 1-6 players, ages 8+: Maybe if was not such a good
idea after all to build a castle within the

– Tower Defense.
Der Herr Der Ringe Mau Mau: Freie Völker – Variant of the classic game by Peter
Neugebauer for 2-4 players, ages 8+; can
be combined with Herr der Ringe Mau Mau:
Mordor.
Der Herr Der Ringe Mau Mau: Mordor –
Variant of the classic game by Peter Neuge-

bauer for 2-4 players, ages 8+; can be combined with Der Herr der Ringe Mau Mau:
Freie Völker.
Die Zwerge Das Duell – Card game for 2
players, ages 10+, by Michael Palm and Lu-

kas Zach, based on the novels by Markus
Heitz. As Dwarf you are an enemy of “Geborgene Land” or defend it. Each side has
its own deck with allies, victory points, support, event and turn-of-events. You draw
four cards from the stack and alternate as
active player, executing the phases supply, dice and cards. Includes an adventure
scenario for the board game based on the
novel „Der Triumph der Zwerge“.
Morgen kommt der Weihnachtsmann:

Monster Forest – now all need to cooperate
to fend off Goblins, Orks and Trolls. Implementation of of genre of computer games

it. When you play special cards, you name
a color and there are potions or - in a minigame - Romans & Boars for all. Potions are
played for actions using a village card with
potion symbol. Last but one and last card
cannot be a special card!
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Mein Wunschzettel – Variant of Love Letter
by Seiji Kanai for 2-4 players, ages 8+: A little
something for Christmas that has also been
packed into a smaller box; comes with 16
Christmas cards and 12 wooden Christmas
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trees.
Lost Legacy: Todesschwert & Weißgold-

turm - Variant of Lost Legacy by Seiji Kanai
and Hayato Kisaragi for 2-6 players, ages
10+: This set, too, comprises two decks of
cards; each deck/set can be combined with
any other Set.
Krosmaster Junior – Junior edition of

the fantasy adventure by Nicolas Degouy
for 2-4 players, ages 7+: Each Krosmaster
guides his own miniature and has his own
adventure book with rules for the individual
adventures. Deco elements are obstacles
and their effects must be taken into account. Kamas are the currency for rewards,
victory points are called Gewinngroschen
and you win with most of them. The basic
mechanisms have been taken from Krosmaster, you use movement points and action points in relation to your character.
The edition is compatible with Krosmaster
Arena.

Munchkin: Jäger des Schatzes –
Adventure game by Andrew Hackard for
2-6 players, ages 6+: Board game based on
the adventures in Munchkin’s Dungeon;
of course here , too, most treasures are
guided my monsters who do not voluntarily
relinquish them, so ….! You hold three
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treasure cards, move and implement the
action on the target spot. Monsters are
fought and you can get assistance for this.
Pi mal Pflaumen – Card game by Matth-

OUR REPORT

is played, Miss Panda is put on it. When she
moves, she does not eat bamboo at the
end, but can - if she is now on the same plot
with Panda, have a baby. With two variants
that can be played with the core game only:
Gourmet - Panda never eats the bottom part
of a bamboo shoot - and Variety - you score
3 points for three different task cards types.
French edition from Bombyx / Matagot.
Children Games
Already announced in Nuremberg, the
range of children games that are re-editions
of Selecta titles, are now available, color
coded by age group.
Hopp Hopp Häschen – Dice game by

ias Cramer for 3-5 players, ages 8+: 75 fruit
cards showing eight different types as well
as plums are divided into 25 cards each for
rounds, I, II and III. Letters on cards show
the mixture with which you acquire victory points when laying it out. Values of
cards player determine the order in which
you take cards that were played and maybe
implement special action and complete
mixtures.
Port Royal: Ein Auftrag geht noch –

Expansion for Port Royal by Alexander
Pfister for 1-5 players, ages 8+: Orders are
added to the expeditions. You can meet
those orders in two versions, either alone
or with others in a race against time. The
time frame is provided by a timer card stack.
Support comes from new characters and
ships.
Takenoko: Chibis – Expansion for

Takenoko by Antoine Bauza and Corentin
Lebrat for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Takenoko
Chibis introduces new plot tiles, new tasks
and, as a new character, Miss Panda and her
babies. When the first plot with her symbol

Reiner Knizia for 2-5 players, ages 3+: Their
burrow is full of water and bunny rabbits
want to surface. You roll the color die and
my put a rabbit from the middle on the step
of the corresponding exit. When there is
already a bunny in the exit you save it and
bring it to the surface and you take it. If you
roll the bunny symbol you take a bunny
directly from the burrow. When no bunny
is left in the burrow you win with most
bunnies. Revised edition of Nino Conillo.
Maskenball der Käfer - Cooperative movement game by Peter-Paul Joopen for 2 or

more players, ages 4+: Lady birds mask
themselves with colored dots for the costume ball and want to swap colored pegs.
But this only works when both lady birds
want to swap. You move one lady bird to
another, when this one turns away, there
is no exchange; otherwise, both lady birds
swap pegs of which they have more than
one. Your turn goes on until a lady bird turns
away. A beetle with five different pegs starts
on his way to the ball.
Viva Topo – Movement game by Manfred
Ludwig for 2-4 players, ages 4+: The mice
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want to reach Schlaraffia, the cat is pursuing them via marked squares. When the cat

duce variation, expansion cards provide
new options.
Speed Snacks – Card game by Ulrich Blum
for 2 players, ages 8+: Fast Food in this case

gets near, a mouse can flee into a corner
where it will also find cheese, but where it
is out of play. When the cat meets a mouse,
the mouse is out of play, too.
Zoowaboo – Guessing and placement
game by Carlo A. Rossi for 2-4 players, ages
5+: A raft and 10 animal cards including

Pegasus is currently distribution and import
partner for 999 Games * Arcane Tinmen * Alderac * Arcane Wonders * Avalon Hill * Bezier Games * Buitenspeelen * Catalyst Games
Labs * Cryptozoic Games * Eagle Games *
eggertspiele *Gryphon Games * Hall Games
* Matagot * Portal Publishing * Rebel.pl *
Rio Grande Games * Steve Jackson Games
* Stronghold Games * Tasty Minstrel Games
* Twilight Creations * White Goblin Games *
Wizards of the Coast * Wizkids * Z-Man

Pendragon
Game Studios
really means fast, as in being fast, that is, the
fastest to take orders from customers and
to serve those customers. But unfortunately
the wishes of guests change. A total of four
expansion with, for instance, specialties or
cockroaches provide variety.

Apollo XIII - – Card game by Andrea Crespi
for 2-5 players, ages 13+: A simulation of the

Yomi – Card game by David Sirlin for
2 players, ages 8+: Card adaptation of

animal figures are set out. Then each player
considers for himself if all animals will fit on
the raft, lying down and vote accordingly.
All vote yes – a new animal is added and a
vote is taken again. If someone votes no, the
timer is turned and all who voted yes, must
fit the animals onto the raft within the time
frame. Depending on the outcome, the yesvoters or the no-voters win.
Already published in Spring/Summer,
but listed as new release in the Autum/
Winter catalague 2015:
Oddball Aeronauts – Aerial combat in a
steam punk setting, by Nigel Pyne for 2
players, ages 8+: The opposing attack must

Apollo XIII Mission in a card-driven cooperative game, in which players must coordinate
their actions in order to win; it also features
a competitive version for the best project
manager. Prototype status, announced for
end of 2015, English edition at Passport
Game Studio.
computer games like Streetfighter; you try
to anticipate turns and to prepare and play
the necessary combinations to paralyze
your opponent. Includes pre-fabricated
decks.

Waterloo: Enemy Mistakes by Aldo Ghetti

Announced for February 2016:
Asterix & Obelix: Das Kartenspiel der
K.o.operative by Lukas Zach and Michael

and Paris Poli for 2-3 players, ages 14+: A
simulation of the Battle at Waterloo, on
occasion of its 200 Years Anniversary. In a
game of two the Duke Wellington is set
against Napoleon Bonaparte, in a game of
three Feldmarschall Blücher is added. Coproduction with Sir Chester Cobblepot, presented at the boot of Truant Games.

be fended off and you yourself in turn attack the opposing dirigible – ability values
are changed and compared, events intro-
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Palm for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Gaul is threatened, only Asterix, Obelix, Miraculix and
Idefix can save it, but only if they – cooperatively – cleverly dole out the magic potions
and make use of their abilities.

Distribution Partner: Heidelberger Spieleverlag
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Petersen Games

Phalanx Games

Cthulhu Wars – Horror-Tabletop by Sandy
Petersen for 3-5 players, ages 12+: This

The Magnates: A game of Power by Jaro
Andruszkiewicz and Waldek Gumienny for

game was presented once again, this time
in a new box and as a successful Kickstarter
project; a huge game with 64 enormous
and impressing miniatures, featuring the
well-known standard topic – as one of four
factions you fight for the Awakening of the
Great Old one.
Cthulhu Wars Onslaught Two – Sequel

2-5 players, ages 10+: Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth – a simulation of events
from the 16th to the 18th century; you are
one of the magnates who want to expand
the position and power of the family. Announced in 2014, now available.

Piatnik
Activity Sport – Themed expansion for zu
Activity, by Paul Catty and Ernst Führer for

to Cthulhu Wars by Sandy Petersen for 2-8
players, ages 14+: As one of the Great Old
Ones you return to the ruins of the world to
take up your reign. Each faction in the game
requires its own individual strategy to win.
Kickstarter.
Dicenstein – Dice game with a horror topic

by Chris Fernandez and Tom McGinty for
2-4 players, ages 14+: You acquire body
parts, put them together to create a monster which you then use to attack opposing
monsters, while at the same time assembling an army of monsters to take over the
world. Kickstarter.
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4-16 players: 110 cards with six terms each
in different levels of difficulty: You play according to the standard rules. The set can
also be used as an expansions for other editions of the game.
Agent Undercover by Alexandr Ushan for
3-8 players, ages 12+: As a spy in a party

game you are the only player who is given
the card „Spy“; all other players have the
same location card and ask questions to

OUR REPORT

find out who is the spy. The Spy in turn does
not know where he is and needs to find that
out. You score depends on whether you are
unmasked or whether you found out location. German edition of Spyfall, published
by Hobby World.
Golden Horn: Dominio da Mar Expansion for Golden Horn by Leo Colovini for 2-4

players, ages 8+: Dominio da Mar introduces five dominions that are not part of the
Venice-Constantinople and which can be
conquered for points. In a harbor you can
load conquerors instead of commodities,
their ships cannot be raided. If you have
enough conquerors in store you can conquer a dominion by returning the conquerors to stock.
Jungolino – Movement and memo game
by Reiner Knizia for 2-5 players, ages 4+: In

the memo version you lay out animal mats
on the flor and two cards from the stack.
You memorize the sequence of animal
cards and hop accordingly from one mat to
the next. When all was correct you add another card, in case of a mistake you are out
of the game. In the speed version you distribute the mats widely spaced in house or
apartment, each player holds a stack of card
and keeps running to the mat of the current
top card in the stack.
Pacal´s Rocket – Placement game by Günter Burkhardt for 2-5 players, ages 8+:
Pacal’s Rocket picks up on the myth around
the slab on the tomb of Palenque. We build
pyramids with our spaceships. When we
move a ship energy cubes are left behind
and other energy stones are put into the
ship. When a player’s energy cube form
a visible constellation on the board, a
corresponding pyramid is built and scored.
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Playthisone
RevoltAAA – Card game Reiner Knizia for
3-5 players, ages 10+: Each player has 11

Placentia Games
Bretagne - Worker placement game by
Marco Pozzi for 2-4 players, ages 14+: You

build lighthouses in Bretagne in the 19th
century and have actions for resources
management and placing of the workers,
you can score buildings immediately or
later for a higher gain.
Distribution Partner: Heidelberger

Plaid Hat Games
Ashes: Rise of the Phoenixborn – Card
game by Isaac Vega for 2-4 players, ages

14+: Expandable card game, you are
the savior of a civilization and cope with
plagues like chimeras. But now you and
other Phoenixborns want to absorb ashes
of others of your kind in order to turn into
gods – thus the war of Ashes begins.
Specter Ops – SciFi deduction game by
Emerson Matsuuchi for 2-5 players, ages
13+: A secret agent has infiltrated an institution and needs to complete three mission
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while being hunted by the genetically modified Raxxon Hunters. Players choose one of
the two factionsTail Feathers – Fantasy adventure with

miniatures, by Jerry Hawthorne for 2-4 players, ages 9+: In the universe of Mice & Mystic
the brave mice have entered into an alliance
with sparrows and blue jays to fight the alliance of scoundrel rats and evil birds of prey
- Downwood Militia versus Vermin Raiders.

cards, another 11 are made ready, the top
one of those is turned up. All choose a card
from hand and turn it up. The color with the
highest total wins, in case of a tie the card
from the deck decides. Then the player with
the lowest card in the winning color winds
the round, in case of a tie the next-lowest
one. The trick is stacked with visible winning color with the winner or next to the
deck. When four stacks of a color have been
won you score one point for each stack in
the winning color, as well as for hand cards
of this color. Variant RevoltaaA Bananas.
Stingy by Reiner Knizia for 2-6 players, ages

Playmore
Games
Race to the North Pole -Movement game
by Jouni Jussila and Tomi Vainikka for 2-4

players, ages 7+: The North Pole sits in the
middle of the board and you need to be
there first with all of your expedition. To
roll dice you can use an App called Dized.
You play on an 8x8 grid and do actions
according to symbols on your cards movement, movement or ambush, ambush
without movement. Equipment can be
used, ambush sends pieces to the ship.
When the last member of an expedition
reaches the pole, this expedition wins.

10+: Distributing spoils among pirates! Six
tiles of different color and image for each
player are stacked openly, identical ones
together. You ask for a group of another
player, he must hand it over and takes
one or more groups of the same total
value. When this is not possible, he takes
less or demands payment with groups of
higher value. Complete groups cannot be
exchanged.

Porcupine Press
Bugz – Card game by Jack Hanauer for 1-4
players, ages 8+: Ants, beetles and mosquitos - those insects com in red, green and
blue, they are hollow, dotted and filled and
they do also com in big, medium and small
sizes. You collect as many insects as you
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manage, but all insects that you pick up in
one turn must share one characteristics.

York and when there are no robots in New
York.
Neuroshima Hex: Steel Police – Expansion

Portal Games
Imperial Settlers: Atlanteans – Expansion
by Ignacy Trzewiczek for 1-5 players, ages

OUR REPORT

action cards. Attacker actions take time, the
attacker hands hour glasses to the defender
which the defender spends on buildings
and locations in the fortress for defense
measures. At the end of the round an attack
from range and melee happens. When the
attacker manages a break-through in a
wall segment he wins instantly, otherwise
the defender wins after seven rounds.US
edition from Stronghold Games.
Theseus: The Dark Orbit - Hunters – Ex-

for Neuroshima Hex by Michał Oracz for 2-4
players, ages 8+: This army pack introduces
a new type of ability – Reflexion, which
protects a unit from all attacks on the
side that was marked. New edition of the
expansion suitable for Neuroshima Hex 3.0.
Rattle, Battle, Grab the Loot – Card and
10+: A new faction, the Atlanteans, commanding special technology for transforming buildings or special abilities.

pansion for Theseus by Michał Oracz and
Andrzej Sosnowski for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
Second faction expansion with the ability
of „Trick using“, this faction can also vacate
Theseus.
Tides of Time: Im Strom der Zeit – Card

Legacy: The Testament of Duke de Crecy
– Five Families by Ignacy Trzewiczek and
Michał Walczak for 1-4 players, ages 10+:

Introduces a new resource, Favor, which can
be swapped for family members and their
abilities, which are also new, and can be
used to buy actions.
Neuroshima: Convoy – SciFi conflict simulation by Michał Oracz for 2 players, ages
10+: One player commands a convoy of
Moloch machines marching towards New
York which must be destroyed. The other
player commands divisions of Outpost soldiers. Outpost wins when Moloch is out of
cards in his deck after the final battle in New
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dice game by Ignacy Trzewiczek for 2-5
players, ages 8+: Grab the booty in the
guise of captain of your own pirate ship. In
Scenario quests you play adventures – briefing; dropping ship dice into the sea; action
of non-player ships; player actions including movement or firing; combat with ship
comparison; coins for non-player ships that
were sunk; booty for all; use crewman; repair sunken ships with booty markers; load
booty – and harbor for replacement parts,
victory points and crewmen.
Stronghold: 2nd Edition – Conflict
simulation by Ignacy Trzewiczek for 2-4
players, ages 14+: Defenders of the fortress
versus attackers. In a round the defender
has a turn after each attack action. Each
such action represents a preparation step
for attack, including use of resources from

drafting game by Kristian Čurla for 2 players, ages 8+: You guide kingdoms through
their rise and fall, begin with five of 18 cards
and place one, hand on the rest, choose a
card, etc. until all cards are played. Then the
cards are scored in relation to their abilities
and effects on other cards. After two more
such rounds you score seven cards. German
edition: Pegasus Spiele.
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Post Scriptum
Brick Party – Communicative building
game by Luca Bellini and Erika Signini for

an independent city and the leading families of the city rival for the advantages from
commercial enterprises and military successes; despite necessary cooperation there
can be only one winner. With Demolea and
Heidelberger Spieleverlag.

Prettiest Princess
Games
BEARanoia – Card game by Jasmine Davis
and Peter Butler for 3-15 players, ages 16+:

Postindustrial
Games
Human Interface: Nakamura Tower –
HINT – SciFi conflict simulation by Rafal

2-9 players, ages 5+: Building as a race! You
form teams, reveal a rule card and the architects of all teams choose a shape card. On
a signal the architects explain to the builders what they have to build. The number of
bricks is stated, the value of the card may
not be named and the architect is not allowed to touch bricks, but may point them
out. The game includes a family version.
With Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Sator Arepo Tenet Opera Rotas: Malleus
Maleficarum – Spotting and adventure

The first day in Camp and of the players embodies a bear; the campers need to eliminate the bear. The bear wins if one of the
campers dies or the timer runs out; the Bear
Cultists win, when one of them dies.
Baginski, Jaroslaw Grabowski and Tadeuz
Dabrowicki for 2-6 players, ages 12+: Mega
corporations fight each other in a mixture of
tactical skirmishes, role playing and board
game. Kickstarter.

Pretzel Games
Flick ‘em Up! – Snipping game by Gaëtan
Beaujannot and Jean Yves Monpertuis for

Power9 Games
Sheep & Thief – Placement game by Yuichi
Sakashita for 2-4 players, ages 10+: You

game by Enrico Pesce and Federica Rinaldi
for 2-4 players, ages 9+: New edition of
Sator Arepo Tenet Opera Rotas including
the expansion named Malleus Maleficarum.
Players need to find books for the Keeper
in their roles as acolytes. With Heidelberger
and Scribabs.
Zena 1814 by Alberto Barbieri and Luigi

Cornaglia for 2-5 players, ages 14+: During a
period of eight months in 1814 Genoa was
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begin with a starting card on your own
board and draft five hand cards; then you lay
out a card. Sheep on the card earn you that
many sheep; sheep dogs allow movement
of sheep for the given number of steps;
thieves indicate the number of steps for
all thieves. When, as a consequence, a thief
enters a card with sheep of another player,
you get all those sheep. Huts protect sheep
that are moved there. After three rounds
you score sheep, roads into towns and for
rivers.

2-10 players, ages 7+: As Sheriff you protect
the towns people from bandits; as a bandit
you attack the law enforcement; regardless
of faction you need to snip your opponents
off the table.
Flick ‘em Up! Stallion Canyon – Expansion by Gaëtan Beaujannot and Jean Yves

Monpertuis for 2-10 players, ages 8+: The
confrontation in the Wild West is expanded
with horses and two Cowgirls.
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Product Arts
Art of War – Card game by and Takashi
Sakaue for 2 players, ages 12+: The topic is

Arts cards – or explore. Then you can use
the effect of a Shinobi Arts Card or you
can unmask your partner and use him or
you can leave the clan or pass. When the
end-of-round conditions are met you show
your items und use their abilities. You win
the round and honor points with the most
valuable items and win the game with three
honor points.

Queen Games
Escape: Traps – Expansion for Escape by
Kristian Amundsen Østby for 1-5 players,
war and the founding of a kingdom, using
challenging mechanisms for logistics, recruiting and four different ways to end the
game. Published under the brand name of
Cocolo Games.
Shintoh – Card game by Takashi Sakaue for
2-4 players, ages 6+: Announced, and liitle

information available; topic of the game are
Shinto Priests who auction donations left
for the gods.

ages 8+: The 3rd expansion for Escape includes two new modules, Fallenkammern
and Zeitkammern, which introduce an additional time element into the game, using
a sand timer. Traps needs the base game to
play and can be combined with Quest and
Illusions.
Escape: Zombie City - The Survivor
Chronicles by Kristian Amundsen Østby

QBIST
Shinobi Arts – Collecting game by Seiji
Kanai for 3-5 players, ages 10+: As a Ninja

you try to steal valuable items, make use
of Shinobi Art – the Art of the Ninjas –
and cooperate with the Clan. Items are of
different values and change their value
in the presence of other items. You need
to attack or steal – both by using Shinobi
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and use diplomacy. You place a merchant,
his locations determines tile selection and
coins. Then you take tiles and coins, then
a ship card and color cubes and upgrade
selection tiles. Now ship movement is done,
including knights, diplomats or loading
and unloading of color cubes. You score
islands, selection tiles in harbor as well as
points from ship cards, monks, knights and
bishop’s orders as well as color sets.
Schatzjäger by Richard Garfield – Card

drafting game for 2-6 players, ages 8+: In the
caves of Frost Mountains, in the jungle and
in lava caves we hunt for treasures. In each
round you draft a hand of nine cards with
adventurers, watch dogs, coins and action
cards. Cards at locations can be improved
with action cards. Treasures of a location
go the strongest and to the weakest group.
Watchdogs defend treasures against
Goblins.

Quined Games
for 1-5 players, ages 8+: The first expansion
features two modules: Challenges and
Characters. In Challenges so-called
challenge rows are added and you must
comply with those challenges before you
can leave town; the more roads the more
difficult. For Characters each player choses
a character - Nerd, Grandma, Policeman,
Shopping Queen, Vendor or Construction
Worker - with special abilities; you choose
one for the game and can us it as often as
you want.
Liguria – Commercial game by Alessandro
Zucchini for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
Merchants transport colors, trade, conquer

Carson City: Big Box by Xavier Georges for
2-6 players, ages 12+: A complete edition
of Carson City plus Gold & Guns expansion
and the new Horses & Heroes expansion.
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Carson City: Horses & Heroes – Expansion
by Xavier Georges for 2-6 players, ages 13+:

R&D Games
Inhabit the Earth by Richard Breese for 2-4
players, ages 14+: You set up your menag-

The second expansion introduces three
new characters and allow a visit to the rodeo for additional victory points and using
special actions.
Haspelknecht – Development game by

Thomas Spitzer for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
Third part of the Coal Trilogy – Part 1 and
Part 2 of it were published by Spielworxx
– and originally also announced by Spielworxx. Players are farmers in the Southern
Ruhr area who mine coals and must cope
with ground water and develop and expand their farms.

erie with up to six animals chosen from 162
unique types and und populate the continents with them. With cards you move creature marker across continents and multiply,
develop and adapt your creatures, you can
use two types of animals per continent. German edition: HUCH! & friends
Keyflower: Pig Shelter – Promo tile for
Keyflower by Richard Breese and Sebastian

Bleasdale for 2-6 players, ages 12+: A new
tile for the village, in analogy to the pig shelter from Keyflower: The Farmers; at the end
you score for assigned pigs as marked on
the tile.

other players can be even faster and rake in
the cash themselves.
Cup a Cup – Dice and reactions game by
Ken Gruhl and Quentin Weir for 3-8 players,

ages 6+: You roll the dice, identify the color
symbol that is missing and grab the cup
showing this symbol. If you are first to collect three cups, you win.
Face Chase – Card and reaction game by

Martin Nedergaard Andersen for 2-5 players, ages 7+: You have cards in hand showing face details like mouth, nose, eyes or
hair and try to place them, corresponding
to the changing faces on the board. With
Cheatwell games.
Flipping Flags – Card and quiz game by

R&R Games

Xanadú – Card game by Javier Velásquez
for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Kublai Khan builds
his summer palace and loos for architects
for this purpose. Cards are buildings with resources available for using by all players; to
use them you place workers – represented
by cards, too – and sell you constructions to
the Khan.
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Caffeine Rush –Card game by Dary Andrews and Stephen Sauer for 3-6 players,
ages 10+: Players work as Baristas and the
orders are arriving fast. You must grab all
ingredients quickly to receive gratuities, but
Martin Nedergaard Andersen for 2-5 players, ages 7+: Flags of different countries
must be identified, you turn cards over and
name the country if it fits another card.
GobbleStones – Placement game by Stephen Glenn for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Players in the guise of hungry goblins and place
tiles in a mechanism similar to Scrabble and
thus eat pieces off the board. At the end the
fattest goblin wins.
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in a row.

Ragnar Brothers
Barking up the wrong tree – Placement
game by Gary Dicken, Steve Kendall and

Ravensburger
Spieleverlag

Panda Head- Trick taking card game by
Aaron Weissblum and Norman Woods for

2-5 players, ages 7+: A trick taking game in
which you want to avoid points; the more
points you win the sleepier you get and the
Panda wins that remains awake for the longest time.
Rome: City of Marble - Placement game by
Brett Myers for 2-4 players, ages 12+: At the

time of Emperor August, as a patrician, you
want to win the title of “Architect of Rome”.
You develop boroughs with administration
buildings, temples, baths, theatres and arenas. Bridges, aqueducts and fountains bring
extra points.
Slideways – Abstract shunting game by Tricia McLaughlin for 2-3 players, ages 8+: You
move the slider in order to rotate color tiles
and to arrange four tiles of the same colors

Phil Kendall for 2-5 players, ages 14+: You
are asked not to bark up the wrong tree,
but collect as many different trees as possible. You place different dogs for that purpose. You can always place only one type of
dog next to a tree. All is quiet and rural until
someone plays a cat – then, of course, more
and more dogs are barking up the tree with
the cat which means that you can place
various different types of dogs at this tree.
DRCongo – Development game by Gary
Dicken, Steve Kendall and Phil Kendall for

1-4 players, ages 14+: The Democratic Republic of Congo needs to be brought back
to its proper place in world economics.
The game is played on four levels; several
rounds are comprised of phases - four of
them are action phases, in which you do
exactly one action or pass. The Phases of
opening, election of ministers and support
cards are not played in the basic game. Kinshasa is already built and delivers starting
points with a government ship and a government railway. Four modes to play.
Nina & Pinta – Card drafting game by Gary
Dicken, Steve Kendall and Phil Kendall for
1-4 players, ages 14+: Ships of colonial
powers compete for riches in various dimensions and universes; you explore, settle
worlds, fight and want to turn your nation
into the best one in all of the worlds. Kickstarter, planned for 2016.
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In addition to the big range of autumn releases the company should a cross selection of their range. Due to the special news
value I have again mentioned the Star Wars
games already published in spring and
summer.
Snaptoy
This is not a game, but I want to present this
spectacular new release all the same:
Space Hawk - the first product in the new
Snaptoy range, a combination of toy and

smart phone. The smart phone is clicked
into the space ship and the app reacts to
the movement of the player; boards are
distributed all over the place and are are
scanned as surfaces of planets and space
station. One mission is included, additional
missions are available.
Brett Spiele + Elektronik
Captain Black by Reiner Knizia for 2-4
players, ages 6+: The ghost of Captain
Black wants to find peace on his treasure

island; players need to assist him to reach
the island and must cope with dangers on
the seas, pirates and problems on board
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together.
Unsere besten Familienspiele
Der zerstreute Pharao – Search and memo
game by Gunter Baars for 1-5 players,
ages 7+: Revised new edition, with a new

Kinderspiele for Groß & Klein:
Rauf and Runter – Race game with dice
by Inka and Markus Brand for 2-4 players,
ages 5+: The meerkats race across the
savannah, but to stay in front is not easy,
because you play on both sides of the
board, with magnetic figures, and you need
superpowers – cleverly used – in order to
win.
Disney Topics
Star Wars will be the big highlight in films
this autumn, and, accordingly there are lots
of new games also at Ravensburger:
Disney
Star
Wars
Die
große
Würfelrebellion: Dice game by Reiner

package design.
Ravensburger Kartenspiele
Abluxxen: Königskarten by Wolfgang
Kramer and Michael Kiesling for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Available as as Give Away, the

booster holds eight special cards and the
rules for their use.
Elfer raus! Jubiläumsedition- Card game
by Lieselotte Hausser for 2-6 players, ages
7+: This classic card game celebrates its

90 Years Anniversary and is published in a
limited Jubilee edition with 30 additional
action cards.

variant of the classic card games feature
four different modes for use of the 80 cards
– Junior game, Elfer raus!, Mogeln and
Zweikampf. Edition with images from Star
Wars.
Disney Star Wars Labyrinth – Sliding and
collecting game by Max Kobbert for 2-4
players, ages 7+: New edition with changed

packaging.
Disney Star Wars Rebels Abenteuer auf
Lothal - Bluff game by Manfred Ludwig
for 2-5 players, ages 6+: A space race with

Knizia for 2-4 players, ages 8+: As Rebels
you need to use your dice in order to receive
Jedi points and support from allies; Darth
Vader and Chancellor Palpatine can render
duel dice harmless.
Games on the topic, already published in
spring:
Disney Star Wars Duell der Mächte – Card
game by David Parlett for 2-4 players, ages
8+: By playing cards from your hand you

action, in which you must bluff to reach the
space ship first.
Disney Star Wars Rebels Memory – Memo
game by William H. Hurter for 2-8 players,
ages 6+: 72 cards featuring heroes and
villains from Star Wars Rebels.

fend off representatives of the Dark Side and
win victory points, Darth Vader can repress
victory points at the end of the game.
Disney Star Wars Elfer raus! – Card game
for 2-6 players, ages 6+: The rules of this
Other Disney topic releases in autumn:
Disney Riesen-Bilder-Rallye: Spotting and
race game for 1-6 players, ages 4+ by Forrest-Pruzan Creative: On the game board of
1.80 m length, all players want to get to Cinderella’s Castle. Depending on the dice result you move forward or all players search
for an item according to specifications on
the board, mark it and all move when the
timer has run out; when all reach the castle
before midnight, they have won together.
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a time frame of 75 weeks, and meet four
times in-between and report on the legends – Atlantis, Yeti or the Amber Room of
the Tsar.
Party Games
Vollmondnacht: Werwölfe by Ted Alspach
for 3-10 players, ages 8+: German edition of

Announced in Nuremberg for autumn as
Disney Eye Found It.
Disney Die Eiskönigin Mein magisches
Wettlauf game for 2-4 players, ages 3+
by Forrest-Pruzan Creative: You want to
reach the Ice Palace in Arendelle with your
friends Elsa, Anna, Olaf and Kristoff. But

There also is, especially revised for children
and using the original voices from the films,
Disney Star Wars Episode I-VI with special
information and challenging games.
The range of animal figurines is
supplemented with Tier-Sets Zoo and
One Night Ultimate Werewolf; there is only
one day and one night phase and humans
need only to identify one werewolf in order
to win.

REBEL.pl

paths change! When the spinner points to
the turn symbol, you turn one or all four
movable parts to the other side, which can
trigger changes and even shortcuts. If you
reach the palace first, you win. Announced
in Nuremberg for autumn as Disney Frozen
Surprise Slides..
tiptoi:
There is a new version of this very successful product, the tiptoi Stift Player now has
an integrated player which lets you listen –
independently from games, books and toys

Golden Retriever as well as the Freizeit
Reit-Set.

SmartPLAY:
The cooperative-competitive adventure
game Stadt im Himmel that was
announced in Nuremberg will not be
produced.
Erst 2016 verfügbar:
Legends by Knut Happel and Christian Fiore for 2-4 players, ages 9+: In a bet, similar to
that of Phileas Fogg, members in the „Club
of Adventures“ want to travel to eight legendary locations all over the world, within

Heroes – Card game by Adam Kwapiński
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: As a hero in a mag-

ical fantasy world you have special mighty
powers at your command which relate to elements and send your creatures – Dragons,
Elementals, Ifrits, Hydras or Gnomes into
confrontations with opposing troops in order to defeat other heroes and their armies.
In the dice-driven card game you roll element dice in real time for combinations of
symbols for use in actions.
Termity – Placement game by Frédéric
Moyersoen for 2-4 players, ages 10+: You are

– to music and audio books.
Schatzsuche in der Buchstaben-Burg by
Kai Haferkamp for 1-4 players, ages 4+: 30
animals live behind the letter doors. Players
want to have the treasure of the dragon. For
this they must know the favorite gem of the
dragon. Hints on this information com from
the animals behind the doors, and Quassel
the Castle Ghost, helps. You solve dragon
tasks and receive coins. Also available as a
starter set with tiptoi pen.
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a colony of termites and aim to control neutral and opposing hills, defend your own
hill and win with the most valuable ones.
In four colonies with five hills each there
are four castes of termites – blue ones are
fast, red ones are strong, gold can spit over
distances and grey can fly. On four types of
terrain you play reproduction, movement
and maybe attack in each turn.

Red Glove
Rush & Bash – Race game with a fantasy
topic by Erik Burigo for 2-6 players, ages 7+:

earth or to make them disappear. Second
editions 2015.

Repos Production
7 Wonders: Duel – Two-Player-Version of
7 Wonders by Bruno Cathala and Antoine

Peter Sarrett for 2-12 players, ages 4+: One
player explains as many terms as possible
within 40 seconds to his team; In Round one
you can say what you want, in round 2 only
one word and in round 3 you are restricted
to pantomime and sounds. In each rounds
teams score for their collected cards. German edition as Sag’s mir! Junior at Asmodee
Germany.
Shown as a preview for 2016 was a game
that was shown for the first time at Cannes
2015: Doctor Panic - A cooperative game
by Roberto Fraga for 2-9 players, ages 7+:

Set in the universe of Super Fantasy, Vuduù
and Godz you play a card showing a special effect that you can use and a value for
movement. Players themselves also have
special abilities and you draw cards depending on your position on the track on
the modular board.

RedImp Games
Achaia by Krzysztof Wolicki for 2-5 players,
ages 12+: A world very similar to ancient

Bauza, for 2 players, ages 10+: Beginning
with a starting display, you take available
cards from the display for buildings, coins or
World Wonders. When the conflict marker
reaches the opponent’s capital it gives you
military victory. Six different research symbols in the city give you scientific victory.
Civil victory can be achieved with most victory points from cards, progress tiles and
position of the conflict marker.
Ca$h ‘n Guns: More Cash ‘n More Guns
– Expansion for Ca$h ‘n Guns by Ludovic
Maublanc for 4-8 players, ages 10+: Four

You are a member of team of surgeons and
need to save a patient that was brought in
this moment – and you need to manage
that before the soundtrack announces a
deadly coronary.
Distribution and coproduction partner: Asmodee

Rightgames / RBG
Big Brain Bang – Placement game with
dice by Danila Goryunov for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: Neurons pass on thoughts, the
game table represents the brain. Players
add fragments of the neural network and

Greece, but full of magic and technical accomplishments, and you fight for the dominance over Troy.
Der Herr des Eisgartens / The Lord of the
Ice Garden by Krzysztof Wolicki for 1-4 players, ages 14+: Based on the series of novels;
in a medieval world of Vikings scientists
from Earth arrive who want to use the local
magic to improve the world and to become
gods themselves, but there is also an agent
who wants to send the scientists back to
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new weapons, new loot cards and new
special abilities. German edition: Asmodee
Germany.
Time’s Up! Kids - Junior edition of the
guessing and communication game by
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try to pass on their own thoughts. Each part
of the network scores victory points. You
use dice to introduce tiles into the network
or destroy tiles in the network.
Evolution Fatality – Variant of Evolution for
2-6 players: Only one turn; in the development phase you must play all cards – the
number of available food, starting player
and last player of the turn are known. In the
eating phase you cannot activate hibernations. With Pandora’s Box.
Midmoon: The City of Guilds – Strategic
commercial games with elements out of

Roll D6 Games

ings. Presented at the Game Designer Workshop, Kickstarter.
Third Eye – Card game by Juan Gómez for
3-10 players, ages 16+: Hybrid game with

Kyoto Protocol by Petri Savola for 3-7 players, ages 8+: Topic of the game is of energy
production and environmental pollution –

role playing games; as a merchant you aspire to the leading position in the future
metropolis, either by legal business in a
trade empire or as a rule from the shadows
with hired assassins and thieves.
Swords and Bagpipes - Bluff game by Yan

a horror topic, including cards and an app
for smart devices. Players must speak to the
spirit in the room. Announced for late 2015.
as a producer of energy you try to meet a
specific production quota while at the same
time trying to avoid overtaxing of resources
and penalty payments that come with overtaxing. Announced already 2014, now available.

Route 11
Air Alliance – Logistics game by Akio
Nomura for 2-4 players, ages 8+: As
the owner of an airline you plan routes

Rombo Games
Hungry Monsters – Party game for 2-6
players, ages 7+: Players are hungry monEgorov for 2-6 players, ages 11+: Scottish
Clans fight cooperatively for the independence of Scotland from England. As a player
you want to protect Scotland’s independence and at the same time earn as much
money as possible. In seven rounds a card
for England is revealed. All can now try to
achieve the necessary army strength for
Scotland or, as a traitor, support England.

Rogue Asylum
Infamous: The Pirate Wars by Dan
Blanchett for 2-4 players, ages 14+: In the
heyday of piracy and pirates you hold a
hand of ship cards and raid the ships of other players or face hurricanes or mutiny, or
enter into alliances. With Breaking Games.

www.gamesjournal.at

sters and eat smaller creatures, always of
either higher, lower or identical value, but
always in consecutive order. Announced for
late 2015.
Publish or Perish -Cooperative educational
game by Juan Gómez for 1-6 players, ages
8+: Experiments with elementary particles;
you want to learn their characteristics with
deduction and be first to publish the find-

according to passenger cards available at
the baggage claim. You collect those cards
and thereby points by moving your planes.
The airports have different shapes and
planes are moved, started and landed at
those airports according to detailed rules.
You can form alliances, move markers on
your Boarding Pass and move your planes;
then the display of Passenger Cards is
changed and you place Passenger Cards
that you collected on your Boarding Pass
for the next round. At the end you add all
miles = points on your Passenger Cards plus
a bonus of 30.000 for each triplet of symbols
on them.
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Roxley Games

Sanoma Pro

Steampunk Rally – Card drafting with dice
by Orin Bishop for 2-8 players, ages 13+: In a

Robogem – Programming game by Juha
Paananen for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Robots

steam punk setting you place dice in order
to embody famous inventors who construct
contraptions for using steam, heat and electricity, all for the purpose of winning a race
across the Swiss Alps.

are searching for diamonds on a far-away
planet. You guide your robots with simple
commands, in ascending levels of difficulty.

Super Motherload by Matt Tolman and
Gavan Brown for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Mars

Distribution partner: Arctic Union

Schmidt Spiele
Bibi Blocksberg: Verhexter Hexenbesen
– Listening and reaction game by Kai Ha-

– A company has discovered new resources; players commandeer pilots for drilling
expeditions in a mixture of placement and
deck building game.
Announced for a Kickstarter project and for
2016:
Sails to Steam by Matt Tolman for 2-5 play-

ers, ages 12+: You lead various and very different empires to economical success.
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Heinz Meister for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
22 numbered tiles must be arranged in
ascending order from left to right. 100
number tiles are laid out face-down, you
take 17 and then reveal 5 tiles one by one
and insert them in any position in your row,
in ascending order. You either 1) place a tile
from the pool openly in your row and your
face-down tile in that position goes to the
pool. Or, 2) you relocate a face-down tile in
your row. Open-faced tiles that are inserted
must fit the order and two consecutive
numbers give you an extra turn. If a tile from
the pool does not fit, you return it openfaced.
Cornwall – Placement game by Johannes
Schmidauer-König for 2-4 players, ages 8+:

ferkamp for 2-4 players, ages 5+: Mashed
Potatoes, the bewitched broom, can provide sounds for ten different flight destination and you need to reach them and then
get back home before you produce a crash
landing. You fly = run, depending on the
version, to the target specified by a sound
and – maybe – take Hexverbot card. When
someone has three such cards, the game
ends and you win with fewest days on your
Hexverbot cards.
Completto – Placement game by

Cornwall is developed. You add Landscape
tiles are made of three hexes each, showing
moor, forest, mountain, village or meadow
and are added to the display. A tile must
enlarge at least one type of landscape, and
touch the display at two edges, only one of
them needs to correlate, meeple placement
is optional. Multiple area expansions score
coins, areas with a cottage are complete.
Meeples from scored areas go to the pub
and can be must be fetched back by paying
coins.
Die holde Isolde – Placement game with
cards by Nicolas Poncin for 2-5 players, ages

8+: As a knight you want to win the heart of
Isolde and pay court to her in six categories.
To do so you draft cards and then play them
to advance on the tracks of the various
boards for the categories. Published by Blue
Cocker Games 2014 as Medieval Academy.
Eddy, das schwarze Schaf – Educational
game on colors by Ingeborg Ahrenkiel for
2-4 players, ages 3+: Sheep have run away
and are now afraid of Boar Bruno and want
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to get back to their pasture where Eddy the
Black Sheep is protecting them. You roll and
place the corresponding colored sheep
on the board. For purple you move Bruno
towards the gate, for black one step back
towards the wood. Series Ene Mene Muh
Mein erster Spielspaß!
Lauf, Pinguin! – Dice and collecting game
by Ingeborg Ahrenkiel for 2-4 players, ages
3+: Pingi, Pungi, Pingi and Pangi want to
reach the playground and catch fish on the

way. You roll a die and move your penguin.
On fish spots you get the stated number of
fish. On Orca spots you discard the stated
amount of fish to distract the orcas. On
penguin jump spots you can roll again or, in
the expert version, decide where you want
to jump to. Series Ene Mene Muh Mein
erster Spielspaß!
Ligretto: Star Wars Rebels for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: Ligretto with Star Wars Rebels
characters depicted on the back of the
cards.

Qwirkle: Star Wars – Placement game by
Susan McKinley Ross for 2-4 players, ages
8+: You form or expand rows of pieces of
the same shape or the same image. Instead
of geometrical shapes this edition shows
characters from Star Wars - Darth Vader,
Yoda, C-3PO, R2D2, Bobo Fat and a Storm-
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trooper.
Teamplay – Card game for teams by Johannes Schmidauer-König for 3-6 players,
ages 8+: In a game of four and six players
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board, if it corresponds. If not, your turn
passes. Wind cards and frost cards influence
revealing or placing of cards. Series Ene
Mene Muh Mein erster Spielspaß!
Zugepackt, weggeschnappt! by Ingeborg
Ahrenkiel for 2-4 players, ages 3+:

you try to complete two order cards. In a
game for three and five players all play on
their own. You are dealt hand cards and may
draw number cards, meet order cards or
hand cards on to you partner in team play.
Top 12 by Heinz Meister for 1-4 players,
ages 8+: All play simultaneously and try to
achieve a completed column of numbers

Birds Anton and Adele play with color dice
and pairs of colors on cards: Depending
on the level of difficulty you lay out cards
backside up or picture side up. You roll both
dice and search for the corresponding color
or picture pair, say “Schnapp” and put your
hand on the card. Series Ene Mene Muh
Mein erster Spielspaß!

Schwerkraft Verlag
Eine Studie in Smaragdgrün by Martin
Wallace for 2-5 players, ages 13+: German
in ascending order. At the start you enter
- secretly - numbers 10, 20, 30, 40 and
50, each in any column of your choice.
The active player names a number and
rolls the die, both results are valid for all.
For a symbol you enter the number into
the corresponding column, for the joker
symbol into a column of your choice. If you
cannot enter the number, you simply pass.
If you are first to fill a column correctly with
numbers in ascending order, you win.
Wer holt die Kuh vom Eis? Memo-Lotto
by Ingeborg for 2-4 players, ages 3+: Cow
Hilda takes a walk on the frozen lake; the ice
cracks and she manages to reach a floe and
needs help to get back on land. You turn
over a card, describe it and place it on your

edition of A Study in Emerald, published by
Treefrog Games in 2013 and a new edition
in 2015.
Goldene Zeitalter – Development game
by Luigi Ferrini for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
You lead a civilization through the centuries, develop technology, create works of art
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Iello and Asmadi Games.
Katakomben – Snipping game Aron West,
Ryan Amos and Marc Kelsey for 2-5 players,
ages 12+: Lord of the catacombs versus all
heroes with special abilities; you snip wooden disc representing monsters and heroes.
English edition from Elzra Corp.
Katakomben: Die Höhle von Soloth – Expansion by Aron West, Ryan Amos and Marc
The Band is even Better! – Card game by
Paolo Vallerga for 2-6 players, ages 10+: This

and construct buildings and wonders of the
world. If you initiate a Golden Age within
one of the four epochs, you choose one of
“History Judges” cards for the scoring of the
round. 2014 published by Quined, other
editions announced from several publishers.
Goldene Zeitalter Kulte & Kulturen –
Kelsey for 2-5 players, ages 12+: New heroes, new overlords, new ways to shoot as
well as new monsters. English edition from
Elzra Corp.
Winziges Weltall – Dice game with worker
placement by Scott Almes for 1-5 players,

is a card game on the topic of Rock’n’Roll;
you want to assign the best musicians to
your own secret band leader and, naturally,
shove the bad ones off to other bands.
Distribution partner: Heidelberger

Expansion by Luigi Ferrini for 2-5 players,
ages 12+: The expansion enables you to
play with five players and introduces new
civilizations, new wonders, new cards for
Future Technologies and a new deck of Culture Cards. English edition from Stronghold
Games, editions in other languages are announced.
Innovation – Tactical management game

Serious Poulp
The 7th Continent – Cooperative card
game by Ludovic Roudy and Bruno Sautages 14+: You want to colonize new planets
and you roll and activate dice according to
the development level of your realm. The
other players can pay for using activated
dice and implement the respective actions.
German edition: Schwerkraft Verlag.
Distribution and coproduction partner for:
Academy Games * Artana * Elzra Corp. *
Gamelyn Games.

by Carl Chudyk for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
German edition, first edition in 2011 from
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Scribabs
Sator Arepo Tenet Opera Rotas: Malleus
Maleficarum – Search and adventure game
by Enrico Pesce and Federica Rinaldi for 2-4
players, ages 9+: New edition of Sator Arepo
Tenet Opera Rotas including the expansion
Malleus Maleficarum. Players are acolytes
and need to find books for the Guardian.
With Heidelberger and Post Scriptum.

ter for 1-4 Spieler 12+: You return to the
seventh continent in order to get rid of the
curse that has attached itself to you during
your last visit. Based on the series of books
„Fighting Fantasy“ you play by yourself or
in a team to survive. The games takes very
long to play, but offers an easy way to store
information to let you interrupt the game
and continue later on.
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British Empire and Russia for power and influence in the Pamir Mountains.

Sit down

Treatment: A Psychiatry Card game by
Markus Takanen for 2-5 players, ages 12+:

Ekö – Placement game by Henri Kermarrec
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Ekö was an Emperor
High Frontier: Deluxe – Space game by
Phil Eklund for 1-5 players, ages 12+: The

A game featuring psychiatric treatment and
therapies, you need to cope with four different cases.

Sierra Madre
Games
Bios: Genesis – Development game by Phil
Eklund for 1-5 players, ages 12+: Prequel to

third edition of the game comprises the
basic game, the cards for colonization and
revised tables, including also rules in four
versions.
Neanderthal –Card game by Phil Eklund
for 1-3 players, ages 14+: As on of three

in ancient times in a prosperous country. His
heirs destroyed the realm and were banned
into the desert and cures with having to use
rocks, sand an wind for their armies. You
need to accumulate 12 points from camps,
towers, fortresses and imprisoned emperors
and a castle in a capital or eliminate all
opposing discs. In the movement phase
you move or move to stack discs or to
attack. As an alternative, you build camp,
tower or fortress, for 1-3 discs in an adjacent
stack. In the support phase you introduce
at least one disc - if possible, the emperor into the board, there are special rules for the
emperor.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Bios Megafauna, you start the game as an
organic building block in the primordial
soup and specialize in on one four prebiotic
abilities. You can play cooperatively or competitively. Preview for 2016.
For Greenland there was Greenland 2nd
Edition

Smiling Monster
Games
prehistoric species – Archaic, Neanderthal
or Cro-Magnon – you go hunting and try
to establish speech and tribal culture and
choose one of three types of mating strategies. At the end of the game you have
reached the level of development necessary to play Greenland.

Sirenen in Sicht – Card game by Martin
Schlegel for 2-2 players, ages 8+: You hold

Pax Pamir – Politics game by Phil Eklund
and Cole Wehrle for 2-5 players, ages 12+:
As an Afghan tribal prince you rival with the

and
Greenland: Sea Sámi – Expansion by Phil
Eklund and Jon Manker for 1-4 players, ages
12+: A new tribe, talented boat builders and
whale hunters, including the option to play
with four players.
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cards of positive and negative values and
play them at the opponent’s side of the
ship; a ship card is sunk when either is value
is exactly matched or if there are five cards
on each side of it; whoever has more points
on his side of the ship, wins the card.
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Smoothie
Games

Dadaocheng – Resources management
by Tsai Huei-Chiang and Eason Kao for 1-4

T.I.M.E. Stories: Der Marcy-Fall – Expansion for T.I.M.E. Stories by Nicolas Norman-

Big 2 Revolution for 2-4 players: First part
of the Revolution Series, revised edition of

Big 2; the cards Jack, Queen, King, Ace and
Two of a Poker deck do now carry hero abilities which intensify the game.
Dark Age Z – Zombie game by Anakin Man
for 2-5 players, ages 12+: As a King in the

basic mechanism is reaching cards, reading
and evaluating them.

players, ages 10+: Dadaocheng in Taiwan –
we trade with resources or buy buildings.
You switch and choose resources and take
cubes. Those cubes are placed in storage
and you take them from there to buy buildings or ships.

Space Cowboys
Crossing - Bluff game by Yoshiteru Shinohara for 3-6 players, ages 8+: You need to

don for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Der MarcyFall is a first scenario – topic is a mysterious
plague that has hit a small town in America.
In a project status without additional information on date of publication etc.: Route
666 – A game on survival with a Zombie
topic, by Martin Wallace.

Sphinx
Spieleverlag
Duell: Spiel mit mir das Spiel vom Tod –
Card duel by Jorge Piñan and Ignacio Sán-

Dark Eras you try to overcome the hordes
of Zombies at the borders of towns. Kickstarter.

Soso Studio
Castle Crush! Cubes & Cards – Expansion
by Tsai Huei-Chiang for 2-4 players, ages 8+:

A new feature are family members, miniature building and miniature treasure pieces;
the characteristics of the additions relate to
building, attack and scoring; the castle is
only scored in the scoring phase and in the
new phase of assignment a player holding
less than three pieces receives pieces.
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bluff in a very clever way to acquire more
jewels than the other players. Presented at
Cannes 2015 as a coproduction of Cocktail
Games and Bombyx, now also published by
Space Cowboys.
T.I.M.E. Stories – Narrative game by
Manuel Rozoy for 1-4 players, ages 10+:

Board game, role game and narrative game
- as Time Agents we travel into other eras
and try to complete our mission there,
using a host body. If we do not succeed we
are hauled back automatically and can try
again. A cooperative scenario is included.
Its deck must be handled exactly as stated;

chez for 2-5 players, ages 16+: Each living
player puts an action card face-down. Then
on a signal each player points at another
player else and reveals the action card with
his other hand. Depending on the card you
chose you are either hit or not or pick up action cards. All players that are still alive continue to play. When only one player is alive,
he wins the round and 1$. When nobody
owns 5$, a new duel begins; whoever owns
5$, wins.
Hungry Dice – Dice game – Dice with faces
are hungry and eat other dice, of course the
big ones eat the small ones. Prototype, announced for Essen.
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Spieltrieb
Die Box – Collection of games by Nicole
Stiehl, Till Meyer, Klaus-Peter Rudolph and

settlement in the early days of the Middle
Ages.

man edition is in planning, we were told at the
booth.

Splotter Spellen

Steamforged
Games

Food Chain Magnate – Strategy game by
Joris Wiersinga and Jeroen Doumen for 2-5

H. & W. Fuhr for 2-8 players, ages 6+: This is a
bunch of easy, quickly explained games, offering something for everybody and every
taste - – Nußknacker, Bauab, Raufer, Misd,
Everything planned?, Schollenschubser,
Schlauraff.

Spielworxx
Dilluvia Project by Alexandre Garcia for 2-4
players, ages 12+: Cities that are hovering

up in the sky are a solution for Earth’s overpopulation problem. Players are engineers
and manage the construction of the first
such city in the sky, the Dilluvia Project, and
aim to attract as many inhabitants as possible within seven rounds.
Haithabu by Andreas Molter and Wolfgang
Heidenheim for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Players are traders at a trade post in Jutland,
Vikings that trade with all the world and experience the changes and dark days of this
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players, ages 14+: Management of a Fast
Food Chain is your purpose in the game.
You manage personnel using cards on a
variable map of a cities and one job center
for employees wanted for key positions.

Squirmy Beast
Boomtown Bandits – Dice game by Isaac Epp
for 2-5 players, ages 9+: You place two shooting markers and one coward marker into

town, but face-down! When rivaling gangster
meet at a location a shootout happens.
Letter Tycoon by Brad Brooks for 2-5 players,
ages 8+: Words are formed from seven cards
in hand and three cards on the table und can
use the money earned with a word to „patent“
a letter in the word and then get additional
income if someone uses that letter. A Ger-

A new company formed as a partnership of
Element Games and Guild Ball Ltd.:
Guild Ball – Sports simulation by Mat Hart
and Richard Loxam for 2 players, ages 12+:

Medieval soccer conflict simulation; as a
trainer you control a team, try to best your
opponent and at the same time pursue
your political plans and goals. Starter sets
for individual teams.

Steffen Spiele
Schnipp-Trick – Table bowling game by
Torsten Marold for 2-5 players, ages 8+: The

pegs are placed on discs and you need to
shoot out the discs from underneath the
pegs without toppling the pegs.
Ten by Steffen Mühlhäuser and Madoka
Kitao for 2-2 players, ages 8+: Published as
10 Stars by Nekomado in 2012. You hold
tiles of values 1 to 3 and place them into
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rows and columns in order to achieve a sum
of 10 with your own tiles.
Wörterklauer – Word placement game by
Alex Randolph for 2 players, ages 10+: You

2-4 players, ages 7+: On a 3D game board
shaped like a pyramid you move markers
by playing and comparing cards. Already
shown in 2014 as Ra Treasure Guardian.

Strategema
Games

ules – Transport, Race, Privileges, Military,
Discovery, Roads, Majorities, Production
and Action – for a game. English edition of
504, 2F-Spiele.
Among The Stars: Miniatures Pack – Expansion for all editions of Among the Stars;

Admiral’s Order: Algeciras 1801 – Simulation of Naval battles by Mario Jugel for 2-3

place letters next to each other in the standard way; tiles are printed double-sided in
red and black; one player plays red, the other one black and you need to change color
of a word by adding to it and thus steal the
word; and you need to make each move in
a way that after your turn there is minimum
one letter more of your color than of the opponent’s color.

Step Puzzle

with Artipia Games.
Among the Stars: Revival – Expansion
for Among the Stars by Vangelis Bagiartaplayers, ages 16+: Expansion for Admiral’s
Order All Hands, French versus British ships,
with additional batteries, canon boats and
squadrons on anchor and at the coast.
Admiral’s Order: Sealed Despatches –
Simulation of Naval battles by Mario Jugel

Katze & Maus – Roll & move game by Ilya
Anikin and Alexey Bondarev for 2-4 players,
kis and Panagiotis Zinoviadis for 2 players,
ages 12+: Expansion for Among the Stars or
stand-alone game for 2 players. With Artipia
Games.
Dark Moon – SciFi game by Evan Derrick

for 2-6 players, ages 16+: Expansion for All
Hands, the expansion features details differences between ships weaponries.
ages 5+: Once again mice flee from the cat
in the cheese. The 3D board is put together
like a big puzzle. Your aim is to reach the
peak first and to own the most valuable
cheese, enough chips in the cheese give
you an extra turn. German edition of Cat &
Mice, published in 2012.
Schatz Ra – Roll & move game by Ilya Anikin, Liebov Aikina and Alexey Bondarev for
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Stronghold
Games
504 – Modular collection of Games by Friedemann Friese for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
Ludosophes from a distant galaxy have created 504 small worlds, based on a modular
system. You choose three out of nine mod-

for 3-7 players, ages 12+: Mining mission on
Titan; during a routine mining process some
crew members are infected by a virus – you
try to find out who has been infected or to
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now the crew needs to save themselves.
There is now a double-sided board and new
abilities for the tiles.
Survive: Space Attack! The Crew Strikes
Back! and Survive Space Attack! 5-6 players – Expansions for Survive: Escape from

infect others when you have been infected
already.
La Granja - Worker placement game by Mi-

chael Keller and Andreas Odenthal for 1-4
players, ages 12+: A small farm needs to be
developed into the large country estate of
La Granja and supply the village. German
edition at PD Verlag.
New Dawn - SciFi game set in the universe

of Among the Stars, by Sotirios Tsantilas and
Konstantinos Kokkinis for 2-4 players, ages
12+: Published already in 2014, new edition
with Artipia Games.
Porta Nigra – Building game by Wolfgang
Kramer and Michael Kiesling for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: Trier was an important city in Roman times and this is the period in which
we build the city. German edition with eggertspiele/Pegasus.
Space Cadets: Away Missions - Coopera-

tive SciFi- game by Dan Rasper and Al Rose
for 1-6 players, ages 10+: In altogether 20
scenarios you embody a space pilot and
explore UFOs, acquire alien technology and
fight against hostile aliens; the scenarios are
connected by a campaign story.
Stronghold: 2nd Edition – Conflict
simulation by Ignacy Trzewiczek for
2-4 players, ages 14+: Defenders of the
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fortress versus attackers. The defender
has a turn after each attack action. Each
action represents a preparation step for
attack, including use of resources from
action cards. Attacker actions take time, the
attacker hands hour glasses to the defender
which the defender spends on buildings
and locations in the fortress for defense
measures. At the end of the round an attack
from range and melee happens. When the
attacker manages a break-through in a
wall segment he wins instantly, otherwise
the defender wins after seven rounds. With
Portal Games.
Survive: Dolphins & Squids & 5-6 players

… Oh My! A combination of expansions by
Julian Courtland-Smith for 2-6 players, ages
8+: This box offers a combined edition of
expansions for Survive: Escape from Atlantis
that were previously published individually
– Dolphins protect swimmers, squids attack
boats and on land, and dice cause faster
movement of water creatures.
Survive: Space Attack! – Variant by Survive:
Escape from Atlantis by Julian Courtland-

Atlantis by Julian Courtland-Smith, Brian
Engelstein, Sydney Engelstein and Geoffrey
Engelstein for 2-4 players, ages 8+: The crew
has now individual unique abilities and defends their ship. The expansions introduce
20 crew cards and 20 space crew markers
for five and six players.
The Golden Ages – Development game by
Luigi Ferrini for 2-4 players, ages 12+: You

lead a civilization through the centuries,
develop technology, create works of art
and construct buildings and wonders of the
world. If you initiate a Golden Age within
one of the four epochs, you choose one of
“History Judges” cards for the scoring of the
round. 2014 at Quined Games, German edition 2015 at Schwerkraft Verlag.
The Golden Ages Cults & Cultures – Expansion by Luigi Ferrini for 2-5 players, ages
12+: This expansion enables you to play
with five people and introduces new civilisations, new wonders, new cards for Future
Technologies and a new deck of Culture
cards. German edition at Schwerkraft Ver-

Smith, Brian Engelstein, Sydney Engelstein
and Geoffrey Engelstein for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: Atlantis is no a space station, full
of crews and guests, and this station is attacked by aliens. The guests are safe and
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lag.

Stuff by Bez
In a Bind – Agility game by Behrooz Shahriari for 3-12 players, ages 13+: Cards spec-

Distribution partner: Iello

Superlude
Editions
Alien Wars – Card throwing game by
Markus Geiger for 2-6 players, ages 6+: In

Meisterdiebe at Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Distribution partner: Iello

Surprised Stare
Games
Guilds of London – Development game by
Tony Boydell for 1-4 players, ages 10+: As a

ify what you have to do for the rest of the
game, you draw one additional card per
turn – if you cannot implement all of them,
you are out of play. An expansion pack In
a Bind Expansions is available, there are
language-related, movement-related und
multi-player tasks.

SunCore Games
Light of Dragons – Tactical placement and
dice game by Andrian Bolla and Bujar Has-

order to achieve dominance over the galaxy you need to eliminate all other players.
You reveal a card from a face-down display
and implement the respective action; if you
want to shoot you snip your disc, whereby
your pinky must touch the active card.
Kenjin – Combat simulation with cards
by Nicolas Sato for 2-4 players, ages 12+:

guild member you send your representatives into the maximum possible number
of guilds in order to become a Master there
and to win influence as well as estates in
Ulster and Virginia. Has been announced
for Essen and was moved to 2016 at the last
minute. With Intrafin.
Snowdonia: Card 31 of 30 – Mini expansion for Snowdownia by Tony Boydell for

kaj for 2 players, ages 12+: As a clan of dragons fighting for dominance in the Lands of
War you defeat opposing dragons by using
and moving your own creatures. Defeating
a creature earns you power points in accordance with the creature’s power level.

Super Meeples
Mexica by Wolfgang Kramer and Michael
Kiesling for 2-4 players, ages 12+: New edition with superb components, in a limited
edition. You use canals to build boroughs,
bridges and buildings for points in Tenochtitlan. With Iello.
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You share two battle grounds with your
neighbors and hold 13 cards of values 0
to 3. You place two cards, either openly or
face-down, into one or both battle grounds.
When all cards are placed you win a battle
ground with the highest sum of cards.
Maitre Renard – Card game by Frédéric
Vuagnat for 2-4 players, ages 7+: The Old
Fox must be impressed and so you need
to bring him most prey in order to become
his successor. Already published at Cannes
2015; German edition as Ausgefuchste

1-4 players, ages 8+: Six cards, four of them
for keeping a train for points / discarding
a train for resources, plus a hot air balloon
card and London Jack card.
Snowdonia: Trans-Australian Railway &
The Daffodil Line – Expansion by Tony Boydell and Matthew Dunstan for 1-4 players,
ages 8+: Reprint of the cards from the Daffodil Line scenario; in the Trans-Australian
expansion you build the transcontinental
line from Sydney to Perth, and there is a
new resource, Water.
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ters and explain them. You can play with our
without a category dice.
Dicetto – Dice game for 2-4 players, ages
7+: A combination of luck of the roll and
cards, you compare patterns.
iKnow Minis – Expansions for the quiz

Swan Panasia
The Chinese company is, first of all, distribution partner for Chinese publisher, but
also produces games, especially Chinese
editions of games from German publishers
or other publishers, but also publishes inhouse productions. Some examples:
504 – Modular collection of games by Friedemann Friese for 2-4 players, ages 10+: A

modular game system on Ludosophes from
a far-away galaxy who created 504 small
worlds. German edition 2f-Spiele.
New York 1901 – Building game by Chenier
La Salle for 2-4 players, ages 8+: New York

who are questioned can lie or tell the truth,
depending on their role. With Kuraki Mura
Studio.

Tactic =
Nelostuote Oy
Block Out – Building and card game by
Forrest-Pruzan Creative for 2-6 players, ages

8+: You hold cards, play a card or draw a
card. When you hold a block that is not yet
in the stack and corresponds to the card you
played, you can place it. If you get rid of all
cards or place the 9th block, you win.
Dice Alias - Word game with dice by Mikko

game for 2-4 players, ages 15+; each box
features another topic - Amazing Earth, Europe, Innovations and Lifestyle.
Minions Hit them Out – Dexterity game

for 2 or more players, ages 5+: You place the
minion pieces and try to topple as many of
them with the ball; two-eyed minions earn
you more points.

Taiwan Boardgame Design
A conglomerate of Taiwanese designers
and publishers, sharing a booth, for instance David Wang Studio Homosapiens
Lab, Li-He Studio, Mo Zi, Moaideas or Soso
Studio (see there)

needs to be set up; you own tiles for sky
scrapers, and also workers and action cards
and decide again and again if you buy land,
build houses or replace one building with a
more valuable one. Before building a worker
must prepare the area on the real estate lot.
Original edition Blue Orange Games.
Tofu Kingdom – Deduction game by
Kuraki Mura for 3-8 players, ages 10+: Seven
characters are in play; one player impersonates Prince Mochi and poses one question
only to each player and then guesses who
impersonates Princess Tofu. The players
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Koivusalo for 3-8 players, ages 7+: You roll
dice and form words with the resulting let-

Takoashi Games
The Minion Recipes – Card drafting by Tomoki Motohashi for 3-6 players, ages 14+:
In the yearly tournament of alchemists you
collect ingredients within the time limit and
create the corresponding minions. You draft
ingredient cards and pot cards and stop the
round if you have assembled the necessary
combination for a minion on display.
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Also on show was Regular Expression
Cards by Tomoki Motohashi, a card game
for 2-4 players, ages 14+. You place cards

The Extraordinaires Design Studio- Creative material for 1 player, ages 8+, by Rory

do both.
Distribution partner for Germany: HCM
Kinzel

Time Workshop
Clear for Takeoff – Card and miniature
game Hagen Temeryazev for 2-6 players,

from your hand and form suitable patters
with cards from general stock in the middle.

Taleswapper
360 Stories – Narrative game by Wilma
Mulder for 2 or more players, ages 8+: A

O’Connor: Not a game, but an interesting
idea for creative occupation – using a character card, a project card and an inspiration
card you are asked to create, for instance, a
bag for a Ninja. Various sets are available, for
instance Inventions, Buildings, Deluxe Set.

Thinkfun
On show in Nuremberg and presented as a
novelty again:
Gravity Maze – Brain puzzler by Oli Morris
for 1 players, ages 8+: A marble track for a

ages 9+: Daily life at John F. Kennedy Airport
in New York in den sixties of the last century;
you manage one of six airlines and want to
be first to have all your planes in the air.
Weather has influence on starting options.
Announced for 2016. Kickstarter.

Titan Forge Games
Lobotomy – Cooperative game by Sebastian Kozak, Michal Kozak, Michal Marciniak
spinner decides the topic, dice determine
the stories and the time period; a game
for getting to know each other or to share
memories; there are no winners or losers.

The Creativity
Hub
Rory’s Story Cubes: Moomin – Story dice
on the Moomins, by Rory O’Connor for 1-12
players, ages 6+: On nine dice you find images relating to the Moomins, with which
you can tell familiar and new stories.
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brain puzzle. You combine clear, colored
elements in a way that lets the marble reach
the target; in each puzzle some elements
are specified and you need to add other
elements, also specified.
Rush Hour Shift – Shunting and logic
puzzle by Alex Siedband for 2 players, ages
8+: Two players try simultaneously to get
their car to the other side of the board. You
hold cards which you use to move a car or
to shift parts of the track to open paths or

and Maciej Owsianny for 1-5 players, ages
14+: Patience in a mental clinic are on the
run, in a scenario-based dungeon crawler
with very unique and individual characters
and monsters, all represented by miniatures. Kickstarter.
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Lobotomy From the Deep– Expansion by
Sebastian Kozak, Michal Kozak, Michal Marciniak and Maciej Owsianny for 1-5 players,
ages 14+: This expansion represents a Kickstarter stretch goal.

ent types of ships. In your turn you can trade
or draw cards and then do ship actions.
Ships is an economics and development
game which uses nearly no luck element at
all. A limited edition is announced for 2016.

Treefrog Games

Trefl

A Study in Emerald by Martin Wallace
for 2-5 players, ages 13+: Based on a back-

Atlantyda / Atlantis – Position game for
2-6 players, ages 10+ by Mauricio V. Gibrin,

ground story in which the universes of
Sherlock Holmes and H.P. Lovecraft were
combined, you are either Restorationist or
Loyalist in an adventure game with a deck
building mechanism and win as part of the
surviving faction. First edition 2013, new
edition 2015, German edition at Schwerkraft Verlag.
Moongha Invaders: Mad Scientists and
Atomic Monsters Attack the Earth – New

edition by Martin Wallace for 3-4 players,
ages 10+: Each player controls monster,
creates new ones and try to destroy other
monsters with help from his hero and help
from military units.
Ships by Martin Wallace for 2-5 players: The
topic of the game is the History of shipping,
divided into three epochs marked by differ-
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Mauricio Miyali and Fabiano Onça: Players
in the guise of Nordic gods cooperate to
sink the legendary city of Vineta, but secretly aim to protect one tribe and one city borough and let them survive. 2008 published
as Vineta by Winning Moves.
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for 2-4 players, ages 8+: As a monster you
flee from the scientists, and as a scientist
you must pay close attention to the noise of
the city in order to find out where the fugitive monster is hiding. The monster on the
run holds the Monster Device. Polish edition
already announced at Nuremberg.
Santiago – Economics and development

game by Claudia Hely and Roman Pelek
for 3-5 players, ages 10+: Players win plantations in auctions and try to join them
together into connecting areas and also
need to irrigate the plantations as quickly
as possible and connect them to the canal
network. 2003 published by Amigo Spiele
as Santiago.
Savanne – Race game with dice by Łukasz

Die Drachenzähne – Bluff game with cards

by Kouji Kimura for 3-5 players, ages 6+:
First edition 2012 as „Dragon Teeth Washer“
in Japan; you need a lot of courage to clean
the Dragon’s teeth; and woe to whoever
cleans the teeth when the dragon shuts his
mouth; the dragons have different levels of
patience. Polish edition already announced
at Nuremberg.

M. Pogoda and Jan Madejski for 2-5 players,
ages 6+: All animals are racing to the watering hole; each player has five animals which
are moved with a roll of dice; if you cannot
use those dice correctly you lose your turn.
In the advanced mode animals have special
abilities. Polish edition already announced
at Nuremberg.

Roar! Catch the Monster by Hubert Spala
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Pairs Untiefe Wesen – Card game by James
Ernest and Paul Peterson for 2-8 players, ages

Trefl Joker Line
Alien Artifacts – Card drafting game with a
SciFi topic, by Violetta Kijoswka and Marcin

Ropka for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Conglomerates of companies compete in space for
resources, technologies and power. You discover new planets, construct a fleet, invest
in new sciences and explore the artifacts
and relics of an alien race long gone.

most outrageous fabrications. The Dark Lord
decides if he allows himself to be appeased.
If not, the minion is penalized with an
Annihilating Look, with three of those you
are out of the game. The Story is told with
clue cards and you use action cards. Can be
combined with Set Red and includes the
version „Ja, Mein Gebieter”.
Ja, Herr and Meister Rote Edition – Satirical
party game by Riccardo Crosa, Fabrizio

8+: In analogy to Pirates: The Set Untiefe
Wesen offers the variant Monsters: Each
player has a turn, discards 0ö3 cards or quits
the game, you cannot keep a hand including
pairs. Discarded cards form the hand of the
monster. Then the best hand confronts the
Monster.
Wo ist das Gehirn? - Satirical card game
by James Ernest for 3-8 players, ages

Triton Noir
V-Commandos - Cooperative card game
by Thibaud de la Touanne for 1-4 players,
Bonifacio, Enrico Massimiliano and Chiara
Ferlita for 4-16 players, ages 8+: In analogy to
Set Green, can be combined with Set Green.
Pairs Piraten - Card game by James Ernest
and Paul Peterson for 2-8 players, ages 8+: In
Pairs cards are numbered from 1 to 10, 1x1,

ages 12+: Cooperation in WWII. You can
create your own mission by selecting one
or two target cards or you can play one of
the pre-constructed missions. The team
is assembled from famous units of the
Allied Forces, and each player chooses
one specialist. An event at the start of the
game can already influence your plans.
Announced for Q1 2016.

Truant Spiele
Ja, Herr and Meister Grüne Edition –
Satirical party game by Riccardo Crosa,
Fabrizio Bonifacio, Enrico Massimiliano
and Chiara Ferlita for 4-16 players, ages 8+:
The Dark Lord receives his minions that are
returning from their more or less useless
missions and excuse their failures with the
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2x2, 3x3, and so on. At the start you remove
five cards and one card is on display in front
of each player. The active player takes a card
or passes; when he passes or is dealt a pair,
the round ends and he scores points; in case
of his passing he takes the lowest cards from
the display of other players. Then you discard
hand cards face-down. If you top a certain
number of points, you lose. The pirate set
offers the version Harbor, in which points are
a good thing and you win with 21 points. In
the variant starboard bid you bid on a central
hand of cards and their duration before a
pair arrives.

10+: Undead as employees in a fast food
restaurant must do their jobs with one
brain for all. You have seven cards; the die
representing the brain is on the table and
must be bid for. Then in turn each player
plays a job card and follows instructions or
chills out and receives cards. If you followed
instructions and own the brain, you roll a die
and keep it for a value equal to or higher as
the value of the card. Otheriwse, the brain
drops and the next round begins.
Distribution partner: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

TwoPlus Games
Cat Box – Card placement game by Aza
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Chen for 2-5 players, ages 6+: Cats love
cardboard boxes and you want to get
them for them. You are assigned a secret
cat color and win if a majority of cats in this
color is visible. You hold Cat Box cards, one
is revealed to start the display and you play
cards according to specification, the new
card must cover one or two squares of a
card already in place. When all are out of
cards, you count your own visible cats.
Cloud Knows – Shape guessing game by
Jesse Li for 3-6 players, ages 8+: The Cloud

player chooses shape, the others as Wind
players try to guess the chosen shape with
the help of cards. Correct guessing of the
cards used b Cloud and also of the image/
shape is rewarded with Rainbow Chips.
Published 2014, after Spiel.
Pitch Fleet – Dexterity game by Bono Light
for 1-6 players, ages 6+: Final exam for space

pilots; they need to fly to a specified planet
and around the asteroid belt. Planets are on
display, cards are prepared. One planet is
the starting planet, another one for the target planet. In two teams you decide if you
move your ship or that of your partner, with
the help of energy card and snipping of the
ship marker.
Small Market – Card game by Jog Kong
for 3-4 players, ages 8+: In the micro game
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you have cards for prices and cards for
commodities with combinations of two out
of 5 types of commodities. You trade cards
until someone is out of cards and then score
traded cards and commodities according
to the price cards. Published already in
summer.

Ulisses Spiele
Aventuria – Card game on DSA by Michael
Palm and Lukas Zach for 1-4 players, ages

14+: In Aventurien dangers lurk at every
corner – will you concentrate your strength
for later on or will you fight with whatever
is at your disposal? As a hero in Aventurien
you fight other heroes in the duel mode or
experience adventures together in the cooperative mode.
Iron Kingdoms: Die Unterstadt – Co-

operative adventure game by William
Schoonover and David Carl for 2-4 players,
ages 14+: Adventures underneath the City
of Corvis in the Iron Kingdoms. Mercenaries hired by the City Guard are tasked with
solving crimes and uncover a conspiracy.
Heroes need to cooperate and need luck
of the dice to meet mission targets, best in
a campaign made up from seven chapters.
Missions are played in rounds.
Orkensturm - DSA board game by Andrea
Chiarvesio for 3-8 players, ages 14+:
Aventurien - Land of Das Schwarze Auge
- Orks are invading Mittelreich and in the
capital the fight for power and prestige is
raging. In the City of the Emperor, you either
side with the legal heir to the throne and are
loyal to him, or you place your loyalty with
the Usurper. You use influence on persons in

the city for prestige points or use power and
influence the Orkensturm from a distance
or turn traitor. The outcome of Orkensturm
earns prestige for supporters of the winner.
You win with most prestige.
Pathfinder Unter Piraten- Card game with
a fantasy topic for 1-4 players, ages 13+:
“Unter Piraten “ is the second basic box;

a basic set including the first adventure
deck for the second chapter of the story,
„Meuterei auf der Wermuth“.
Super Dungeon Explore: Der vergessene
König – Dungeon crawl mit miniatures for
1-6 players, ages 14+: In the Arcade Mode

you are a hero, the Dark Consul is driven
automatically by monster cards and a command deck. Heroes cooperatively destroy
summoning points to attract the Dark Consul and to defeat him. Heroes and Dark Consul alternate to activate characters. When a
summoning point is destroyed, a mini boss
appears. Players select heroes with a broad
variety of abilities, a nasty troop o monsters
and - depending on the number of players
- mini bosses and creepers. Shuffling cards
for a random selection can give you unusual and interesting combinations. After
extensive set-up you roll dice for dungeonconcordant behavior.
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Also named as a new release there was Terminator Genysis, the game based on the
film Terminator 5 – it was announced in July
from Ulisses as a German edition. The game

defeat Predator cards with them.
Vs. System 2PCG – Card game by Ben
Cichoski and Daniel Mandel for 2-4 players:

for 2 players, ages 10+, which will feature a
castle and an army of pumpkins.

Ventrella Gianni
Eigenverlag
Kung-Fux – Card game by Gianni Ventrella
for 2 players, ages 8+: A duel with cards;

was published in English from River Horse /
Warlord Games, but is not yet available in a
German edition.
Distribution Partner: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

You choose a character, build a deck of 60
cards and try to render the opposing character unconscious in this massively revised
new edition of the VS. System trading card
game.

Upper Deck
Entertainment

Utsuroi

each player tries to defeat the other by nasty attacks. Rules for more than two players
are included.

Firefly: Shiny Dice – Dice game by Scott
Morris for 1-5 players: After three rounds

Iki – Set collecting game by Koota Yamada
for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Trade in the streets

Vereb Roman
Eigenverlag
Thievery – Development game by Roman
Vereb for 2-4 players: You build a medieval

you win with most points – you roll 15 dice
and put them into the display; crew members and passengers have special abilities
which influence re-rolling of dice. Then the
dice are scored in relation to opponents and
then remaining dice are used to fight opponents.
Legendary Encounters: A Predator Deck
Building game by Ben Cichoski and Daniel

of ancient Japan, in the merchant quarters
of ancient Edo – Nihonbashi - you encounter craftsmen and try to implement the philosophy of Iki, the Art of Living in Edo, in an
optimum way.

fantasy town, in which you strive for economical, territorial or military victory. Prototype in the Game Designer Workshop.

ValueAd Games
This year located in the Game Designer
Workshop area; announced again as in
2014 was Fire Brigade by Alfred Vesligaj,
and also a prototype called Pumpkings

Viravi Edicions
Capitán Flint – Card game by Josep Maria
Allué for 2-6 players, ages 8+: The Treasure

Mandel for 1-5 players, ages 17+: Based on
the first two Predator films you impersonate characters from those films and choose
cards for deck from a central selection to
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of Captain Flint has been found and you
must calculate how big a share of the booty
you want to claim for yourself, and you must
be finished before the parrot of the Captain
appears, or maybe even his ghost.
El Favor del Faraón – Deck building with
dice by Tom Lehmann for 2-4 players, ages

shop. With your bat plane you fly in a race
held in a cave full of obstacles and want to
complete the race alive and to win reputation during the race.

Voodoo Games
Karnivore Koala – Card and dice game by
André Schillo for 2-6 players, ages 12+: As

13+: You want to acquire for influence in
order to rise in the Egyptian Society. You
try to set up a dice system for the final competition over the Favors of the pharaoh –
you roll and manipulate dice and add dice
to your system. English edition at Bézier
Games.
Storytelling – Collecting and narrative
game by Toni Serradesanferm for 2-4 play-
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goods in towns or drop goods in towns.
With those goods you can upgrade the train
or complete one of the orders on display or
acquire offices for special abilities of the
train and signalmen.

WBS Games
We Were Brothers – Conflict simulation by
Carlo Amaddeo for 1-6 players, ages 15+:
King of Koalas you create yourself a tribe
of working bears, hunting bears and other
types of bears, roll five dice for their special effect and must collect one starter, one
main course and one dessert. But there are
also Backstabbing Bears which can destroy
your plans.
Paragon – Card game by André Schiller for

ers, ages 5+: One player tells one of the four
stories that players chose together and uses
story cards; the other players must find the
images corresponding to the story-card; if
you manage this in your turn you receive
the card.

VOF Kwatta
Ventures
Cave Pilot 55 – SciFi card game by Martijn
and Suzanne Weterings for 1-4 players, ages
14+, presented at the Game Designer Work-

WWII and a mixture of various mechanisms
including miniatures and a generator for
random missions; includes thirty historical
missions for the forces of America, Germany, England and Italy.

2-4 players, ages 13+: In a diesel punk setting, remains of a civilization fight for their
survival. An alien resource has changed
industrial development and the military
does not fight among themselves but for
the survival of mankind. German edition
announced from Heidelberger Spieleverlag.

Nippon by Nuno Bizarro Sentieiro and
Paulo Soledade for 2-4 players, ages 12+:

Wattsalpoag
Switching Tracks – Logistic and railway
game by Kris Gould for 2-5 players,
ages 10+: Sheep and cloth need to be
transported across America. The active
player first fills empty cities, can switch
gates and then move the train from town
to town according to dice results indicated
on the engine. If possible you must pick up

www.gamesjournal.at

What‘s
Your Game?

The Japan of the Meji Era is changing into
a modern state, supported by the four big
conglomerates of companies, called Zaibatsu, and controlled by players. You begin
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with silk factories and then invest in other
types of industry in order to gain influence
over the island. German edition with Asmodee.
Signorie - Worker placement with dice by
Andrea Chiarvesio and Pierluca Zizzi for 2-4

2 players, ages 12+: Stand-Alone edition for
2 players or an expansion for the game Star
Realms, published in 2014, based on a deck
building mechanism.

Winning Moves
Deutschland
Monopoly Assassin’s Creed – Monopoly
variant for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Conflict

players, ages 12+: Renaissance in Italy. As Signore of a family you want to set up a powerful dynasty and form alliances with the
most powerful houses of the period. Men
must advance their careers in the military,
church or in politics and then leave for diplomatic missions. Women must have strategically important marriages arranged for
them. German edition with Asmodee.
Distribution partner: Asmodee Deutschland

White Wizard
Games

between Assassins and Templar Knights,
both factions want to influence the fate
of mankind. Houses and hotels are called
“Läden” and “Türme”. The playing pieces
are Altair, Ezio, Arno, Edward, Aveline and
Connor, with Arno the Assassin from the
latest version, Assassin’s Creed Unity.
Monopoly: DC (Comic) Original – Monopoly variant for 2-6 players, ages 8+:

In this edition you play Monopoly in the
realms of Westeros and Essos, buy real estate lots and set up villages and mountain
fortresses. Playing pieces are “Weisser Wanderer, Drachenei, Dreiäugige Krähe, Der
Eiserne Thron, Die Krone or Schattenwolf”.
Instead of Community and Chance cards
you turn up Der Eiserne Thron cards and
Valar Morghulis cards and pay with Golddrachen.
Monopoly: James Bond 007 Gold-

Edition – Monopoly variant for 2-6
players, ages 8+: 23 adventure provided
by the board, you build hide-outs and
headquarters and use “Lotus Unterwasser
Auto, 007 Logo, Rosa Klebbs Schuh, Aston
Martin DBS, Oddjobs Bowlerhut and the
Acrostar Minijet” for playing pieces. Instead
of Community and Chance cards you turn
up Bond Girl and Bond Villain cards.
Monopoly Pokémon - Monopoly variant

Epic – Fantasy Kartenspiel by Robert
Dougherty and Darwin Kastle for 2-4 play-

ers, ages 13+: As a god you are quarreling
with other gods; in this game, similar to
trading cards, but coming in one box only,
cards represent supporters for conflict and
events.
Star Realms: Colony Wars – Card game for
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Super villains and super heroes on the Monopoly board - Lex Luthor or Batman and
others. You acquire locations, planets and
companies like Lexcorp or Wayne industries
and set up “Detekteien” and “Unterschlupfe”.
You play with Superman, Batman, Wonder
Woman, The Flash, Green Lantern and the
Martian Man Hunter.
Monopoly: Game of Thrones – Monopoly
variant for 2-6 players, ages 18+:

for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Catch´em all! You
play in all arenas with individual Pokémons
on all squares, where you then build
Pokémon Supermarkets and Pokémon
Centers. Six playing pieces comprise
Pikachu, Blasam, Glanda, Schiggy, Evoll and
Pummeluff.
Monopoly: The Big Bang Theory – Monopoly variant for 2-6 players, ages 8+:

www.gamesjournal.at
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You do business as usual at the best-known
locations from the series and build Colliders
and Super Colliders. For playing pieces you
use six exclusive collector’s figurines: “Leonards Brille, Sheldons Sofa, Howards Weltraumhelm, Rajs Hund Cinnamon, Pennys
Weinglas, Amys Diadem and Bernadettes
Mikroskop” und turn up “Mitbewohnervereinbarungen” and “Glückskeks” cards.
Risiko: Game of Thrones - for 2-7 players,
ages 18+: In the power vacuum after the

OUR REPORT

Top Trumps: Star Wars Rebels– Card game

with comparison of values for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: See Top Trumps Minions.

WizKids

Wolff Designa
Guards of Atlantis – Competitive tactical
tabletop by Ruslan Wolff, played in teams

Mage Knight Board Game by Vlaada Chvátil, 1-4 players, ages 14+ impersonate one
death of Robert Baratheon the houses rival
for the Iron Throne while Daenerys Targaryen is assembling an army. Includes characters from all houses for bonuses and special
abilities.
Top Trumps: Minions – Card game with
comparison of values for 2-4 players, ages

and set in a steam punk world. Presented in
the Game Designer Workshop, Kickstarter is
planned.
of four mighty Mage Knights and want to
conquer a corner of the Atlantean Empire.
The game combines elements from role
playing, deck building and traditional board
games. New edition 2015. German edition
at Heidelberger.

Wonderment
Games
Quodd Heroes – Adventure and race game
with a deck building mechanism, by Ryan

Marvel Dice Masters: Age of Ultron by Eric
8+: You choose – without shuffling the
cards – a characteristic from the top card
in your stack and name the corresponding
value. All others check their top cards on
their value for this characteristic – if you can
name the highest value you win all cards of
the round.
Top Trumps: Marvel Avengers – Card
game with comparison of values for 2-4

M. Lang and Mike Elliott for 2 players, ages
14+: Collectible dice acquisition game; you
assemble a team of 15 dice and can, during
the game, only acquire dice of your times
for use; each hero has special abilities according to dice results.

players, ages 8+: See Top Trumps Minions

www.gamesjournal.at

Marvel Dice Masters: The Amazing Spider-Man by Eric M. Lang and Mike Elliott for
2 players, ages 14+: Theme box for Marvel
Dice Masters.

Iler: An adventurous race with unique cubeshaped characters which must cope with
all dangers of a wilderness including the
wonders of a lost civilization. Presented in
the Game Designer Workshop, Kickstarter
is planned.

Worion
Worion – Company and game have the
same name. Worion is a monumental game
for 4 players which is played on two entirely
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Yay! Games
Sandcastles by Andrew Harman for 1-7
players, ages 6+: You build sand castles and

players, ages 12+: The Queen wants to visit
London’s theatres and then support one of
them – who will write the masterpiece for
the occasion? You have one week for the
optimum spectacle and will need actors,
craftsmen, decoration, costumes and
rehearsals. Solo version included. Promo
card Shakespeare: Prospero.
Starfighter - Conflict simulation with cards
by Stéphane Boudin for 2 players, ages 13+:

different boards in two completely separate
phases. After a star fleet phase, in which
you complete the Path of Consciousness,
you then confront each other on the battleground board as Romans, Persians, Greeks
or Egyptians and use the features that you
acquired in the star fleet phase.

Wydawnictwo
Alter
Germania Magna: Border in Flames –
Conflict simulation by Daniel Budacz, Piotr

expand your castle with pails, crabs and sea
gull cards, can steal sand castle parts from
other players and receive bonuses for completed castles.

Yemaia
Dojo Kun by Roberto Pestrin for 1-4 players, ages 13+: In far-away mythical countries

Space battles featuring effects that are always triggered when they become visible.
Published in separate editions in English,
French and German, German edition with
Asmodee.
Distribution Partner: Asmodee

Z-Man Games
Now part of F2Z Entertainment.
Apocalypse Chaos – Cooperative dice
game by Florian Fay for 2-5 players, ages
Krzystek and Łukasz Wrona for 2-4 players,
ages 10+: In the semi-cooperative card
game you are a Germanic Tribal Prince who
invades the Roman provinces on the far
side of Rhine and Danube with his warriors.
Trenches of Hell – Conflict simulation by
Piotr Krzystek and Łukasz Wrona for 2 play-

there are tournaments held, Black Lotus and
White lotus, since the dawn of time; you
lead one of four dojos and must train your
athletes and attract new ones, expand the
dojo and then lead your dojo to victory in a
tournament.

Ystari Games
Shakespeare – Placement and bidding
game with cards by Hervé Rigal for 1-4

13+: The space ship is surrounded by hostile aliens and the crew must cooperate to
defeat the enemies; modular components
allow for the creating your own missions. A
campaign of scenarios is included.
Castellion – Placement game by Shadi

ers, ages 12+: WWI, Western Theatre - as
the commander of an Infantry Battalion of
one of three nations – England, France or
Germany – you need to occupy opposing
trenches. The characteristics of your own
battalion determine your goal.
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Torbey for 1-2 players, ages 12+: Part 2 of
the series of card games with Onirim and
Sylvion, already announced in 2014. In the
placement game you must build a wellfortified castle whose inmates allow you to
move walls.
Code of Nine – Placement and collecting
game by “BakaFire” Itou for 3-4 players, ages

Pesu Nabeno for 3-8 players, ages 8+: One
player is the monster, the others might be
hunters, but who among them? Monsters
are played in the last turn of the round,
hunters not in the first turn. The round
ends with the monster being played or being discarded due to hunter or hound. The
monster wins, when it is actively played,
Hunter or Hound win when the monster is
discarded; as a Friend you win or loose with
the monster. Original edition: Korea Board
Games
Pandemic Legacy – New interpretation of

OUR REPORT

There are also many English editions of expansions for Carcassonne and also English
editions of other games from several companies, which I do not list here.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

12+: In a world without humans you as an
Automaton have only left fragments of human willpower and will to survive. At the
start two memo cards specify conditions for
victory points, penalty points or losing the
game for each player. In 15 action rounds
you collect items and willpower, can maybe
have a glance at the cards of other players
and need to keep your own situation balanced. Published in 2014 as OWACON with
BakaFire Party.
Dragon Farkle – Dice and card game by
Robert J. Hudecek for 2-5 players, ages

Zacatrus
Los Aprendices – Worker placement with
dice by Alberto Corazón Arambarri for 2-4
Pandemic by Matt Leacock and Rob Daviau
for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Fighting a pandemic coupled with playing Risk. You play
over a period of one year; each month can
be played twice. The basic mechanisms of
the game come from Pandemic. Changes
during the game are permanent and make
each game unique and also each copy of
the game as stickers introduce positive and
negative changes. Available in two boxes of
different design but with the same content.
Skyliners – Building game by Gabriele

13+: A wild dragon disturbs the piece, but
some heroes take up the challenge – they
surround themselves with soldiers, steal soldiers also from opponents, find themselves
some companions and collect useful things
before trying to confront the Dragon.
Monster My Neighbor – Card game by

players, ages 10+: As an apprentice in the
School for Alchemy you are at the beginning of a long journey that takes you across
traps and threats to wisdom at the end; you
roll for resources which enable you to place
markers on boards to acquire knowledge or
abilities.

Zenfami Kyokai

Bubola for 2-4 players, ages 8+: All build a
town together, from skyscrapers on a building site of 5x5 lots; each player wants to see
more of his buildings, from his point of view,
than the other players. With Hans im Glück.

Pani High! – Card game by Toru Muramatsu
and Takatsugu Nakazawa for 3-6 players,
ages 8+: Conflict among high-school girls
who want to earn money for their clubs or
committees. You fight for 12 Place cards
and win with most, when the last card was

The Battle at Kemble’s Cascade by Anders and Olle Tyrland for 1-5 players, ages
13+, and based on retro-style video shooter
games. As a pilot of a space ship you fend
off threats like asteroids, space mines, hostile fighters and cruisers, the flight through
space is simulated by constantly newly
placed rows of cards. German edition with
Asmodee.
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ing character represents social stability.

drawn. You begin with seven cards. The
active player draws a card: A Place card is
laid out and the turn ends. Otherwise, he
can attack another player’s Place card, use
a Conspiracy card or end his turn. In case
of an attack both play Combat cards and
values are compared, the winner takes back
his cards. With Conspiracy cards you change
your own hand of cards or the card hand of
an opponent.

Zoch Verlag
8*28 – Card game about sums by David L.
Hoyt, Colin Morgan and Michael Hirtle for

3-6 players, ages 8+: You want to achieve
8 or 28 as exactly as possible and draw a
face-down card. Then cards are offered
and accepted; when nobody accepts cards
any more, gems are given out according
to sums achieved in relation to 8 or 28 and
scored for colors at the end.
Beasty Bar: New Beasts in Town – Expansion for Beasty Bar by Stefan Kloß and Anna

Alex Games
King of Tiger Heart – Card and dice game
by Alex Tseng for 3-6 players, ages 6+: As a
have a specialist you use him, for instance
discarding a hen instead of losing a portion.
Nitro Glyxerol – Shaking and collecting

game by Andrea Mainini and Luca Borsa for
2-4 players, ages 7+: You shuffle five color
cards for a sequence of ingredients and all
shake their Myxxer to achieve this sequence
in the target area. When you stop at your
discretion, you take the lowest available
stop card. Then target areas are checked
in ascending order of stop cards and you
receive Glyx cards for correct positions of
ingredients.
All what we also found / heard / saw and
learned somehow:

2Tomatoes
Lord of the P.I.G.S – Economics simulation with cards by Álvaro Lerma and Jorge

knight of the realm you want to take back
control over the kingdom, but there is a traitor among the heroes.
Lupin Cat – Card game by Alex Tseng for
3-5 players, ages 6+: Players are dog detectives and on the track of their favorite food,

but among the dogs Lupin Cat is hiding,
who in her turn wants to escape with her
favorite food.
Negoemon – Card game by Alex Tseng for
2-5 players, ages 6+: In the guise of cats you
don various other roles and try to guess the

Oppolzer for 2-4 players, ages 8+: New
animals with new rules for behavior in the
queue – Rhino, Bear, Tiger, female Cheetah,
Llama, Porcupine, Ostrich, Pengion, Dog,
Peacock, Vulture and Bat; if you combine
the game with Beasty Bar, you choose 12
animals of values 1 to 12.
Heckmeck Extrawurm – Expansion for
Heckmeck am Bratwurmeck by Reiner
Knizia for 2-7 players, ages 8+: Heckmeck
Extrawurm introduces portions of Values
11 to 13, five specialists and one Golden
Die. Specialists sit on portions. If you
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correctly in order to collect treasures.
Rodriguez Samaniego for 2-4 players, ages
16+: In a fictitious European country you are
one of the leading brains, rival for economic
dominance and influence the stability of
the economy with your actions; a non-play-

Rabbit Project –Card game by Alex Tseng
for 2-4 players, ages 6+: To fend off an invasion fleet that surrounds earth, troops
receive genetic implants to provide them
with animal characteristics for fighting the
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Mottainai – Card game by Carl Chudyk for
2-4 players, ages 13+: In analogy to Glory of
Rome you use cards for many purposes; as a
monk you collect materials, complete tasks
and sell your works to visitors.

Atlas Games
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island; if you manage that first you may dig
up the treasure.

Black Locust
Games
Regnum Angelica – Card game by Casey
Willett and Aaron Yung for 2 players, ages

Fairytale Gloom – Narrative card game by
Keith Baker for 2-5 players, ages 13+: A vari-

invaders.
Distribution partner: Swan Panasia

Arhi Games
In cooperation with Tlatnoto Pate and under
the label Arhi Games, Relics of the Dragon
is published, which is a rounds-based fantasy role playing game in five parts. Each

18+: Archangel Gabriel and his legion
against Beelzebub and the dark forces of
the elements.
Distribution Brave New World.
ant of Gloom, in which now Fairy Tale characters need to be made as discontented
and unhappy as possible.

Beleduc
Logipic – Educational game for training
colors and motor skills for 1 player, ages
part is packed into its own box under a
separate name. Part 1 to 4 can be played in
any order, part 5 can only be played after all
other parts. The five games are The Mountain Troll, The Sinister Cave, The Sea of
Terror, The Fortress of Shadows and The
Dragon’s Labyrinth.

Board Game
Circus
A service company for game designers, offering assistance in printing, promotion,
rules, translation, etc. A project that was
jointly initiated with Junkyard 12 is
Heldentaufe by Simon Junker for 2-5 play-

Asmadi
Games
Innovation: No Place Like Home: Expansion for Innovation by Carl Chudyk and
Chris Cieslik for 2-6 players, ages 14+: Announced for the first time in 2014, and later
also announced as Innovation Cities of Destiny ; still no publishing date.

3+: With a magnetic pen you place colored
marbles on template cards; you can choose
colors yourself or follow color specifications;
the marbles must be placed exactly.
Tropicana – Dice and building game for 2-4
players, ages 5+: You build a bridge to the

ers, ages 12+: In a dungeon crawl heroes
can relocate between Upper Word and
Netherworld, the treasure as the ultimate
goal is hidden in Netherworld and this is
also where you find monsters and traps.
Players command monsters when an opposing hero enters Netherworld. Kickstarter
project planned for 2016.
Other companies represented are Jonathan
Pac Cantin or Rule & Make.
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Chan Percy
Eigenverlag
Magecraft – Fantasy deck building game
by Percy Chan for 2-4 players, ages 8+: On

Cocktail Games

tions.
Tiger Leader – Conflict simulation by Rick
Martin for 1 players, ages 14+: You command a German Tank Platoon from WWII
and can play nine different historic campaigns.
Distribution partner: Brave New World

Crossing - Bluff game by Yoshiteru Shinohara for 3-6 players, ages 8+: You bluff in

Editions de la
Haute Roche

players, ages 12+: The elves of Two Moons
defend themselves against humans, trolls
and other creatures and look for answers on
their mythical ancestors.

Flip Flop – Card game by Thomas Brehon, Joao Miguel da Silva Pina and Audrey

Offland there live countless races together,
and peace is hard to keep up, therefore in
each decade a Mage Tournament is held;
the people of the victorious mage dominate the land for the next decade.

Cheatwell
Games
Face Race – Card and reaction game by
Martin Nedergaard Andersen for 2-5 play-

a very sophisticated way to receive more
jewels than the other players. You point at a
jewel and get it if you are the only one who
wants it – but to be too greedy can backfire
and so you need to save collected jewels on
time. Presented at Cannes as a coproduction with Bombyx, the game is now published by Space Cowboys, Moonster Games
and Rebel.pl (announced).

DVG Dan
Verssen Games
Modern Land Battles: Target Acquired –
Conflict simulation by Dan Verssen for 2-6

Guinaudeau for 3-4 players, ages 10+: In a
trick-taking game you must meet specifications, but by using double-sided cards with
different values on both sides, players can
demand rotating of the card hand.
Distribution Partner: Asmodee

Fireside Games
The Village Crone - Worker placement by
Anne-Marie De Witt for 1-6 players, ages

ers, ages 7+: You try to discards card with
details in hand – mouth, nose, eyes and hair
– corresponding to the changing faces on
the board. Coproduction with R&R Games,
as Face Chase.

Cheeky Dingo
Games
Elfquest Adventure game – Cooperative
narrative game by Layman Kingsford for 1-4

players, ages 10+: A new game system with
units and weapons for seven different na-

13+: As a witch in medieval Wickersby you
use spells and also use your familiars in order to be named Witch of the Village.

Five24Labs
Area 1851 – Set collecting game with dice
by Justin Blaske for 2-5 players, ages 13+:
As one of five tinkerers you modify items
of aliens, settlers and indigenous people
in order to create unique equipment
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Giochi Uniti
Presented as novelties in „Game by Game
2016”:
Letters from Whitechapel Dear Boss –
Expansion for Letters from Whitechapel by

which enhances your reputation with the
neighbors. With Game Salute.

or drawing a card. When then the demands
of an Equilibrium Card are met, you place
this card underneath your God card.

Frame6

Grail Games

Crysis Analogue Edition: The Board game
by Sebastian Kreutz and Dominik Lau for
2-8 players, ages 14+: Board game version

of the video game; players form two teams
and rival in 14 scenarios for dominance in a
future New York.

Gianluca Santo Pietro, Gabriele Mari for 2-6
players, ages 16+: Miniatures replace the
wooden pawns from the base game. A new
screen for Jack has a marker table for the
women, sorted by nights, so you not have
to consult the rules. 40 cards for Suspects
Jack, Policemen Cards and Potential Victims
introduce historical details. You decide
yourself how many you want to use, the
method to use them is explained in detail.
In the police turn one detective can declare
„Cry Havoc“ and then move another
policeman at an adjacent crossroads. With
Sir Chester Cobblepot.
Rhein River Trade – Commercial logistics

An Australian company which announced
– close to Essen – the publication of two
games by Reiner Knizia: Circus Flohcati via Kickstarter -

and Medici, announced for 2016:

Gamification
KHG Korrupte haben Geld – Satirical economics game by by Klaus Hofegger and

Christian Felsenreich for 3-4 players, ages
14+: You need to make as much money as
possible, using sophisticated corruption,
misappropriation or tax evasion – either
alone or with the help of another player,
should if possible cheat all and sundry and
need luck of the dice, tactic and psychological cleverness.

www.gamesjournal.at

game by Stefania Niccolini and Marco
Canetta for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Since
ancient times the Rhine is one of the most
important trade routes in Europe; 13 cities
along Rhine show harbor, railway station
and airport and all of them except London
can be reached via roads. In rounds you
have phases for orders, loading, reserving
stops along the route, moving and
unloading vehicles, meet orders by selling
and end of turn.
Tesseract – Card placement and collecting
game Giuliano Acquati and Lorenzo Tucci
Sorrentino for 2-4 players: Four gods play
with the Tesseract and the balance of
the universe. Each part of the Tesseract is
defined by one of the three cosmic colors. In
turn you choose an option of playing a card

Guns & Steel was produced in cooperation
with Moaideas Game Design via Kickstarter.

See Moaideas.
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Green Couch
Games
Best Treehouse Ever – Card game by Scott
Almes for 2-4 players, ages 8+: All players

Kanga Games
Baby Blues – Party and card game by Jurgen Spreutels for 2-4 players, ages 8+: In a
day care center you are responsible for five
babies. Asia edition announced, at the moment this is information only.
Best Treehouse Ever – Card game by Scott
Almes for 2-4 players, ages 8+: All players vie

There are many strategies for winning, from
control of urban development, commerce,
mining, industry or a combination. You lead
your prominent family in relation to great
historic topics.
Hands in the Sea – Deck building game by

vie for the best treehouse ever, keep an
eye to avoid crashing of the tree and try
to add five rooms in every three weeks.
Editions announced in German and other
languages. With 2Geeks, IGames and Kanga
Games.
for the best tree house ever. With 2Geeks,
IGames and Green Couch Games.

IDW Games
The range of the company is nearly identical to that of Pandasaurus Games; see there.
Orphan Black: The Card game – Card
game by Sen-Foong Lim and Jay Cormier

Kawasaki
Factory
15 o 9 x – Abstract deduction game by
Susumu Kawasaki for 2 players, ages 10+:

Daniel Berger for 2 players, ages 13+: First
Punic War, with main events in the game
concentrating on Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica. Inspired by A Few Acres of Snow, this
deck building game features a few new
elements, among them naval battles, supremacy of cavalry, mercenaries, battles,
sieges, strategy cards, random events, scoring based on rounds and also bribery.

Kuraki Mura
B.G. Studio
Ellie Lou’s Memories – Memo game by
Kuraki Mura for 1-5 players, ages 3+: 12 sets
for 3-6 players, ages 12+: Based on the TV
series; cloned humans are a hidden reality;
you are assigned to one of three teams and
want to win over as many clones as possible
to your side without it getting known to
which faction you belong.

IGames
Co-publisher of 2Geeks, see there.
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Based on cards that were played you try to
identify the pair of cards laid down by your
opponent.

Knight Works
Games
Presented as novelties in „Game by Game
2016“:
Forged in Steel – Urban development
game by Wade Broadhead for 2-4 players,
ages 13+: Colorado County around 1900.
In a card-driven strategy game, set at the
time of Industrial Revolution, you use cards
for points in order to build the city or trigger events. All build the city together, albeit in a strong competition for her control.

of puzzles and boards for a number of cooperative and competitive games, to be completed within a specified time frame.
Tofu Kingdom – Deduction game by
Kuraki Mura for 3-8 players, ages 10+: Seven
characters are in play; one player impersonates Prince Mochi and poses one question

www.gamesjournal.at
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Ludofy Creative
Supernova – SciFi card game by Rafael Verri for 2 players, ages 10+: Sub-title „A new

OUR REPORT

bitious nobleman who wants to exploit the
opportunities opening through exploring
of the newly discovered New World and the
wars in the rest of Europe and makes use of
various characters, from the admiral to the
King, from policeman to cardinal.

Mighty Box
Maltese design studio providing services for
game design, for instance
Posthuman – Dice game by Gordon Calleja
for 1-6 players, ages 12+: Mutants versus

only to each player and then guesses who
impersonates Princess Tofu. The players
who are questioned can lie or tell the truth,
depending on their role.
Co-producer: Swan Panasia

Looney Labs
Batman Fluxx – Card game by Andrew
Looney for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Variant of

Exodus“, mankind is exploring Mars and
discovers an intelligent, hostile life form,
and on top of this the sun threatens to go
Supernova. Which race can develop the
technology to escape the Supernova?

Meridiano
Ars Univeralis – Bidding and collecting
game by Manuel D. Cruz Díaz and Antonio

the last remnants of mankind as we know it.
With Mr. B. Games.

Mikugames
Tornio ´44 – Historic conflict simulation by
Mikael Grönroos for 1-2 players, ages 12+: A

Fluxx, you begin with the rule „draw a card
and play a card“. Cards played change rules.
In Batman Fluxx you cannot win when villains are on display.
Fluxx Dice – Dice expansion for Fluxx by
Andrew Looney for 2-6 players, ages 8+:
J. Dionisio for 2-4 players, ages 10+: As a
patron of the arts you accrue prestige from
support of artists and scientists from three
epochs from medieval times to modern
times. You also solve various puzzles for
projects.
Plus Ultra: The Court of the Emperor
Charles V – Role selecting and development game by Manuel D. Cruz Díaz and
Antonio J. Dionisio for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
During the regency of Karl V. you are an amThose dice can be used with any version of
Fluxx. One die shows „draw 1, draw 2, etc.“,
the other „play 1, play 2, play all, etc.“ and
there are also five cards. You roll and implement the result.

www.gamesjournal.at

very detailed simulation of the battles between Finnish and German forces in Tornio
and Kemi in northern Finland in October
1944.

Monolith
Conan – Miniatures tabletop by Fréderic
Henry, Antoine Bauza, Pascal Bernard, Bruno Cathala, Croc, Ludovic Maublanc and
Laurent Pouchain for 2-5 players, ages 14+:
Based on scenarios and semi-cooperative;
one player embodies the enemy, the others
Conan and his companions. You can play
several scenarios on each of the boards, in-
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Pandasaurus
Games

dice positions on the board determine ship
movement. German edition at 2Geeks / IG
Games.

30 Days of Night - Vampire game by Doug
Eckart, Aaron Lauster, Max Michael for 2-4

Quirkative
Orctions – Card game by Elliot Symonds for
3-8 players, ages 8+: Using various auction

dividually or as a campaign. Kickstarter project, announced for 2016 and already announced in 2014 as Conan Hyborean Quest.

Nauvoo Games
Stockpile – Bidding game by Brett Sobol
and Seth van Orden for 2-5 players, ages

players, ages 12+: Survival, based on the
comics series. As a vampire you want to eat
the population of an out-of-the-way town
in Alaska, together with your brothers, but
need to defend your gaggle of tasty humans against those treacherous undead.
After 30 days you win as the vampire with
the highest score from eaten population
and survivors. With IDW Games. Presented
as a new release with publication date
Q1/2016 in “Game by Game 2016”.
Chew: Cases of the FDA – Card drafting
game by Kevin Wilson for 2-5 players: Based

and worker placement mechanisms you bid
as and Orc Warlord for Slaves in Orctions to
let them fight in Gladiator spectacles.

Red Raven Games
Above and Below by Ryan Laukat for
2-4 players, ages 13+: Village construc-

13+: Commercial game on the standard
topic of buying shares cheaply and selling
them for lots of money. In each round you
receive insider information which changes
share prices at the end of the round. Share
buying is done by bidding on stacks of
open and face-down cards, the stacks can
hold positive and negative cards.

Pac Cantin Jonathan
Eigenverlag
Hangtown – Card game by Jonathan Pac
Cantin for 2-6 players, ages 13+: Pioneers

on the comics series of the same name
you want to solve cases out of those comic
books, accept help from characters and
send villains and cultists to undermine the
efforts of your opponents.
Pirates of the 7 Seas– Dice and card
drafting game for 2-4 players, ages 9+:
Pirates in full action – adventures, booty,
harbors and giant squids; dice results and

tion above and below ground, where you
explore caves full of treasures and find resources. Village inmates have individual
abilities; the events below ground are read
out and you decide on your reaction and on
using the services of accompanying village
inmates. Kickstarter.
Artifacts Inc. by Ryan Laukat for 2-4 play-

in the gold rush – you are out for riches, resources and property. Kickstarter, delivered
in Essen via Board Game Circus.
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ers, ages 13+: As an archeological company
to try to discover artifacts and to sell them
to museums; as an alternative you can also
look for sunken cities and hidden treasures.
Kickstarter. French edition as Reliques & Co
at Iello.

Revolution
Games

OUR REPORT

13+: This is the 9th expansion for Dominion and sends players out on adventures;
there are 30 new Kingdom cards including
new permanent cards to be used in future
turns and Reserve cards to be kept for the
right moment. There are also 20 Event cards
for buying things, for instance markers to
modify cards.
Dominion: Guilds & Cornucopia – ExpanPower Grid: The Stock Companies – Expansion for Funkenschlag by Friedemann

Stonewall’s Sword: The Battle of Cedar
Mountain – Conflict simulation by Hermann Luttman for 2 players, ages 12+: You

sion by Donald X. Vaccarino for 2-4 players,
ages 13+: New edition of the expansions
Guilds and Cornucopia in a combination
box.
Dominion Summon - Promotional Card for
win by control of regions and with victory
pints from eliminating enemy units. Two
scenarios with individual victory conditions.

Rio Grande
Games
Arctic Scavengers – Combined box for Arctic Scavengers by Robert K. Gabhart, for 1-5

Friese for 2-6 players, ages 13+: The 10th
expansion can be combined with Funkenschlag as well as with Funkenschlag deluxe
and all other boards and power station
decks. As a share owner you try to control
companies, aiming at maximum personal
wealth. English edition of Funkenschlag: Die
Aktiengesellschaften.
Race for the Galaxy: Xeno Invasion – Expansion by Tom Lehmann for 2-5 players,
ages 13+: Negotiations are impossible with

Dominion by Donald X. Vaccarino for 2-4
players, ages 13+. German edition distributed by ASS.
Elfenroads by Alan R. Moon for 2-6 players,

Xenons and the one and only chance for
defense could be found in long-lost alien
secrets.
Roll for the Galaxy: Ambition – Expansion
by Tom Lehmann and Wei-Hwa Huang for
2-5 players, ages 14+: The first expansion for

players, ages 13+. The box comprises the
basis game and both expansions, HW and
Recon.
Dominion: Adventures – Expansion by
Donald X. Vaccarino for 2-6 players, ages
ages 13+: English edition of Elfenland de
Luxe from Amigo Spiele.
Mogul – Economics game by Michael
Schacht for 3-5 players, ages 13+: In den
1920ties the Stock Exchange experienced
a so far unknown boom. You buy and sell
shares and cash enormous premiums for
them. If you switch over to real estate at the
right moment you can survive the crash and
win the game. New edition 2015, first published 2002 at Spiele aus Timbuktu.

www.gamesjournal.at
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Roll for the Galaxy with new factions, home
worlds and tiles as well as two new types of
dice and new goals.

Spiele aus
Timbuktu

For Trans America and Trans Europa, both
track-building games by Franz-Benno Delonge for 2-6 players, ages 8+, new editions
have been announced for this year, but
there are no images available yet.

Hellweg Westfalicus: Marktflecken– Expansion by Michael Schacht for 2-4 players,

Distribution partner for Dominion: ASS
Spielkartenfabrik Altenburg, otherwise
Brave New World, Pegasus Spiele.

Robert Burke
Games
Operation F.A.U.S.T. – Card game by
Robert Burke for 3-8 players, ages 13+: In

Both games were delivered by Board Game
Circus at Essen.

SchilMil
Games
Manifest – Card and dice game by Julia
Schiller and Amanda Milne for 2-5 players,

ages 10+: The owner of the tile Marktflecken
receives 2 Thaler from the bank for a coach
on a road with a small village symbol.

Steve Jackson
Games
A plethora of new releases, mainly expansions and boosters for Munchkin. I name
two as randomly chosen examples.
Smash Up: Munchkin by Paul Peterson for
occupied France in WWII players are independent patrons of art and try to acquire
precious collections by bluffing and deceiving. Kickstarter.

Rule & Make
Entropy – Kartenspiel by Allen Chang and
Alistair Kearney for 2-6 players, ages 12+:

Topic of the game is a Nexus of five colliding
parallel worlds; you embody a resident of
one of those worlds who got into the nexus
and must find fragments from his reality in
order to get back home.
Ninja Dojo Fight – Bluff game with cards
by Allen Chang and Alistair Kearney for 2-4
players, ages 7+: As a fighter in illegal skirmishes you need to break into the dojo and
search for the best weapon.
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ages 13+: You can earn money with freight
ships if you meet orders; you load up passengers and freight and deliver them at
their destination. Comes with a family and
an expert version. Kickstarter.

Sir Chester
Cobblepot
Waterloo: Enemy Mistakes by Aldo Ghetti
and Paris Poli for 2-3 players, ages 14+: A

2-4 players, ages 12+: A somewhat unavoidable crossover of Munchkins and Smash Up.
German edition at Pegasus Spiele.
I Hate Zombies - Party game by Kevin Wilson for 2-12 players, ages 6+: Using a Rock-

simulation of the Battle of Waterloo, on occasion of the 200 Years Anniversary of the
Battle. With Pendragon Game Studios.
Distribution partner: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Paper-Scissors mechanism you fight the
usual zombie hordes, but this time humans
have special abilities. Board game Geek Micro #1.
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Stone Blade
Entertainment

Scythe – 4X game by Jamey Stegmaier for
2-5 players, ages 14+: 1920 in Europe, albeit
in an alternate time line. As a character in

Ascension: Dreamscape – Deck building
game by Justin Gary for 1-4 players: The

9th game in the Ascension series; Insight is
a new resource which gives you exclusive
Dream cards. Also new are Vision Cards, heroes and constructs.
Ascension: Year Two Collector’s Edition by Justin Gary, Robert Dougherty, Bri-
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Sweet
November
Under the brand names of Sweet Games
and – new – Sweet Box Sweet November
is publishing games by French designers,
Sweet Box games are intended as take-mealong games.
Already published in Cannes - and then
especially noteworthy as the graphic artist
was killed in the attack on Charlie Hebdo and presented for the first time in Essen:
Les Poilus, a game on the topic for WWI

one of five faction in Eastern Europe you
want to get rich and claim land around the
mysterious city state of „Factory“. Kickstarter, announced for 2016.
Viticulture: Essential Edition – New edition of Viticulture by Jamey Stegmaier, Alan
Stone and Morten Monrad Pedersen for 1-6

by Fabien Riffaud and Juan Rodriguez, for
2-5 players, ages 10+. You embody French
soldiers in the trenches of WWI and must
cooperate in order to survive.
New in the range of Sweet Games / Sweet
Box are:
Kreo – Cooperative game by Julien Pro-

an M. Kibler and John Fiorillo for 1-6 players,
ages 13+: Includes foil editions of Storm of
Souls and Immortal Souls, packed in a tin
together with a special game board.

Stonemaier
Games
Between Two Cities by Ben Rosset, Matthew O’Malley and Morten Monrad Peder-

sen for 1-7 players, ages 8+: As a planner for
urban development you need to redesign
two different cities and are assigned a partner for each of the assignments and thus
need to pay attention to two different cities.

www.gamesjournal.at

players, ages 13+: With components for Viticulture plus some expansions from Tuscany
and a few small rule changes.

Storyception
Games
Gomora: Down Town – Card game by
Yorgo Manis and Antonio Zax for 2-4 play-

ers, ages 10+: As a detective in Gomora you
must find a path between good and evil,
surrounded by corruption while trying to
solve astonishing crimes that seem to have
multiple powerful interests in the background.

thière for 3-6 players, ages 10+: In four levels
of difficulty you need to create a planet together and fill it with life.
Trôl – Bluff and strategy game by Chris-

tophe Lauras for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Trolls
go hunting in order to acquire things necessary for survival, but this time they have
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difficulties as their abilities have diminished
and thus it can happen that the hunter
turns prey.
Waka Tanka – Bluff and card game by

Dungeon of Fortune - Dungeon Crawl by
Quentin Weir and Ken Gruhl for 2-6 players,

Terrorbull Games
Bruno Faidutti for 3-6 players, ages 8+: As a
Shaman you want to impress your tribe by
summoning of animal spirits and discussions with them, but sometimes the wrong
spirit appears and the Shaman must hope
that nobody will notice it.

ages 8+: You need the right mixture of courage and rationality if you want to escape
from the dungeon with your loot.

The Hen Commandments – Satirical party
game with a religious topic by Andrew

Flip City – Deck building game by Cheng
Zhifan for 1-4 players: A deck building game

Tasty Minstre
Games (TMG)
Bottlecap Vikings – City building game by
Andy van Zandt for 2-4 players, ages 8+: As

with a topic of urban development; without
a hand of cards – you play cards directly
onto the table from your deck. 2014 as Design Town at Homosapiens Lab.
Gold West – Economics game by J. Alex

Sheerin for 3-8 players, ages 15+: As a follower of the Holy Hen you try to understand the encoded message on eggs and
convince the other followers that you alone
now the correct truth.

Thunderworks
Games
Bullfrogs – Placement game by Keith Matejka for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Bullfrogs under

tiny Vikings you live in a bottle cap and sail
along in in there to find wood and gold to
expand your city and to acquire new abilities and victory points.
Cthulhu Realms – Deck building card
game by Darwin Kastle for 2-4 players,
Kevern for 2-4 players, ages 12+: In a mixture of resources management and control
of areas you expand your mining enterprise and need to mine the right resources
at the right moment.

ages 14+: In the Cthulhu universe we want
to cause insanity in other players or have
enough sanity left ourselves when the general deck has been used. German edition at
ADC Blackfire.
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Steam Works – SciFi placement and worker placement game by Alex Churchill for 2-5
players, ages 10+: In a steam punk setting
you use steam, electricity and clock works
to build machines that can do everything,
for the renown of the Queen. Mechanics
collect parts and energy sources and then
you build machines out of those; other players can use the machines for actions.

weapons fight for control or the pond; each
movement has consequences due to the
water ripples.

Tranjis Games
Virus – Set collecting game by Domingo
Cabrero and Carlos Lopez and Santi Santisteban for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Highly

www.gamesjournal.at
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contagious viruses have escaped from the
laboratory and need to be isolated; if you
manage that first, you win. You place cards
for organs, viruses or pills, two pills on an organ immunize them.

Tseng Paul
Eigenverlag
Outer Earth – Card game with auction
by Paul Tseng for 2-4 players, ages 13+: All

players manage a Company for Planetary
Development and rival in the market for
planetary auctions for to acquire development permits for newly discovered planets
and then develop industrial infra structure
on those planets.

ily version of Zombies!!, you can play individually or in groups; material and components have been adapted to the intended
user group.
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pay attention to the weather.

Winsome Games

White Goblin
Games

This year the annual Essen edition, as usually
only available by pre-order, comprised:

Daxu – Card collecting game by J. Alex
Kevern for 2 players, ages 10+: You collect

1857 by Eddie Robbins for 3-6 players, ages
13+: 18xx variant, located in the Argentine;

sets of six different businesses. Cards are
revealed and you decide if you keep them
or give them to your opponent. At the end
majorities are scored; if they are too big,
your opponent scores.

uses components from 1830. Six out of
eight companies are private companies.
Stations of companies are present on the
board from the beginning.

Already announced at Nuremberg:
Hands - Pantomime game by Ghislaine

Age of Steam Expansion New England
by John Bohrer for 2 players, ages 13+:

van den Bulk for 3-8 players, ages 8+: You
talk with your hands and try to find a player
whose hands speak the same words. You
should listen to somebody who talks with
both hands.

Unfinished track sections cannot be build
and for every 20$ of money you score one
victory point at the end.

Twilight
Creations
Humans!!! Camp Zombie Lake – Expansion for Humans!!!, Counselor Cards deter-

mine random encounters and their inherent surprises. Status: Announced.
Zombies!!! Jr. – Card game by Todd & Kerry
Breitenstein for 2-6 players, ages 12+: Fam-

www.gamesjournal.at

Kite Fight – Card game by Jason Kotarski for
2-4 players, ages 8+: Three different dragon
duels - Catch the Wind, Ride The Skies and
Full of Air. Cards are always used in different
ways, you need to control dragons well and

Southern Rails by Harry Wu for 3-5 players,
ages 13+: Railway game based on share
ownership and track building, played on a
map of the Southeastern United States.
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Trans-Siberian Railroad by Tom Russell for
3-5 players, ages 13+: The network of tracks
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is already on the map and the companies
buy available connections. Four out of six
companies are available at the start.

10+: Two new planes walkers, among them
the first multi-colored one for green and
blue spells and the first hero creature. Announced for 2016.

Wizard of the
Coast

And this brings me to the end of my report
and I can thank all those who provided information for this report, and to organizers
and exhibitors I can say: I am looking forward already now to Spiel ´16.

Magic: The Gathering - Arena of the
Planeswalkers Battle for Zendikar – Expansion by James D’Aloisio, Ethan Fleischer
and Craig Van Ness for 2-5 players, ages
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Game Designers and their games at SPIEL `15
A. Philipp
€uro Crisis, Doppeldenk-Spiele

Lost ‘n’ Found, Lifestyle Boardgames
Vier im Zoo, F-Hein-Spiele

Badraun Daniel
Gelegenheit macht Diebe, Gmeiner

Abela Adrian
The Pursuit of Happiness, Artipia Games

Andersen Morten
Among Nobles, Among Meeples

Ackermann Sascha
Bam! - Extrahart, Pegasus

Anderson Ralph H.
Chimera, Abacusspiele

Bagiartakis Vangelis
Among the Stars: Revival, Artipia / Stronghold
Dice City, Alderac Entertainment Group/Artipia Games
Oath of the Brotherhood, Desyllas
Sing it!, Desyllas

Adlung Karsten
Nimmit, Adlung Spiele

André Marc
Baronie, Matagot

Baginski Rafal
HINT, Postindustrial Games

Ahrenkiel Ingeborg
Eddy, das schwarze Schaf, Schmidt Spiele
Lauf, Pinguin!, Schmidt Spiele
Wer holt die Kuh vom Eis?, Schmidt Spiele
Zugepackt, weggeschnappt!, Schmidt Spiele

Andres Brad
Warhammer 40.000 Conquest Weltensturm, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Bailey Samuel
Forbidden Stars, Fantasy Flight Games

Alaveer Aigar
Lembitu, 2D6.EE
Lembitu Heavy Cavalry, 2D6.EE

Andresaklis Michael
12 Realms Ghost Town, Mage Company
Andres Nester Romeral
LOT, Gerhards Spiel und Design

Alexander Stefan
King Chocolate, Mayfair Games

Andrews Daryl
Caffeine Rush, R&R Games

Alexandrov Andrey
Port of Piraeus, GaGa Games

Andruszkiewicz Jaro
The Magnates, Phalanx Games

Allain Julian
Titan Race, FunForge

Angiolino Andrea
Wings of Glory WW1, Ares Games

Allen Brandon
Clockwork Kingdom, Mr. B Games

Anikin Ilya
Katze & Maus, Step Puzzle
Schatz Ra, Step Puzzle

Allers Jeffrey D.
Citrus: Neue Landschaftsplättchen, dlp games
Allué Josep
Captain Flint. Viravi Editions
Tornado Ellie, HUCH! & friends
Shinobi Assassins, GDM Games
Almadevar Luis
Iron League, Juegorama
Almes Scott
Best Treehouse Ever, Green Couch Games
Harbour, Frosted Games
Loop, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Tiny Epic Defenders, Gamelyn Games
Tiny Epic Galaxies, Gamelyn Games
Winziges Weltall, Schwerkraft Verlag
Alspach Ted
Die Schlösser des König Ludwig, Hutter/Bézier
Castles of Mad King Ludwig: Secrets, Bézier Games
One Night Revolution, Indie Boards & Cards
One Night Ultimate Vampire, Bézier Games
Vollmondnacht: Werwölfe, Ravensburger
Amaddeo Carlo
We Were Brothers, WBS Games
Amann Richard
Trickerion, Mindclash Games
Amioka Takahiro
Rubbish Auction, KogeKogeDo
Takara Island, Ferti
Amos Ryan
Catacombs, Elzra Corp.
Catacombs Caverns of Soloth, Elzra Corp.
Katakomben, Schwerkraft Verlag
Katakomben Die Höhlen von Soloth, Schwerkraft Verlag
Andersen Freddy Møller
Mimiq, HUCH! & friends
Andersen Martin Nedergaard
Cornered, Aurum
Face Chase, R&R Games
Flipping Flags, R&R Games
Fruit Mix, Lifestyle Boardgames
Giraffometer, Lifestyle Boardgames
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Anikina Liebov
Schatz Ra, Step Puzzle
Aquati Giuliano
Tesseract, Giochi Uniti / Stratelibri
Araim Annis
Burger Boss, Legend Express
Arambari Alberto Corazón
Los Aprendices, Zacatrus

Bailey Steven
Re-Extinction, Breaking Games
Baker Keith
Fairytale Gloom, Atlas Games
Baldwin William
Te Kuiti, Ludically / Asmodee
Balvin Joshua Gerald
Fool’s Gold, Passport Game Studio
Barbe Ludovic
Rhythm & Play, Facily Jeux
Barbieri Alberto
Zena 1814, Demoela/Post Scriptum
Bariot Jacques
Kemet: Ta Seti, Matagot
Bart Randall
Alien Frontier Expansion Pack #7, Game Salute
Baudoin Michel
Robot X, G3
Baumgartner Hans
Schubidubi Schabernack, Haba

Arévalo Óscar
Dark Matter, Gen-X Games

Bauza Antoine
7 Wonders Duel, Repos / Asmodee
Conan, Monolith
Der kleine Prinz: Reise zu den Sternen, Ludonaute /Asmodee
Hanabi: Die Bonus-Plättchen, Abacusspiele
Le Petit Prince - Voyage Vers les Etoiles, Ludonaute
Takenoko: Chibis, Pegasus
Tokaido Collector’s Edition, FunForge
Tokaido Matsuri, Funforge

Argyropoulos Alexander
12 Realms Ghost Town, Mage Company

Bazylevich Mikhail
Goblin Dice, GaGa Games

Arning Dirk
Manhattan TraffIQ, Mücke Spiele

Beaujannot Gaëtan
Flick‘ em up, Pretzel Games
Flick‘ em Up Stallion Canyon, Pretzel Games

Aramini Steven
Aramini Circus, Iello / Crash Games
Aranha Tiago
Arcadia Quest: Jenseits der Gruft, Wizkids / Asmodee

Arnold Sebastian
City of Ideologies, Eigenverlag
Königliche Keilerei, Eigenverlag

Bebenroth Frank
Flying Kiwi, HUCH! & friends

Arpino Bertrand
Dino Twist, Bankiiiz Editions

Beckmann Lars
Bam! - Extrahart, Pegasus Spiele

Arredondo Francisco Gallego
Myths at War, GDM Games

Bedarf Boris
Weekeewachee, Bedarf / Ilse Spiel

Avery Stephen
Nothing Personal: Associates, Game Salute
Nothing Personal: Power & Influence, Game Salute
Nothing Personal: Expansion Pack #1, Game Salute
Nothing Personal: Expansion Pack #2, Game Salute
Nothing Personal: Expansion Pack #3, Game Salute

Behre Christoph
3 sind eine zu viel!, Amigo Spiele

Baars Gunter
Der zerstreute Pharao, Ravensburger

Benford Andrew
They Come Unseen, Osprey Games

Badell Christopher
Deck Building, Dice Hate me

Benndorf Steffen
Qwixx Big Points nsv
The Game on Fire, nsv

Belmer Aaron
Conquest of Speros Grey Fox Games
Conquest of Speros Lost Treasures, Grey Fox Games
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Berg Richard H.
Genesis: The Bronze Age, GMT Games

Boyd Leonard
Clacks, Backspindle Games

Burley Peter
Zambesi, Burley Games

Berger Daniel
Hands in the Sea, Knight Works Games

Boydell Tony
Guilds of London, Intrafin Games / Surprised Stare
Games
Snowdonia: Trans-Australian Railway & The Daffodil
Line , Surprised Star Games
Snowdonia: Card 31 of 30, Surprised Stare Games

Bush Greg
Arcadia, Ape Games

Braff Tomer
Circular Reasoning, Breaking Games

Butterfield John H.
CoH Eastern Front Solo Expansion, Academy Games
Enemy Action: Ardennes, Columbia Games

Bernard Pascal
Conan, Monolith
Bernardino César Gómez
Abordaje, GDM Games!
Bertelsen Mikkel
Klask, Competo
Besinque Craig
Triumph & Tragedy, GMT Games
Biela Aleksander
Thrash’n Roll, Game Fabrika

Bierlein Andreas
Zum Geier mit dem Mord, Krimi Total

Brand Markus
Clochemerle, Gigamic
Hattu Möhrchen?, moses. Verlag
My Village, Pegasus Spiele
Orléans: Invasion, dlp games
Rauf und Runter, Ravensburger

Birnbaum Gavin
JamSumo, Cubiko Games

Brashaw David
Clacks, Backspindle Games

Birkenhagen Chris
Super Dungeon Legends, Ninja Division

Bray Chris
Dead Man’s Draw, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Dead Man’s Draw, Mayday Games

Bierig Claudio
€uro Crisis, Doppeldenk-Spiele

Bishop Orin
Steampunk Rally
Björgvinsson Svavar
Ancient Aliens, Gamia Games
Bardagi: The Claim for Gold, Gamia Games
Blanchett Dan
Infamous: The Pirate Wars, Rogue Asylum
Blaske Justin
Area 1851, Game Salute / Five24Labs
Blum Ulrich
Speed Snacks
Bobrowski Przemyslaw
Crime Story, Cube Factory of Ideas
Bohrer John
Age of Steam New England, Winsome Games
Boelinger Christophe
A Dog’s Life, Games Go Home
Fruit Salad, Ludically / Asmodee
Boersma Ben
Dawn: Rise of the Occulites, Eagle-Gryphon
Bogen Steffen
Camel Up: Supercup, Pegasus Spiele
Bolla Andrian
Light of Dragons, Suncore Games
Bondarev Alexey
Katze & Maus, Step Puzzle
Schatz Ra, Step Puzzle
Bonifacio Fabricio
Ja, Herr und Meister Grüne Edition, Truant Spiele
Ja, Herr und Meister Rote Edition, Truant Spiele
Booth Dan
Agents of SMERSH: Showdown!, 8th Summit
Borg Lionel
Poulettes, Blue Orange
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Brand Inka
Clochemerle, Gigamic
Hattu Möhrchen?, moses. Verlag
My Village, Pegasus Spiele
Orléans: Invasion, dlp games
Rauf und Runter, Ravensburger

Cabrero Domingo
Virus, Tranjis Games
Cadice John
Super Dungeon Legends, Ninja Division
Calleja Gordon
Posthuman, Mr. B Games
Posthuman Defiance, Mr. B Games
Canetta Marco
Rhein River Trade, Giochi Uniti
Canuel Pierre
Höyük Anatolia, Mage Company
Capuzzo René
Sukkube, Apokalypse Inc.

Brehon Thomas
Flip Flop, Editions de la Haute Roche

Carl David
Iron Kingdom: Die Unterstadt, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
/ Ulisses

Breitenstein Kerry
Humans!!! Camp Zombie Lake, Twilight Creations
Zombies!!! Jr., Twilight Creations
Breitenstein Todd
Humans!!! Camp Zombie Lake, Twilight Creations
Zombies!!! Jr., Twilight Creations
Brimmicombe-Wood Lee
Wing Leader, GMT Games
Broadhead Wade
Forged in Steel, Knight Works Games
Brooks Brad
Letter Tycoon, Squirmy Beast
Brosman Aaron
Mage Wars Arena: Flammenschmiede, Pegasus Spiele
Brown Gavan
Super Motherload, Roxley Games
Bruque Miguel
Wake Up Cthulhu, GDM Games
Bubola Gabriele
Skyliners, Hans im Glück
Bücken Hajo
Ratz Fatz Bingo, Haba
Buckenham George
Fabulous Beasts, Eigenverlag Fleetwood Alex
Budacz Daniel
Germania Magna, Wydawnictwo Alter
Burigo Erik
Rush & Bash, Red Glove
Burkhardt Günter
Pacal’s Rocket, Piatnik
Schnapp die Schätze, Haba

Bösch Holger
Black Stories Latein Edition, moses. Verlag

Burkhardt Lena
Schnapp die Schätze, Haba

Boudin Stéphane
Starfighter, Ystari

Burley Jonathan
Zambesi, Burley Games
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Bylina Tomasz
Theomachy The Ancients, FGH
Theomachy The Warrior Gods, FHG

Breese Richard
Inherit the Earth, R&D Games/HUCH! & friends

Borsa Luca
Nitro Glyxerol, Zoch Verlag

u

Butler James
Bearanoia, Prettiest Princess Games
Caverna Wasser Erweiterung, Lookout Spiele

Castelli Stefano
Bomarzo, Giochix
Potion Explosion, Horrible Games
Castro Jesús Torres
Watson & Holmes, Ludonova
Cathala Bruno
7 Wonders Duel, Repos / Asmodee
Abyss Kraken, Bombyx / Asmodee
Der kleine Prinz: Reise zu den Sternen, Ludonaute /Asmodee
Fourberies / Histrio, Bombyx
Haru Ichiban, Blackrock Editions
Le Petit Prince - Voyage Vers les Etoiles, Ludonaute
Mare Nostrum Atlas, Ayncron Games /Academy Games
Mission: Red Planet, Fantasy Flight Games
Conan, Monolith
Raptor, Matagot
Cavanè Stefano
Trideo, Gerhards Spiel und Design
Cavatore Alessio
Kings of War, Mantic Games
Cebrián Juan Carlos
A las Barricadas, Compass Games
Chaboussit Cédrick
Discoveries, Ludonaute / Asmodee
Chan Dark
Internal Affairs, Capstone
Chan Edward
Internal Affairs, Capstone
Chandler Raymond III
Corrupted Kingdoms, Artana
Chang Allen
Entropy, Rule & Make
Ninja Dojo Fight, Rule & Make
Chang Shen-Hao
Runes & Ruins, Homosapiens Lab
Charpentier Elwin
Fleet Commander: Avatar, Capsicum Games
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Fleet Commander: Beyond the Gate, Capsicum Games
Fleet Commander: Deep Space.Capsicum Games
Fleet Commander: Genesis, Capsicum Games
Fleet Commander: Orbit, Capsicum Games
Fleet Commander: Salvation, Capsicum Games

Collins Byron
Spearpoint 1943 Eastern Front, Collins Epic Wargames
Spearpoint 1943 Eastern Front Heavy Weapons, Collins
Epic Wargames
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Danzer Doris
Undercover, Frosted Games
Daviau Rob
Pandemic Legacy, Z-Man Games

Chase Phil R.
Arcadia, Ape Games

Colovini Leo
Golden Horn Dominio da Mar, Piatnik
Titus Tentakel, Haba

Chea Jared
Avarium Academy, Chain Link Games

Condazori Remo
Expo 1906, Gotha Games

de Grado Helio
Faith The SciFi RPG, Burning Games

Chen Aza
Cat Box, TwoPlus Games
Kitty Paw, Li-He Studio

Conrad Christwart
Armadöre, Blue Orange Games

de Haan Flo
Mega Civilization, 999 Games / Pegasus Spiele

Conta Anthony
Funemployed: Seasonal Help, Ironwall Games / Breaking
Games

de la Touanne Thibaud
V-Commandos, Triton Noir

Cheung Zero
Internal Affairs, Capstone
Chevallier Charles
Abyss Kraken, Bombyx / Asmodee
Antarctica, Argentum Verlag
Wakanda, HUCH! & friends
Chiacchiera Martino
Quickpick: Island of Monster Masks, Ares
Chiapponi Luca
Green: The Golf Card Game, dV Giochi
Chiarvesio Andrea
Orkensturm, Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Ulisses
Signorie, What’s your Game
Signorie, What’s your Game / Asmodee
Childress Isaac
Gloomhaven, Cephalofair Games
Chircop David
And then we held Hands, Ludicréations
The Pursuit of Happiness, Artipia Games
Choi Christ
Aqua Park, Gemblo
Chondropoulos Nikolaos
Mess Machine, Desyllas
Choudri Saad
Burger Boss, Legend Express
Choudri Zubbar
Burger Boss, Legend Express

Cormier Jay
Orphan Black, IDW Games

de Pallières Philipp
Mafia de Cuba, Lui-même / Asmodee
Mafia de Cuba Revolucion, Lui-même / Asmodee

Cornaglia Luigi
Zena 1814, Demoela/Post Scriptum

De Witt Justin
Castle Panic, Pegasus

Cornett Günter
Old Town Robbery, Clicker Spiele

De Witt Anne-Marie

Corrao Ignazio
12 Realms Ancestors Legacy, Mage Company
Corrao Ignazio
Courtland-Smith Julian
Survive: Escape from Atlantis Dolphins & Dive Dice,
Stronghold
Survive: Space Attack!, Stronghold
Survive: Space Attack! The Crew Strikes Back, Stronghold
Survive: Space Attack! 5-6 Players Expansion, Stronghold
Cousins Dave
Bun Fight, North and South Games
Die rätselhaften Türme von Merkurya, HCM Kinzel
Terrain, North and South Games
Cramer Matthias
Pi mal Pflaumen, Pegasus
Crapuchettes Dominic
Evolution: Flight, North Star Games
Top & Flop, Kosmos

Christensen Tina
Among Nobles, Among Meeples

Crespi Andrea
Alone, Horrible Games
Apollo XIII, Pendragon Game Studio / Passport Game
Studio
Potion Explosion, Horrible Games

Christofidis George
OMG, Desyllas

Croc
Conan, Monolith

Chudyk Carl
Innovation, Schwerkraft Verlag
Innovation: No Place Like Home, Asmadi Games
Mottainai, Asmadi Games

Crosa Riccardo
Ja, Herr und Meister Grüne Edition, Truant Spiele
Ja, Herr und Meister Rote Edition, Truant Spiele

Churchill Alex
Steam Works, Tasty Minstrel Games
Chvátil Vlaada
Codenames, Czech Games Edition / Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Galaxy Trucker Missionen, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Galaxy Trucker Missions, Czech Games Edition
Mage Knight Das Brettspiel, Asmodee
Mage Knight The Board Game, WizKids
Im Wandel der Zeitalter, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Tash-Kalar: Die Niederhöllen, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Tash Kalar: Nethervoid, Czech Games Edition
Through the Ages, Czech Games Edition
Cichoski Ben
Legendary Encounters, Upper Deck
Vs. System 2PCG, Upper Deck

Cunningham Gordon
Bushido The Game, GCT Studios
Rise of the Kage, GCT Studio
Rise of the Kage Docks of Ryu, GCT Studio
Čurla Kristian
Tides of Time: Im Strom der Zeit, Pegasus
Tides of Time, Portal Games
d’Aloisio James
Magic The Gathering Das Brettspiel, Hasbro
Magic The Gathering Battle for Zendikar, Wizards of the
Coast
Dabrowicki Tadeuz
HINT, Postindustrial Games
Dalgiesh Tom
The Last Spike, Columbia Games

Cimino Tony
Oath of the Brotherhood, Desyllas

Daniel Kyle
Braggart, Locworks

Cobain Alexander
Booty, Mayfair Games

Danzer Daniel
Undercover, Frosted Games
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Davis Jasmine
Bearanoia, Prettiest Princess Games

Degli Innocenti Benedetto
Quickpick: Island of Monster Masks, Ares
Degouy Nicolas
Krosmaster Duell Box 2, Pegasus
Krosmaster Dunkle Helden, Pegasus
Krosmaster Junior , Pegasus
Krosmaster Piwate, Pegasus
Krosmaster Quest, Pegasus
Delonge Franz-Benno
Trans America, Rio Grande Games
Trans Europa, Rio Grande Games
DeMers Scott
Realm of Heroes, Mr. B Games
Denning Richard
Tinker Tailor, Medusa Games
The Nine Worlds, Medusa Games
Denoual Thierry
Flash!, Blue Orange
Pengaloo, Blue Orange
Desforges Florian
ZNA, FunForge
Derrick Evan
Dark Moon, Stronghold Games
Di Meglio Roberto
Age of Conan Adventures in Hyboria, Ares Games
War of the Ring Warriors of Middle Earth, Ares Games
Diaz Manuel D. Cruz
Ars Universalis, Meridiano 6
Plus Ultra, Meridiano 6
Dicken Gary
Barking up the Wrong Tree, Ragnar Brothers
DRCongo, Ragnar Brothers
Nina & Pinta, Ragnar Brothers
Dickinson James
G.Nome, La Mame Games
DiCola Frank
Mr. Game, Margrave Games / Breaking Games
Diekert Nicolai
€uro Crisis, Doppeldenk-Spiele
Dill Aaron
Homeland Das Brettspiel, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Homeland The Game, Gale Force Nine
Dionisio Antonio J.
Ars Universalis, Meridiano 6
Plus Ultra, Meridiano 6
Dittmann Fabian
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Mara und der Feuerbringer, Heidelberger/Coon Games
Dochtermann Sandra
Star Wars Rebels: Angriff der Rebellen, Kosmos
Domberger Jörg
Schlange, Fairplay
Doppeldenk Simon
€uro Crisis, Doppeldenk-Spiele
Dorn Rüdiger
Gum Gum Machine, HUCH! & friends
Istanbul: Mokka und Bakschisch
Karuba, Haba
Steam Time, Kosmos
Dorra Stefan
For Sale, Iello
Gum Gum Machine, HUCH! & friends
Nyet, Iello
Dorsonczky Joszef
Hack Trick, Mind Fitness Games
Dougherty Robert
Ascension: Year Two Collector’s Edition, Stone Blade Entertainment
Epic, White Wizard Games
Doumen Jeroen
Food Chain Magnate, Splotter Spellen

Ema Arisa
Tatewari, Cosaic
Engelstein Brian
Survive: Space Attack!, Stronghold
Survive: Space Attack! The Crew Strikes Back, Stronghold
Survive: Space Attack! 5-6 Players Expansion, Stronghold
Engelstein Geoffrey
Survive: Space Attack!, Stronghold
Survive: Space Attack! The Crew Strikes Back, Stronghold
Survive: Space Attack! 5-6 Players Expansion, Stronghold
Engelstein Sydney
Survive: Space Attack!, Stronghold
Survive: Space Attack! The Crew Strikes Back, Stronghold
Survive: Space Attack! 5-6 Players Expansion, Stronghold
Enoki Tomohiro
Dungeon Busters, Korea Boardgames
Epp Isaac
Boomtown Bandits, Squirmy Beast

Dragičević Vuk
To D Island, Dažbog Games

Ernest James
Pairs Piraten, Truant Spiele
Pairs Untiefe Wesen, Truant Spiele
Wo ist das Gehirn?, Truant Spiele

Dreier-Brückner Anja
Mein kleiner bunter Krabbelkäfer, moses. Verlag

Ertughrul Oran
Creature College, Happy Otter Games

Dreinø Kristian
Mimiq, HUCH! & friends

Eskubi Nicolas
A las Barricadas, Compass Games

Drögemüller Jens
Terra Mystica Big Box, Feuerland/Korea Boardgames
Terra Mystica Erweiterungsbogen, Feuerland Spiele

F. Martyn
Epoch: Early Inventors, Emma Games

Flanagan Mary
Monarch, Eigenverlag
Fleetwood Alex
Fabulous Beasts, Eigenverlag
Fleischer Ethan
Magic The Gathering Das Brettspiel, Hasbro
Magic The Gathering Battle for Zendikar, Wizards of the
Coast
Forrest-Pruzan Creative
Block Out, Tactic
Disney Frozen Mein magisches Wettlaufspiel, Ravensburger
Disney Riesen-Bilder-Rallye, Ravensburger
Fort Marie
Happy Party, Gigamic
Splash, Game Factory
Fort Wilfried
Happy Party, Gigamic
Splash, Game Factory / Lifestyle
Targets, Blackrock Games
Fourcade Válery
Bad Habit, moses. Verlag
Fraga Roberto
Dr. Eureka, Blue Orange
Me Want Cookies! Iello / Le Scorpion Masqué
Pingo Pingo, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Pingo Pingo, Iello
Voilá, Brain Games
French Nate
A Game of Thrones The Card Game 2nd Edition, Fantasy
Flight Games
Der Herr der Ringe Land des Schattens, Heidelberger
Spieleverlag
Game of Thrones Der Eiserne Thron 2. Edition, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Game of Thrones Der Eiserne Thron 2. Edition Westeros
Zyklus, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Warhammer 40.000 Conquest Weltensturm, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Drover Glenn
Empires: Age of Discovery, Eagle-Gryphon Games

Faidutti Bruno
Argo, Flatlined Games
Attila, Blue Orange Games
Mission: Red Planet, Fantasy Flight Games
Raptor, Matagot
Waka Tanka, Sweet November
Warehouse 51, Funforge / Passport Game Studio

duBarry Philip
Spirits of the Rice Paddy, Ape Games

Falco Marsha J.
Karma, Amigo Spiele

Friese Friedemann
504, 2F-Spiele
504, Stronghold Games
Funkenschlag: Die Aktiengesellschaften, 2F-Spiele
Power Grid: The Stock Companies, Rio Grande Games
Gipfelstürmer, Amigo Spiele
Terra, Bézier Games

Dunstan Matthew
Snowdonia: Trans-Australian Railway & The Daffodil
Line , Surprised Star Games

Fay Florian
Apocalypse Chaos, Z-Man Games

Fryxelius Daniel
Fleets The Pleiad Conflict Corporate Lords, Fryxgames

Feld Stefan
(Orakel von) Delphi, Hall Games

Fryxelius Jacob
Terraforming Mars, Fryxgames

Feldkötter Michael
Sarkophag, Amigo Spiele

Fuhr H.
Die Box, Spieltrieb

Ferlita Chiara
Ja, Herr und Meister Grüne Edition, Truant Spiele
Ja, Herr und Meister Rote Edition, Truant Spiele

Fuhr W.
Die Box, Spieltrieb

Droit Alexandre
Rings up! Blue Orange EU
Thumbs Up, Blue Orange USA

Duquette Simon
Mafia Casino, Boîte de Jeux
Mafia Casino Homme de Main, Boîte de Jeux
Dytczak Krzysztof
Race to Berlin, Leonardo Games
Eberle Bill
Hoax, Fantasy Flight Games
Eberle Stefan
Miner, Eigenverlag
Eckart Doug
30 Days of Night, Pandasaurus Games /IDW
Egorov Yan
Swords and Bagpipes, Rightgames
Eickert Gunter
CoH Eastern Front Solo Expansion, Academy Games
CoH Awakening of the Bear Firefight Generator, Academy Games
Eickert Uwe
CoH Eastern Front Solo Expansion, Academy Games
Eisenstein Bernd
Peloponnes Box, Irongames
Peloponnes Card Game, Irongames
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Eklund Phil
Bios: Genesis, Sierra Madre Games
Greenland: Sea Sámi, Sierra Madre Games
High Frontier Deluxe, Sierra Madre Games
Neanderthal, Sierra Madre Games
Pax Pamir, Sierra Madre Games

u
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Fernandez Chris
Dicenstein, Petersen Games
Ferrini Luigi
Goldene Zeitalter, Schwerkraft Verlag
Goldene Zeitalter Kulte & Kulturen, Schwerkraft Verlag
The Golden Ages, Stronghold Games
The Golden Ages Cults & Cultures, Stronghold Games
Finet Olivier
Ciao, Gigamic
Fiore Christian
Legends, Ravensburger
Fiorillo John
Ascension: Dreamscape, Stone Blade Entertainment
Ascension: Year Two Collector’s Edition, Stone Blade Entertainment
Fitzgerald Mike
Baseball Highlights 2045, Eagle-Gryphon Games

Füzesi Györgyi
That’s Me, Investment Kft.
Gabhart Robert K.
Arctic Scavenger Kombo, Rio Grande Games
Galonnier Romaric
Casting, Blue Cocker Games
Gandon Francois
City Mania, Days of Wonder
Garcia Alexandre
Dilluvia Project, Spielworxx
Garcia Javier
The Foreign King
Garfield Richard
Android Netrunner: Daten und Bestimmung, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Android Netrunner: Mumbad Zyklus, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
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Grabowski Jaroslaw
HINT, Postindustrial Games

Harmon James
Te Kuiti, Ludically / Asmodee

Grayson Carey
Pandemie: Die Seuche, Z-Man Games

Hart Mat
Guild Ball, Steamforged Games

Gary Justin
Ascencion: Dreamscape, Stone Blade Entertainment
Ascension: Year Two Collector’s Edition, Stone Blade Entertainment

Grégoire Olivier
Aya, Blackrock Games / Act in Games
Hope, Morning Players
Piratoons, Blackrock Editions / Act in Games

Haskaj Bujar
Light of Dragons, Suncore Games

George Xavier
Carson City Big Box, Quined Games
Carson City Horses & Heroes, Quined Games

Grein-Böttcher Edith
Grunz, Miau & Muh, Haba

Schatzjäger, Queen Games
Garrity Sean Scott
Little Drop of Poison, Baksha Games
Time Jockey, Baksha Games

Gerdts Mac
Concordia Salsa, PD Verlag
Steam Ship Company, PD Verlag
Gere Patrick
Kumo Hogosha, Morning Players
Geremia Andy
Maze Racers, Foxmind
Gerrits Mark
SteamRollers, Flatlined Games
Ghetti Aldo
Waterloo: Enemy Mistakes, Pendragon Game Studio / Sir
Chester Cobblepot
Giannios Babis
Kune vs. Lakia, Ludicréations
Gibrin Mauricio V.
Atlantyda, Trefl
Gigli Virginio
Grand Austria Hotel, Lookout Spiele
Grand Austria Hotel, Mayfair Games
Gimet Ludovic
C-Cross, Gerhards Spiel und Design
Glassco Bruce
Mystery! Motive for Murder, Mayfair Games
Glenn Stephen
GobbleStones, R&R Games
Goldsteen Elad
City Council, Golden Egg Games
Prime Time, Golden Egg Games
Rome: Rise to Power, Golden Egg Games
Gómez Carlos
Faith The SciFi RPG, Burning Games
Gómez Juan
Hungry Monsters, Rombo Games
Publish or Perish, Rombo Games
Third Eye, Rombo Games
Gómez Mauricio
Faith The SciFi RPG, Burning Games
González Enrique Dueñas
London After Midnight, Gen-X Games
Gonzales Nacho
Iron League, Juegorama
Goslar Johannes
Nord, Kronberger Spiele
Nord Jarl Erweiterung, Kronberger Spiele
Goslar Roland
Nord, Kronberger Spiele
Nord Jarl Erweiterung, Kronberger Spiele
Goryunov Danila
Big Brain Bang, Rightgames
Goulart Guilherme
Arcadia Quest: Jenseits der Gruft, Wizkids / Asmodee
Gould Kris
Switching Tracks, Wattsalpoag
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Grönroos Mikael
Tornio ´44, Mikugames
Gruhl Ken
Cup a Cup, R&R Games
Dungeon of Fortune, Tasty Minstrel Games
Guinaudeau Audrey
Flip Flop, Editions de la Haute Roche
Guiton Édouard
Krosmaster Duell Box 2, Pegasus
Krosmaster Dunkle Helden, Pegasus
Krosmaster Piwate, Pegasus
Krosmaster Quest, Pegasus
Gumienny Waldek
The Magnates: A Game of Power, Phalanx Games
Haag Aaron
Yunnan: Dian Mu Temple, Argentum Verlag
Hackard Andrew
Munchkin: Jäger des Schatzes, Pegasus
Star Munchkin 3, Pegasus
Haerle Jerry
Sly Dice, Brain Games
Haferkamp Kai
Bibi Blocksberg: Verhexter Hexenbesen, Schmidt Spiele
tiptoi Schatzsuche in der Buchstaben-Burg, Ravensburger
Hager Jonathan
Captain’s Wager, Grey Fox Games
Captain’s Wager Maelstrom, Grey Fox Games
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Hausser Lieselotte
Elfer Raus Jubiläumsausgabe, Ravensburger
Hawes Peter
Francis Drake Erweiterungen, HUCH! & friends/Kayal
Hawthorne Jerry
Tail Feathers, Plaid Hat Games
Hayashi Hisashi
Go da Cheese, Okazu Brand
Minerva, Okazu Brand
Hecht Gerhard
Die Legenden von Andor: Chada & Thorn, Kosmos
Hegedüs Csaba
Dudab, A-Games
Piñata Party , A-Games
Heidenheim Wolfgang
Haithabu, Spielworxx
Hein Ferdinand
Bola, F-Hein-Spiele
Vier im Zoo, F-Hein-Spiele
Heinsoo Rob
Epic Spell Wars II: Rumble at Castle Tentakill, Cryptozoic
Heller Stefan
Gouda Ganoven, Heller Stefan Eigenverlag
Hely Claudia
Santiago, Trefl
Henry Frédéric
Cardline: Marvel, Bombyx / Asmodee
Die Baumeister: Antike, Bombyx / Asmodee
Herman Mark
Churchill, GMT Games

Håkansson Nina
Nations: Dynasties, Lautapelit

Hirtle Michael
8*28, Zoch Verlag

Håkansson Rustan
Nations: Dynasties, Lautapelit

Ho Tobey
CS Files, Jolly Thinkers
Deception: Murder in Hong Kong, Grey Fox Games

Halaban Sergio
Quartz, FunBox Jogos
Warehouse 51, Funforge / Passport Game Studio
Hamada Takashi
The Arabian Pots, Gift10Industry
The Mystery of Dattakamo, Gift10Industry
Hamilton Gordon
12 Days of Christmas, Eagle-Gryphon Games
King’s Kilt, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Hanauer Jack
Bugz, Porcupine Press
Guess What, Blue Orange

Hoffmann Guido
Das Geheimnis der Zauberer, Mattel
Hoffmann Rudi
Schuss und Tor, Lookout Spiele
Horger Carla
Fast & Furious Full Throttle, Game Salute
Horger Jeff
Fast & Furious Full Throttle, Game Salute
Horn Edward Jr.
Hoax, Fantasy Flight Games

Hanuise Eric
Otter Nonsense, Flatlined Games

Hostettler Urs
Tichu Sonderausgabe, Abacusspiele

Happel Knut
Legends, Ravensburger

Hova Gil
Bad Medicine, Formal Ferret Games
The Networks, Formal Ferret Games

Harder Corinna
Black Stories: Bibel Edition, moses. Verlag
Harju Heikki
M.U.L.E., Lautapelit
Harman Andrew
Sandcastles, Yay Games

Hoyt David L.
8*28, Zoch Verlag
Huang Guan Chih
Chenghuang, Big Fun Games
Huang Wei-Hwa
Roll for the Galaxy Ambition, Rio Grande Games
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Hudecek Robert J.
Dragon Farkle, Z-Man Games

Joopen Peter-Paul
Maskenball der Käfer, Pegasus

Ekö, Sit Down!
Siggil, Capsicum Games

Huei-Chiang Tsai
Castle Crush! Cubes & Cards, Soso Studio
Dadaocheng, Soso Studio

Jugel Mario
Admiral’s Order All Hands: Algeciras 1801, Strategema
Admiral’s Order All Hands: Sealed Despatches, Strategema

Kevern J. Alex
Daxu, White Goblin Games
Gold West, Tasty Minstrel Games

Huemer Alexander
Lignum, Mücke Spiele
Hüpper Christiane
Meine ersten Spiele Kleiner Garten, Haba
Hurter William H.
Disney Star Wars Rebels Memory
Hwang Hope S.
Kabuki, Iello
Sherlock 13, Board M Factory
The Dome, Board M Factory / Gary Kim Games
The Gate, Board M Factory / Gary Kim Games
Hyung Minwoo
Generalship, Baccum
Hyung Sungwoo
Generalship. Baccum
Ibañez Diego
Holmes: Sherlock & Mycroft
Igelhaut Oliver
Mein Schatz, Igel-Spiele
Wunschmaschine, Igel-Spiele

Junker Gerhard
Blocky Mountains Die Felsenrutsche, Juhu Spiele
Junker Simon
Heldentaufe, Board Game Circus / Junkyard 12
Jussila Jouni
Race to the North Pole, Playmore Games
Kanai Seiji
Eight Epics, Kanai Factory
Lost Legacy: Todesschwert & Weißgoldturm, Pegasus
Love Letter: Adventure Time, Alderac Entertainment
Group
Morgen kommt der Weihnachtsmann: Mein Wunschzettel, Pegasus
Shinobi Arts, QBIST
Kaneko Yuji
Yampire Rader, Kabuheru
Kano Kei
Tatewari, Cosaic

Iler Ryan
Quodd Heroes, Wonderment Games

Kansil Joli Quentin
Krakatoa, Eagle-Gryphon Games

Ilijaševi Pavle
To D Island, Dažbog Games
Stoneball, Dažbog Games

Kao Eason
Dadaocheng, Soso Studio

Inman Matthew
Exploding Kittens, Breaking Games
Exploding Kittens NSFW Deck, Breaking Games
Ito „BakaFire“
Code of Nine, Z-Man Games
Reidemeister, BakaFire Party
Jackson Steve
Munchkin Verborgene Schätze, Pegasus
Janich Wolfram
1847 Pfalz, Marflow Games
18Ruhr Erweiterung, Marflow Games

Kargaci Péter
Pitrush, Cogitate Games / Wooestic
Kasawa Hiroki
Village of Familiar, One Draw
Kastle Darwin
Cthulhu Reals, ADC Blackfire Entertainment
Epic, White Wizard Games
Kaufmann Matthias
Glückstorte, Logis
Kawakami Ryo
Zombie Tower, Cosaic

Kibler Brian M.
Ascension: Year Two Collector’s Edition, Stone Blade Entertainment
Kiesling Michael
Abenteuerland, Haba
Abluxxen Königskarten, Ravensburger
Mexica, Abacusspiele
Mexica, Iello / Super Meeple / G3
Porta Nigra, Pegasus
Porta Nigra, Gigamic
Kijowska Violetta
Alien Artifacts, Trefl
Taste of Poland, Bomba Games
Take a Train, G3
Kim Gun-hee
Present, Aurum
Play Jeju, Happy Baobab
Kim Jun-Hyup
Play Jeju, Happy Baobab
Kim Keewong
H.I.D.E., Korea Boardgames
Kim Vincent
Who Dunnit, Korea Boardgames
Kimball Steven
Mission: Red Planet, Fantasy Flight Games
Kimura Kouji
Die Drachenzähne, Trefl
Kingsford Larry
Elfquest Adventure Game, Cheeky Dingo Games
Kirps Dennis
Fish ‘n’ Stones Heron, Logis
Insekten Hotel, Logis
Kisaragi Hayato
Lost Legacy: Todesschwert & Weißgoldturm, Pegasus
Kitao Madako
Ten, Steffen-Spiele
Kittredge Jack
Hoax, Fantasy Flight Games

Jarvis Ben
Mechabrick, Megaton Games

Kawasaki Susumu
15o9x, Kawasaki Factory

Jaskov Jacob
Fog of Love, Hush Hush Projects

Kearney Alistair
Entropy, Rule & Make
Ninja Dojo Fight, Rule & Make

Klausner Thomas
Black Hat, Dragon Dawn Productions
Perdition’s Mouth: Abyssal Rift, Dragon Dawn Productions

Keller Michael
La Granja, PD-Verlag

Klerner Marc
Haus der Sonne, Feuerland Spiele

Kelsey Marc
Catacombs, Elzra Corp.
Catacombs Caverns of Soloth, Elzra Corp.
Katakomben, Schwerkraft Verlag
Katakomben Die Höhlen von Soloth, Schwerkraft Verlag

Kloß Stefan
Beaty Bar New Beasts in Town, Zoch Verlag
Spookies, Haba

Jefferies Paul
Dead Man’s Chest, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Jensen Robert Bonde
Among Nobles, Among Meeples
Jesionek Piotr
Stinky Business, G3
Jewuła Jan
Zombie Terror, Galakta
Johansen Asger
London Dread, Grey Fox Games
Johnson Seth
Golem Arcana, Pegasus
Golem Arcana: Online-Mehrspieler-Erweiterung, Pegasus
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Jung Yeon-Min
Play Jeju, Happy Baobab

Kemppainen Justin
Star Wars Imperial Assault Das Imperium greift an, Heidelberger
Kendall Phil
Barking up the Wrong Tree, Ragnar Brothers
DRCongo, Ragnar Brothers
Nina & Pinta, Ragnar Brothers

Jolly Tom
Cave Troll / Fantasy Flight Games
Cave Troll, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Kendall Steven
Barking up the Wrong Tree, Ragnar Brothers
DRCongo, Ragnar Brothers
Nina & Pinta, Ragnar Brothers

Jones Cory
Epic Spell Wars II: Rumble at Castle Tentakill, Cryptozoic

Kermarrec Henri
Crabz, HUCH! & friends / Blue Orange
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Knemeyer Dirk
Corrupted Kingdoms, Artana
Fútbol Strategy, Artana
Tesla vs. Edison, Artana / Giochix
Kniffen James
Forbidden Stars, Fantasy Flight Games
Knizia Reiner
Amphipolis, Desyllas
Captain Black, Ravensburger
Circus Flohcati, Grail Games
Cucina Curiosa, Noris Spiele
Disney Star Wars Die große Würfelrebellion
Euphrat & Tigris, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Heckmeck Extrawurm, Zoch Verlag
Hopp Hopp Häschen, Pegasus
Jungolino, Piatnik
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Medici, Grail Games
Motto, Granna
Res Publica 2230 AD, Heidelberger/Mage Company
RevoltAAA, Playthisone
Stingy, Playthisone

Kudo Mitsuru
Tatewari, Cosaic

Lauster Aaron
30 Days of Night, Pandasaurus Games /IDW

Kühle Malte
Raid and Trade, Mage Company

Knorre Dmitry
Evolution: Flight, North Star Games

Kuroda Yashushi „Kuro“
Cinema Frontier, Manifest Destiny
My Fair Princess, Manifest Destiny
Vanquish Sky, Manifest Destiny

Leacock Matt
Pandemic Legacy, Z-Man Games
Pandemic State of Emergency, Z-Man Games
Pandemic Legacy, Z-Man Games / Asmodee
Pandemie Ausnahmezustand, Z-Man Games
Pandemie: Die Heilung, Z-Man Games
Thunderbirds, Modiphius Entertainment

Kuroi Ryo
Dragon’s Egg, Cosaic

Lebrat Corentin
Takenoko: Chibis, Pegasus

Kwapiński Adam
Heroes, Rebel.pl
Theomachy The Ancients, FGH
Theomachy The Warrior Gods, FHG

Leder Chris
City of Gears Second Edition, Arcane Wonders

Kobbert Max J.
Disney Star Wars Labyrinth, Ravensburger
Koivusalo Mikko
Dice Alias, Tactic
Kokkinis Konstantinos
New Dawn, Artipia / Stronghold
Project: Elite, Artipia / Drawlab
Project: Elite Adrenaline, Artipia / Drawlab
Project: Elite Alien Pac, Artipia / Drawlab
Stellar Conflict, Artipia

Kwon Harris
Touchstone, Gemblo

Kondou Koushi
25 Card Game, Bouken
Diet & Friends, Bouken

La Salle Chenier
New York 1901, Blue Orange/HUCH! & friends / Swan
Panasia

Kong Jon
Small Market, TwoPlus Games

Lacerda Vital
The Gallerist, Eagle-Gryphon Games

Konieczka Corey
Forbidden Stars, Fantasy Flight Games
Star Wars Imperial Assault Das Imperium greift an, Heidelberger

Lach Bernhard
Ausgerechnet Fernweh, HUCH! & friends
Qwinto, nsv

Konnov Alexey
Game of Trains, Brain Games
Kordić Hrvoje
Vaults, 4Hogs
Koser Miriam
Spiel-Spaß-Kiste Wichtelwaldfest, Haba
Kotarski Jason
Kite Fight, White Goblin Games
Koukkula Pekka
Operation: Kindergarten, Ludicréations
Round-o-loot, Doorway Games
Tiny Robots, Doorway Games
Kovaleski John
Homeland Das Brettspiel, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Homeland The Game, Gale Force Nine
Kozak Michael
Lobotomy, Titan Forge Games
Kozak Sebastian
Lobotomy, Titan Forge Games
Kramer Wolfgang
Abenteuerland, Haba
Abluxxen Königskarten, Ravensburger
Mexica, Abacusspiele
Mexica, Iello / Super Meeple / G3
Porta Nigra, Pegasus
Porta Nigra, Gigamic
Krenner Johannes
Black Stories. Das Verhör, moses. Verlag
Römisch Pokern, Amigo Spiele
Kreutz Sebastian
Crysis Analogue Edition: The Board Game, Frame6
Kruchten Christian
Insekten Hotel, Logis
Sifaka, Azao Games
Krzystek Piotr
Germania Magna, Wydawnictwo Alter
Trenches of Hell, Wydawnictwo Alter
Kubacki Błażej
Mistfall, NKSN Games
Mistfall Valskyrr, NSKN Games
Nebel über Valskyrr, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
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Laget Serge
Argo, Flatlined Games
Mare Nostrum, Ayncron Games /Academy Games
Mare Nostrum Atlas, Ayncron Games /Academy Games
Lamont Fraser
A Game of Gnomes, Fragor Games
Poseidon’s Kingdom, Game Salute
Lamont Gordon
Poseidon’s Kingdom, Game Salute
A Game of Gnomes, Fragor Games
Lamy Loïc
Mafia de Cuba, Lui-même / Asmodee
Mafia de Cuba Revolucion, Lui-même / Asmodee
Lancerotto Marco
Mastery: Become a Hero, Gamia Games
Lang Eric M.
A Game of Thrones The Card Game 2nd Edition, Fantasy
Flight Games
Arcadia Quest: Jenseits der Gruft, Wizkids / Asmodee
Blood Rage, Cool Mini or not / Guillotine Games
Game of Thrones Der Eiserne Thron LCG, Heidelberger
Spieleverlag
Game of Thrones Der Eiserne Thron LCG Westeros, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Marvel Dice Masters Age of Ultron, Wizkids
Marvel Dice Masters Age of Ultron, Asmodee
Marvel Dice Masters The Amazing Spider-Man, Wizkids
Star Wars Ärger mit dem Imperium, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Star Wars Endor Zyklus, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Warhammer 40.000 Conquest Weltensturm, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
XCOM, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Lee Dong-Ryeol
The Night of Horror Dice, Gamesapiens
Lee Elan
Exploding Kittens, Breaking Games
Exploding Kittens NSFW Deck, Breaking Games
Lehmann Tom
El Favor del Faraón, Viravi
Favor of the Pharao, Bézier Games
Pandemic State of Emergency, Z-Man Games
Pandemie Ausnahmezustand, Z-Man Games
Race for the Galaxy Xeno Invasion, Rio Grande Games
Roll for the Galaxy Ambition, Rio Grande Games
Lehn Buster
Adventure Time Adventures in the Land of Ooo, Abba
Games
Portals of Morth, Abba Games
Lemery Guillaume
Zombie 15’ Left Alone, Iello
Lepuschitz Wilfried
Flip a Bird, Österreichisches Spielemuseum
Lerma Álvaro
Lord of the P.I.G.S., 2Tomatoes
Leroy Cyrille
Sapiens, Iello
Li Jesse
Cloud Knows, TwoPlus Games
Guns & Steel, Moaideas Design
Ponzi Scheme, Homosapiens Lab
Li Leo
Dead Man’s Draw, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Dead Man’s Draw, Mayday Games
Light Bono
Pitch Fleet, TwoPlus Games
Lim Sen-Foong
Orphan Black, IDW Games
Lin Jason
Animals Frightening Night, Mo Zi Games
Black Sheep and White Sheep, Mo Zi Games
Cha Dango, Mo Zi Games
Lippold Björn
Die Yacht der Macht, Krimi Total

Lanzavecchia Carlo Emanuele
Die geheimnisvolle Drachenhöhle, Drei Magier / Schmidt

Liu Frank
Cha Dango, Mo Zi Games

Larsen Lone Gram
Among Nobles, Among Meeples

Liu Ying-Tan
Falling Coin, Homosapiens Lab

Lau Dominik
Crysis Analogue Edition: The Board Game, Frame6

Lobet Annick
Little Red Ridinghood, Iello

Laukat Ryan
Above and Below, Red Raven Games
Artifacts Inc., Red Raven Games

Looney Andrew
Batman Fluxx, Looney Labs
Fluxx Dice, Looney Labs

Lauras Christophe
Trôl, Sweet November

Looveer Meelis
Smart Guy, moses. Verlag
Lopez Carlos
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Virus, Tranjis Games
Lopez Hassan
Clockwork Wars, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Clockwork Wars: Sentience, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Louder Darrel
Bottom of the 9th, Dice Hate Me Games
Loxam Richard
Guild Ball, Steamforged Gaes
Luciani Simone
Auf den Spuren von Marco Polo: Promo-Mini-Erweiterung, Hans im Glück
Council of Four, Cranio Creations
Das Konzil der Vier, Heidelbeger Spieleverlag
Grand Austria Hotel, Lookout Spiele
Grand Austria Hotel, Mayfair Games
Monsterturm, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
The Tower, Cranio Creations
Ludwig Manfred
Disney Star Wars Rebels Abenteuer auf Lothal, Ravensburger
Viva Topo, Pegasus
Ludwigsen Henning
Journey: Wrath of Demons, Marrow Production
Luttmann Hermann
Stonewall’s Sword, Revolution Games
Lye Xeo
Wongamania, Capital Gains
Machin Sergey
Evolution: Flight, North Star Games
Madejski Jan
Savanne, Trefl
Maggi Marco
Age of Conan Adventures in Hyboria, Ares Games
Cthulhu Tales, Cubicle 7
Dalek Dice, Cubicle 7
War of the Ring Warriors of Middle Earth, Ares Games

Massa Yannick
And then we held hands, Ludicréations
Massimiliano Enrico
Ja, Herr und Meister Grüne Edition, Truant Spiele
Ja, Herr und Meister Rote Edition, Truant Spiele
Matejka Keith
Bullfrogs, FunBox Jogos
Matsuuchi Emerson
Specter Ops, Plaid Hat Games
Volt, Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Nazca
Matusik Krzysztof
Thrash’n Roll, Game Fabrica
Matuszak Kamil
Labyrinth, Let’s Play
Maublanc Ludovic
Ca$h ‘n Guns: More Cash ‘n More Guns, Repos / Asmodee
Conan, Monolith
Maxwell Jason
Agents of SMERSH: Showdown!, 8th Summit
McGinty Tom
Dicenstein, Petersen Games
McGregor Simon
Alte Dunkle Dinge, Feuerland Spiele
McLaughlin Tricia
Slideways, R&R Games
Meinecke Malte
Flughafenspiel, Danta Spiele / Ostia Spiele
Pugna Romana, Danta-Spiele / Ostia Spiele
Terra Incognita, Danta-Spiele / Ostia Spiele
Viroid, Danta-Spiele / Ostia Spiele

Mainini Andrea
Nitro Glyxerol, Zoch Verlag

Meister Heinz
Burg Schlummerschatz, Haba
Completto, Schmidt Spiele
Top 12, Schmidt Spiele

Man Anakin
Dark Age Z, Smoothie Games

Meiswinkel Dirk
Das Geisterfest, Krimi-Küche

Mandel Daniel
Legendary Encounters, Upper Deck
Vs. Systen 2PCG, Upper Deck

Mertikat Felix
Schäferstündchen, King Racoon Games

Mangone Nestore
Expo 1906, Gotha Games
Manis Yorgo
Gomora Down Town, Storyception Games
Manker Jon
Exo, Ion Game Design
Greenland, Sierra Madre Games
Marcelle Karl
Taverna, Geek Attitude
Marche Luca
Mastery: Become a Hero, Gamia Games
Marciniak Michal
Lobotomy, Titan Forge Games
Mari Gabriele
Letters from Whitechapel Dear Boss, Giochi Uniti / Sir
Chester Cobblepot
Marold Torsten
Husarengolf, franjos Spieleverlag
Schnipp-Trick, Steffen Spiele
Martin Rick
Tiger Leader, DVG Games
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Martinez Christian
Fourberies / Histrio, Bombyx
Inis, Matagot
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Mette Michael
1881 Berlin, Marflow Games

Mizumachi Eri
Tatewari, Cosaic
Molloy Duncan
Secret Santa, Osprey Games
Molter Andreas
Haithabu, Spielworxx
Monpertuis Jean Yves
Flick‘ em up, Pretzel Games
Flick‘ em Up Stallion Canyon, Pretzel Games
Montesino Fidel
Noches de Sangre, GDM Games
Montiage Guillaume
Kemet: Ta Seti, Matagot
Moon Alan R.
Elfenland de luxe, Amigo Spiele / Rio Grande Games
Elfenroads, Rio Grande Games
Ticket to Ride Orient Express, Days of Wonder
Ticket to Ride United Kingdom/Pennsylvania, Days of
Wonder
Zug um Zug Deutschland 1902, Days of Wonder
Morgan Colin
8*28, Zoch Verlag
Mori Paolo
Die unüblichen Verdächtigen, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Dogs of War, Cool Mini or Not / Asmodee
Unusual Suspects, Cranio Creations
Morris David
Stand & Deliver, Dark Blade Creations
Morris Scott
Firefly Shiny Dice, Upper Deck
Morris Oli
Gravity Maze, Thinkfun/HCM Kinzel
Mortimer David J.
Flock, Alderac Entertainment Group
[microfilms], Ludicréations
Pocket Imperium, Ludicréations
Moscovich Ivan
Die Knobelpfade des Ratnaraj, HCM Kinzel
Robot Face Race, Game Factory
Motohashi Tomoki
Regular Expression Card, Takoashi Games
The Minion Repices, Takoashi Games

Mette Peter
18SA: South America, Marflow Games

Moyersoen Fréderic
Jolly Roger, Ares Games
Jolly Roger, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Kesselchaos, Haba
Termity, Rebel.pl

Meyer Till
Die Box, Spieltrieb

Mühlhäuser Steffen
Ten, Steffen Spiele

Michael Max
30 Days of Night, Pandasaurus Games /IDW

Mulder Wilma
360 Stories, Taleswapper

Midgalska Agnieszka
Top-A-Top, Cube Factory of Ideas

Muller Blaise
Le Bois de Couardsous, Jeux Opla

Miladinović Damjan
To D Island, Dažbog Games

Mullins Mike
Bottom of the 9th, Dice Hate Me Games

Miller Ryan
Epic PVP: Fantasy, Alderac Entertainment Group

Multamäki Timo
Black Hat, Dragon Dawn Productions
Perdition’s Mouth: Abyssal Rift, Dragon Dawn Productions

Milne Andrea
Manifest, SchilMil Games
Minde Kenneth
Automania, Aporta Games
Miyali Mauricio
Atlantyda, Trefl
Miyano Kaya
Zombie Tower, Cosaic

Mulvihill Michael
Golem Arcana, Pegasus
Golem Arcana: Online-Mehrspieler-Erweiterung, Pegasus
Muñoz Manuel
Portals of Morth, Abba Games
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Mura Kuraki
Ellie Lou’s Memories, Swan Panasia / Kuraki Mura B.
G.Studio
Tofu Kingdom, Swan Panasia / Kuraki Mura B. G.Studio
Muramatsu Toru (Koipara-Shibucho)
Pani High!, Zenfami Kyokai
Reidemeister, BakaFire Party
Mydel Marek
7 Ronin deluxe, Badger’s Nest
Waste Knights, Badger’s Nest
Myers Brett
Rome: City of Marble, R&R Games
Nabeno Pesu
Monster my Friend, dV Giochi
Monster my Neighbor, Korea Boardgames
Monster my Neighbor, Z-Man Games
Naegele Bernhard
Card-Art, Adlung Spiele
Manimals: Loro Parque Teneriffa, Adlung Spiele
Manimals: Serengeti-Park Hodenhagen, Adlung Spiele
Naito Souya
Art of War, Cocolo / Product Arts
Nakazawa Takatsugu
Pani High!, Zenfami Kyokai
Nathan Toby
Bushido The Game, GCT Studios
Nepitello Francesco
Age of Conan Adventures in Hyboria, Ares Games
Cthulhu Tales, Cubicle 7
Dalek Dice, Cubicle 7
War of the Ring Warriors of Middle Earth, Ares Games
Neugebauer Peter
Asterix & Obelix: Mau Mau, Pegasus
Der Herr Der Ringe Mau Mau: Freie Völker, Pegasus
Der Herr Der Ringe Mau Mau: Mordor, Pegasus
Nevskiy Oleksandr
Behind the Throne, 2Geeks/IGames
Die Piraten der 7 Weltmeere, 2Geeks/IGames
Mysterium, Libellud / Asmodee
Pirates of the 7 Seas, Pandasaurus / IDW

O’Malley Matthew
Between two Cities, Stonemaier Games / Morning Players

Paxton Derek
Dead Man’s Draw, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Dead Man’s Draw, Mayday Games

Obert Walter
Die geheimnisvolle Drachenhöhle, Drei Magier / Schmidt

Pederson Morten Monrad
Between Two Cities, Stonemaier Games / Morning Players
Viticulture: Essential Edition, Stonemaier Games

Oh Justin
Aqua Park, Gemblo
Touchstone, Gemblo
Ohley Helmut
1844/1854, Lookout Spiele
Russian Railroads: German Railroads, Hans im Glück
Trambahn, Lookout Spiele
Olotka Peter
Hoax, Fantasy Flight Games
Onça Fabiano
Atlantyda, Trefl
Okui Akihisa
One Night Ultimate Vampire, Bézier Games
Oppolzer Anna
Beasty Bar New Beasts in Town, Zoch Verlag
Oracz Michał
Neuroshima Convoy, Portal Games
Neuroshima Hex: Steel Police, Portal Games
Theseus The Dark Orbit - Hunters, Portal Games
Orgler Leonhard
1844/1854, Lookout Spiele
Russian Railroads: German Railroads, Hans im Glück
Østby Kristian Amundsen
Automania, Aporta Games
Escape: Traps, Queen Games
Escape: Zombie City The Survivor Chronicles, Queen
Games
Kampen om Fredriksten, Eigenverlag
Perfect Alibi, Lautapelit
Ostertag Helge
Terra Mystica Big Box, Feuerland/Korea Boardgames
Terra Mystica Erweiterungsbogen, Feuerland Spiele
Ott Jürgen Hermann
Müllers Esel, Jhox Spile

Niccolini Stefania
Rhein River Trade, Giochi Uniti

Owarzany Anna
Dwarfs in Trouble, Hex Games

Nichipurov Artyom
Guards of Atlantis, Wolff Designa

Owsianny Maciej
Lobotomy, Titan Forge Games

Niemann Tory
Alien Frontier Expansion Pack #7, Game Salute

Paananen Juha
Robogem, Sanoma Pro

Nikitin Evgeny
Bastion, Hobby World
Metro 2033 Breakthrough, Hobby World

Pac Cantin Jonathan
Hangtown, Eigenverlag

Nimmerfroh Katalin
[redacted] Gardenparty, Ludicréations
Nomura Akio
Air Alliance, Route 11
Normandon Nicolas
T.I.M.E. Stories Der Marcy Fall, Space Cowboys / Asmodee
T.I.M.E. Stories The Marcy Case, Space Cowboys
Norwood Chris
Acute Care, Game Salute
Novac Andrei
Exodus: Edge of Extinction, NSKN
Perfect Storm, NSKN
W: The Board Game, NSKN
O’Connor Rory
Das Extraordinaires Designstudio, The Creativity Hub
Story Cubes Batman, The Creativity Hub
Story Cubes Moomins, The Creativity Hub
Story Cubes Mix, The Creativity Hub
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Paglia Pier Giorgio
Wings of Glory WW1, Ares Games
Palau Manu
Ikonicus, Brain Picnic
Mix It, Brain Picnic
Palm Michael
Asterix & Obelix: Das Kartenspiel der K.o.operative, Pegasus
Die Zwerge Das Duell, Pegasus

Pegasov Nikolay
Bastion, Hobby World
Peise Udo
Pronto, HUCH! & friends
Pelek Roman
Santiago, Trefl
Pelikan Andreas
Isle of Skye, Lookout Spiele
Isle of Skye, Mayfair Games
Pellin Jean-Claude
Fish ‘n’ Stones Heron, Logis
Sifaka, Azao Games
Perret Fred
Arcadia Quest: Jenseits der Gruft, Wizkids / Asmodee
Pesce Enrico
Sator Arepo Tenet Opera Rotas: Malleus Maleficarum,
Scribabs/Heidelberger/Post Scriptum
Pestrin Roberto
Dojo Kun, Yemaia
Peter Viktor
Trickerion, Mindclash Games
Peterschmidt Luke
Epic PVP: Fantasy, Alderac Entertainment Group
Petersen Christian T.
A Game of Thrones The Card Game 2nd Edition, Fantasy
Flight Games
Game of Thrones Der Eiserne Thron 2. Edition, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Game of Thrones Der Eiserne Thron 2. Edition Westeros
Zyklus, Heidelberger
Peterson Paul
Pairs Piraten, Truant Spiele
Pairs Untiefe Wesen, Truant Spiele
Smash Up: Munchkin, Alderac Entertainment Group
Smash Up: Munchkin, Pegasus
Peterson Sandy
Cthulhu Wars, Petersen Games
Cthulhu Wars Onslaught Two, Petersen Games
Theomachy The Ancients, FGH
Theomachy The Warrior Gods, FHG
Petty T.C. III.
Xenon Profiteer, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Pfister Alexander
Isle of Skye, Lookout Spiele
Isle of Skye, Mayfair Games
Mombasa, eggertspiele/Pegasus
Port Royal: Ein Auftrag geht noch, Pegasus
Royal Goods, Österreichisches Spiele Museum
Philosophales Keren
Xenoshyft ONslaught, Cool Mini or Not

Paltsev Alexey
Game of Trains, Brain Games

Pietschker Lutz
Flash Point Ehre und Pflicht, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Flash Point Extreme Gefahr, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Pambos Michael
Burger Boss, Legend Express

Pigaiani Gabriele
Mastery: Become a Hero, Gamia Games

Paradis Carl
No Retreat 4: Italian Front 1943-45, GMT Games

Pina Joao Miguel da Silva
Flip Flop, Editions de la Haute Roche

Parlett David
Disney Star Wars Duell der Mächte
Römisch Pokern, Amigo Spiele

Piñan Jorge
Duell, Sphinx Spieleverlag
Frog Menu, Edigrafica Games
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Pinchback Ben
Fleet: Wharfside, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Floating Market, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Morocco, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Pirard Nico
Kumo Hogosha, Morning Players
Piskorek Arkadiusz
Across Africa, G3
Piskorek Wiktor
Across Africa, G3
Pogoda Łukasz
Savanne, Trefl
Poleszak Maciek
Witkacy, Bomba Games
Poli Paris
Waterloo: Enemy Mistakes, Pendragon Game Studio / Sir
Chester Cobblepot

Rasputin Alexander
Urbis, GaGa Games
Rathert Randy
The King‘s Abbey, Brown Eyed Games / Breaking Games
Raymond Éric
Mafia Casino, Boîte de Jeux
Mafia Casino Homme de Main, Boîte de Jeux
Redici Henri
Fleet Commander: Avatar, Capsicum Games
Fleet Commander: Beyond the Gate, Capsicum Games
Fleet Commander: Deep Space.Capsicum Games
Fleet Commander: Genesis, Capsicum Games
Fleet Commander: Orbit, Capsicum Games
Fleet Commander: Salvation, Capsicum Games
Regard Bo
Mars Transit, FunSpace

Ropka Marcin
Alien Artifacts, Trefl
Taste of Poland, Bomba Games
Take a Train, G3
Rose Al
Space Cadets: Away Missions, Stronghold
Rosén Einar
Nations: Dynasties, Lautapelit
Rosén Robert
Nations: Dynasties, Lautapelit
Rosenberg Uwe
Caverna: Die Blauschild-Erweiterung, Lookout Spiele
Ein Fest für Odin, Feuerland Spiele
Hengist, Lookout Spiele
Hengist, Mayfair Games
Rosendahl Mika
Cabals, Kyy Games
Ross Susan McKinley
Qwirkle: Star Wars, Schmidt Spiele

Poncin Nicolas
Die Holde Isolde, Schmidt Spiele

Reichwein Thorsten
Five Seals of Magic, Hobby World

Pope Bryan
Mage Wars Academy, Arcane Wonders / Pegasus
Mage Wars Arena Battlegrounds: Domination, Pegasus
Mage Wars Arena: Flammenschmiede, Pegasus

Reinhold Simone
MultiCubi, Kallmeyer

Rosset Ben
Between Two Cities, Stonemaier Games / Morning Players#

Rejchtmann Grzegorz
Ubongo: Star Wars - Das Erwachen der Macht, Kosmos

Rossi Carlo A.
Zoowaboo, Pegasus

Resariu
Fram R’lyeh, BakaFire Party

Roubira Jean-Louis
Dixit 6: Memories, Libellud / Asmodee

Pouchain Laurent
Conan, Monolith

Riddle Matt
Fleet: Wharfside, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Floating Market, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Morocco, Eagle-Gryphon Games

Roudy Ludovic
The 7th Continent, Serious Poulp

Pozzi Marco
Bretagne, Placentia Games

Rieneck Michael
Asterix & Obelix: Das große Abenteuer, Pegasus

Prat Ivan
1714: The Case of the Catalans, Devir

Riffaud Fabien
Les Poilus, Sweet November

Pronobis Mateusz
Labyrinth, Let’s Play

Rigal Hervé
Shakespeare, Ystari Games / Asmodee

Proshin Ilya
Stick to Colours, GaGa Games

Rinaldi Federica
Sator Arepo Tenet Opera Rotas: Malleus Maleficarum,
Scribabs/Heidelberger/Post Scriptum

Pöppel Horst
Silhouette, Noris Spiele
Porfidio Fabio
Nadaras, Eletria Games

Prothière Julien
Kreo, Sweet November
Punakallio Mikko
Allies: Realm of Wonder, Mindwarrior Games
Pyne Nigel
Oddball Aeronauts, Pegasus
Querfurth Ralph
Star Wars Rebels: Angriff der Rebellen, Kosmos
Quintens Thibaut
Aya, Blackrock Games
Piratoons, Blackrock Games / Act in Games
Racky Florian
Haus der Sonne, Feuerland Spiele
Rahim Dilwar
Burger Boss, Legend Express

Risthaus Heike
Blindes Huhn, Ostia Spiele
Blindes Huhn: Doppelkorn, Ostia Spiele
Blindes Huhn: Farbmehrheiten, Ostia Spiele
Blindes Huhn: Maus & Habicht, Ostia Spiele
Blindes Huhn Viehdoktor, Ostia Spiele
Risthaus Stefan
Visby, Ostia Spiele
Visby Der Abt, Ostia Spiele
Visby Erweiterungspack, Ostia Spiele
Robbins Eddie
1857, Winsome Games
Robert Nicolas
Die blutige Herberge, Pearl Games / Asmodee
L’Auberge Sanglante, Pearl Games / Asmodee
La Posada Sangrienta, Pearl Games / Asmodee
The Bloody Inn, Pearl Games / Asmodee

Rowse Andrew
Dexikon, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Rozoy Manuel
T.I.M.E. Stories, Space Cowboys
T.I.M.E. Stories, Space Cowboys / Asmodee
Rudolph Klaus-Peter
Die Box, Spieltrieb
Rush Ken = Saffre Olivier
Rumble in the Dungeon, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Rumble in the House, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Rumble in the Dungeon, Flatlined Games
Rumble in the House, Flatlined Games
Rumble in the Dungeon, Iello
Rumble in the House, Iello
Ruiz Francisco
Portals of Morth, Abba Games
Russell Graham
The Fittest, Dice Hate Me
Russell Tom
Trans-Siberian Railroad, Winsome
Sadler Adam
Warhammer Quest The Adventure Card Game, Fantasy
Flight Games
Sadler Brady
Warhammer Quest The Adventure Card Game, Fantasy
Flight Games
Sakashita Yuichi
Sheep & Thief, Power9 Games

Raimbault Christophe
Colt Express: Horses & Stage Coach, Ludonaute / Asmodee
Colt Express: Pferde & Postkutsche, Ludonaute / Asmodee

Rodrigues Juan
Les Poilus, Sweet November
Rodriguez John
Mega Civilization, 999 Games / Pegasus

Sakaue Takashi
Art of War, Cocolo / Product Arts
Shintoh, Product Arts

Rambourg Maxime
The Big Book of Madness, Iello

Rogasch Tim
Die Post ist da, Haba

Samaniego Jorge Rodrigues
Lord of the P.I.G.S., 2Tomatoes

Randolph Alex
Wörterklauer, Steffen Spiele

Romano Simone
Galaxy Defenders: Extinction Protocol, Ares
Galaxy Defenders: Operation Strikeback, Ares
Sword & Sorcery, Ares Games

Sánchez Ignacio
Duell, Sphinx Spieleverlag

Rapp Uwe
Ausgerechnet Fernweh, HUCH! & friends
Qwinto, nsv
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Rasper Dan
Space Cadets: Away Missions, Stronghold
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Sanders Todd
Aether Captains, Mage Company
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Santisteban Santi
Virus, Tranjis Games

Schumacher Jens
Black Stories: Bibel Edition, moses. Verlag

Santo Pietro Gianluca
Letters from Whitechapel Dear Boss, Giochi Uniti / Sir
Chester Cobblepot

Schwer Benjamin
Buttons, Noris Spiele
Monstermenü, Haba
Space Planets, Haba
Ugah Ugah!, Haba

Santoro Paulo
Deterrence 2X62, FunBox Jogos
Sarrett Peter
Time’s Up! Kids, Repos
Sag’s mir! Junior, Repos / Asmodee
Sasaki Jun
A Fake Artist goes to New York, Oink Games
Deep Sea Adventure, Oink Games
In A Grove, Oink Games
Kobayakawa, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Maskmen, Oink Games
Rights, Oink Games
Satô Kim
Ryu, Moonster Games
Sato Nicolas
Kenjin, Superlude
Sato Yusuke
Timebomb, New Board Game Party
Sauer Stephen
Caffeine Rush, R&R Games
Saunders Matt
Mow Money, Mayday Games
Sautter Bruno
The 7th Continent, Serious Poulp
Savola Petri
Kyoto Protocol, Roll D6 Games
Schacht Michael
Der kleine Rabe Socke: Das große Rennen, Amigo Spiele
Hellweg westfalicus Marktflecken, Spiele aus Timbuktu
Knatsch, Abacusspiele
Mogul, Rio Grande Games
Zooloretto Kiwi, Abacusspiele
Zooloretto Würfelspiel: Baby Boom, Abacusspiele
Schärdel Julian
€uro Crisis, Doppeldenk-Spiele
Scharf Michael
18Ruhr Erweiterung, Marflow Games
Schatzl Harald
150 Jahre Ringstraße, Österreischisches Spiele Museum
Schiller Julia
Manifest, SchilMil Games
Schillo André
Karnivore Koala, Voodoo Games
Paragon, Voodoo Games
Schlegel Martin
Sirenen in Sicht, Smiling Monster Games
Schlewitz Nicolas
Zombie 15’ Left Alone, Iello
Schliemann Jens-Peter
Das Geheimnis der Zauberer, Mattel
Schmidauer-König Johannes
Cornwall, Schmidt Spiele
Die Portale von Molthar, Amigo Spiele
Teamplay, Schmidt Spiele
Schmidt Andreas
Justice League Hero Dice Batman, Heidelberger
Justice League Hero Dice Superman, Heidelberger
Schoonover William
Iron Kingdom: Die Unterstadt, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
/ Ulisses
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Silva Lorenzo
Alone, Horrible Games
Co-Mix, Ares Games / Horrible Games
Potion Explosion, Horrible Games
Sirlin David
Puzzle Strike, Pegasus
Yomi, Pegasus

Sciarra Emiliano
Bang! Dodge City, Abacusspiele
Bang! Expansion Pack, Abacusspiele
Bang! Gold Rush, Abacusspiele
Bang! The Duel, dV Giochi
Bang! The Walking Dead, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Small Shane
Exploding Kittens, Breaking Games
Exploding Kittens NSFW Deck, Breaking Games

Selinker Mike
Pathfinder Unter Piraten, Heidelberger Spieleverlag /
Ulisses Spiele

Sobol Brett
Stockpile, Nauvoo Games

Senftleben Hans-Gümter
Tetrodomo, Kallmeyer
Sentieiro Nuno Bizarro
Nippon, What’s Your Game
Nipppon, What’S Your Game / Asmodee
Sentis Julien
Boost, Heidelberger / Ferti
Serradesanferm Toni
Storytelling, Viravi
Victus: Barcelona 1714, Devir
Serrano Juan
Adventure Time Adventures in the Land of Ooo, Abba
Games
Seurat Clem
Heroes of Normandie Guardian’s Chronicles Expansion,
Devil Pig Games / Iell
Shadows of Normandie, Devil Pig Games
Shafir Haim
Speed Cups: Fan-Edition, Amigo Spiele
Shahriari Behrooz
In a Bind, By Bez
Sheerin Andrew
The Hen Commandments, Terrorbull Games
Shinohara Yoshiteru
Crossings, Cocktail Games / Space Cowboys
Shinall Michael
Xenoshyft Onslaught, Cool Mini or Not / Asmodee
Shiose Takayiki
Tatewari, Cosaic
Shlklyarov Anatoliy
Game of Trains, Brain Games
Short David
Automobiles, Alderac Entertainment Group
Siadek Jeff
Desert Island, Gorilla Games
The Worst Game Ever, Gorilla Games
Wordariffic, Gorilla Games

Spitzer Thomas
Haspelknecht, Quined Games

Soledade Paolo
Nippon, What’s Your Game
Nipppon, What’S Your Game / Asmodee
Solomon Eric
Hyle7, franjos Spieleverlag
Sorrentino Lorenzo Tucci
Tesseract, Giochi Uniti / Stratelibri
Sosnowski Andrzej
Theseus: The Dark Orbit - Hunters, Portal Games
Spala Hubert
Roar, Trefl
Spreutels Jurgen
Baby Blues, Jumping Turtle Games
Stankiewicz Piotr
7 Ronin deluxe, Badger’s Nest
Stark Frank
Zirkus Leo, Heidelberger
Stasiak Tomasz
Assault on Doomrock Doompocalypse, BD >Games
Staupe Reinhard
3 sind eine zu viel!, Amigo Spiele
Stegmaier Jamey
Scythe, Stonemaier Games
Viticulture Essential Edition, Stonemaier Games
Stein Dieter
Fendo, Gerhards Spiel und Design
Steiness Ole
Champions of Midgard, Grey Fox Games
Steinwender Arno
Flip a Bird, Österreichisches Spiele Museum
Wo ist bitte Umtata?, moses. Verlag
Stella Deke
Super Dungeon Explore: Der vergessene König, Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Ulisses
Super Dungeon Legends, Ninja Division
Stern Luke
Game of Phones, Breaking Games

Sibicky Nick
King’s Forge: Apprentices, Game Salute

Stevenson Edward
Circular Reasoning, Breaking Games

Sibthorpe Gary
Rumms, Kosmos

Stiehl Nicole
Die Box, Spieltrieb

Sibthorpe Oliver
Rumms, Kosmos

Stockhausen Reiner
Orléans: Invasion, dlp games

Sidorenko Oleg
Behind the Throne, 2Geeks/IGames
Die Piraten der 7 Weltmeere, 2Geeks/IGames
Mysterium, Libellud / Asmodee
Pirates of the 7 Seas, Pandasaurus / IDW

Stone Alan
Viticulture Essential Edition, Stonemaier Games

Siedband Alex
Rush Hour Shift, Thinkfun/HCM Kinzel

Suchý Vladimir
Club der Verschwender, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Strese Mario
Biff Baff, Goliath
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The Prodigals Club, Czech Games Edition
Suganuma Masao
Candy Chaser, Iello
Machi Koro: Großstadt-Erweiterung, Kosmos
Surace Nuntio
Galaxy Defenders: Extinction Protocol, Ares
Galaxy Defenders: Operation Strikeback, Ares
Sword & Sorcery, Ares Games
Sweigart Sean
Homeland Das Brettspiel, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Homeland The Game, Gale Force Nine
Świerczyński Przemysław
ExoPlanets, Board & Dice
Sylvester Peer
Old Town Robbery, Clicker Spiele
The King is Dead, Osprey Games

Tinto Antonio
Monsterturm, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
The Tower, Cranio Creations
Tolman Matt
Sails to Steam, Roxley Games
Super Motherload, Roxley Games

van Dijk Ben
Spellenkart: Kesse Rüben, Österreichisches Spiele Museum

Toussaint Christoph
Octo Dice, Pegasus

Szögyi Attila
Ave Roma, A-Games

Trzewiczek Ignacy
Imperial Settlers, Pegasus Spiele
Imperial Settlers Atlanteans, Portal Games
Imperial Settlers: Nachbarschaftshilfe, Pegasus Spiele
Legacy Five Familes, Portal Games
Rattle, Battle, Grab the Loot, Portal Games
Robinson Crusoe Schatzkiste, Pegasus Spiele
Stronghold 2nd Edition, Portal / Stronghold
The Witcher, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Tahta Rikki
Coup Rebellion G54, Indie Boards & Cards
Coup: Guatemala 1954 Anarchy, La Mame Games
Epix, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Epix, Ferti
Epix, Indie Boards & Cards
Vampire Panic, La Mame Games

Vallerga Paolo
The Band is even Better!, Scribabs

Toquet Richard
Zombies vs. Cheerleaders

Szewczyk Michał
Witkacy, Bomba Games

Tahkokallio Touko
Eclipse: Black Hole
Eclipse: Shadow of the Rift, Lautapelit
Eclipse: Schatten aus dem Riss, Lautapelit / Asmodee

Vainikka Tomi
Race to the North Pole, Playmore Games

van den Bulk Ghislaine
Hands, White Goblin Games

Symonds Elliot
Orctions, Quirkative

Tagmire Jason
Seven7s, Eagle-Gryphon Games

Vaccarino Donald X.
Dominion Adventures, Rio Grande Games
Dominion Abenteuer, Rio Grande Games / Ass
Dominion Einladung, Rio Grande Games / Ass
Dominion Guilds & Cornucopio, Rio Grande Games
Dominion Summons, Rio Grande Games

Tomczyk Marcin
Outer Rim, Axel

Torbey Shadi
Castellion, Z-Man
Toscano Florent
Hop La Puce, Jeux Opla
#La Glace et le Ciel, Jeux Opla

Tabb Damon
Kerflip! Amigo Spiele

Tsakiris Charalampos
Raid & Trade, Mage Company
Raid & Trade Cora The Specialist, Mage Company
Tsantilas Sotirios
New Dawn, Artipia / Stronghold
Project: Elite, Artipia / Drawlab
Project: Elite Adrenaline, Artipia / Drawlab
Project: Elite Alien Pac, Artipia / Drawlab
Stellar Conflict, Artipia

van Moorsel Corné
Samara, Cwali
van Ness Craig
Magic The Gathering Das Brettspiel, Hasbro
Magic The Gathering Battle for Zendikar, Wizards of the
Coast
van Orden Seth
Stockpile, Nauvoo Games
van Zandt Andy
Bottlecap Vikings, Tasty Minstrel Games
Vandenbroucke Kim
Klamotten Klamauk, Game Factory
Vaněček Jan
Shuffle Hero, Czech Board Games / ADC Blackfire
Vasel Tom
Nothing Personal: Associates, Game Salute
Nothing Personal: Power & Influence, Game Salute
Nothing Personal: Expansion Pack #1, Game Salute
Nothing Personal: Expansion Pack #2, Game Salute
Nothing Personal: Expansion Pack #3, Game Salute
Vasiliou Christopher
Crazy Bullets, Desyllas

Takaumi Kazuhide
Idol Conclave & Million Hit Chart, Madoriya

Tseng Alex
European Union, Big Fun Games
King of Tiger Heart, Alex Games
Lupin Cat, Alex Games
Negoemon, Alex Games
Rabbit Project, Alex Games

Talton Brad
Pixel Tactics, Pegasus

Tseng Paul
Outer Earth, Eigenverlag

Vega Isaac
Ashes: Rise of the Phoenixborn, Plaid Hat Games

Tascini Daniele
Auf den Spuren von Marco Polo: Promo-Mini-Erweiterung, Hans im Glück
Council of Four, Cranio Creations
Das Konzil der Vier, Heidelbeger Spieleverlag

Tseng Yo-Chen
Burano, EmperorS4 Games

Velásquez Javier
Xanadú, Quined Games

Tsukinami Iori
Joraku, Moaideas Design

Verbiest Bram
Cover Me, Jumping Turtle Games

Tasevski Milan
Small Star Empures, Archona Games

Turczi Dávid
[microfilms], Ludicréations
[redacted] Gardenparty, Ludicréations

Vereb Roman
Thievery, Eigenverlag

Takanen Markus
Treatment, Shared Bulb Games

Temeryazev Hagen
Clear for Takeoff, Time Workshop
Tempera Antonio
Mastery: Become a Hero, Gamia Games
Teuber Benjamin
Tumult Royal, Kosmos
Teuber Klaus
Tumult Royal, Kosmos
Teubner Marco
Der Schatz der 13 Inseln, Haba
Flying Kiwis, HUCH! & friends
Pronto, HUCH! & friends
Raben schubsen, moses. Verlag
Thiemann Heinz-Georg
Domus Domini, franjos Spieleverlag
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Thornton Jacke
Dreadball Xtreme. Mantic Games
Dungeon Saga Deluxe, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Dungeon Saga: Dwarf King’s Quest, Mantic Games
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Tyrland Anders
The Battle at Kemble’s Cascade, Z-Man
The Battle at Kemble’s Cascade, Z-Man / Asmodee
Tyrland Olle
The Battle at Kemble’s Cascade, Z-Man
The Battle at Kemble’s Cascade, Z-Man / Asmodee
Uesugi Masato
Welcome to the Dungeon, Iello
Willkommen im Dungeon, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Vastrup Troels
Among Nobles, Among Meeples
Vaux Martin
Lords of War Magic and Monsters, Black Box Games

Verri Rafael
Supernova: A New Exodus, Ludofy Creative
Verssen Dan
Modern Land Battles Target Acquired, DVG Games
Vesligaj Alfred
Firebrigade, Value Ad Games
Pumpkings, Value Ad Games
Viard Alban
Small City, Alban Viard Studio Games

Usera Ignacio Sánchez
Frog Menu, Edigrafica Games

Videnkov Igor
The Cookie, GaGa Games

Ushan Alexandr
Agent Undercover, Piatnik
Spyfall, Cryptozoic
Spyfall The Box is not Enough, Hobby World

Vigour Joey
Chaosmos, Mirror Box Games
Vince Mihály
[microfilms], Ludicréations
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[redacted] Gardenparty, Ludicréations
Vuagnat Fréderic
Ausgefuchste Meisterdiebe, Heidelberger Spieleverlag/
Iello
Maitre Renard, Superlude
Master Fox, Superlude / Iello
Walczak Michał
Legacy: Five Families, Portal Games
Walker-Harding Phil
Cacao: Vulkane, Abacusspiele
Wallace Martin
A Study in Emerald, Treefrog Games
Eine Studie in Smaragdgrün, Schwerkraft Verlag
Moongha Invaders, Treefrog Games
Route 666, Space Cowboys
Ships, Treefrog Games

Willet Casey
Regnum Angelica, Black Locust Games

Young Mike
Meteor, Mayday Games

Wilson Kevin
Chew, Pandasurus / IDW
I Hate Zombies, BoardGameGeek
Perdition’s Mouth: Abyssal Rift, Dragon Dawn Productions

Yung Aaron
Regnum Angelica, Black Locust Games

Wlad
Graff City, Buzzy Games
Top Face, Buzzy Games
Wolfe Matt
Wombat Rescue, Eagle-Gryphon Games
Wolicki Krzysztof
Achaia, Redimp Games
Der Herr des Eisgartens, RedImp Gardens
The Lord of the Ice Garden, RedImp Gardens

Wander Sam
Game of Phones, Breaking Games

Wong Ari
CS Files, Jolly Thinkers

Wang David
Dragon & Lyre, David Wang Studio

Woods Norman
Panda Head, R&R Games

Wasilewski Jakub
Theomachy The Ancients, FGH
Theomachy The Warrior Gods, FHG

Wrede Anja
Wer kümmert sich ums Katzenklo? Edition Siebenschläfer

Wehrle Cole
Pax Pamir, Sierra Madre Games
Weir Quentin
Cup a Cup, R&R Games
Dungeon of Fortune, Tasty Minstrel Games
Weisman Jordan K.
Golem Arcana, Pegasus
Golem Arcana: Online-Mehrspieler-Erweiterung, Pegasus
Weissblum Aaron
Panda Head, R&R Games
West Aron
Catacombs, Elzra Corp.
Catacombs Caverns of Soloth, Elzra Corp.
Katakomben, Schwerkraft Verlag
Katakomben Die Höhlen von Soloth, Schwerkraft Verlag
Weterings Martijn
Cave Pilot 55, VOF
Weterings Suzanne
Cave Pilot 55, VOF
Whitcher David E.
Star Trek Five Year Mission, Mayfair Games
Whitehill Bruce
High Five, moses. Verlag
Wiersinga Joris
Food Chain Magnate, Splotter Spellen
Wiik Esa
Kaleva, Mindwarrior Games
Wikström Max
Allies: Realm of Wonder, Mindwarrior Games

Wrede Klaus-Jürgen
Carcassonne: Burgen in Deutschland, Hans im Glück
Carcassonne: Star Wars Edition, Hans im Glück
Carcassonne: Über Stock und Stein, Hans im Glück
Wrona Łukasz
Germania Magna, Wydawnictwo Alter
Trenches of Hell, Wydawnictwo Alter
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Zach Lukas
Asterix & Obelix: Das Kartenspiel der K.o.operative, Pegasus
Die Zwerge Das Duell, Pegasus
Zalewski Jan
Andromeda, Galakta
Cvlizations, Granna
Zampa Emilio
Ophiuchus, Apokalypse Inc.
Zaninotti Manlio
The Producer, Apocalypse. Inc
Zatz André
Quartz, FunBox Jogos
Warehouse 51, Funforge / Passport Game Studio
Zax Antonio
Gopmora: Down Town, Storyception Games
Zębik Łukasz
Zombie Terror, Galakta
Zeimet Jacques
Die fiesen 7, Drei Hasen in der Abendsonn
Zhifan Cheng
Butts away! Heroes, Big Fun Games
Flip City, Tasty Minstrel Games

Wu Harry
Southern Rails, Winsome Games

Zięba Krzysztof
Dragonsgate College, NSKN
In the Name of Odin, NSKN

Yamada Koota
Iki, Utsuroi

Zinoviadis Panagotis
Among the Stars: Revival, Artipia / Stronghold

Yann
Heroes of Normandie Guardian’s Chronicles Expansion,
Devil Pig Games / Iello
Shadows of Normandie, Devil Pig Games

Zizzi Pierluca
Signorie, What’s your Game
Signorie, What’s your Game / Asmodee
Simurgh, NSKN

Yasuda Hitoshi
Blind Mythos, Cosaic
Cocoon, Cosaic

Zucchini Alessandro
Liguria, Queen Games

Yates Phil
Team Yankee, Battlefront Miniatures
Yianni John
Tatsu, Gen42 Games

Zulone Laima
Puki Duki, Logis
zur Linde Ralph
Gum Gum Machine, HUCH! & friends

Ying Jonathan
Star Wars Imperial Assault Das Imperium greift an,
Heidelberer
Yoshizawa Atsuo
Tank Hunter 2e, Arclight Games
Tank Hunter 2e: Cmdr, Arclight Games
Tank Hunter 2e: Jäger, Arclight Games
Yoshizawa Go
Tatewari, Cosaic
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